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The new K50
logic analyser
from Gould.

At under £3K,
you couldn't

have your 'hands on'
anything better.

A Gould high quality instrument and
support for under £3,000? No Problem.
It's all in our new full -function K50 logic
analyser.
See what it offers:
 Simplicity -you won't even need to read

the manual!
 Interfaces: RS232, Centronics, IEEE488.
II 32 data channels.
II Non-volatile memory for data and

set-ups.
 100 MHz sampling rate.
 4 -level trigger sequence with event

count and delay.
 5ns glitch capture.
 Disassembly for 8 and 16 Bit

processors.
 No -quibble, 2 -year warranty.
 Lightweight and portable.
The K50 brings powerful logic analysis to
8 bit & 16 bit designers, the test area or
repair department...and then makes it
easy to reap the benefits.
Need convincing? Order the K50 now and
use it for 14 days on our
FREE TRIAL OFFER
Try it. We know you'll never give it back!

Gould Electronics Limited
Test and Measurement Sales Div..
Roebuck Road. Hainault.
Ilford. Essex IG6 3UE
Telephone: 01-500 1000.

The Gould
has now

range of full-featured,
low cost Logic Analysers

been extended to
include the new K25.

Features include:

 32 data channels

'2.5MHz maximum sampling rate delay

 4 level trigger sequencer
with event count and

memory for data and set-ups

non-volatile
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You Can See It!
A Light with a 670nm
Wavelen h!

Toshiba's TOLD9200 laser diode emits red light that is
clearly visible to the human eye. It produces visible light by shortening
the wavelength to 670nm, a feat which was impossible with
conventional laser diodes.

A laser diode that opens a new age. InGaA1P is used as the
crystal material. Computer simulation optimizes the component
structure. And so, once again, Toshiba technology leads the world and
produces the first laser diode in a visible short wavelength.

Toshiba has achieved a tremendous reduction in size, weight
and power consumption, when compared to He-Ne gas lasers. And
unlike infrared laser diodes, Toshiba's new laser diode's beam -focusing
location can be confirmed with the human eye. This innovation has
many new application fields from bar code readers, optical
communications or measurement instruments, and control equipment to
laser pointers. And even beyond this it has potential for use in high-
speed laser printers and high -density recording disk systems. lbshiba
has already begun mass production of this laser diode.

The TOLD9200 laser diode. See for yourself how it
outshines the rest.

In Touch with Tomorrow
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Toshiba Corporation, International Operations -Electronic Components: 1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105. Japan Tel 457=8495 Far, 451-0576 Toshiba (UK) Limited, Electronic Components Group,
ci,vers.oe Way. Camberley, Surrey GU '5 745 U K Tel 0276-694600 Fax: 0276-691583 Toshiba Electronics Scandirorla AS: Gustayslundavagen 141, 4th Floor. S-161 15 Bromma. Sweden 1,1 .16 8 11,4 99GD
Fax 45 -8.80 8459 Toshiba Electronics Europa GmbH: Hanseallee 181, 4000 Dusseldorf 11, F.R. Germany Tel. (0211) 5296-0 Fax: (0211) 5296-400 Toshiba Electronics Italians S.R,L.,Centro
Palazzo Orione-Ingresso 3 (3° Piano 2504' Agrate Brianza (Milano). Italy Tel 039-638891 Fez: 039-638892 Toshiba Electronics Espana, S.A., Torres Heron Plaza Colon No. 2 Torre 11. Planta 6 - Puy -2 28046
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Building for the
future?
One result of the recent questionnaire, which readers were kind enough to respond to
in their thousands, was an indication that a respectable number of professional
engineers are still happy to continue their interest in electronics into their leisure
time and to build equipment for their own use.

It is taking us rather longer than we had hoped to analyse the results and to hold a
conference of all involved in running the journal to decide how to implement them.
When that is all settled, the result will be published in these pages.

But, to go back to my opening point, I find it most encouraging that, at a time when
many people are saying that it is no longer considered worthwhile to spend one's spare
time in this way because most electronic requirements are well met by extremely well
presented boxes from Japan. Taiwan or Korea, a visible proportion of engineeers do
not agree.

Shortly after WWII, when thousands of people were back in civilian life after having
become acquainted with military radio, radar and other manifestations of the
electronic art, there was a truly remarkable surge of activity in the spare -time building
of equipment. Television was new and the high -quality reproduction of sound was
beginning to attract the attention of engineers. Components arrived on the market via
the government surplus suppliers in profusion, allowing those who were determined
to use their recently provided training to follow somewhat less warlike pursuits. Radar
receivers became television receivers and the number of KT66 valves which were never
called upon to amplify in anger must have run into the hundreds of thousands.

A large number of well known and respected figures in the electronics industry
received a major incentive to make their careers in the subject in this way. University
and technical -college courses were not plentiful and journals such as Wireless World
helped in their education, often by the provision of designs for them to study and
sometimes to build.

Now, of course, electronics is well catered for in the teaching institutions. Students
are short of nothing and the level of education is such that the subject would be
well-nigh unrecognizable to a graduate of 20 years ago. But, to judge from comments
made by lecturers, there is very little evidence of any spark of fascination in the
subject. Everything, it appears, is provided and the scope for any spirit of investigation
and discovery- even if it exists before the youngsters reach university, and it seems
that it rarely does - is limited by the need to get through the course and obtain a
degree.

It is my view that part of this journal's job is to help in the education process.
Indeed, when it was launched in 1911. the editor stated that he intended The Wireless
World to "inform, instruct and entertain". EWWdoes, of course, just that, but the
instruction, if it consists solely of theory, can be a little arid. Design principles need to
be illustrated by practical application.

In the future, therefore, we will not feel quite so inhibited about publishing articles
of a tutorial nature which culminate in a design fora piece of hardware. There is no
substitute for practice, even when the theory is well understood.
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Multiprocessor systems
In this fourth article Alan Clements looks at the practical
side of linking processors using VMEbus with the 68000

as an example.

Mostar

-1 VME bus

Slave (memory or i/o)

7o 0 0 0 CO

<ri

0

8 0 0 cx:1 0
cc
cr

OD

68000 names

VME bus names

Data transfer

Priority interrupt

OTB arbitration

Utility

Ihave already indicated that the bus
topology offers the simplest approach to
multiprocessor design*. While this

statement is true, it is not true that the
design of a multiprocessor system based on a
common bus is a trivial task. In fact, the
design of any high-speed hus, he it a simple
bus in a single -processor system or a conten-

tion bus, is much more complicated than it
might appear. Many of the problems in bus
design arise from the electrical effects
associated with high-speed pulses on trans-
mission lines.

Probably the best approach to designing a
bus -based microcomputer is to choose one
of the popular and standardized commer-

Fig. 2. Data transfer bus.

cially available huses - unless, of course. the
volume of production justifies the design.
development and manufacture of a custom
bus. This article looks at multiprocessor
systems using a bus structure - namely the
VMEbus that is now standard in many
68000 -based microcomputers.

Originally. VMEhus was designed and

Fig. 1. Structure of the VMEbus.

I-
Defined by VME bus standard

System controller board

C p u board

Data
processing

devce

_J
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Master

Initiate read access

 Generate Ai 23 land
address modifier)

 Assert DS1

Slave

Respond to master

 Wait forgo OTOusi
driven low

 IF addressed location
on -board
THEN

BEGIN
Provide data
Assert DTACK
End
ELSE
Assert BERR

END IF

Terminate cycle

Wait for response from
slave ( DTACK/BERR)

 IF DTACK asserted
THEN store data

ENDIF

Terminate response

 Wait for DSO /I5S1negated
 IF data lines driven

THEN release data lines
ENDIF
 Release DTACIOBERR

Error handler

 IF response from slave
was BERR
THEN call error handler
ELSE initiate newt cycle

ENDIF

Fig. 3. Protocol flowchart for a VMEbus
access.

Memory board i.9 Oell

Data
transfer I
layer

Backplane
access
layer

Data transfer

Priority interrupt

DTB arbitration

Utility

supported by three major manufacturers:
Motorola. Mostek and Signetics. Today it is
supported by a wide range of manufacturers
and is in the process of becoming an interna-
tional standard (IEEE -1014 and IEC-821).
Although primarily intended for 68000 -
based microcomputers. the VMEhus is suit
able for other advanced 16 or 32hit micro-
processors.

Physically. VMEbus is a typical backplane
bus with plug-in cards of either 233.35 by
160mm or 100 by 160mm. These are so-
called single -height 3U Eurocards and
double -height 6U Eurocards. The cards con-
ned to the VME bus by means of two-part 96
way DIN 41612 standard plugs and sockets
which are relatively expensive hut are highly
reliable.

There are, in fact. two VMEbuses. In
minimal systems a 11 bus with 96 lines
provides all the facilities required to support
a 16bit data hus and a 23hit address. A second
bus. called J2. expands the 11 bus to cater for
processors with 32hit data and 32hit address
buses. Most of the tracks on the J2 bus are
user -defined. Table 1 defines the VMEhus
pinout.

Logically. VMEhus divides into four sub -
buses: a data transfer bus (d.t.b.), an arbitra-
tion bus. an interrupt bus and a utilities bus.
The data transfer bus is a conventional
non -multiplexed address and data bus that

35rs /ran

provides several miscellaneous functions
not catered for by the other buses such as a
16MHz clock and a system -failure line.

DATA -TRANSFER BUS

The data transfer bus of the VMEhus is based
on the 68000's own address. data and control
bus. Figure 2 illustrates the d.t.h. compo-
nent of the VMEhus. Fig. 3 provides a
protocol flow diagram for a VMEhus access
and Fig. 4 provides the timing diagram of a
read cycle.

Principal differences between the 6800(1's
own bus and the VME data -transfer bus are
the inclusion of a 6bit address modifier bus
(AK, 5). the addition of a long -word data
strobe (mom)). the re -naming of (IT;
= = and the extension to 32
address and data hits. Signal Lool<nis asserted
active -low during a long -word 132bit I data
transfer on it 31. In 68000 systems not using
long -word transfers. ii(1)%. is passively pulled
up to V.

Information on the address bus is verified
by means of the address modifier bus
For example, the current bus master can use
Am,. 5 to indicate the type of the current
access (short, standard or long address).
memory -management information. or any
other user -defined function.

Ons min
I.,

AM05 X

A1-23

LWORD
As

OD?

WRITE

Data

DTACK

H Ons min

35ns min -1,10ns mm

II Ons min -,25r1si min Il

Ons min

I )

Ons min

3Ons

Fig. 4. Timing of a VMEbus read cycle.

enables information to be transferred be-
tween a bus master and a bus slave.

At this point it is worth noting that
VMEbus operates in a master -slave mode so
that at any instant only one device (e.g.
68000 microprocessor or direct memory
access controller) may access a slave con-
nected to the bus.

The arbitration bus provides the VMEhus
with multiprocessor facilities by enabling
control to he passed from one master to
another in an orderly fashion. Interruptors
signal their need for attention via the inter-
rupt bus, which also allows an interrupt
handler to deal with the interrupt request.

In Fig. 1. illustrating the VMEhus struc-
ture. you can see that the utilities bus

Ons min I

ARBITRATION BUS

It is the arbitration sub -bus of the VMEbus
that makes it so suitable for multiprocessor
systems. Two types of functional unit access
the arbitration bus: the requester and the
arbiter, Fig. 5. A requester is part of any
module that may wish to request mastership
of the VMEbus. An arbiter is part of the
system controller board and must be located
physically in slot 1 of the VMEhus system.
Whenever the arbiter receives a request for
the bus from a requester, the arbiter decides
how the request is to he handled.

Figure 5 also illustrates the actual
arrangement of the arbitration bus. A re-
quester in any slot (apart from slot 1) may

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD 1053
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F
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1

O

4

BBSS

4

4

4

BC LR

Fig. 5. VMEbus requester and arbiter.

request the data transfer bus by asserting
one of the bus request lines, ISH, On
detecting a request for the bus on nit the
arbiter decides whether to grant the request
or to ignore it II will describe how this is
done later). Figure 6 provides a protocol flow
diagram for a typical VMEbus arbitration
sequence.

If the arbiter grants the d.t.b. request, it
asserts the corresponding active -low bus -
grant output level (i.e. Ilesuoi, where x =
0.1.2 or 3). For example, a request on FIT
would result in a bus grant signal on

Bus -grant output lines are daisy -chained
so that the 77Fr pin on module i is wired to
the W.7 pin on module i+ 1. When a module
receives I1t. IN asserted from its upstream
neighbour. it either takes the bus -grant

itself (and does not assert its ,-;R signal) or
it passes the bus grant to its downstream
neighbour by asserting its itc,,oi-r. Conse-
quently, a level -x bus grant ripples down the
daisy -chain until the first device requesting
the bus at level x receives the bus grant and
does not pass it on.

Of course. daisy chaining includes an
implicit prioritization mechanism: a module
nearer to the arbiter is always served before
its neighbours further away from the aribter.

When a requester has been granted con-
trol of the data -transfer bus via the bus -grant
daisy -chain, the requester takes control of
the bus by driving (bus busy) low. Once

has been asserted by the new bus
master, the arbiter can once again begin to
perform arbitration if any other potential

Fig. 6. Protocol flow for a sequence.

Board in slot N
( priority level ,

Request the bus

I

Board in slot M
priority level <11

Current active master

Arbiter (slot 1)

Arbitration

' ,F priority of current
master is lower than
and no higher priorit!,
request is pending
THEN
assert BCLR

End IF

Release the bus

1 Negate B8T'

*.ssert EiGi OUT

1

1 Copy EZI,iN rs Bi4.10L,,T

Assume mastership

1 Wait for BG, IN
2 Assert BBSY

Table 1. VMEbus pin assignments.
JliP1

grro

BR1

BR2

Gout 0
BGTut1

Mout 2
BBSY

BCLR

Pin Signal mnemonic
Row a Row b Row c

1 D1 BBSY Do,

2 Doi BCLR Dog

3 002 ACFAIL D10

4 Doi BG0IN D11

5 Do4 BGoOUT 012

6 Dos BG1IN D13

7 Do, BGIOUT D14

8 DO7 BG2IN Di,
9 GND BG2OUT GND

10 SYSCLK BG3IN SYSFAIL

11 GND KC-IFIT BERR

12 DS, No SYSRESET

13 Oto BR, LWORD

14 WRITE BR2 AM5
15 GND N3 A23
16 DTACK AM° A22

17 GND AM, A21

18 AS AM, A20
19 GND AM3 A15

20 IACK GND A18

21 IACKIN SERCLK Al2
22 IACKOUT SERDAT A16

23 AM4 GND A15

24 A07 I RD 2 A14

25 /406 IRQ6 A13

26 A°, IRQ, Al2
27 Ao IRQ4 A11

28 A03 IRQ3 A10
29 A02 IRQ2 A.

30 A01 IRQ, A08
31 12V + 5VSTDBY +12V
32 +5V +5V +5V

master requests the bus. The requester is
now the new bus master and will remain so
until it negates iiissy.

Interestingly, the VMEbus specification
provides no mechanism for forcing a reques-
ter off the bus: can be negated only by
the current bus master. However, a bus
clear, signal is provided as an option.
When a potential bus master with a request
higher than the current level requests the
VMEbus. the arbiter asserts to inform
the current master that it should consider
giving up the VMEbus. It is left to the system
implementer to decide how should be
used.

ARBITRATION

An arbiter in VMEbus slot 1 may implement
three basic types of arbitration: single level.
priority, or round-robin select. The actual
mode of arbitration (scheduling algorithm)
used in any particular system is an option
selected by the designer and the VMEbus
specification does not exclude scheduling
algorithms other than the three mentioned
above.

1054 ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD



Single -level arbitration offers the simplest
scheduling algorithm. Only requests for
arbitration on are accepted by the arbiter
in slot 1 (i.e. the bus -request lines, and
bus -grant lines for levels 0. 1 and 2. are not
used).

Prioritized arbitration makes use of all
bus arbitration lines. Bus -request line Imo
has the lowest priority and has the
highest. If more than one level of interrupt is
pending, the arbiter always grants priority to
the highest level of request.

Whenever a requester with a priority
greater than that of the current bus master
requests the d.t.b.. the arbiter asserts the R.Ft
(bus clear) line. An active -low on indi-
cates to the current master that it should
relinquish the bus as soon as possible - but
remember that it cannot be forced off the
bus.

A round-robin select scheduling algor-
ithm attempts to be fair to requesters by

Controller in slot 1 passes IACK
from interrupt handler down
daisy -chain on IACKOUT

Slot 1

LACK

IACK

Fig. 7. Timing of an arbitration sequence.

Interrupt handler
supplies IACK to interrupter

B R41

Driven by
requesters BIR2

BBSY

Interrupt handler

LACK

Driven by
EIG1IN

arbiter

BG2IN

teescter

B
onfrd

of DTB

1

1
Empty slot

1 0-
L

Interrupt
request

IRCI1 7

Ma ster
nas control

of DTB

-14

9Ons
mIn

interrupter asserts IRO1
and responds to ViT
if IACK'N s asserted,

In te u pte r

:

Interrupter

IACK IRO

Fig. 8. The interrupt bus (above).
Fig. 9. Protocol flow for a VMEbus interrupt
sequence.

rotating the current level of maximum
priority. For example, if the current highest
level of priority is 3, the highest priority in
the next cycle of arbitration will he 0.

Figure 7 shows the timing diagram of a
typical arbitration sequence. Initially, data -
transfer bus requests are made on nlel., at
approximately the same time. The arbiter in
slot 1 detects both requests and gives prior-
ity to n., by asserting the ITZTZ line. When
the requester that asserted 5' detects
asserted, it asserts 5T1* to claim the data -bus
transfer and negates its line.

IACKOUT

Interrupter Interrupt handler

Request service

 Assert IRO!

Acquire bus and request
!ACK cycle from interrupter

 Request bus from arbiter
 Wart unt) request granted
 Put i on A1.3
 Asset,t00,A.S,1ACK
 Drive WRITE high'

Pass LACK down the
daisy -chain

J2/P2

Assert IACKOUT when
PACK asserted

Pin Signal mnemonic
Row b*

I Copy IACKIN to IACKOUT at boards
xie

that do not respond to tie IACK

Respond to IACK cycle

1 - 5V 17 D19  Wait for IACKIN asserted
2 GND 18 D20  Place status byte
3 Reserved 19 D21 vector number on D0-7
4 A24 20 D22  Assert CITWC
5 An 21 D23
6 A26 22 GND
7 A27 23 D24

interrupt request8 A28 24 Des
9
10
11

12

A2.3

A30
A31

GND

25
26
27
28

D26

D27

D28
029

 Wait for status byte
 Release address bus
 Negate glo,ick5,1Tff
 Release WRITE

13 4 5V 29 D30  Execute interrupt
14 018 30 D31 handling routine
15 D 31 GND  Release tne bus
16 Dia 32 +5V

*All pins on rows a and c are user defined.
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tranStk-

Arbitration
bus

interrupt
bus

Utilities
bus

BA 305
Network controller

Data. Addresses. A-S.DTACK,

BERR,DS0.DS.1, Wrrte,57071

-3.BGOUT0.3,13BSY
System
lines

IACKIN.IACKODT

Fig. 10. The 68175, 68154, 68155 and
VMEbus (above).

Once the current bus master has finished
with the data -transfer bus it negates
The arbiter detects that the bus is once more
free and there is still a request pending on
level 1. Therefore, the arbiter asserts HGIIN to
pass control to the new bus master.

Later I will discuss interfaces to the
priority arbitration bus.

INTERRUPT BUS

You have now seen that the VMEhus imple-
ments a data -transfer bus very much like the
68000's own data transfer bus and imple-
ments an arbitration bus that fits in well
with the 68000's own arbitration control
signals lei, IR; %oil. It should therefore not
surprise you to discover that the VMEbus
implements an interrupt handling structure
in keeping with the 68000's own interrupt
mechanism.

Three types of module are associated with
the priority interrupt bus: the interrupter,
the interrupt handler and the LACK (inter-
rupt acknowledge) daisy -chain driver, Fig. 8.

An interrupter is a module capable of
signalling an interrupt a request on one of
the seven prioritized interrupt request lines.

The LACK daisy -chain driver in slot 1
detects an interrupt request and transmits a
falling edge down the INtkill I 11(KIN daisy -

chain. Figure 9 provides the protocol flow
diagram of a VMEbus interrupt sequence.

An incoming interrupt acknowledgement
is detected by the interrupt handler on its
tAckix pin. If this requester initiated the
interrupt. it uses its on -board bus requester
to request the d.t.b. and, when granted
access to the d.t.b., initiates an interrupt -
acknowledge cycle. By reading the surrs
byte from the interrupter. the handler initi-
ates the appropriate interrupt -servicing
sequence. The actual servicing of an inter-
rupt (i.e. how it is done and which device

Fig. 11. The 68175 and its interface to the
VMEbus and a local bus master.
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"OK, I'm curious. What is it?"
S3 is an Electronic Engineer's Tool -kit. Since
1978, Softy I and Softy 2 have been used to
develop millions of pounds' worth of new
products. S3 is Softy 3.
S3 could be the only programmer you will ever
need. S3 could also be the only development
system you will ever need. S3 is a set -of -
tools for designing, modifying and manu
facturing products which contain Micro
processors, EPROMS, EEPROMS,
RAMS, EPLDS - programmable
memory and logic of all kinds.
That is what you do for a living isn't it?
Or did they send you this magazine by mistake
instead of Practical Beekeeping?

"I think I have all the tools I need"
Engineers have discovered lately that they are
more productive in a windowing, multitasking
computer environment. The PC workstation is
now fashionable. Coffee -stained notebooks,
boxes of tangled wire and two -legged -transistors
are going out -of -style. Today you can sit down at
a computer keyboard and tackle everything from
design to documentation. At a keystroke you can
re -assemble your source -file, download to your
memory -emulator and run your program. The

"Unbelievably good, obviously
designed by working engineers for

working engineers"
prototype of your new product will work exactly
like the real thing, except that you can set break-
points, examine variables and stack, debug the
code and so forth. Logic Analysers, Storage
Scopes, lots of instruments these days have
RS232 or IEEE interfaces, and can be con-
trolled in another task -window, to provide insight
into what's going on. S3 fits in well, needing only
a single RS232 port for complete remote control.
In short, if you value your time, isn't it time you
bought yourself some proper equipment?

"1 wonder - would I use it much?"
S3 is a small computer which uses PROMS for
storage like other computers use disks. A PROM
in the front panel socket can be loaded as a work-
ing program or as data. S3 can make this data -
memory externally available, taking the place of
any 25 or 27 series PROM in your prototype. If
the Flying Write Lead is connected to the
microprocessor's write -line, it can emulate
RAM too, by providing the WRITE input miss-
ing from PROMS. This is a real advantage over
simple ROM -emulators, because variables and
stack can be inspected and the target system can
feedback data. Memory is permanent, in effect,

"I wouldn't dream of parting
with it"

because in standby mode only a tenth of a
milliamp is drawn from the battery. S3 is ready
for work next morning or next month - even if
you're not.

You could poss-
ibly put together a

set -of -tools equival-
ent to S3, from several

other products on the
market and you might even
get them to work together.

But you could waste a lot of
time and spend a lot of money doing it. S3 is a
solution, ready-made, here -and -now and cheap
enough for engineers to have one each.

"Why should I spend hard-earned
cash?"
Presumably to help you make
little easier.

"What's it like as a programmer?"
S3, as it comes, will program any 24/28 pin
EPROM/EEPROM that goes in the socket. Of
course, the manufacturers, bless their little
hearts, are always bringing out PROMS which
use new programming methods. But not -to -

"I'll bet you sell thousands of these"
worry, upgrading is usually a simple matter of
installing the latest software which takes only a
few seconds. We supply up grades at nominal
cost in a PROM - or you can get 'em FREE by
calling our Bulletin Board.

"It's a bit of a risk. Does it work?"
Yes! Do be careful; other makers go on about
performance, yield, dire -consequences and
peace -of -mind to frighten you into buying their
big, expensive Prommers. Why not buy one of
these on approval and compare it with S3? The

"It beats the socks off the two ****s
we've got"

PROM makers supply free data -sheets which
set -out the way to program their devices. You
can check voltages and signals with an oscillo-
scope. Speed comparisons - theirs, not ours -
prove S3 to be faster, 14 secs to Program an Intel
27C256, 3 secs to Load or Verify. Compare fea-
tures, price, performance, decide which Prom-
mer you like best and send the other one
back.

"What are the odds I will like it?"
Better than 100 to 1. We know that because our
products have a 28 day money -back trial -period
and we get less than 1 in 100 back.

"Best bit of kit we've bought this
year"

£495 buys S3,
a programmer
with knobs on

S3 f495
DISPLAY: 80 character Liquid Crystal Display.
KEYBOARD: 45 "real click keys' - metal -domes with buttons.
PROGRAMS: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 512k.
EMULATES: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 5I2k.
PROGRAM RAM: 8k bytes - program loads from socket.
EMULATION RAM: 64k bytes of 100ns static CMOS RAM.
INTERFACE: Bi-directional remote control by serial RS232

300. 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600 baud DB25
socket with CTS/DTR handshake. (Actually, S3
wit, receive files at 9600,N,8,1 at full speed
without handshake).

SIZ 7.3 a 4.4 x 1.8 ins. WEIGHT: I8or. approx.
BA E RY: 8.4 volt 500ma/hr rechargeable nicad.
WO OAD: With mains -supply connected you can edit or

program continuously. A fully charged battery will
do several days' work e.g.
EDIT for 45 hours.
EMULATE for 6 hours.
PROGRAM 1000 fast or 100 slow PROMS
or RETAIN program & data for several weeks.

CHARGING: 3 hrs on BOOST or 14 hrs on TRICKLE.
Charging ends when battery -temperature rises 5'C.
Yoa can use S3 when charging.

INCLUDES: Mains -Charger, ROM Emulator Lead. Flying Write
Lead and Help ROM.

S3 Editor/Assembler £195
Runs on IBM type PC/AT. Development Environment i.e. Two -
Window Editor, Very Fast Macro -Assembler. Linker, Loader, S3
Remote -Control Serial Interface. AVAILABLE IN UK ONLY.
Choose your micro from the following list:
1802 1805 TMS370 TMS320 1 0
TMS320C15 TMS320C17 TMS32020 TMS320C25
F8/3870 COP400 COP440 HMCS400
64180 65CO2 6502 65C8I2
65C816 6800 6801 6301
6802 6803 6303 6804
6805 6809 6309 68HC I I

68000 68010 TMS7000 uPD7500A
uPD7500B uPD7800 uPD7806 uPD7810
uPD7811 M740 77P20 8048
8039 8035 8051 8031
8080 8085 8086 8088
80188 80286 TMS9900 TMS9995
TS94I Z8 Z80

S3 Developer's Package £195
Inside information for engineers wishing to change S3 and develop
their own applications. Environment as above, with 78C06 Assem-
bler, S3 BIOS calls and Circuit -Diagram.

EPROMS 32 or 40 pins... £75 each
Two modules cover Imeg and 2meg 8 & 16 bit EPROMS.

8748/8749 £125

XICOR 2212 £45

EPLDS £295
Handles Erasable Programmable Logic Devices. Works with
PLPL and other manufacturer's design software (mostly free on
requests to provide complete development package. Receives.
translates, creates and transmits JEDEC files. Loads, burns and
copies:
22V10. I6R4, I6R6, 16R8. I6L8, 20G10. EP300, EP3I0.
EP320 EP600. EP900, EP910, I8CV8,50C30,50C31.50C32,
50060 60090 from MMI, Atmel, Cypress, Altera, Gould, Intel.
Texas. etc.

Quotations in italics are typical
unsolicited customers' comments

28 days money -refund trial period
Guarantee - both parts & labour
3 yrs on S3, 1 yr on other hardware
UK customers please add VAT

VISA

DATiiriltill

AMERICAN
ES

Lombard House, Cornwall Rd,
DORCHESTER, Dorset DTI 1RX
England
Phone 0305 68066
Telex 418442 DATAMN G
Fax 0305 64997
Modem 0305 251786
V21, V22, V23, V22bis N 8 1 24hr
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does it) is not part of the VMEbus specifica-
tion.

VMEbus systems cater for two interrupt
handling mechanisms: single interrupt
handlers and distributed interrupt handlers.
Distributed interrupt handlers are found in
multiprocessor systems in which interrupt
handling is shared among several bus mas-
ters.

INTERFACING TO VMEbus

There are three ways of interfacing a module
to the VMEbus, each with a different degree
of difficulty. The easiest way is to buy the
appropriate module from a supplier of VME-
bus modules. As long as they fully comply
with the VMEbus specifications, there
should be little or no difficulty. The most
difficult way of interfacing to VMEbus is to
design the interface entirely yourself using
standard t.t.1. or programmable logic chips.
A custom interface requires a detailed
understanding of the VMEbus protocols and
much design time.

As you might expect, the third way of
interfacing, which lies between the other
two in difficulty, is a compromise between
buying a ready-made module and designing
the interface entirely on your own. It in-
volves designing the interface yourself using
some of the special purpose VMEbus chips
now available. Here I am going to look at
three devices - the 68175 bus controller, the
68154 interrupt generator and the 68155
interrupt handler. Figure 10 shows how
these three devices relate to the VMEbus.

68175 BUS CONTROLLER

Arbitration between a local master on a
module and the VMEbus itself is performed
by the 68175 bus controller. As it is less
instructive to describe the internal structure
of the 68175 than to demonstrate how it is
used, I will look at how the 68175 interfaces
between a local master and the VMEbus.

Figure 11 shows how a 68175 sits between
the local bus of a bus master (which we will
assume is a 68000 processor) and the system
VMEbus. In addition to the 68175 itself,
address and data bus buffers and a few t.t. 1 .

gates are needed.
In normal local -master operation, the

local master accesses its own memory and
peripherals via its local bus. Under these
circumstances, the output of the address
decoder, EiFFiu (i.e. off board), is inactive
high. Consequently, the 68175's address
enable output, is also inactive high
and all devices capable of driving the VME-
bus are disabled.

Suppose now that the local bus master
wishes to access some resource from the
VMEbus. A VMEbus access is initiated
whenever the local master accesses address
space that has been partitioned to the VME-
hus. That is, when the local master accesses
an address that forces the OF -W) output of the
address decoder active -low.

When the bus controller detects that both
(WfiT and (local -address strobe = from
the local master) are low, it asserts its bus
request output, Be in an attempt to gain
control of the VMEbus. Signal ii must be
connected to one of the VMEbus's lines.
Note that bus -request priority is assigned by
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Fig. 12. Timing diagram for a local master
access to the VMEbus.

a hardware link. If there were sufficient pins,
the 68175 could have had a software -
selectable bus -request priority level.

Eventually, the current VMEbus master
responds to the 68175's request by passing a
bus -grant signal down the KIN itcorr daisy -
chain. If the 68175 receives low before it
asserted its own output, it passes
down the daisy -chain by asserting its own

That is. the 68175 is a polite device -
if another potential bus master requested
the bus before its own local bus master, it
will not attempt to grab the bus at the first
opportunity. If the 68175 receives low
after it asserts its Ft output, the 68175 will
assert its output to claim ownership of
the VMEbus and negate its as it is now
new VMEbus master.

Actual VMEbus accesses do not begin
until the old bus master has released the bus
by negating T, and Once the local
bus master has control of the VMEbus, it
provides the necessary signals to control a
VMEbus access. For each bus access, the
68175 asserts its (address and data
enable), s.7- (strobe enable) ands outputs
active -low.. is a totem pole output that
is used to enable the module's address and
data -bus drivers. The si'Fir.N output enables
the two data strobes (i.e. F;.i.

Two pins of the 68175 bus controller are
devoted to the generation of an appropriate
delay between the point at which the VME-
bus address is valid and the point at which
the VMEbus is asserted low. Whenever a
VMEbus cycle is executed, the 68175 asserts
its Atom pin (address -delay output). Aiwa()
is connected to the (address -delay
input) pin by a user -supplied delay line. This
delay, typically 35ns. guarantees a minimum
setup time between the assertion of .0 iiEN
and T Figure 12.13.

As I have already said, the VMEbus has no
explicit mechanism for forcing a current bus
master off the VMEbus. That is. the control
of the 68175's active -high loin (bus release)
input is left to the designer of the specific
system using the 68175 bus controller.

In some applications, nun. can be per-
manently asserted by tying it to a logical one
(i.e. V,c). As MEI. is always asserted, the
68175 will never control the VMEbus for
more than a single bus cycle. In other words.
the 68175 is configured to carry out one
VMEbus cycle at a time and to release the
VMEbus between successive cycles. This
mode may result in a relatively high latency
if there are many contending bus masters. It
is, however, fair because it prevents the local
bus master from hogging the VMEbus.

Alternatively, the RNEI. input to the 68175
can be connected to the VMEbus's (bus
clear) line via an inverter. Whenever the
VMEbus arbiter in slot 1 requests the bus by
asserting FAT, the local bus master wil be
forced off the VMEbus at the end of its
current bus cycle by BREI. being high.

Signal BREI. can also be connected to one or
more of the VMEbus's bus -request lines by
means of suitable gating (ititm. is the Nand of
the appropriate bus requests). Note that a
Nand gate is used to make BREI. the logical Or

From ( OFFN
ocal

master

Request
VME bus 13R

Request
granted

68175 BBSY
holds
VME bus /

VME bus
access

ADDEN

ADDLY0

Alt LYI

STBEN

BREL

\ DTA( K

LDTACK

LDS

Local master
requests VME bus

End local
access

A

Local master 68175 bus controller

Local master requests bus

 Asser. LFBD
:LsserL

1

68175 request'

 Assert BR
 Wait for BGIN asserted
 Assert BBSY
 Negate BR
 wait for AS negated

Access bus

 Wait for bTACK /1:1ERR
n egated

 Assert ADDEN
 Wait 35ns
 Assert STBEN,AS
 Wait for D-TATK/BERR
 Assert LOTACK LBERR

Reiinquisn bus

 Wait for DTACK /E3ERR
negated

 Negate LAS, Of FBD

Terminate bus access

 Negate AS
 Negate ADDEN, ST BE N
 Negate LDTACK, LBERR

Fig. 13. Protocol flowchart for Fig. 12.

I-

I-Af

tin negative logic) of the appropriate FIT,
inputs). In this mode, the 68175 implements
a release on request (r.o.r.) strategy - as
soon as the 68175 sees that another potential
master is requesting the bus. it begins its
release sequence. Note that the 68175 does
not monitor its BREI. input until the last

leading edge of BON or is negated to
prevent the 68175 relinquishing control of
the VMEbus due to its own bus request.

There is a mechanism on the 6800(1 for
re -running faulty bus cycles. i.e. bus cycles
terminated by the assertion of rather
than -MACK. If BEHR and are asserted
together, the 68000 attempts to re -run the
current bus cycle using the same address
and function codes. The bus cycle re -run, or
retry mode, helps the 6800(1 recover from
certain forms of soft errors.

A facility for the automatic re -running of
bus cycles is included on the 68175 bus
controller. If the controller receives either
ii itit from the VMEbus or Lisi (during a
local bus cycle) it asserts both and
us( ((:r. Simultaneous assertion of both these
signals allows the bus master to execute a
re -run cycle. However, if the re -run cycle
also leads to the assertion of or 1.1(Eim,

the 68175 will assert only the 68175
is designed to attempt one bus re -run cycle.

The 69175's external bus error input.
EXBERR, is provided to enable local resources
to initiate a bus cycle re -run sequence. For
each access to the VMEbus, and

are asserted low. If the 680(1(1 accesses its
local memory (i.e. ()Him goes high). .11)1)EN.

and all remain inactive -high
throughout the cycle.

As I said earlier, the 6800(1 is capable of
executing an indivisible read -modify -write
instruction called-ICC (test and set). A read -
modify -write cycle cannot be interrupted
(i.e. by bus arbitration). The 68000 asserts is
throughout or read -modify -write cycle and
the 68175 is designed to retain control of the
bus as long as is low. Consequently, the
68175 bus controller automatically handles
the 68000's read -modify -write cycle or, for
that matter, any other indivisible bus
cycle for which remains low throughout
(see Fig.4 on p876 of the September issue).
Next month's final article discusses the
68154 interrupt requester and the 68155
interrupt handler.
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A radiant century
Hertz's discovery of electromagnetic waves in 1888

In the January 1988 issue of E&I4W. W.A.
Atherton gave us a brief glimpse of
Heinrich Hertz's work. So far this year.

very few parts of the media - much of it
utterly indebted to Hertz - have shown any
interest in celebrating his remarkable
achievement. I am pleased to say that
E&WIV once again is an exception, and
because this is the centenary year regarding
Hertz's important observations and publica-
tions on the subject, another small contribu-
tion might record our continuing apprecia-
tion.

As well as that. I suspect many readers find
absorbing interest in the depth and thor-
oughness of much pioneering work such as
Hertz's. I am pleased to report, contrary to
other claimed indications, that young people
to whom I have re-enacted some of Hertz's
experiments during lectures to them, are
absolutely fascinated by what he achieved.

So I recommend Atherton's article, to
which these supplementary notes might add
a little more technical detail.

DYNAMICAL AND MECHANISTIC
THOUGHT

When Helmholtz suggested an attempt on
the problem of experimentally testing some
of the claims made by Maxwell in his
Electromagnetic Theory, Hertz held back
from an early attack on this. A few years
passed but, by the mid 1880s, Hertz gradual-
ly began to swing his researches towards
experimental programmes. This seems to
indicate that he probably mulled over the
subject during the inactive years; no doubt.
as he later stated', he found Maxwell's
exposition difficult to understand.

Maxwell,. although using systems of cogs
and rollers2 to help visualize the aether in
his early work -a highly mechanistic way of
thinking - nevertheless was a highly dyna-
mical thinker; he soon dropped the 'cogs...*
analogy in his later work. In fact, natural
philosphers holding dynamical outlooks
tend to use analogy, and Maxwell was no
exception. He had been brought up in the
Scottish dynamical philosophy tradition in
education, and received major influences on

K.L. SMITH

his career from Whewell, who was steeped in
that tradition. Maxwell also came under the
influence of Hamilton and Tait, whose
mathematics of quaternions - also dynami-
cally biased - contained all the seeds of
Vector Ana:ysis.

Through all this. Maxwell thought vector-
ially, as indeed he showed in his invention of
the 'curl', 'convergence' (negative 'diverg-
ence') and 'gradient', together with the use
of V2 (ref.3). But this vital breakthrough was
too much even for Maxwell and he presented
his results in Cartesian form (triple compo-
nents): the full vector method had to await
the work of Oliver Heaviside and Willard
Gibbs.

By the mid 1880s. Hertz was still "Carte-
sian". In effect, he had been nurtured
through the Continental mechanistic tradi-
tion, and found all this 'vague dynamical
field theory' and 'quaternion-vector'
approach from the Scottish/English schools
very baffling.

HERTZ BECOMES CONVINCED

Nevertheless, Hertz became convinced of
the reality of electric and magnetic wave
radiation, produced electrically. These
should travel through space at the velocity of
light, and not instantaneously as "action -at -
a -distance".

Maxwell's contruction, which in true
reductionist-mechanistic terms Hertz called
"Maxwell's Theory is Maxwell's Equations".
had succeeded handsomely in optics, so
(risking a speculative assertion) in Helm-
holtz and Hertz's minds. "there must be a
considerable content" in the theory.

Fig.l. The zinc spheres on Hertz's "long -
wave apparatus" were 30cm diameter,
connected by a 5mm thick wire 2.6 metres
long with a spark gap in the centre. Hertz
calculated the wavelength radiated by this
apparatus as = 7.5 metres. This very
reasonable result agrees with the "half -
wave dipole" length of 2.6m, when you
consider it was capacitively end loaded
with the spheres.
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Fig.2. This extract4 shows Hertz's introduc-
tion of the quantity I I, later known as the
"Hertz vector".

Hertz then proceeded with an induction
coil to produce high -intensity electric ener-
gy. which he stored in the capacitance of an
oscillator consisting of spherical capacitors
(C) coupled to the inductance of conducting
rods IL), extended in space, see Fig.1. He
knew perfectly well how this oscillator would
perform and calculated its frequency, em-
ploying in modern notation. f = 1/2a VLC).
He was averse to Maxwell's "vector potential
A" and proceeded to invent a new quantity,
which, when later placed into vector nota-
tion, became the Hertz vector in Fig.2.

With II he analysed the radiation to be
expected from the oscillating dipole he had
set up. obtaining all the terms, (the 'static'
field, the 'induction', or near field and the
'radiation', or far field). He went on to
discuss the radiation resistance in terms of
the damping effect to be expected in his
oscillator. "even if the conductors them-
selves were resistanceless"'.

During the course of the experiments.
Hertz was fully aware of the need to employ
resonance or, as he called it, tuning in the
receiving apparatus. This he did by selecting
the dimensions of the receiving loop aerial
and by using a variable capacitor at its poles,
as shown in Fig.3.

It is ironic that, many decades later, the
magnetron using small Hertz resonators
made a huge contribution to defeating the
Nazis ruling his fatherland at the time of the
World War II. Figure 4 shows them clearly.
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HERTZ'S POWER OUTPUT

The quoted extract from Hertz's paper shows
in a fascinating way how advanced and
rigorous he was in the business of explaining
what he had accomplished. Though he had
no interest in the engineering applications
of his results, nevertheless nearly all the
design data was there for the development of
a radio telegraphy system. As we know,
Professor Righi at Padua was most interested
in Hertz oscillators, and during his many
demonstrations, the young Guglielmo Mar-
coni often sat in the audience. Telegraphy to
ships at sea and ultimately telegraphing the
Morse Letter "S" across the Atlantic soon
followed - although Hertz was never to see
these results.

The power radiated from a Hertzian
Dipole ish.

71.8112W- watts

where ii= pN/ ./e,, = 377I1, the charac-
teristic impedance of free space. 0 is the
phase constant 27r/k', with X' equal to the
wavelength in metres. (Hertz tended to use X
for the half wavelength in all his papers,
which makes a preliminary reading of them
quite difficult.) I is the peak current, and the
I the dipole length.

The oscillating charge Q. relates to the
peak current I via.

ftQ=
2

isineadt =w-i

where w as usual = 2Trf with f the frequency
in hertz. The time of one cycle is T/2 or 1/2f,
so that:

"...we get for the energy which goes out
through the whole sphere during a
half -oscillation

viE2i2m.int 71.1E212/3x:1.

Let us now try to deduce from this an
approximate estimate of the quantities
actually involved in our experiments. In
these we charged two spheres of 15 cm.
radius in opposite senses up to sparking
distance of about 1 cm. If we estimate the
difference of potential between the two
spheres as 120 C.G.S. electrostatic units
(gm." cm." sec.1 1, then each sphere
was charged to a potential of ±60 C.C.S.
units, and therefore its charge was E=15
x 60 = 900 C.C.S. units (gm." cm .Y2

sec.'). Hence the whole stock of energy
which the oscillator possessed at the start
amounted to 2 x 1/2 x 900 x 60 = 54,000
ergs, or about the energy which a
gramme -weight would acquire in falling
through 55 cm. The length 1 of the
oscillator was about 100 cm., and the
wave=length about 480 cm. Hence it
follows that the loss of energy in the
half -period of oscillation was about 2400
ergs. It is therefore evident that after
eleven half -oscillations one-half of the
energy will have been expended inradia-
tion. The rapid damping of the oscilla-
tions, indicated by our experiments, was
therefore necessarily determined by the

rir

7 I'll fyir t.s.
A._ A

d

Fig.3. Hertz reports on his experiments
with "tuning". "The easiest way of adjusting
the capacity of the secondary circuit was
by hanging over its two ends two parallel
bits of wire and altering the length of these
and their distance apart". "Exactly similar
results followed when the poles of the
secondary circuit were connected with the
plates of a Kohlrausch condenser".

Fig.4. The cavity magnetron, devised by
Randall and Boot. contains small. intercon
nected Hertz resonators, excited directly
across the capacitive gaps.

Fig.5. This interesting device shows that
Hertz experimented with inductive load-
ing, or (see text) possibly the slow -wave
properties of spirals.

radiation, and would still occur even if
the resistance of the conductor and of the
spark became negligible.

To furnish energy amounting to 2400
ergs in 1.5 hundred -millionths of a
second is equivalent to working at the
rate of 22 horse -power. The primary
oscillator must be supplied with energy
at fully this rate if its oscillations are to be
kept up continuously and with constant
intensity in spite of the radiation. During
the first few oscillations the intensity of
the radiation at a distance of about 12
metres from the primary conductor cor-
responds to the intensity of the sun's
radiation at the surface of the earth."

Hertz correctly states this
would be the required power of
a c.w. transmitter to maintain

the radiation. Then he calculates
the solar constant S. and claims that the

initial density from his aerial at 12 metres
just about equals S.

The main thrust of the experiment Hertz
discussed theoretically was to measure the
velocity of the EM waves he was generating.
He did this by interference and antinode
detection. The clear reporting of problems
connected with working close to the oscilla-
tor were covered in his grasp of near and far
field effects. Most of the techniques and
principles he reported, still apply to anyone
starting aerials research today.

In the same paper. Hertz discusses single -
wire. waveguide-mode propagation, and
perhaps slow -wave modes on spiral wires,
which later enabled techniques of travelling -
wave amplifiers to be developed. Alternative
interpretations of his spiral wire pickup
loops shown in Fig.5 include the obvious one
that he had reduced the size of resonators by
utilizing self-inductance.

There is a fascinating question Hertz did
not directly answer. The magnetic axis of a
single open loop is perpendicular to the
plane of the loop, so Hertz would have held it
so that the magnetic vector of the EM wave
coupled a maximum changing flux through
the loop. But in the case of his spiral -
conductor loop, the magnetic axis runs
along the centre line of the toroid so pro-
duced. The E. (and therefore D) vector
would now require to be threaded through
the loop, so that via curIB= iiD/at the re-
quired coupling would have been maximized
again-the integral of curl B now circulating
a changing magnetic flux through the turns
of the toroidal loop.

Thus was started the remarkable research
school I reviewed some time ago', with all
the paradoxes mentioned there. The "Hert-
zians" as this school became called, carried
out most of the work to establish microwave
optics. The results peaked, then the efforts
fell away, deserted, because the long -wave
"wireless telegraphers" began to achieve
their spectacular success with waves three or
four miles long. The importance of the
"useless" short waves had to await the
discoveries of radio amateurs decades later.
and the microwave engineering revival
brought on by the second world war.
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Remotely controlled RC
oscillators

From past experience I

knew that the capacitance
of the analogue switches

would give errors on the 100kHz
to 1MHz range. The switch can
be placed as in Fig.15(a) or as in
Fig.15(b).

The bulk of the stray cap-
acitance in the analogue switch
is from either side of the switch
to earth. Figure 15(a) gives max-
imum capacitance across the resistive arm
when the switches are closed and minimum
when they are open. The configuration in
Fig.15(b) gives negligible capacitance effects
when the switches are closed, but when they
are open there is a series RC combination
across the active resistors as in Fig.16. At the
oscillation frequency, the stray series com-
ponents C1 and R1 can be replaced by their
parallel equivalents R1' and C1', as shown in
Fig.17. C1' will only have a small effect on
the frequency, but R1' will move the fre-
quency significantly, especially at frequen-
cies where the reactance of C1 is equal to the
resistance of RI.

The above effects can be almost complete-
ly eliminated by using a two-way analogue
switch and a boostrapping circuit, as shown
in Fig.18. Providing Ci >Cs in Fig.18, where
Cs is the stray switch capacitance, then the
alternating voltage across any resistor
switched to its right-hand contact is very
small. This results in a negligible current
drawn by any resistor that is switched out of
circuit; hence, it has a negligible effect on
frequency or amplitude.

THE FIRST COMPLETE CIRCUIT

The complete circuit based on Fig.5 (Oct-
ober, page 987) is shown in Fig.19. The cir-
cuit was constructed on a printed circuit
board using LM6361N op -amps, which have
a gain bandwidth product of 35MHz and a
full -power bandwidth of 4.5MHz.

This time, the unwanted high -frequency
oscillation was more persistent and occurred
on all except the highest frequency range.
Many methods were tried to introduce suffi-
cient loss at the unwanted oscillation fre-
quency (about 10MHz) but they all caused
excessive phase shift and hence frequency circuit avoids effects of strays.

Final design steps towards a precision
Wien bridge oscillator

A.J.P. WILLIAMS

-L

J..-r

( a)

-r

b I

Fig.15. Switching capacitance effects for either switching

Consider
one
open
switch C

Parallel
combination
of resistors
whose
switches are
closed

Fig.16. Equivalent circuit of "open" ana-
logue switches.

ci

T

Fig.17. Parallel version Fig.16 circuit

shift at 1MHz. A 2nF capacitor
connected between the output of
amplifier A3 and earth was suf-
ficient to prevent unwanted h.f.
oscillation on all ranges, causing
excessive frequency error on
range 5 only. Hence, diodes D6
and D7 were used to switch the
capacitor out of circuit on range

method. 5. This was achieved by
switching point A to a +5V

supply for ranges 1 to 4 and a -5V supply for
range 5. The logic controlling Si and S2 can
be decoded to provide a signal suitable for
switching D6 and D7 on the appropriate
ranges. The analogue switches were oper-
ated with supply lines of ±5.1V obtained
from 5.1V zener diodes, which provide suit-
able voltages for switching D6 and D7.

RC circuits C12, R1 and C13, R2 provide
phase -advance networks to compensate for
phase lag introduced by amplifiers A1, A2, A3
and the stray capacitance in R4 and R5 at the
high frequencies.

Amplitude control. R4 is a cadmium sul-
phide photo -conductive cell, which has peak
response at about 0.62µm and an active area
of approximately 5.3 x 5.3mm. I used a high -
brightness led (500 mcd at 20 mA) to
illuminate R4: the led has a peak output at
0.68pxn and therefore is a good wavelength
match for R4.

The viewing angle for the led is 70°, so by
mounting the led and R4 inside an opaque
tube a few millimetres apart, almost all the
light output of the led illuminates all the
active area of R4. The combination is such
that amplitude control can be achieved with
less than ImA of current flowing in the led.

Amplitude control proved to be more
stable with full -wave rectification than half -
wave and the use of A7 as a differential
amplifier enabled the full -wave bridge to be
used on the unbalanced output of amplifier
A6. It is possible to use the led directly in the
bridge circuit, but then the discharge time
constant varies as the current through the
led varies. In Fig.19, both charge and dis-
charge time constants can be adjusted to
achieve good stability. The gain of A6 can be

Fig.18. Two-way switches and bootstrap adjusted R3 to set the output amplitude to a
convenient level.
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A resistor of 430 ohms was included in
series with R4 to force it to stabilize at a
lower value, which reduces the effect of stray
capacitance within R5. If this resistor is
increased to a higher value, the capacitance
effects are reduced even further, but only at
the expense of reduced amplitude control.

The D5 and R5 combination of led and
cadmium sulphide cell is exactly the same as
for D5 and R4. Current It was set to about
4.2mA to make the resistance of R5 such that
the frequency is the nominal value deter-
mined by f=1/2irCR. Increasing the value of
It reduces the resistance of R5, which re-
duces the gain of A, and hence lowers the
frequency. Similarly decreasing I, increases
the frequency.

The percentage change in frequency is the
same for all frequencies.

Obviously. current I, must be very stable
and free from noise to prevent frequency
drift and frequency jitter.

Alternative circuit. The problem of prevent-
ing unwanted high -frequency oscillation led
me to the circuit shown in Fig.20. In this
circuit one of the 90° phase shifters has been
replaced by an integrator, which gives 90° of
phase shift over a wide frequency range.
Switching the input resistors to the integra-
tor is only necessary to keep the gain of the
integrator close to unity and hence limit
amplitude variation.

The gain of the integrator naturally re-
duces as the frequency is increased (provid-
ing the component values are not changed)
and this makes the gain too low to sustain
unwanted high -frequency oscillation.

As the circuit of Fig.20 has only one
frequency -determining network compared
with two networks for that of Fig.19, then its
frequency stability must be approximately
halved. However. the frequency stability is
adequate for most purposes and the circuit
does have a few advantages as listed below.
 The initial setting up is easy. For example.

the larger capacitors such as Clare usually
at best ±5% tolerance. In this circuit, C,
only is trimmed to give the correct fre-
quency, then separately C,, can be trim-
med to give the same amplitude to range 1
as for the other ranges where the compo-
nent tolerance is closer.

 The gain of the integrator is 1/wCR.
The gain of the phase shifter with fine
frequency control (Fig.13) is

VIFUR +1)/(R1/R.,+ 1) at a frequency

given by f= IN/TTRI/27rCR.

When the phase shifter and integrator are
used together the gain is

V(122/R, + 1)/(R,/R2+ 1) x
1/1 IN/Tilli/CRI= 1.

As a result the adjustment of R., produces
a change in frequency without producing
any overall amplitude variation.

 The amplitude control is good throughout
the frequency range and when the temper-
ature is varied. The inclusion of RI in
series with the main frequency -
determining resistors compensates for a
small frequency error due to analogue
switch resistance in series with the integ-
rating capacitors.

Table 1: performance of the circuit of Fig. 19.

Time after
switch on

conditions frequency change in
frequency

23 min 0 IV supply change IMHz 10Hz
30 min supply vaned 12 5V to 16V 100kHz. range 5 <5Hz
35 min supply constant at 1 5V 100kHz. range 5 ± I Hz over > l0 min period
45 min supply constant at 15V 100kHz. range 4 ± 3Hz over > 10 min period
60 min supply constant at I 5V 1MHz distinct moving cycles for >4 mm

Table 2, performance of the circuit of Fig.20.

Time after
switch on

conditions frequency change in
frequency

> 30 mm 0.05V supply change IMHz 10Hz
supply varied I5V to 16V 100kHz, range 5. < 5Hz

supply varied 14.2 to I4.6V 100kHz. R4 < 5Hz
supply constant at 15V 100kHz. range 5 ± 5Hz over > 6 mm period
supply constant at I5V 100kHz. range 4 ± 5Hz over > 8 mm period
supply constant at 15V 1MHz distinct moving cycles for >I min.

 If amplitude variation can be tolerated,
then the integrator capacitors could be 5%
tolerance.

Frequency accuracy. On a frequency coun-
ter, all switched frequencies were within
+/ -2%, about 90% of the frequencies being
within +/-1% for both circuits over the full
range of 10Hz to 1.3MHz.

Frequency stability. No buffer amplifier was
used. The frequencies were checked against
a temperature -controlled crystal oscillator
using Lissajous figures (Table 1.2)

The circuit of Fig.20 was checked for
harmonic distortion using a wave analyser at
a time when R5 was a conventional resistor.

Frequency 2nd 3rd 4th 5th harmonic
100Hz -54 -41 < - 60 -57
(kHz -57 -41 < - 60 -58 dB relative
10kHz -50 -41 < -60 -56 to funda-
100kHz -51 -43 mental
450kHz -41 -48

By increasing the value of the resistor in
series with R1 to 730 ohms. the third
harmonic was improved as shown below.

Frequency 2nd 3rd 4th 5th harmonic
100kHz -45.7 -47,2 -64 -69 dB relative

to the fun-
damental

This change resulted in the amplitude con-
trol being reduced to about ±5%.

Amplitude control for Fig.20.
Initially, the amplitude was set to 2.0V peak
at 5kHz. The upper and lower frequency
amplitudes were then measured on each
range.

The voltage amplitude of all frequencies
measured lay within ±2.5% of the 5kHz
amplitude. These results could have been
improved with finer adjustment of the integ-
rating capacitors.

The oscillator was then placed in a domes-
tic refrigerator and cooled to +10°C. After 2
hours, the maximum change in amplitude
was 1% relative to the room -temperature
amplitude.

The oscillator was then removed from the
refrigerator and a soldering iron held under
the D5/R4 combination until the two compo-
nents felt warm to touch. The amplitude had
then only moved a maximum of 1% relative
to the room temperature amplitude.

A further improvement in frequency

accuracy, frequency stability, harmonic dis-
tortion and amplitude control can be ex-
pected for the circuits discussed in this
article, when designed with mechanical
rather than analogue switches, compared
with the results quoted above.
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Underground
radio

South Africa is undoubtably a
leader in mining technology and
Dr Austin's article EWW,
September 1987 draws attention
to work in the underground
radio field in that country. In
view of the political climate, this
is laudable but he is guilty of the
omissions and errors about
which he complains in other
publications.

The principles of Wadleys "in-
vention", particularly the Tel-
lurometer, were not sufficiently
novel to allow worthwhile pa-
tents to be obtained. This pro-
totype design submitted to us in
Cape Town by the NITR (CSIR )
was a disaster insamuch as the
units were poorly designed and
the principle used resulted in
serious measurement errors. It
was left to the undersigned to
redesign the units and change
the method of operation to obvi-
ate the serious errors and this
work led to the present design of
the Tellurometer, which is a very
fine instrument.

With reference to under-
ground radio and Dr Martin's
letter in EWW. January 1988. his
suggestion of "rediscovery" is re-
levant inasmuch as in 1961 at the
request of the S A Chamber of
Mines I designed a "transistor-
ized" communication system us-
ing s.s.b. at around 70kHz. I was
only advised recently that Messrs
Blignaut and Vermeluen had
made a valve unit using a.m. at
around 300 MHz. although one
of these gentlemen actually con-
ducted the tests on my unit in
extensive gold and coal mines in
which we ran out of space. S.s.b.
was used mainly because of the
high power efficiency - an im-
portant point when batteries are
used as power sources.

The low radio frequency was
chosen because (i) the transmis-
sion loss through rocks is smal-
ler at lower frequencies. hi) the
transmission loss is lower when
conductors are present, e.g. rail-
way lines, power cables. etc., OW
the s.s.b. filter system is greatly
simplified (I can see little point
in using commercially available
filters as this results in complica-
tions), (iv) I never believed the
aerial inefficiency loading factors
applied to Wadley's curves and
(v) no clarifier (fine tuning) is

FEEDBACK
required. The increased trans-
mission loss at higher frequen-
cies can be deducted from the
lower peak -to -peak values of the
standing waves shown in Dr Au-
stin's article and I make the
guess that if the flow of water he
mentions was stopped or de-
flected the resulting curves
would not be altered appreciably.

Mr Lord, EWW, May 1988,
reminds us that the e.m. waves
radiated from a loop aerial are of
low level. However a multi -turn
loop aerial is efficient in coupling
to or from transmission lines
comprising railway lines or other
conductors as I demonstrated
over 25 years ago.

Thus there is a good case for
the use of lower radio frequen-
cies and s.s.b. for underground
radio particularly as, in large
mines, railway lines. waterpipes
electric conductors and com-
pressed air pipes usually extend
to the working faces and can
assist in reducing the transmis-
sion loss. Nostalgic humour re-
minds us of a previous under-
ground case in which to reduce
transmission losses the frequen-
cy was lowered from 50Hz to
25Hz at Charing Cross.

In view of the foregoing
perhaps I should state that I am
in no way commercially involved
in the Tellurometer or under-
ground radios (any offers)?
F.G. Clifford
Wetton
South Africa

The
Subjectivist
Manifesto

Predictably, Doug. Self's article
has provoked correspondence on
this thorny topic. Great though
my respect for John Linsley
Hood is, I regret his letter in the
September issue because he has
unwittingly thrown crumbs of
succour to the Subjectivist spar-
rows. They will peck eagerly at
what he's said, as further evi-
dence that The Engineers Don't
Always Know What They Are
Doing. John's generous
evenhandedness is wholly admir-
able; but a tactical error, never-
theless.

Let me try and put it all in
perspective. As I write, I have just
dug out of my archives an article
I was commissioned to write for

Wireless World and published
June 1969. It analysed the state
of audio amplifier design at that
time and covered comprehen-
sively, so I thought, the matter of
crossover distortion. It even in-
cluded a cover picture in colour
showing this objectionable arte-
fact! It was also my impression
that everyone by then was famil-
iar with the concept, that any
amplifier design using n.t.b. had
to preserve the essential charac-
teristics of such feedback under
both static as well as dynamic
conditions. Moreover, there
were plenty of test techniques to
ensure that obtained. It was my
view at the time that most of the
important problems of transistor
audio amplifier design had been
solved.

In any case, what hiccups did
occur arose during the earlier
transition into the semiconduc-
tor age. A new, younger genera-
tion of design engineers had
emerged and were, 'tis true, fully
au fait with the technology; but
many were totally unfamiliar
with the requirements of high -

design.
Some had never even heard of
crossover distortion.

This, sir, was almost two de-
cades ago!

With our disciplined en-
gineer's approach, we run the
risk of missing the real differ-
ences between us and the Sub-
jectivist trendies. because we can
furnish all the objective data we
like and they still won't believe
us. Why? Simple, because one of
their tenets of faith is that There
Are Phenomena We Don't Under-
stand and Won't - Ever. Another
tenet is one that real engineers
will regard as fatally flawed - that
the human ear must always be
the final arbiter of whether the
sound is acceptable or not. Note.
I did not say faithful or otherwise
and for good reason. Emotional
content enters into it in a way
that I, certainly, have never
understood; perhaps a clinical
psychologist can explain it. It is
useless insisting that as a qual-
itative assessing instrument, the
human ear/brain interface is in-
sufficiently consistent; and as far
as quantitative assessment goes,
almost useless. Nevertheless, for
purposes of argument. it may be
regarded as a measuring instru-
ment of sorts, so long as one
observes the golden rule I drum
into my students - if two
measurements don't agree, then

one or even both are certainly
wrong. Again, a concept the Sub-
jectivists will never understand,
even if they wanted to.

As I said in my earlier letter,
we can do nothing about the
ex -shop assistants. Our target
must be those who ought to
know better; those who suggest,
for example, that a minimum of
n.f.b. is a Good Thing; or even
obliquely, lend credence to all
this cable and fancy capacitor
rubbish. The latest lunacy is a
passive preamplifier, a contra-
diction in terms if there ever was
one and a real con. There is not
one specialist hi-fi publication in
this country that offers to its
readers competent and reliable
engineering expertise. Happily,
this trend appears to be in re-
verse in the USA and at least two
respected magazines are now
firmly rejecting the irrational
myths that are so avidly prom-
oted in the UK by the less re-
sponsible sections of the indus-
try and its sycophantic press
friends.

Finally, in our attempts to
eliminate this parasitic blight on
the science and craft of audio, we
need to preserve a sense of
humour; and to this end. I must
repeat my favourite true story. A
well-known "professional re-
viewer" was lobbying a senior
figure from a leading audio
manufacturing company, seek-
ing to evaluate their latest pro-
duct - an audio amplifier. The
senior figure, who had a some-
what jaundiced view of the re-
viewing profession, eventually
responded - tongue well in cheek
- with "Well, yes, you can - if you
compare it with a piece of
straight wire". Pause.... and
came the apprehensive answer
"What sort of wire?"
Reg. Williamson
Kidsgrove
Staffordshire

Firstly. I would like to say how
pleased I was to see Douglas
Self's article in the July edition of
E& WW. One feels impelled to say
that such a breath of sanity is
long overdue in the now crazy
world of audio criticism.

I do, however, take the point
made by Reg. Williamson
(September Feedback) that be-
cause this superlative article has
appeared only in the pages of
E&WW. Mr Self is preaching
largely to the converted.
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Notice that I use the term
"largely". for in the very same
letters column we are treated to
the views of Mr J.L.Linsley-
Hood, and it appears that Mr
Linsley -Hood is far from being
converted. I can only say, and I
make this statement as an
amateur electronics enthusiast.
that I find the views expressed by
JLH. almost unbelievably naive.

After re -iterating the oldest
chestnut in the subjectivist
litany - that steady-state
measurements do not tell us
enough about an amplifier's
dynamic performance - Mr
Linsley -Hood then invites us to
contemplate the possibility that
the humble capacitor may pos-
sess as yet unexplained mani-
pulative properties when con-
fronted with music signals.

What I find so unacceptable
about the above arguments is
that they are propounded with-
out any reference to the tests
outlined by Mr Self which de-
monstrably prove that these
'effects' do not in reality exist. I

refer of course to the Baxandall
cancellation technique and the
Hafler 'staight wire' differential
test. Perhaps Mr Linsley -Hood
would like to comment on this.
Steve Price
Bethel
Caernarfon
Gwynedd

I too read Douglas Self's excel-
lent article (July 1988), as well as
the subsequent correspondence,
with great interest: but it was
forcibly brought home to me last
week just how far the spreading
of pseudotechnical misinforma-
tion has gone when I was in the
local branch of a nationwide firm
specialising in p.a. equipment. I
had to wait to be served while the
resident expert demonstrated a
range of speaker systems to a
would-be purchaser (who, I

think, was a disco or night club
operator): this was done at sound
levels well over 100dB, making
comparison impossible (to my
ears) - but that's beside the
point.

While the bemused customer
pondered the choice, the follow-
ing pearls of wisdom were offered
by our friendly man behind the
counter. One particular design of
h.f./11. enclosure has the bass
unit set a couple of inches for-
ward of the tweeter "because
high -frequency sound travels

FEEDBACK
slightly faster than low -

frequency". (I felt it would be
rude to butt in and suggest that
the same compensation might
have been made more cheaply by
using a longer cable to the treble
unit.)

Another design of combined
enclosure, employing the famil-
iar vertically split h.f. horn above
a sealed (infinite baffle) bass
cabinet, was designed this way
"to economise on bass amplifier
power, sealed cabinets being
much higher in efficiency than
horns".

Needless to say. the customer
appeared perfectly satisfied with
these explanations: I was only
thankful that I had gone into that
shop knowing exactly what I

wanted, and why. It does seem at
times that the world has gone
completely mad.
F.J.P. Crampton
Carlton
Nottingham

An audio system is "linear" in the
mathematical sense if. given any
two input waveforms lilt) and
LW from which separately it
generates the output waveforms
0110 and 0210, it generates from
the sum of the two input wave-
forms the sum of the two output
waveforms. The input and out-
put waveforms need not show
any obvious similarities. The
transient response of a linear
system can be deduced from its
frequency/phase response, so
that if both types of measure-
ment are made on a system
which is linear they must yield
compatible results. From J.
Linsley -Hood's September letter
it is not clear whether he is
asserting that different linear au-
dio systems may have different
transient responses. which no-
one denies, or instead that for
many audio systems the mea-
sured transient response fails to
agree with the transient re-
sponse predicted from the fre-
quency response for a linear sys-
tem. In the latter case the system
must be nonlinear. and if capaci-
tors are the components re-
sponsible then measurements
such as those carried out by D.
Self (July letters) can be expected
to show non -zero t.h.d.

B. Duncan's series of articles
on capacitors' in HiFi News de-
scribes how the behaviour of real
capacitors of various types de-
parts from that of ideal capaci-

tors. Some of these deficiencies.
dielectric absorption for exam-
ple, may be consistent with the
mathematical definition of linear
behaviour. In general. his con-
clusion that capacitor types for
particular applications must be
selected with their limitations in
mind seems inescapable. Howev-
er I would want to see clear
evidence for his assertion that
occasional bursts of noise with a
d.c component applied to a con-
ditioned electrolytic capacitor
can change its behaviour for an
appreciable period.

In an article in the same jour-
nal '. M. Hawksford pointed out
that in coaxial cables the skin
effect is beginning to become
appreciable at the upper audio
frequencies. He interpreted the
particular solution he used for
the radial variation of current in
a linear conductor as represent-
ing a wave travelling inward
from the surface of the conduc-
tor at a speed which for a fifty
cycle signal in copper is as low as
3 m/s. and on this basis claimed
that, if the driving signal were
cut off. the currents instan-
taneously present in the conduc-
tor would collapse outward
through the skin depth at speeds
of this order. providing a worst -
case 'memory' for a 1 min dia-
meter wire of a few hundred
microseconds. The much more
direct time -domain calculation
for a I mm diameter copper wire
with a resistance of about 2 x 10
ohm per cm and an inductance of
about 1 nH per centimetre
makes the time constant for
rearrangement of local current
irregularities a mere 5 mic-
roseconds. Thus those who "cite
conductor and interconnect per-
formance as a limiting factor
within an audio system" do so
without any physical justifica-
tion for their views.
C.F. Coleman
Grove
Oxfordshire
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Flow charts
Attention all digital hardware en-
gineers; Mr Pratt (June Feed-
back) has revealed that all those
7400 Nand gates you have been
using are a fiction: they are "in-
herently impossible and...cannot
exist". Apparently the words he
uses in his computer programs
are what reality is all about.

I suspect that it is something
to do with the stigma attached to
blue-collar work (using solder-
ing irons, etc.) that leads pro-
grammers (white-collar work-
ers) to believe that their prog-
rams are more real than the
machines they run on. The dif-
ference between hardware and
software, Mr Pratt. is that soft-
ware (as is is done now) is a
pathetically inefficient repre-
sentation of what the hardware
will do when it is switched on.

D. Celano (also June Feed-
back) says that circuit diagrams
"show all the physical informa-
tion about a circuit with the
exception of the actual p.c.b.
layout...whereas flow charts in
no way show all the program
details". Turning that very page I
saw a circuit diagram showing an
integrated circuit as a blank rec-
tangle: no physical information
there.

Sometimes a circuit diagram
reduces to a block diagram as
simple as microphone -amplifier -
speaker. Or else it can be very
detailed, even showing the p.c.b.
tracks (very important at higher
frequencies). Circuit diagrams.
flow charts and computer pro-
grams are simply convenient
forms for representing and
thinking about real machines.
The detail they are drawn in
depends on their intended use.
all can be either very simple
block diagrams. or else very de-
tailed showing the "cogs" of the
machinery. When doing detailed
work it is best that the repre-
sentation is close to the real
thing. So when developing a new
product it is bread -boarded (i.e.,
represented in the three dimen-
sions of space and the
changeability of time) so that any
unforeseen bugs in the paper
design can be seen in the round.

Programming languages are
about as far from the real thing
as is possible, being one dimen-
sional "wavy lines". Circuit dia-
grams and flow charts are more
than half way there, being two
and a half dimensional (the
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"half' dimension being the con-
vention for crossing lines that
are not connected). But with
available technology we can do
even better.

Imagine programming your
latest version of a flight simula-
tor. You are unhappy with the
operation of one of the cockpit
instruments appearing on the
screen, so you take your pro-
gramming tools, lift the lid off
the instrument. find that it con-
sists of a number of integrated
circuits ("subroutines"). lift the
lid off the offending circuit, RUN
THE CIRCUIT to determine its
operation and timing. move a
few wires and transistors around
(alter the "machine code"). put
the lids back on, and you have an
instrument that does just what
you want. Just like working with
the real thing. only much easier.

Try doing that with your wavy
lines. Mr Pratt. And Celano. if
you do not wish to dirty your
hands on the "cogs...hidden
from the programmer" then you
will have to make do with what
others give you.

The absymally slow von
Neumann architectures of cur-
rent computers would not do
justice to the above program: a
more flexible arrangement of
wires and switches would be bet-
ter. But that is another story.
A. Medes
D.Y.
Australia

Dimensions
and

definitions
Mr S.K. Chatterjee in his in-
teresting article "A Dimensional
Approach to Unified Theory" in
the September issue of E&WW.
on the one hand makes it clear
that he is rejecting all but one
definition of the word 'dimen-
sion', whilst on the other hand
he fails to give us the definition
he has selected. Hence, as in all
cases, in all walks of life where
one or more words are left unde-
fined, confusion results.

If he has taken as the defini-
tion 'a degree of freedom' which
is sometimes done implicitly,
how than are we to interpret the
various ratios such as UT and
L"/L= L2?

riFtEDBACK
This failure to define words is

extremely common in the writ-
ings of theoretical physicists.
Mass, energy, time. and dimen-
sion have no definition. (This is
despite the 'definitions' given in
science dictionaries. which fail
because they define all the key
words in terms of each other.) It
should be realised that for pro-
gress to be made in understand-
ing. almost a dirty word in phy-
sics these days, definitions must
be agreed upon, even though
they may at a later time be
changed for other agreed defini-
tions. In other words. it is vital to
have definitions right or wrong,
otherwise chaos results: witness
the current state of quantum
mechanics etc.
David A. Chalmers
Finchley
London Ni

I see the argument on dimen-
sions advanced by Chatterjee in
the September 1988 issue of
EWW as another attempt to step
away from reality and into a
world of abstraction.

Einstein has done enough
damage in trying to explain
physical phenomena in terms of
a dimensional distortion of space
L3 and time T.

If G is to be dimensionless and
mass has the dimensions L3/T2,
may I ask how the mass of a brick
is to be quantified? Given that
both L and T are measured in
terms of the size and rate of
rotation of the Earth, are we to
suppose that the mass of a brick
can be defined without reference
to a unit of mass such as Earth
mass?

Chatterjee's substitution
m=L3/T2 is purely arbitrary. In
physics it needs three physical
equations to eliminate M, P and
E from five quantities P. E. M. L
and T and leave two unknowns L
and T. Chatterjee uses two
physical equations (Newton's
force law for P and Einstein's
energy law for E) and one that
has no physical foundation at all.

Surely the energy crisis is not
so bad that we have to eliminate
it and its mass equivalent from
the dimensions of physics. I am
all for making changes to im-
prove science, but this is one
change that is not feasible.
H. Aspden
Department of Electrical En-
gineering
Southampton University

Smith charts
In his August article on Smith
charts, Joules Watt makes a wel-
come plea for the geometrical
tradition, because it harnesses
the sense of sight so effectively to
the process of learning. The
Smith chart exploits inversion.
The geometrical definition of the
inverse of a point with respect to
a circle makes it the point on the
same radius vector which is such
that the radius of the circle is the
geometric mean of the radial
distances to the two points. The
inverse of a curve is just the locus
of the inverses of the points
which make it up. The inverse
curves of circles and lines are
circles and lines.

If now one looks in the com-
plex plane at a set of complex
numbers which trace out any
particular curve, the points rep-
resenting the reciprocals of the
set of numbers trace out another
curve, which is closely related to
the inverse of the original curve
with respect to the circle of
radius unity centred at the ori-
gin, being the reflection of the
inverse curve in the X-axis.

The phasors which represent
currents and voltages varying
sinusoidally at a particular fre-
quency are two-dimensional vec-
tors. Despite Joules Watt's Figs
Al to A4, they do not have recip-
rocals. The Smith chart, howev-
er, is concerned with impe-
dances, which are two-
dimensional vector operators,
and do have reciprocals and pro-
ducts. Though phasors and im-
pedances can both be modelled
by complex numbers, only impe-
dances show behaviour corres-
ponding to the multiplication
and division of these numbers.

In the November 1987 Letters.
I pointed out that, although in
three dimensions there is a tradi-
tional definition of vector multi-
plication, c.f. the Poynting vec-
tor cExH, there is no associated
definition of vector division.
There are in fact two distinct
types of 3-D vector. The vector
product of a force F and the
radius vector r from a point on its
line of action to a fulcrum repre-
sents the torque T which the
force exerts about the fulcrum. F
and r are 'polar vectors' having
'negative parity', i.e when viewed
in a mirror their components
perpendicular to it change sign
(c.f the behaviour of two-

dimensional vectors reflected in
a line). T, however, like H, is an
'axial vector' with 'positive par-
ity', i.e when viewed in a mirror
its component perpendicular to
the mirror does not change sign.
Axial vectors are really anti -
symmetric tensors, but in three
dimensions they happen to be-
have in almost the same way as
true, i.e polar, vectors (just as in
two dimensions vector operators
add in the same way as vectors),
while the 3-D co -called 'vector'
product is a tensor product.
C.F. Coleman
Grove
Oxfordshire

Computers,
language
and logic

A.Medes (EWW. February 87,
August 88) seems set to banish
logic and mathematics from
electronic engineering. He
hasn't succeeded so far.

Mr Medes's all-important
point of departure is that an
electronic oscillator, as used in
clocks, for example, is a logical
contradiction, yet exists and is
put to good use by engineers. To
Mr Medes. this proves that logic
is wrong. It is clear, however,
that the operation of the oscilla-
tor is based on propagation de-
lays. If both the output and the
input of an inverter happen to be
at the same logic level, this just
means that propagation is in
progress. It is NOT a contradic-
tion, and it doesn't prove any-
thing about logic. We would have
a contradiction if we had a point
on a wire with two logic voltage
levels at the same time, but
engineering hasn't progressed to
that piont yet, has it?

But Mr Medes doesn't stop at
logic. He cites the view that
mathematics is a model of na-
ture, and as he has just presented
a contradiction in nature, name-
ly, the electronic oscillator. he
concludes the contradictions
should be allowed and useful in
mathematics, too. But, as I

pointed out above, his contradic-
tion isn't there, and so Mr
Medes's criticism of mathema-
tics fails.
Sakuri Aaltonen
Helsinki
Finland
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A.Medes has produced a neat
intuitive shorthand for logic
cicuit design (August) but his
theoretical speculations about
sequential analysis and the liar
paradox are based upon a mis-
conception that anything in the
universe can be truly static.

All theoreticians and en-
gineers please understand this
point: absolutely nothing is sta-
tic if you analyse the interactions
in sufficient detail - at the mic-
roscopic level of causal interac-
tions, propagating information
on changing stimuli.

Absolutely everything is iter-
atively updated from moment to
moment at the speed of light (or
faster but finite) to take into
account fluctuating conditions
for the interaction to converge to
some equilibrium.

For example, bonding be-
tween atoms by electro-'static'
fields; atoms in a steel bridge are
under continual stress, and
superimposed upon this appa-
rent constancy ('bias') is the
noise of fluctuating traffic load
that leads to metal fatigue and
structural failure.

The interaction becomes a
non -convergent power series
when the system is loaded
beyond its elastic limit, mani-
festing as oscillation or catas-
trophe depending on the 'signal'
phasing. This is the continuation
of the classical equilibrium
theories into the theory of so-
called 'chaotic' behaviour leg.
squegging, turbulence, critical
opalescence, critical -point
amplifiers, super -regenerative
amplifiers in electronics or nuc-
lear physics - an atom bomb is
merely a super -regenerative
neutron amplifier, as a pulsed
laser is a super -regenerative
photon amplifier, etc.).

Chaotic behaviour occurs for
any system biased beyond its
'radius of convergence' for stabil-
ity of self -referential interactions
to produce self -consistency on
each iterative update.

Apologies to the memory of
Hume, as much as I admire the
style of his writings he is simply
wrong when he tries to reduce
causality to mere constant con-
junction. Causality is causality.
Asymptotic convergence of a
causal chain of interactions to a
self -consistent limit is where
causality only apparently re-
duces to 'mere constant con-
junction'. But it is continually
being iteratively updated from

FFEEDBACK
picosecond to picosecond to take
into account changing condi-
tions.

The interactions to-and-fro in
an apparently 'constant' (static)
electric field means that con-
tinuous change is an illusion of
negligible delay times where the
differential calculus becomes
valid as a useful tool - but it is
not physical reality. Physical
reality is fundamentally digital
with a continuously variable
sampling rate dependent upon
the propagation delay times.
From this concept of the sam-
pling rate of reality we can derive
the Planck constant in terms of
classical physics and geometry.
And in orbital mechanics the
propagation time delay for gravi-
tational interactions produces
the observed advance of perihe-
lion of orbital motions. That is
the physical mechanism - the
mathematics of time -retarded
forces is so complicated that we
still have to use the Einsteinian
shortcut of a curved geometry
for natural (unforced) motions.
That is merely a calculation de-
vice, not reality.

So, returning to the logical
problem of the liar paradox, it is
not a paradox between alternate
co -existential equilibrium states
but it is a real non convergence
that can never be resolved into
asymptotic consistency as it
swings from one 'decision' to the
other upon each consideration of
the facts.

As a theoretical speculation I
often wonder if there is an upper
frequency limit to the electro-
magnetic spectrum defining an
indivisible unit of time (Leibnitz'
Monads) so fantastically small
that is the 'spool of thread' which
passes through every microsco-
pic point of the universe to effect
change and 'weave the tapestry'
of our 3 -dimensional existence.
Remember the Creek anthropo-
morphic myth of the tapestry
woven by the Olympian gods.
But it seems an unnecessary ex-
travagance to have that 'point of
change' continually defining the
laws of physics from moment to
moment at every point in the
Universe. How else can the laws
of physics be defined and derived
in a causal theory as the asymp-
totic limit of a causal chain of
interactions!

P.J. Ratcliffe
Stevenage
Hertforshire

Relativity
The arguments about STR, over
the last 75 years or so, are dis-
tinguished by their repetitious-
ness, if not their adherence to
logic. Viewed from somewhere
towards the sidelines, one of the
interesting things about all this
is that there is one good argu-
ment against the theory that is
very carefully avoided. Einstein
himself made no bones about it.
Writing in his book' in 1916, he
says:

"The special theory of relativ-
ity cannot claim an unlimited
domain of validity; its results
hold only so long as we are
able to disregard the influ-
ence of gravitational fields on
the phenomena (e.g. light)."

As we are being constantly
reminded, the time is long past
when the consequences of these
influences are detectable, if not
always accurately measured,
within the solar system and par-
ticularly within the Earth's field.
It seems more than just odd that
everyone should studiously avoid
using this argument and concen-
trate so hard on attempts, so far
abortive, to destroy the theory
completely.

The reason is not far to seek. It
is perhaps easiest to understand
the theory if we can clear our
minds of misconceptions arising
from the use of the somewhat
vague term "velocity effects" and
realise that it really concerns
itself with energy, and the con-
sequences upon the measure-
ments of time, length and mass
of changes in the total energy
level of the body being observed.
In his first paper2, Einstein con-
siders alterations in energy levels
due to variations of kinetic ener-
gy resulting from relative mo-
tion. The game is given away by
the appearance of v2 and not just
v in the transform ( 1/2v2 in its
approximate expansion). In his
third paper3 it is changes in
potential energy due to altera-
tions of position in a gravitation-
al field which give rise to the
effects. In this case gh appears in
the approximate transform in
place of 1/2v2. Both gh and 1/2v2
are measures of energy per unit
mass. In this latter paper he only
considers the effect on time and
mass, but by analogy length is
also changed. It is this that leads
him to the mathematical de-
scription of gravitation via the
curvature of space. In his book'

he considers the effects of rota-
tion and demonstrates this dis-
tortion of space, concluding:

"This proves that the proposi-
tions of Euclidean geometry
cannot hold exactly on the
rotating disc, nor in general
in a gravitational field...
Hence the idea of a straight
line also loses its meaning."

STR thus disqualifies itself by
showing that the Galilean iner-
tial reference system, upon
whose validity the theory de-
pends and which demands Eucli-
dean space and 'straight' lines,
has no meaning in the presence
of gravity. But the whole of clas-
sical Newtonian mechanics is
also only valid for Galilean iner-
tial reference systems.

The uncomfortable truth is
that neither classical theory nor
STR can claim an unlimited do-
main of validity, the former less
than the latter. This does not
mean that within their limita-
tions they are not superb approx-
imations, their use usually re-
sulting in errors which are well
inside our capability to detect,
unless we use them outside those
limitations. We should be more
than foolish not to use either
theory where it is the best for our
purpose, that is to say "where it
works", but it is equally foolish to
waste time and brainpower
trying to obliterate the really
important lesson which arises
from the first real attempt to
develop a theory of relativity -
that the real step forward is to
move to a more generalised
theory.

To the best of my knowledge,
the only candidate so far is the
General Theory of Relativity, and
that is the theory that we really
ought to be arguing about.
Alan Watson
Mallorca
Spain
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Phase -locked -loop decoders like the 567 are
frequently used for tone detection. They can
be over -sensitive and give spurious chatter
when a noise spike or out -of -band signal of
amplitude greater than the detection
threshold appears at the input.

Common methods of solving such prob-
lems, such as feeding back part of the output
or inserting a band-pass filter are of little use
since no filter can have an infinitely sharp
characteristic and noise is by definition
random.

Normally, shaping the tone decoder out-
put to average out the effects of noise pulses
does not give immunity to spurious response
as far as the logic circuit driven by the tone
decoder is concerned. But noise pulses are
nulled by the logic interface shown here.

Output of the 567 is high in the absence of
a tone and becomes low when a tone is
detected. Trace A on the timing diagram
shows correctly decoded tone bursts and
trace B is decoder output with spurious

Output

noise pulses on the correctly decoded tone
information.

When tone -decoder output goes low in the
presence of a tone, the monostable circuit is
triggered and its output remains high for
timing period TA. Until IC2a times out,
further transitions at the input due to noise,
etc., cannot cause any output change.

After period TA the inverted positive input
edge triggers monostable circuit IC2b. Since
both gates are disabled, spurious transitions
at the tone -decoder output cannot give a
false output at bistable i.c. output (point J).

Monostable circuit timing periods TA and
TB should be chosen so that TA<T, TB<T and
TA -TB>T, where T is the tone 'on' duration
(i.e. the time during which decoder output is
low).
V. Lakshminarayanan
Centre for the Development of Telematics
Bangalore
India

Crossover filter
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This diagram and its equations should have
appeared with the crossover network on
page 650 of the July issue. We apolgize for
these omissions.
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McKenny W. Egerton
Owings Mills,
Maryland.
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C1 Tm

A'

Delay, Td
Oscillator
period Tc

rut B,f 2

Clccic

C1

D EF2 02

M2

C/ Mono

Tm

Tr< Min [ TIonIA.T (off )A.TIon)B, TIoff 181

Tm< Td< Tc /2

Frequency addition/
subtraction made simple

fi*f2

f1 f2,if f2

fr f2>f1

fl- f 2

FF4
R

f2

Pulse -cancellation is applied in this design
to produce a simple sum and difference
circuit that operates over a wide range of
frequencies. From input frequencies fi and f2
it produces signals of f1 -f2 and f1+f2 and
detects f1>12.

Input signals A and B are latched by two
D -type bistable devices on both leading and
trailing clock edges. The clock is nearly
symmetrical and its period, Tc, is less than
the minimum on or off durations of signals A
or B.

Although the inputs might have coinci-
dent transitions, the transitions at outputs
Q1,2 are separated by at least Tc/2 since the
bistable devices are triggered at different
clock edges. Also, ouputs Q1,.2 have the same
frequency as their respective inputs A and B.

Two monostable i.cs, triggered on leading
edges, produce sharp pulses A' and B' of
duration Tm. After passing through Or gat-
ing, these pulses form a signal with an
average frequency of f1 + f2; this represents
the sum of the input frequencies since A' and
B' do not overlap.

A third bistable device is set by A and reset
by B; its output, Q3, is delayed by
Td(T,<Td<Tc/2). When f1 is greater than 12,
the first And gate produces a signal with an
average frequency of f1-f2 by cancelling
(inhibiting) a pulse of A' for each pulse of B'.

Pulse cancellation takes place since pulse
duration Tm is less than Td. Output Q3' goes
to zero after delay Td from the occurrence of
a pulse at B' and remains at zero until Td
after the occurrence of the next A' pulse.
Subsequent A' pulses pass through the first
And gate since Q3' remains at logical one
until another B pulse appears. Output of the
second And gate, however, remains at zero.

Similarly when 12 is greater than f1,

frequency of the second And gate is f2-f1 and
output of the second And gate is zero. After
passing through an Or gate, outputs of the
two And gates have a frequency of -121 and
output of the fourth bistable device gives the
polarity of the frequency difference; it is
logical one only when f1>f2.
S. Murugesan
ISRO Satellite Centre
Bangalore India

Digital -delay echo
Delays from 20ms to 250ms for the genera-
tion of echo and reverberation effects are
produced by this digital delay line. An 8K x 8
static ram, an 8bit digital -to -analogue con-
verter and an 8bit analogue -to -digital con-
verter form the digital delay line; analogue
signals are recirculated to provide the re-
quired audio effects. Minimum sampling
rate is about 33kHz and bandwidth is 10kHz.

The audio signal is amplified and filtered
and fed into the a -to -d converter. An sc pulse
of approximately 1 p.s initiates conversion of
an analogue samplf, this forces Eoc low
together with the LE input of the d -to -a

100k

Fromo
R14 CR

100k

Ris (R21)

C4

IC8)
1n2

10k

converter and loads data from the current
ram address into the converter. Recovered
analogue output passes through IC, to the
output filter and mixer circuits.

When conversion is complete EOC goes
high, freezing the d -to -a converter latch
contents and triggering the right-hand
monostable multivibrator. The Q output of
this multivibrator enables the data from the
a -to -d converter to be placed on the data bus.
At the same time the ram is set to read the
new data. When the right-hand multivibrator
times out, the left-hand one is triggered,
producing an sc pulse and incrementing the
ram address counters.

The sequence is, read -write -increment.

R16 (R22)

"\AA,
100k

C5 (Co)1-
220p

2

16)

3

15)

105(9)

R17( R23 P18 IR24)

Rlg (R25)

1\/\.A..
100k

C71 C11)

220p
9

100k 10k 031

10

C6 1n2IC101'm 1121

IC7(8)

To ODE

8

CVO

Input

Volume

Cl

470n

R 1k1

IC1

R2

560k

R3 10k

10p

Instrument output

10k
5

100k

Regeneration

R5

100k

10k

Mix

Rg

100k

C12 b DDL
II-- input 10k

470n filter

R7

10

R8

10k From
DDL
output
f ilter

10k

P11

R12

Effect
output

R13

IC1,1C2, A1.8.T L074

IC3,Ag= LM308

AU op -amps powered
from t12V

ICs decoupled with 100n
capacitors
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
20dB noise reducer
Two signals paths are involved in this 20dB
noise -reducer - an auxiliary path which
selectively processes the higher frequencies,
and a broadband main signal path. Outputs
of the respective paths are added and the
resultant inverted at the processor output;
the signal applied to the auxiliary input
determines whether the circuit encodes or
decodes (as shown).

In encode mode, (a), auxiliary -block input
A is connected to processor input C and if the
input singal is V1, the auxiliary block output
is then f(V,n) and the output of the entire
processor B is,

Void= - Win + f(Vidl

yin

Main signal path

Auxiliary signal path

2a Encode) Control loop

Vout- Viri*f ( Yin))

Vin f I v 'out )

This effectively turns the ram into an 8K x 8
shift 'register. Delay time is varied in two
ways: the clock of the a -to -d converter is
variable from 290kHz to 1MHz, and the ram
address range is adjusted by inhibiting
address lines A11.12. The clock is controlled
by a potentiometer and the address range by
S1. Delay time is given by

9
fit= 4x N

lck

where N is the address range of 8192, 2048 or
4096. Clock frequency is 295kHz to 1MHz so
At is 0.25s to 18ms at a minimum sample
rate of 32.8kHz. To prevent aliasing the
input bandwidth is limited to about 10.7kHz

 5V

IC2.1Ct,

1CKHz

105,1C7

Regeneration

Recirculate path

DDL a -to -d
cl-to-a, ram,

etc

ICI) At (Delay)

10KHz

106,1C8

by a four pole low-pass filter IC3,.7.
Output from the delay line is also passet

through an identical filter to remove the
quantitization step noise. Recovered audio is
recirculated through mixer amps IC1.4 to
give a variable reverberation time.

Mix 0
1C3

Out

Treated audio and the original signal are
mixed in IC3 to provide control over the
depth of echo. In spite of there being no
companding and no sample -and -hold circuit
the audio output is remarkably good.
A C Birkett, London.

R26 390 1181116115114113112111
[K

00 r D7 CK

V
12, ZN448 a -to -d
Ro

Ai MEOC

p29 6

7k5 1%

CB- 4n7 R

1%

Am from
AkS input filter

15k R
1%

15k
1%

A

2

33p

15k R
1%

15k
1%

2

-27,Ef2k

1211(16 115 114 113 112 111
R36

DO 0.07

ZN428 d -to -a Ri
R0

LE DG AO AD

_I.D..390
111 112 1-3 115 116 117 118 119

C17

5 8 4}17

A

Aqui' to
output fitter

S

R 47k

C14

41 33p 115

1/2MLNSV1223

47k
C15

71 33p

+5V
MNV1

11
1/2L$123

+5)/

9

27

11420

11.0Cn
10u

28

5V

26

DO 07 010E

RAW
6264 8x8k ram

A0-p.A3

VDD CS2

A8-----i.A11 Al2

10 9 a 7 6 5 4 3

3 4 5 6 113 11 10 9 8

00 -0-Q3 00-.+03
LS393

Ri R2

*The LS124 may be difficult to obtain- suitable equivalent is the LS629
I C16 should be 220p if this IC is used)

All op -amps decoupled with 2x 100n
All other ic's decoupled with 1 x 100n

.5)/
CK

2 12

25

3

21.

4

21 123 12

Si S1B
R37 R38

5 6 13 1110k

ao --p-0 3
LS393

Ri R2

DO

2 12

(16 180p +5)/ SIA

01 IN914

3

Cx Cx RNG

1/26124* EN

OV OV Val Vcr2 CV +5V

10k Delay time
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
In decode mode, (b) auxiliary path input A is
connected to the processor output B and if
the processor input C is Vim the processor
output is,

V'out = - IV'in+fkut/l,

If now,

V' in =Vow = - Win+ f(Vid

then

V'out= - [V,n+f(Vm)1+fiV'out)1

or

V'eut+I(V'our)=V,+fiVin)

and evidently V'out=V,, i.e. the processor
input in encode mode is identical to the
processor output in decode mode irrespec-
tive of the form f(V) which the processing
takes.

In the circuit of the auxiliary block and
adder/inverter, ICI amplifies the auxiliary
signal by 20dB and the two high-pass filters
R1C1 and R6C4 provide for the 40dB/decade
roll -off below 1.5kHz to prevent noise mod-
ulation by low -frequency signal compo-
nents.

Light -dependent resistors were chosen as
the variable -gain element on account of
their ease of use compared to fets which
require a.c. biasing to avoid even -harmonic
distortion.

The attenuator pass band slides upward in
frequency with increasing attenuation as in
Dolby B to avoid modulation by high-level
signals close in frequency to the filter cut off.
Clipping diodes D12 suppress spikes due to
transients which are too fast to be handled by
the control loop.

Suppression level may be set by varying
the ratio of resistors R8 and R9. Values shown
have been chosen to give a suppression
threshold of roughly -3dBVU. Op -amp IC2
recombines the main and auxiliary signals
and inverts the resultant. Resistor R12 sets
the overall gain. Op -amp IC3 and its associ-
ated circuitry form a full -wave detector
which monitors the output of the auxiliary

02 C3

--II-
407

--II-.
4n7

R2 R3

3k3
33k

DlI

P22
a,. *-1\./VN,-.8

R24 1k

T6T330n

R23 10k

R25

33k

RPY 58A

path, while IC4 drives the control -loop time
constant.

In the main circuit a low-pass filter is
incorporated before the encode processor to
eliminate trouble from sources with strong
ultrasonic components; it prevents tracking
errors by ensuring that the processor hand-
les similar signal bandwidths on encode and
decode.

A signal amplitude of 6V pk-to-pk at the
processor output in encode mode was
chosen to correspond to OVU for the tape
recorder. The processing threshold is de-

fined as the level of a pure 10kHz tone at the
processor input which causes the total pro-
cessor gain to be 6dB in encode mode.

In the prototype circuit the processing
threshold was set at 300mV pk-to-pk which
corresponds to a processor output of
-20dBVU and a noise reduction of 6dB.
With this setting the noise reduction at
-40dBVU and 10kHz is in excess of 17dB
and the full 20dB of noise reduction is
realized at about -50VU.
J. F. Gregg
The Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford.

iov

5.grml ilp Record
balance

Recording
volume

250k 100k log

Signal o/p

470p 3k3

2k 2k 3k3

B C A

Auxiliary board

3k 9

( Decode)

In In

3k 9

2n 2k

Gain
set

1k

3k3

12dB per octave low pass 40kHz twinT

( Encode)

Auxiliary board

A C B

Replay oip

Tape
recorder

Record Op
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(E) EPROM PROGRAMMER

AT LAST! Over 50 Generic Device Types. . . .

1.250810ms
2-250850ms It, .2263A

.'9.8749
0-8750

:.1

1 8051'
3-2516,10ms 17 27128 I -8748H 3,8052'
4-2516,50ms 18-27128A +2.874911 46-8044'
5-2532,10ms 19-27256 r3 -8750H 47-87C51
6-2532,50ms 20-27256:21V i4-8741 48-63701V
7-2564/10ms 21-27512 15.8742 49.63701X
8-2564,50ms 22-27513 36-8041' 50-63705V
9-2758 23-87C64 37-8042' 51-637051

10-2716 24-87C256 38-8048' 52-63701v
11-2732 25-8755 39.8049' '-.3-28168
12-27328 10rns 26-8755A 10-8050'  .4.2817A
I 3.2732A,50ms 2701'S 11 /17,,1 ;-,/45431
14.2764.50m5

r VULAT OR

. . . . at a price to suit any budget!
THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER

..nclude 27C parts. EEPROMs now;:;ned,
4 worts our new EPROM Emulator
.1, imatic Data Rate setting 300-192000 Baud.

I ,0 independent Communications Protocols built in. Use with:
- any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator.
-- our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package available for all
MS-DOS. PC -DOS and CP'M-80 computers

a Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate
* Upgradable for future types
a Designed. manufactured and supported in the UK
 Comprehensive User Manual.
* n.b. Devices other than 24/28 pin require low cost socket adapter.

NEW PRODUCTS!!!!
8048:41 Cross assembler for MS-DOS Introductory Otter Price f99 SO VA I
EPROM EMULATOR 2716 to 27512 £14980VAT EPROM ERASER FA 3 50  VAT

Write or telephone for further details:
Fri ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE,

MAUAESBURY, WILTS SN16 OBX. Tel: 0666 825146
:21I ON REI.1.1 ( Alt!)

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Supplied with Manuals
; -. -s a very small

sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before ordering.
r 1,,.-ii'p all units f 16 VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carriage
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Microcomputer as
transient analyser

This computer interface provides the basic facilities of a
digital storage oscilloscope, but at a much lower cost

- and with more flexibility.

In many fields of research and production
there often arises the need to analyse
signals representing a single event or

recurring phenomena. The most economic-
al way to do this is to feed these signals to an
analogue -to -digital converter and store
them in a digital memory: the next step is, by
using the appropriate timing circuits, to
clock the data from memory via a digital -to -
analogue converter, and to display the re-
sulting analogue signals on an oscilloscope.
The advantage of this method is that the
entire signal can now be examined at leisure,
time after time, without any loss of detail. A
digital storage oscilloscope can do this, but
the price is often out of reach for small
research and/or production groups. Substi-
tuting a computer for a d.s.o. gives the
distinct advantage that the user is now able

47),1

82
BFX 85

Vo-

FX87

39p

'15p

12V

7

Ski

J. F. VAN DER WALLE

to write his own program. or add extra
modules to an existing program, to suit his
own requirements best.

Two programs have been written for this
particular analyser, both to run on a BBC
model B computer. The first, called TRTD,
drives the transient analyser and stores the
data on a floppy disc. The second program.
TRFD, brings data from the disc back to the
computer and includes facilities for detailed
analysis of the signal under study.

The t.a. can digitize analogue signals
lasting from a few microseconds to several
seconds. This particular t.a. has been used to
study signals from both charge -coupled de-
vices and very low frequency sources. The
interface from the t.a. to the BBC computer
has been kept as simple as possible and is
incorporated into the design itself: all it

AC744

4

2k4

4

A0744

5k1

120 2p

-12 V

47p

2k4

5k1

+12V

7

4

AD744

3P3

 5V

12 V

+12V

2k7 5k

2k7

1/p

5k1

needs is a cable to connect it to the 1MHz bus
of the computer.

Another interesting feature is that the i.c.
which digitizes the analogue signal (1C7)
also contains a d -to -a. This makes it possible
to check the output of the a -to -d by connect-
ing it the input of the d -to -a. which in turn is
connected to an amplifier and driver.

After being digitized, the signal under
study is stored in a 2048 word, eight -bit
memory. Under program control the data is

Fig.1. Preamplifier and conversion stage:
the combined a -to -d and d -to -a is an STC
device. The digitized output can be looped
back to the analogue driver for compari-
son with the original signal.

M.s b. 07

L s b D0

UVC 3101

A -to -d cony

74 F 244
Octal
buffer

ltri-state)

1 62

18

16

14

12

8

7

19

0 -to -a cony

L s b 02

M.s.bD9

0/p 04

D1 DO

BA783 16 12 13

 5V

Resistor pack 8.2k2

20/6

22/10

19/9

19/10

19/11

19/13

19/14

19/15

19/16

'9117
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This program in BBC Basic sets up the interface for operation. Functions of individual
modules within the program are indicated by Rem statements. Fuller information is
available from the editorial office: send a stamped, self-addressed envelope or two
international reply coupons, marking your covering envelope "Transient analyser".

10 REM MODULE 1(SET UP INTERFACE)
20 REM:PROGRAM NAME IS TRTD
30 REM:DATA FROM TRAN.ANAL.TO DISC
40 CLS:MOOE4
50 ?&FD12=8FF:REM DIR.RG(B)=0/P FD1O
60 ?&FD10=800:REM LOAD 00 ON BUS B
70 "&FD1C4EC:REM IC10/9=L.BREAK
80 ?&FD10=808:REM LOAD 08 ON BUS B
90 "PD1C=8EE:REM IC6/15=L.RST.INTF.

100 18J013=800:REM DIR.RG(A)=1/P FD1I
110 X%=?&FD11 :REM RESET BUS B FLAG
120 PRINTTAB(20,0)"
130 INPUTTAB(20,0)"TIMEBASE(#s)="U
140 IF U>6710.8864 THEN 240
150 PRINTTAB(20,1)"
160 INPUTTAB(20,1)"SAMPLE F(mrs)="8
170 IF B<.05 OR B>3276.8 THEN 260
180 N%=(U/B)*1000.1:N=N%:REM N=MEM.LC
190 PRINTTAB(20,3)"
200 PR1NTTAB(20,3)"MEM.LOCATIONS=";N
210 IF N>2048 THEN 280
220 DIM A(N):REM DATA INTO ARRAY
230 GOTO 300
240 PRINTTAB(20,1)"MAX.TB.=6710.8864"
250 GOTO 120
260 PRINTTAB(20,2)".05=<SF<=3276.8"
270 GOTO 150
280 PRINTTAB(20,4)"MAX.MEM.LOCs=2048"
290 GOTO 150
300 PRINTTAB(20,4)"
310 INPUTTAB(20,4)"PRETRIG(%)=",F
320 IF F>=100 THEN 300

330 F%=F:I=F%/100:REM ROUNDING
340 R=250 -((N DIV 8)*(1.1)):RUR
350 Z=((256-R%)*8*B)/1000
360 PRINTTAB(20,4)"
370 PRINTTAB(20,4)"POSTTR(ms)=";2
380 S%=(B*20)-1:S=MREM(1/P)1C11/14
390 PRINTTAB(20,2)"FREO.DIVISION=";S
400 V=S DIV 256:REM V IS MSB OF S
410 W=S MOD 256:REM W IS LSB OF S
420 REM MODULE 2(LOAD IC3,4 AND 5)
430 ?&FD10=R% :REM LOAD R% ON BUS B
440 "&FD1G=8CC:REM IC10/15=L.CLC IC3
450 ?&FD1C=8EE:REM IC10/12=L.BREAK
460 "11F010=W :REM LOAD W ON BUS B
470 ?&FD1C4CE:REM 1C10/14=L.CLC 1C4
480 "PD1C=8EE:REM IC10/12=LAIREAK
490 78FD10=V :REM LOAD V ON BUS 8
500 ?&FD1C=8EC:REM IC10/13=L.CLC IC5
510 finishtime=TIME+(.1*.1)+100:REPEAT
520 UNTIL TIME>=finishtime:REM DELAY
530 REM:MOOULE 3(READ FLAG REGISTER)
540 ?&FD1C4EC:REM IC10/9=L.BREAK
550 ?&F01040F:REM LOAD OF ON BUS 8
560 ?&FDIC=8EE:REM IC10/7=L.RESTART I

570 ?&FD10=800:REM LOAD 00 ON BUS
580 F%="8FD1D :REM READ FLAG REG(CA1)
590 PRINTTAB(0,0)"FLAG RG(RD.1)=";F%
600 IF F%=0 THEN 540:REM F%=0 NO FLAG
610 REM:MODULE 4(READ TRAP ADD.)
620 "UD10=8,0A:REM IC6/13=L.ENA.IC16
630 X%=?&FD11 :REM READ MEM.ADD.LSB
640 ?&FD10=808:REM 1C6/12=L.ENA.IC17
650 Y%="8F1)11 :REM READ MEM.ADD.MSB
660 "8FD1C=8EC:REM IC10/9=L.BREAK
670 T=r4+(256*Y%):REM T=TRIGGER ADDR.
680 PRINTTAB(0,1)"MEM.ADD(TRIG)=";1
690 REM:MOOULE 5(LOAD PRETRIG.ADD.)
700 PX=T-(N*I)
710 IF P%<0 THEN P%=(20413+1.)-(N*1)
720 P=P%:REM P=PRETR.ADD.

730 J=P DIV 256:REM J IS MSB OF P
740 K=P MOD 256:REM K IS LS8 OF P
750 78FD104.0D: REM LOAD OD ON BUS B

760 ?&FD1C=8EE:REM IC6/10=L(IC23/6=1.)
770 ?&FD1C=8EC:REM IC10/9=L.BREAK
780 78F010=K :REM LOAD K ON BUS
790 78FD1C=8CC:REM 1C10/11=L.1.0.1C7+8

800 78F010=800:REM LOAD OD ON BUS
810 UFD1C4EE:REM 106/10=1.(1C23/6=L)
820 78FD1C=8EC:REM IC10/9=LAREAK
830 78F010=J :REM LOAD J ON BUS B
840 '8,FD1C=8CE:REM IC10/10=L,L0.1C9
850 REM:MODULE 6(READ PRETRIG.ADD.)

860 '&F010=80E:REM LOAD OE ON BUS B
870 ?&FD1C=8EE:REM 1C6/9=1.*CLCIC16/17
880 78FD10=80A:REM 1C6/13=L,ENA.IC16
890 XX="8F011 :REM READ MEM.ADD.LSB
900 ?&FD10=808:REM 1C6/12=L,ENA.IC17
910 Y%="PD11 :REM READ MEM.ADD.MSB
920 0=X%+(256*Y%):REM Q=READ PRETRIG.
930 PRINTTAB(0,2)"START=";0
940 IF 0=P THEN 960
950 REM:MODULE 7(STEP ADD.COUNTER)
960 C=0:REM ADD.STEPCOUNTER IS C
970 FOR 1=0 TO (N-1):REM N ELEMENTS
980 "&FD10=80C:REM LOAD OC ONTO BUS
990 ?&FD1C=8EE:REM IC10/7=1C18/1=L

1000 A(1)=78F011:REM DATA MEMORY(IC19)
1010 PRINTTAB(0,3)"MEM.ADD(STEP)=";C
1020 PRINTTA8(0,4)"MEMORY DATA=";A(I)
1030 78F010=80D:REM LD.OD,IC6/10=L
1040 78FD1C=8EC:REm IC10/9=L,BREAK
1050 C=C+1:IF C=2048 THEN CO=
1060 NEXT I

1070 PRINTTAB(0,3)"
1080 PRINTTAB(0,4)"
1090 REM:MODULE 8(READ END ADDRESS)

1100 '&F010=80E:REM LOAD OE ON BUS B
1110 "8F01C=8EE:REM IC6/9=L.CLCIC16/17
1120 78F010=80A:REM IC6/13=L,ENAJC16
1130 X%=?&FD11 :REM READ MEM.ADD.LS8
1140 78F010=8013:REM IC6/12=L,ENAJC17
1150 YUUFD11 :REM READ MEM.ADD.MSB

1170 E=X%*(256*Y%):REM E=END ADD.
1180 PRINTTA8(0,2)"START=";0;"END=";E
1190 IF E=C -1 THEN 1210

1200 REM:MODULE 9(READ FLAG REGISTER)
1210 F%=?&FD1D :REM READ FLAG REG(CA1)
1220 PRINTTAB(0,0)"FLAG RG(RD.2)=";F%
1230 REM:MODULE 10(PLOT GRAPH)
1240 INPUTTAB(0,3)"PLOT MULTP.=";G
1250 X=(1279/(N-1))
1260 PLOT 4,X,(A(0)*G)4.40
1270 FOR 1=0 TO (N-1)
1280 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(I)*G)+40:NEXT I

1290 Y=T -0:1F Y<0 THEN Y=1-0+2048
1300 PLOT 4 X*Y 0:REM TRIGGER MARKER
1310 PLOT 5,X*Y,(A(Y)*G)+20

1320 "&FD10=808:REM LOAD 08 ON BUS 8
1330 ?&FD1C=8EE:REM IC6/15=1.,RST.INTF.
1340 REM:MODULE 11(DATA TO DISC)
1350 INPUTTA8(0,5)"NAME F1LE",AS
1360 AB=OPENOUT AS
1370 PRINTTA8(0,3)"LOADING DATA=";N
1380 PRINT#AB,U:PRINT#AB,B
1390 PRINT#AB,N:PRINTNAB,F
1400 PRINTNAB,T:PRINT#A8,0:PRINT#AB,E
1410 FOR 1=0 TO N-1:REM DATA TO DISC
1420 PRINTTAB(14,4);I
1430 PRINT#AB,A(I):NEXT I

1440 CLOSE#AB
1450 PRINTTAB(14,4)0
1460 PRINTTAB(0,3)"
1470 PRINTTAB(0,3)"DATA NOW ON DISC"
1480 PRINTTAB(0,4)"END OF PROGRAM"
1490 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;:REM CURSOR OFF
1500 END

transferred to the computer and displayed
on the monitor.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The transient analyser consists of four parts:
a d.c. coupled analogue amplifier: an inter-
face bus system: the register system: the
interrupt system.

Direct coupling of the pre -amplifier (Fig.
11 has the advantage that very low frequency
signals, or even the output fluctuations of a
d.c. power supply, can he directly coupled to
the flash a -to -d (11230: this prevents zero -
line shift by applying a non -symmetrical
waveform via a capacitor -coupled input.

Thedifierentialinputstagernakesitpossi-
ble to raise or lower the input threshold of
the amplifier. If an input signal is applied
which has a positive or negative bias, one can
set the associated potentiometer to such a
value that the bias is cancelled and the input
signal itself occupies the a-to-d's full conver-
sion rangeofOto2V.

The input stage is followed by an inverter.
and so the input signal is fed to the a -to -d
(pin 21 ofIC371 as a non -inverted signal. The
amplification factor A of the amplifier is
governed by the feedback resistors R, and R,..
and the input resistors R1 and Rp:

a=11?'1.1Rp/R1
IR1 I

If all resistors are 5.1kH. then A = 1. For a
gain greater than unity, change the input
resistors R1 and Rp and let R, = R, = 5.1k1/.
If both R, and R, are 5.1k1/ and the feedback
capacitors across R, and R, are carefully
selected, a rise -time of approximately 9Ons
can be achieved at the output, pin 6. With
urity gains the pre -amplifier is fast enough
to be used for studying the output of a video
camera. If the amplifier is to he used for low
frequency work. RI and R2 can be decreased
to give a much higher amplification with a
restricted frequency response. By, using op -
amps with a much faster stewing perform-
ance. the rise -time can he improved. hut at a
greater cost.

A similar amplifier is connected to the
output of the d -to -a. The analogue output of
the line driver BFX 85/87 can he raised or
lowered, with reference to ground, by means
of a second potentiometer. The design of the
La. is such that if a video signal is digitized,
the analogue output via the line driver will
generate the same picture on the monitor.

The hi-fet op -amp AD744 (Analog Devices)
was chosen as the best compromise between
price and rise -time.

BUS SYSTEM

The interface between.the bus system of the
transient analyser (Fig. 21 and the computer
consists of the peripheral interface adapter
IC, with IC, for full decoding of the 1MHz
bus circuit of the BBC computer.

As can he seen from Fig. 2. there are two
internal bus systems, one for data to the
computer, port A of the 6522, and a second
for data from the computer. Port B. Under
software control, port A is used as an input
port and port B as an output. This is set up in
the first part of the program (see software for
the t.a.) and is not changed during the
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Fig.2. Bus system. The transient analyser
connects directly to the 1MHz bus port of a
BBC microcomputer.

running of the program.
Data collected by the t.a. is placed on the

PA bus by the octal buffer IC18 and the
memory (ICI,) address via edge -triggered
octal latches IC16 and IC17. Data for the t.a.
from the computer is handled by the PB bus
and consists of 16 -bit data to the octal
flip-flops IC4 and IC5; 11 bits of data to preset
the four -bit synchronous counters IC7:6:9;
eight bits to the input registers IC3 (Fig. 3);
four bits of data for the three -to -eight
decoder IC6.

REGISTERS

The registers receive the computer data via
the eight -bit bus connected to port B of the
6522. To make sure that the correct data
reaches the registers (IC:3:4.5) a strobing
system is employed. The register system
(Fig. 41 consists of IC6:16:;93334 and gener-
ates the three clock signals for the registers
after the data has been placed on the port B
bus. These clock signals are generated by
connecting control signals n2 and ca, from
the 6522 to the three -to -eight decoder IC1,,.
Note that pin 10/3 (i.e. pin 3 of 'Cm) is low
after the reset signal on pin 34/5. The
sequence is n2 and (Ai., low, then 10/15 low;
c.t2 high and Cu., low, then 10/14 low; cA2 low
and cu., high, then 10/13 low.

The three signals 10/15, 10/14, and 10/13
are all Ored and trigger the two monostables
of IC29. The first monostable triggers, giving
an output at pin 13, the second one after
about 4201.ts. The second monostable's out-
put at pin 12 is connected to all three clock
inputs of the flip-flops IC:13 and IC34. If CA9
and ca., are both low, then 10/15 will keep
33/3(K) low and the clock pulse on 33/4 will
make 33/7 (Q) go high (33/7, after the reset
signal on 33/5, was low). The positive signal
on 33/7 clocks data in the port B bus, into the
register IC:, and triggers the monostable IC35
so the output pulse of 35/4 loads the data
from the internal registers into the eight bit
binary counter IC:1. If is triggered by a
false pulse, e.g. noise, then 33/3 will be high
and 33/7 stays low. In the same way, the
outputs of the flip-flops 33/9 (cA2 high, CB,
low) and 34/7 (cii, low, 032 high) clock the
data from the port B bus into registers IC4
and IC5.

The same strobing system generates the
reset signal (32/3) for the t.a., the clock
signal for the binary counters IC7:84 from
32/6. the output from 32/8 to clock the
memory address on to the port A bus via
IC16. 17 and furthermore, negative -going
and positive -going trigger signals from 32/
11 and 30/13 respectively. This trigger signal
makes it possible to start or stop any external
signal source under software control. The
four output signals from IC:12 are derived
from the four -bit word from the port B bus,
which is connected via the three -to -eight
decoder IC6.

A further strobing system is used to move
data from the port B bus into the counters,

This is accomplished by IC27and
This data makes it possible to load any
address into the memory (IC10.

INTERRUPTS

Let us first look what happens before an
input signal reaches the a -to -d (IC37). The 20
MHz oscillator IC24 drives a frequency divi-
sion chain The output of this chain,
pin 14/13, goes to the clock input of IC2o (pin
1). Inputs .1 and K of IC.,,, are both high,
because pin 25/7 is high after the general
reset pulse from pin 32/3 to pin 25/14. The
output of IC20. pin 5, drives the output
enable (i:7 of the memory (1C191. When of is
high, the write enable el: goes low and so any
data appearing on the input, Do to D7, is
written into memory. This means the mem-
ory circuitry (IC16 and IC36) continuously
updates the memory contents. The output
from the a -to -d is fed through an octal buffer
(IC36) to the input of the d -to -a, so that the
input signal on pin 37/21 can be monitored
on pin 37/2. Memory updating can be stop-
ped by applying a positive -going pulse on pin
23/12. Pin 23/10 goes high and enables the ;
input of flip-flop IC25. The output of IC25, pin
5. goes high after a negative -going transition
on the clock input of IC25. When pin 25/5
goes high, it will, via pin 28/6, clock the
memory address into the octal latches ICI,;
and IC17. This is called the trigger address.
Simultaneously pin 25/6 goes low, enabling
the divide -by -eight counter IC26. For every
eight output pulses of the divider chain
IC11.14, one 3Ons pulse will appear on pin
3/13.

Each clock pulse on pin 13 increments the
counter IC:1 until an overflow (i.e. a count of
FF16) occurs on pin 11. The output of IC25
(pin 7) goes low, inhibiting IC,,,, stopping
any further data intake into the memory and
setting an interrupt flag on the 6522 (pin
40). The program will first read the trigger
address and then load an address into the
three counters IC7:8:9 (a pre -triggered
address), and will start transferring data
from memory on to the port A bus and into
computer memory.

This new pre -trigger address is transfer-
red via port B bus, as two bytes. The lower
byte is loaded into IC7,8 when pin 10/11 goes
low ar2 low); the high byte is loaded into
IC9 when pin 10/10 goes low Ica, high, CB9
low).

Note that when loading the four -bit coun-
ter 74F161 the clock input must go high
when u), pin 9, is low. The program now
steps the counters by loading the same
four -bit word into IC6 via the port B bus.
When pin 6/10 goes low (no, pB2, pii, high:
pH' low) then a counting pulse will appear on
pin 32/6 if after 400µs, the output of
monostable IC24 goes low while pin 6/10 is

Features of the transient analyser

Analogue input range: +10V to 10V.
Preamplifier bandwidth: about 3MHz (can

be increased).
Output (from monitor d -to -a): 2V via 5012

driver.
Resolving power: 5Ons - 3276.8p.s steps

(eight bits).
Usable time base range: 10µs 6.7s (on

computer monitor).
Pre -trigger facility.
Data storage on floppy disc.
Memory size: 2K -byte or more.

still low. For each memory address a unique
word is transferred via the buffer IC18 on to
the port A bus. Strobing of this data is done
by a second four -bit word from the port B
bus to IC6. When pin 6/11 is low (pun, PB1 low,
Nut. Pa3 high) the data is strobed via ICI A into
the bus system.

SAMPLING FREQUENCY

The sampling frequency depends on the
output of the frequency divider, IC11.14. If
this divider is set to zero, i.e. the 16 outputs
of IC4:5 are all low, then the output frequen-
cy, pin 14/13. will be the same as the
oscillator frequency, 20MHz. Hence sam-
pling will be in steps of 5Ons. If pin 4/2 is
high and the other fifteen outputs are low,
sampling will be in steps of 100ns. If all
sixteen outputs are high, sampling will
occur in 3276.8ps steps. This gives this
particular t.a. a wide range. By using a 2048
x 8 memory (1C14) the minimum timebase
will be 2048 x 5Ons, or 102.4p.s, and the
maximum 6.7108864s. Both values can be
doubled by using a 4096 x 8 memory by
connecting pin 9/11 to the m.s.b. memory
address line.

ACTION OF THE TA

1. Memory counters IC7:8:9 continuously
step the memory address lines. These coun-
ters are clocked by the same signal as the
write -enable of the memory, via 22/5 and
22/1.
2. Any analogue signal between 0 and 2V is
converted by IC37 and stored in memory.
This digital signal is fed back to the d -to -a
part of IC37; hence on pin 37/2 there appears
the same signal as on pin 37/21. Data in
memory is continuously overwritten as long
as IC7:6:9 are enabled.
3. This carries on as long as pin 25/7 is high.
But if a trigger pulse is applied on pin 23/12.
the memory will be disabled after the over-
flow pulse on pin 3/11. Note that pin 21/8 is
high (W: of the memory, pin 19/21, is
disabled) and pin 20/5 is low (51 of memory,
pin 19/20 is enabled). The time that passes
between the trigger pulse on pin 23/12 and
the overflow pulse on pin 3/11 is proportion-
al to that amount of data in memory one is
interested in.
4. If the trigger pulse applied to pin 23/12
occurs at the same time as the rising edge of
the signal under study, one needs a facility to
display the signal in such a way that the
rising edge is also clearly visible. This is done
by loading a pre -trigger address into the
memory address counters (see Interrupts
above).
5. After a pre -trigger address has been
loaded into 1C7:8,9, program control takes
over the stepping of the memory -address
counter by loading a four -bit word on the
port B bus. A stepping pulse is generated via
IC6. pin 10. For each memory address a
unique data word is transferred via the octal
buffer ICI., into the port A bus.

TRIGGER SOURCES

Several triggering modes are available:

1. A positive -going pulse from an external
source can be applied to pin 23/12.
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amateur radio regulations than
are curreotly in force, and which
wave band you can use
privately. Yc ur legal position is
clearly e>plained.

The lc test data sheets
compiled for you
Your loo!eleaf guide also includes
comprehensive data sheets which
are essential for your hobby. No
more endless searches all the
information is there compiled
for you by experts. Even the latest
components, semicond ictors and
ICs are presented in full technical
detail.
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2. The input signal to the a -to -d can be
started or stopped by a timing pulse gener-
ated under program control and appearing
on pin 32/11 (negative -going) and on pin
30/13 (positive -going) simultaneously.
3. If a free -running or intermittent input
signal is applied to the a -to -d. it is better to
use the a-to-d's output data lines. Use is
made of two 74F125. of which all eight
three -state outputs are connected to pin
23/12 and via a pull-up register to the 5V rail.
Each gate input of the buffers is connected to
an outpin pin of lC:17. With the three -state
control input one can enable or disable a
particular buffer. With all control inputs
high, then the eight common outputs are all
high. and there is no trigger pulse. If the
buffer connected to the m.s.b. (pin 37/27) is
enabled (its control input low), then only
when pin 37/27 goes high will the common
output go high and trigger IC,3. With 256
possible combinations, one can set the trig-
ger pulse at pin 23/12 at a very precise level.

A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

Let the signal under study be a pulse with a
width of 10µs and an amplitude of 2V.
Because we are working here with short -
duration phenomena, we select a 50 nano-
second step and for the display on the
monitor a timebase of 20p.s. To give a clear
view of the rising edge of the pulse, a
pre -trigger address is chosen to give a 20%
clearance between the start of the sweep and
the pulse under study. For a timebase of
20µs, this calls for 400 memory locations,
because the memory counter steps at 20
locations per microsecond; 20% of 400 is 80
memory locations. Let the trigger pulse
applied to pin 23/12 be derived from the
(fast) rising edge of the pulse under study.
After the trigger pulse has been applied to
pin 23/12, the memory address will be
latched into IC 16.1i and a flag set on pin 1/40.
This flag will be acknowledged by the p.i.a.
6522 and program control will take over.

If the memory address latched into IC , ,

is 1666, the pre -trigger address is then 1666
- 80 = 1586, which is the start address now
in 1C7,8,,. Program control steps the memory
counters a total of 399 times until the
address 1985 has been reached. This means
that the horizontal line in the monitor (the
timebase) starts at address 1586 and ends at
1985. a total of 400 memory locations. Using
the program TRFD the user can find the
minimum and maximum value of the signal
under study and also the value correspond-
ing to addresses 1586 up to 1985. Three
markers are included in the display, for the
trigger address and minimum and max-
imum value addresses.

PRACTICAL NOTES

It is not advisable to build the two amplifiers
together on one single p.c.h. hoard, because
the t.t.l.-e.c.l. converters of IC37 tend to
produce noise which is picked up by the
input of the first amplifier. The supply lines
leading to the combined a-to-d/d-to-a ought
to be very well decoupled. Connect the
analogue ground pins (pins 24 and 37)
directly to the amplifier's ground.

For ICI,. use SSM 6116. 25 nanosecond
(Saratoga). and for 1C37. UVC 3101 (SIC).

This program retrieves stored data from the disc and generates the basic functions of a
transient analyser.

10

20

30

REM MODULE 1 (DATA FROM DISC)
REM:PROGRAM NAME IS TRFD

REM:DATA(TRANS.ANALYSER)FROM DISC

760

770

780

PEM:MODULE 4(EXPANDED DISPLAY)
GCOL 0,3:REM WHITE
ELS:X=1279/W:REM EX.GRAPH

40 CLS:MODE 4 790 PLOT 4,X,(A(J)*G)+40
50 PRINTTAB(0,0)"DATA FROM DISC" 800 ,OR 1=0 TO W
60 INPUTTAB(0,1)"NAME FILE=",AS 810 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(J+I)*G)+40:NEXT I

70 PRINTTAB(0,2)" 820 111=(V*U)/N:REM TIMEBASE EXP.GRAPH

80 CD=OPENIN AS 830 PRINTTAB(0,0)"CHANNEL(L)=";R

90 IF CD=0 THEN 200 840 PRINTTAB(0,1)"CH(L)VALUE=";A(J)
100 INPUT#CD,U:INPUT#CD,B 850 PRINTTAB(0,2)"CHANNEL(R)=";S
110 INPUT#CD,N:INPUT#CD,F 860 PRINTTAB(0,3)"CH(R)VALUE=";A(K)

120 INPUT#CD,T:INPUT#0,0:INPUT#CD,E 870 PRINTTAB(21,0)"TB.EXP(ms)=";D

130 PRINTTAB(0,2)"LOADING DATA=";N 880 PRINTTAB(21,1)"(START-END)CHS=";V

140 DIM A(N):REM DATA INTO ARRAY 890 REM:MODULE 5(MIN MAX VALUES)

150 FOR 1=0 TO N-1 900 INPUTTAB(21,2)"MINIM.VALUE="0.
160 PRINTTAB(21,2);I 910 IF L=9999 THEN CLS:GOTO 230

170 INPUT#CD,A(I):NEXT I 920 FOR 1=0 TO W
180 CLOSE#CD:CLS 930 PRINTTAB(21,2)"MINIM.VALUE =";L

190 IF CD<>0 THEN 220 940 IF A(J+I)=L THEN 970
200 PRINTTAB(0,2)"FILE NOT FOUND" 950 ;TEXT I

210 IF CD=O THEN 60 960 L=L+1:GOTO 920
220 REM MODULE 2(PRINT,PLCT GRAPH) 970 C=I+R:IF C>2047 THEN C=1+R-2048

230 GCOL 0,3:REM WHITE 980 PRINTTAB(21,3)"CHN.WITH MIN.=";C
240 PRINTTAB(0,0)"TIME BASE(ms)=";U 990 PLOT 4,X*1,0:REM MARKER(MIN)

250 PRINTTAB(0,1)"SAMPLE FR(mms)=";B 1000 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(J+I)*G)+40
260 PRINTTAB(0,2)"MEM.LOCATIONS=";N 1010 APUTTAB(21,4)"MAXIM.VALUE=",M
270 PRINTTAB(0,3)"PRETRIGGER(%)=";F 1020 IF M=9999 THEN CLS:GOTO 230
280 PRINTTAB(21,0)"ADD.TRIGGER=";T 1030 FOR 1=0 TO W

290 PRINTITAB(21,1)"START ADDRESS=";0 1040 PRINTTAB(21,4)"MAXIM.VALUE =";M

300 PRINTTAB(21,2)"END ADDRESS=";E 1050 IF A(J+I)=M THEN 1080

310 INPUTFAB(21,4)"PLOT MULTP.=",G 1060 NEXT I

320 X=(1279/(N-1)):REM GRAPH 1070 M=M-1:GOTO 1030

330 PLOT 4,X,(A(0)*G)+40 1080 Z=I+R:IF Z>2047 THEN Z=I+R-2048
340 FOR 1=0 TO (N-1) 1090 PRINTTAB(21,5)"CHN.WITHMAX.=";Z

350 PLOT 5,X*I,(A(I)*G)+40:NEXT I 1100 PLOT 4,X*1,0:REM MARKER(MAX)

360 Y=T-0:IF Y<0 THEN Y=T -0+2048 1110 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(J+I)*G)+40:K=0

370 PLOT 4,X*Y,20:REM TRIGG.MARKER 1120 REM:MODULE 6 (SELECT CHANNEL)

380 PLOT 5,X*Y,(A(Y)*G)+20 1130 INPUTTAB(0,4)"GO TO CHAN(X)="D

390 REM MODULE 3(EXPAND) 1140 IF D=9999 THEN CLS:GOTO 230
400 I=0:P=0:J=0:L=-99:REM SPACEBAR 1150 IF D>2047 THEN 1400
410 PRINTTAB(21,4)"HIT SPACEBAR=STOP" 1160 IF K<>0 THEN 1280
420 1NPUTTAB(21,3)"MARKER STEP=",D 1170 IF S>R THEN 1210:REM CH(L),CH(R)

430 D=D+N DIV 200:IF D=0 THEN 0=5 1180 IF S<R THEN 1190
440 GCOL 0,3:REM WHITE 1190 IF D>=R OR D<=S THEN 1250
450 PLOT 4,X*1,0:PLOT 5,X*1,A(I)*G 1200 COTO 1400
460 C=O+I:IF C<=2047 THEN 490 1210 IF D<R OR D>S THEN 1400
470 C=O+I:IF C>2047 THEN C=0+1-2048 1220 FRINTTAB(0,4)"
480 PRINTTAB(21,5)" 1230 PRINTTAB(0,5)"
490 PRINTTAB(21,5)"CH.COUNTER=";C 1240 PRINTTAB(0,4)"GO TO CHAN(X)=";D
500 H=20:IF 1=0 THEN H=150 1250 I=D-R:IF 1<0 THEN I=D -R+2048

510 keynumber=1NKEY(H):M=INKEY(L) 1260 J=D-0:IF J<0 THEN J=D -0+2048
520 IF M=-1 AND P=0 THEN P=1:GOTO 600 1270 COTO 1340
530 IF M=-1 AND P=1 THEN 670 1280 CCOL O,0:REM BLACK
540 GCOL 0,0:REM BLACK 1290 PLOT 4,X*1,0:REM MARKER CH(X)
550 PLOT 4,X.I,O:PLOT 5,X*1,A(I)*G 1300 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(J)*G)+40
560 I=I+D:REM CHANNEL COUNTER 1310 GOTO 1170
570 IF I>=N AND P=0 THEN CLS:GOTO 230 1320 1=D-R:IF 1<0 THEN 1=D -R+2048

580 IF I>=N AND P=1 THENI=N-1:00T0670 1330 J=D-0:IF J<0 THEN J=D -0+2048:K=0

590 GOTO 440 1340 GCOL 0,3:REM WHITE
600 J=I:R=O+J:IFR>2047THEN R=O+J-2048 1350 PRINTTAB(0,5)"

610 PRINTTAB(0,4)"CHANNEL(L)=";R 1360 PRINTTAB(0,5)"CH(X)VALUE=";A(J)

620 PRINTTAB(0,5)"CH(L)VALUE=";A(J) 1370 PLOT 4,X*I,0:REM PLOT MARKER(X)

630 PRINTTAB(21,3)" 1380 PLOT 5,X*1,(A(J)*G)+40

640 INPUTTAB(21,3)"MARKER STEP=",D 1390 K=K+1:GOTO 1130

650 D=D+N DIV 200:IF D=0 THEN D=5 1400 PRINTTAB(0,5)"CH(X) OUT OF RANGE"

660 GOTO 560 1410 COTO 1130

670 K=1:S=Q+I:IFS>2047THEN S=0+1-2048 1420 END

680 PRINT'AB(0,6)"CHANNEL(R)=";S
690 PRINT-AB(0,7)"CH(R)VALUE=";A(K)
700 W=S-R:IF W<0 THEN W=S -R+2048

710 V=(S-R)+1:1F V<0 THEN V=S -R+2049
720 IF W<=0 THEN 230
730 PRINTTAB(21,5)"(START-END)CHS=";V
740 finishtime=T1ME+200:REPEAT
750 UNTIL TIME>=finishtime:REM DELAY
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DOYOU NEEDTO
LEARN ABOUT THE

TRANSPUTER?

-

If so,we have the complete solution.
 State of the art technology!

If you are familiar with other microprocessors,
within 24 hours of study and experimentation you will
understand the fundamentals of the incredibly powerful
transputer.

 Saves your time
Unpack, plug in and start learning. Everything you

need including self teach manuals in one package.

 Saves your money
The complete system costs just £995.00

+ VAT and uses any IBM Compatible PC with
640K RAM and hard disk as the host
computer.

 Now with V2 price course option
Attend our special 3 day course for just £Nkr. 40(

extra if order with the system. Normal price of course
is £400.

The unique Transputer Training System has been
designed specifically for education and is therefore ideal
for use in colleges and universities. The excellent self -teach
manuals, included with the package, mean that it can also
be used by engineers to rapidly evaluate the transputer and
utilise its amazing power in real time applications.

FLIGHT ELECTRONICS LTD.
Flight House, Ascupart St, Southampton, SO1 1 LU.

Telex: 477389 FLIGHT G Fax: 0703 330039

The system is supplied with everything you need including.

M Interface cad - takes a 'short slot' in the PC and provides
link in/out and control lines.

E Cable - links the interface card to the Transputer Module.

 Transputer Module - complete T414 based subsystem,
supplied in its own sturdy case.

 Power supply - independant power to transputer if required.

 Developmerr Software - folding editor, OCCAM compiler,
downloader, -erminal emulator and utilities, hosted on the PC.

MI Example programs - no less than 28 fully worked examples.

M On Screen Tutorials - learn how to use the system 'on -screen".

 Hardware Manual - full circuit diagrams, timing diagrams
and circuit descriptions.

 TDS User Giide .- self contained tutorial guide to using the
development software.

M TDS User Manual - the reference manual for the development
software.

M Introduction to OCCAM - a complete self -teach course in
OCCAM.

 OCCAM Programming Manual - the definitive guide to
OCCAM.

E T414 Engineering Data full specifications for the Transputer.

 C012 Engineering Data - full specifications for the Link
Adapter.

The Transputer Module houses a 15 MHz T414 with 256K
RAM and is external to the PC, so that the hardware is fully
accessable. The module includes a wealth of test points, 14

status LEDs, 16 I/O lines, EVENT input, independant
power supply, prototyping area and four 15 way D
connectors, which allow access to the 10 M bits/sec

links and control signals.
Fall hardware and software support is provided

for multi-transputer applications. Simply plug
additional Transputer Modules into the spare link

connectors using the cables supplied. In this way networks
of any configuration using any number of transputers may

be realised! Each module can run one or more concurrent
processes and has access to its own local V4 Mb RAM and
I/O system.

The I/O connector links directly to our Applications Board
which enables the Transputer to control DC motor speed
temperature, analog input/output, and much more!

Call 0703 227721 today
for a free full colour
catalogue.
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Kalman filtering
noise -corrupted signal processing

The Kalman filter can out -perform a first -order
I.p. filter and will provide an element of state

prediction.

The Kalman filter is now over 25 years
old, but has only achieved wider ap-
plication in recent years because of

more accessible, faster and cheaper means
for its computation. The term "filter" applies
because of its ability to reduce the effects of
noise on a signal, but the Kalman filter is
more correctly called a State Estimator, the
term "state" being used to describe an
attribute of a system. Thus, if we consider an
aircraft being tracked by radar, the aircraft
states of interest might be its course, height
and speed; these states would need to be
correctly assessed. say, for the purposes of
air traffic control. In this case a Kalman filter
might be used to estimate the "states" of the
aircraft, based on radar measurements.

This example is deliberately chosen, not
only because it is a textbook example of
Kalman filter application, but also because it
underscores the fact that such techniques, at
least until recently, have been associated
predominantely with the space, defence and
communications industries.

NOISE ASPECTS

Kalman filtering is used to process signals
which are corrupted by noise, which can be
interpreted here not only in its conventional
sense of "unwanted signal" but also to
express the idea of uncertainty. Thus, fluc-
tuations in the Financial Times Index or
changes in national unemployment figures
could both be considered as examples of
uncertainty or noise superimposed on an
underlying trend or signal.

Such noise may arise within the system
itself and is variously known as process,
plant or system noise. It is associated with
uncertainty in the dynamics of the system
(such as in weather forecasting). Alterna-
tively, noise may arise within the observa-
tion mechanism or sensor, when it is known
as observation or measurement noise. It can
arise for a variety of reasons: for example,
electrical and/or mechanical inaccuracies in
the sensor such as training misalignment
and backlash in the radar tracking example
above; or because of arithmetic resolution in
the computing elements, rounding off
errors and limitations inherent in the com-
puting algorithms. However, to simplify the
mathematics, fundamental assumptions are
made concerning both process and observa-
tion noise which have a bearing on the
development and application of the Kalman
filter.

G. F. STEVEN

w(k)

x(k)
u(k)

Fig.l. System diagram of a Kalman state estimator.
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Fig.2. Model representing ideal and noisy behavioir of airflow, providing an input to the
Kalman filter.

GENERAL FEATURES

The Kalman filtering operation is generally
concerned with discrete -time or sampled -
data systems. The filter output at any par-
ticular instant is a weighted combination of
two elements: a prediction of the correct
output at that instant. based on earlier data;
and a noisy observation made at that instant.

The weighting of each element depends
on whether the filter places greater faith in
its own prediction or on the observation,
bearing in mind that both are subject to
uncertainty. Thus, the composite output is
an intuitively acceptable combination of
prediction and observation, in which the
error in the combination is less than either
of the errors in the components taken
separately.

KALMAN FILTER FORMULATION

Consider the simple case where a single -
input. single -output system is subject to
process and observation noise as referred to
previously. We are concerned with the state
of that system and can write in standard state
space form:

x(k+ 1)=Ax(k)+Bu(k)+w(k) (1)
(process equation)

yllc.)=Cx(k)+v(k) (2)
(observation equation)

where ylk) is an observation at time k. x(k) is
the system state at time k. A and C are linear
scaling factors. w(k) and v(k) are process and
observation noise components respectively.
These equations can be expressed diagram-
matically as in Fig.1.
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We assume that the noise sequences w(1),
w(2) . . . w(k) and v(1), v(2) . . . v(k) have
zero mean, that each successive value of
noise is independent of previous values and
that w(k) and v(k) sequences are indepen-
dent of each other. Further, we assume that
the state x(k) is similarly independent of
either of the noise values w(k) and v(k).
These assumptions need to be borne in mind
and checked for validity when any particular
application of Kalman filter is being consi-
dered. Extensions to the theory do exist to
cater for departure from these assumptions,
but are not considered here.

We now make three further fundamental
assertions in the formulation of the Kalman
filter.
(1) On average, the difference between esti-

mated state and actual state at time k is
zero. This is expressed notationally as:

Elic(k)I=EIR(k)-x(k11=0

Where E is the expectation. or "averag-
ing", operator and ilk) the estimated
value of x(k). This is termed an unbiassed
estimate.

(2) The expected value of the square of the
previously mentioned error is a mini-
mum. This is the "minimum mean
square error" (m.m.s.e.) criterion and is
expressed notationally as:

min E(x(k)- x(k)12 or min Elf((k)12

The estimate of state at time k is a linear
combination of observation at time k and
prediction of the state at time k based on
previous data thus:

jilk/k1=.1(klic(k/k -I) + K(kly(k) (3)

where notationally ii(k/k) = estimate of
state based on data up to present time k
and ii(k/k- 1) is an estimate of state at
time k based on data up to time (k-11:
i.e. a one -step -ahead prediction. ylk), of
course. is an observation at time k. J(k)
and K(k) are both weighting factors
which may be time -varying and are
therefore shown as functions of k.

We now have all the required information
to formulate a Kalman filter. Making sub-
stitution into (3) from the observation equa-
tion for ylk):

ic(k/k)=.1(k)filk/k -11+ KlklICx( k)+v(k)1

Taking expectations (strictly, unconditional
expectations)

9-
Observation noise

SO (plant noise S0=1)

Plant noise SD
(observation noise

SD=11

5-

3-
6 1 1 3'

KALMAN NOISE SETTING, STD DEVIATION

Fig.3. Variation of error, showing that prop-
er choice of plant and observation noise
setting can reduce estimate error.

Elidk11=.1(k)Elx(k)1+K(k).
CElx(k)I +K(k)Elv(k/1 (4)

Note that the last term on the r.h.s. is zero.
from the assumption that the noise is zero
mean. Now, referring to the requirement for
unbiassedness, Elk(k)- x(k)I= 0 implies that
Elic(k11=Elx(k)I.

Therefore expression (4) reduces to

J(k)=1-CK(k) (5)

Substituting (5) into (3),

ii(k/k)=5((k/k- 1)+ Klkliy(k)-
Cilia- III (6)

Equation (6) embodies the idea of filter
output consisting of a combination of pre-
dicted and observed data. We now wish to
evaluate K(k), commonly, known as the
Kalman gain. Examining the m.m.s.e. re-
quirement, repeat (6) ilk/10 = k/k -11+
K(k) (ylk) -Cfc(k/k -1)1

subtracting x(k)

i((k/k1-x(k1= "error"
=i1k/k-11+K(k)1Cx(k)+v(k)-Cilk/k- ill

-x(k)
=11 - K( k IC I *OA- 1) - x( k I+ K( k I

Squaring and taking expectations,

Elx(k/k)-x(k)12= "mean square error
=E111-K(k1C)(k(k/k-11-x(k)1+ (k)v(k)12

Fig.4. Plot of estimates against true airflow
after choosing combination of noise
values, to be compared with Fig.2.
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Now, if the r.h.s is expanded as a squared
expression and expectations taken, the fol-
lowing results are obtained. It must be
remembered that we have assumed that
noise sequences and states are not correlated
and therefore the expectation of these cross
products is zero.

Also

We define

and

Thus

Eiv(kIv(k)1=a,.2, observation
noise variance by definition.
Elx(k/k)- x(k)I2 as P(k/k),

Elx(k/k- 1)- x(k)I2 as
Plk/k -1 )2.
Plk/k) =11 - K(k)Cl2.
13(k/k -I) + Klk12a,,2

We wish to minimize this expression with
respect to K(k) to arrive at the m.m.s.e.
criterion. This may be done by differentia-
tion methods: however, a more straightfor-
ward method is to carry out a completion of
square procedure as follows.

P( k/k1=1C2P1k/k -11+ cr,..21K1k12-
2CP(k/k -11K(k)+P(k/k -

= IC2P1k/k -11+(r,.21
2CP(kik-11K(k

+ P(k/k - 1)
C2P( k/k -1) +a,-

=i1KC2(kPil -kikIC (klIP)±akv2-11) 12+C2P(k/k-11-i-a,.2
C213(k/k- 1)2

k/k- 1)-C2Plk/k-
114-

as.2

and this is minimized, by inspection, when

CP(k/k - 1)
Klk1=C2Plkik-11+0.,.2

by back substitution,

C2P(k/k-112
P(k/k1= MN- 1) -

C213110( -1) +a,2

0.,.2P(k/k - 1)

C-13(k/k- I )4- ff,.2

Re -expressing (8):
Plk/k1=P(k-k- 1)11 -CK(k)I

Now, x(k+11=Ax(k)+Bu(k1+w(k) again.
Thus, 'Mk+ 1)=AR(k)+Bu'k),
and k(k+11-x(k+1)=Ali(k)-x(k)1-w(k)

Squaring and averaging (hence mean square
error) and assuming noise is uncorrelated
with states gives:

P(k+ 1/k) =A2P(k/k)-4- 0.2 (11)

where rr.2 is the plant noise variance.

KALMAN FILTER OPERATION

We now have the complete formulation of all
computational steps to allow the Kalman
filter to estimate system state from succes-
sive observations of system output. These
steps involve iterations of the following
sequence.
1. Calculate Kalman gain (equation 7).
2. Input new observation, update current

estimate (equation 6).
3. Update the current m.m.s.e. estimate

(equation 10).
4. Input new control if known. Generate new

state prediction (equation 1).
5. Generate a new m.m.s.e. prediction

(equation 111.
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6. Repeat from step 1, at new sample instant.
The necessary expressions used in such
filtering are summarized below for refer-
ence. They are shown in the order in which
they might be used in a practical situation:

CP(k/k - 1)
Kalman gain K(k)=C2P(k/

a,,2 (7)
Current state estimate
iclk/k)=ic(k/k-11+K(k)ly(kI-Cfc(Wk-11(6)
Current m.m.s.e. estimate
PI k/k1= P(k/k- 1)11 -CKI k )1 (10)
New state prediction
x(k+1)=Ax(k)+Bulkl+w(k) (11

New m.m.s.e. prediction
P(k+1/k)=A2P(k/k)-1-o.,,.2 (11)

To start the computational sequence, initial
values need to be chosen for PI k/k - 1 I and
XI It/k -1), that is, P(1/0) and k(1/0) respec-
tively. Values for noise variances are
assumed to be known.

AN EXAMPLE

The application of a simple, scalar Kalman
filter can be illustrated in a real example
where airflow within an industrial dryer was
to be estimated using a single anemometer.
Airflow distribution in such an application is
complex and measured airflow is subject
both to actual disturbances in the dryer and
to inaccuracies within the anemometer.

To cope with the degree of uncertainty in
airflow measurement it was decided to pass
the anemometer output through a Kalman
filter in order to make optimal estimates of
actual airflow. As already stated, noise
variances for the plant and sensor needed to
be quantified beforehand, and some value for
m.m.s.e. and state estimates were required
to start off the filter algorithm. These values
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Fig.5. Plot of estimate error against time -
constant of first -order filter. showing that
its best performance is poorer than that of
Fig.4.

were found by experiment: a simple mathe-
matical model of the plant's behaviour was
determined following a series of step re-
sponse tests carried out on the dryer and
from which process and observation equa-
tion parameters were evaluated. This model
was run on a hand-held calculator with a
value of noise superimposed on the noise -
free model output, sufficient for its perform-
ance to represent that of the actual plant.
Thus a record of true airflow and noisy
airflow measurements were available for
feeding into a Kalman filter. A plot of such
values appears in Fig.2.

The filter algorithm was based on the filter
equations quoted earlier and run on the
same hand-held calculator. The airflow
measurement record was applied to the filter
for a variety of plant and observation noise
settings and error between filter output and

true airflow were determined; a simple
statistical analysis was then carried out to
find the values of plant and observation noise
that yielded the best estimate of airflow, ie:
minimum standard deviation (S.D.) in esti-
mate error.

The variation of estimate error - accuracy
- with plant and observation noise settings is
shown in Fig.3. This figure shows that
estimate error can be minimized by judi-
cious selection of plant and observation
noise figures. The Kalman filter was again
run with the best combination of noise
values and a plot of filter airlow estimates
against true airflow is shown in Fig.4.

PASSIVE FILTERING

The airflow measurement record was also
passed through a simple first -order filter for
comparison purposes. A plot of estimate
error against filter time constant is shown in
Fig.5 which shows that the most accurate
performance is not as good as that in Fig.4; a
short time constant fails to filter out system
noise and a long time constant degrades the
filter's tracking performance. Against this, a
simple Kalman filter provides reasonable
steady state and tracking performance com-
bined with a facility for state prediction,
albeit at greater computation cost. In this
application however, where a computer was
to be used for airflow datalogging at slow
sample rates, the inclusion of Kalman filter-
ing to improve airflow measurements in the
face of extremely noisy data would be consi-
dered to be a significant and worthwhile
improvement.

Graham Steven. M.Sc. B.Sc.. MIEE, is a
Principal Engineer with EASAMS Ltd. Cam-
berley. Surrey.

Engineering training can now begin as early
as primary school age, with the help of the
Lego Control package. Using materials in
the package, seven to 13 -year -olds can con-
struct simple machines from technical Lego
pieces and then learn how to control them.
Parts provided include motors, lamps and an
optical sensor, all of which can be connected
to a BBC microcomputer by an interface
module.

High-level software is Logotron Logo (the
most popular Logo in British schools) with
control extensions. A special feature of these
is the Setpower command, which can pre-
vent tearful mishaps of the kind that occur
when a newly -completed motorized buggy
careers off the table at full throttle on its first
outing. (Tip for parents, from Lego's
splendidly -produced accompanying litera-
ture: for more shock -proof models, you can
stick Lego bricks together temporarily with
p.v.a. wood glue. Warm water and gentle
scraping should remove the glue after-
wards). Among the possibilities of the kit are
a traffic light, a washing machine, a lift and a
merry-go-round.

Several schools have been trying the
system over the last two years and all are

LEGO LOGO
enthusiastic about it, says Lego - even ones
which had little or no computer experience.
And the company stresses that the package
has proved helpful right across the curricu-
lum, not just in the mathematical area.
Themes for broader projects are described in
one of the six booklets in the comprehensive
information package. Lego Control Logo

also has the blessing of Seymour Papert, the
father of Logo.

Price for the interface, construction kit
and resource pack is about £300; all are
available from educational suppliers. Lego
UK Ltd, Educational Division, Wrexham,
Clwyd LL13 7TQ.
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PSIDEBANDS Ii I

Moving literature
We're at it again. Every so often, someone
here decides that we've all been in our offices
too long and that we ought really to be
moved a bit. The trouble is that people keep
being given new jobs with an office to
themselves, which means that everyone else
has to shuffle up like a lot of cab -horses to
make space.

It doesn't usually matter too much, but in
our case there is the library to consider. We
(I, actually) have just finished packing every-
thing up in bright orange boxes for the move
to a cleverly selected position where we can't
get at it so easily. All the junk had to be
tossed out, because the new location is too
small to take all the stuff we had, and that
naturally meant that it all had to be scanned
and, occasionally, given the "thumbs down".
You do come across some interesting read-
ing this way, though.

For instance, the very first issue of The
Wireless World from 1913, bound volumes
of Experimental Wireless and more issues of
IEEE Transactions than most libraries could
boast all saw the light of day for the first time
in eight years. The problem lies in knowing
which to keep: masses of information on
Quantum Theory do not seem to be highly
relevant, but, as I have said before, the day
after it is given the chop one article from
about 1947 is inevitably needed in a great
hurry.

One set of boxes I came across had in them
the binders for six issues of the journal in its
stapled period of a few years ago. If anyone
would like them, they can have a pair for £2.
I hope someone will have them. because
we're running out of space.

Acronymics
Anonymous

After many years of research, I am forced to
the inescapable conclusion that there larks,
in some remote and heavily guarded cell in a
Western capital, a grey -faced, shabby,
single-minded former crossword addict,
who was kidnapped several years ago by a
consortium of p.r. companies and made to
earn his single daily meal of left-overs from
press receptions by composing acronyms for
new products.

What does slightly worry me is that there
might be a temptation to tailor the product
to fit the acronym. For example, it is not
widely known that first -in, first -out registers
were originally designed as first -in, Heaven -
knows -when -out registers, but had to be
modified because fiHkw didn't seem to flow
too well.

I now have a data sheet from Motorola on
their MC3419-1L telephone line -feed cir-
cuit, which provides BORSHT functions.
This, it is said, provides (Battery), Over -
voltage protection, Supervision, two -wire to

Don't fence me in
The only captions I could come up with
for this picture involved concepts which,
I am sure, are foreign to the nature of
EWW readers. It shows a BT engineer
mending a telephone cable right in the
middle of the Dee estuary and illustrates
the length that BT will go to keep its
subscribers happy; there is, apparently,

only one telephone on the end of this
cable - on an island in the river. This area
is normally several feet deep in Irish Sea.

I feel sure that someone will be able to
contribute a caption which treats the
subject in the proper spirit, whatever that
is, and will arrange a year's subscription
to EWW for the best one sent in.

four -wire conversion (Hybrid), Ring trip
detection and Testing. Everything else it
does doesn't fit into the acronym. But think
of the temptation, when faced by this elliptic
BORSHT, to change the chip so that it does
something elese starting with C and to ditch
the Testing bit so that it could be called a
BORSCH. It might be arranged to Cut out
obscene 'phone calls or to Control some-
thing. It might even be necessary to alter the
whole thing to Supervision and Overvoltage
protection while Under Power and hang the
rest - it's probably unnecessary anyway.

Driver's mate
I seem to have seen a good deal about car
navigation systems recently. There are the
inertial kind, the radio kind and several
others the hang of which I have not yet got.
But, however they work, I can hardly wait to
have one insinuated into my car - I have
never fully understood why car designers
start with the radio and build the car round
it, thereby making it necessary to train
intelligent octopuses to service it, or to
change the installation.

Thing is, my wife is a first-class navigator
who labours under the delusion that I am
clairvoyant. Her idea of a direction to the
driver is something along the lines of "Turn
left before you get to the little side road
leading to the Shell garage". Or she will say
"Turn here" and when we finish up in
someone's garden "No, the next one". So I
am hoping that the new electronic ones
won't assume that I am able to see into the
future to quite that extent.

What I would like to have, please, is

something that will tell me "You need to
bear right in 300 yards, but watch the
dreadful pothole five feet from the kerb as
you turn and ease off on the loud pedal
because there's a speed trap in half a mile."
Or, in my case, "Speed up a bit because
you're getting to a 30 mile/h area".

If it could also be arranged that the device
would be able to flash rude messages to
people flashing at me from behind, that
would be most gratifying.

Fly -by -committee
I heard an A320 test pilot describing the
control system to a television interviewer
last week. The A320 is a "fly -by -wire" air-
craft, which means that the pilot does not
move the control surfaces and engine con-
trols directly, but via computers. This means
that the aeroplane is never asked to perform
outside its designed flight envelope and that
the engines burn fuel more economically.
Flight management, it's called.

But I did wonder when the test pilot said
that four computers out of seven on the
aircraft were concerned with the flight con-
trols. I would have thought that an odd
number would have been needed to avoid
deadlock between computers. If one of them
disagrees with the others - no problem; it's
outvoted. But if two disagree with the other
two, there's a "Yes it is, no it isn't," condition
which could very easily lead to tears. I expect
the Airbus people have it all well worked out,
but I do remember the old Trident, which
had three computers for that very reason,
having three engines and therefore three
power supplies.
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Magnets
Principles, uses and current status of permanent magnets

- often taken far too much for granted

If you remember the time during your
early days when you placed various
objects in a magnetic field, the most

notable observation pointed to the fact that
some of the bits and pieces became strongly
affected. These belong to the ferromagnetic
group. You noticed others not affected - the
non -magnetics. or if examined closely, more
properly called the pars and diamagnetic
materials, which form by far the largest
group. They have no further interest if we go
on now to talk about magnets. The ferro and
ferrimagnetic groups show fascinating prop-
erties, which we well and truly exploit in a
wide range of technological devices.

You might have experimented with a piece
of iron (ferromagnetic) and thereby estab-
lished that placing it in a given magnetic
field appears to enhance the field strength.
In earlier discussions. I have said that, from
one point of view, a magnetic force field
vector (H amperes per metre) sets up a
proportional flux vector which streams
through unit area (B webers per square
metre, or teslas). In empty space,

B= p.H

where ii, is a kind of magnetic modulus of
"elasticity" of space. which we call the
permeability (henries per metre. In our
present SI units p. has the value 47r x lir '
Hm- I.

If you place a ferromagnetic substance in a
given force field H, the flux density 14,11 still
exists as in empty space*, but in addition you
find that a sometimes vast increase in flux
appears due to some power in the
elementary particles of the ferromagnetic to
produce magnetization. We know that
magnetic fields arise from circulating elec-
tric currents, so in the ferromagnetic mate-
rial. some kind of current must turn on, or
existing currents line up in some way under
the externally applied H. thus augmenting
the magnetic effects.

These "currents" themselves produce two
effects - a total magnetic flux field linking
them, together with a magnetic force field
driving the flux.

From the first viewpoint. some authors
denote the extra flux density generated by
the material as the polarization. J tesla. This
J sometimes acquires another name - the
magnetic moment per unit volume. You can
see the meaning of this by writing tesla in its
more descriptive form of weber per square
meter. Multiplying top and bottom of this by
metres gives weber. metres per cubic metre,
which agrees dimensionally with moment

'The magnetic sample has to he very long. or in the form of a to
so that "free poles- at the ends have little effect at the point of
interest.

JOULES WATT

Fig.1. The relation between B and H in
ferromagnetic materials is very non-linear.
The various slopes from the origin give the
permeabilities under different conditions.
One of them, the incremental permeability,
arises from the shallow slope Q -T as H
oscillates along this path.

Fig.2. Looking at (a), moving back from
saturation near S, a negative value of H
eventually reduces the flux density to zero.
The path from Br to - He carries the title
demagnetization curve. The full curve in
(b), obtained by going right through a
complete magnetization cycle, shows the
familiar hysteresis curve of a ferromagne-
tic materia .

per unit volume. Thought about either way,
the total flux in the region becomes

B= p.,,H+J

Alternatively, you can account for the in-
creased magnetic effects by writing M Am -
for the magnetization taken up by the
material, so that

B=141H+M)

Like J, M has a "moment" meaning. some-
times called the area moment. These quanti-
ties relate according to J = p.M. Notice that
J (or M) measures the amount by which the
magnetic properties of a volume of space is
altered by the presence of the material.

If you continued to experiment with the
iron bar. placing it inside a coil passing a
current to set up the magnetization,
together with something to measure the flux
density B - in other words a fluxmeter - then
as Fig.1 shows, you could draw the initial
magnetization curve for the sample. As I
mentioned in the footnote, you would use a
very long bar or a toroidal shape to get away
from the effects of poles on nearby ends.

A number of points arise from the results.
The non-linear relationship between H and
B shows up straight away. B rises slowly at
first. rapidly builds up, then tails off towards
a saturated value. A very close look shows
that B rises in small jumps as you increase
the field H. We call this the Barkhausen
effect.

Another point concerns the effective per-
meability, µ. In space B and H lie in the same
direction and we can take the quotient of
their magnitudes to get p.=B/H, a constant
as we have seen. The question arises con-
cerning how we handle the appropriate
quotient B/H in the iron? Assume for the
moment that B and H lie in the same
direction again. Divide B = 1.),H + J or B =
p. (H + M) right through by H so obtaining
either

Various authors call either ..I/H or M/H the
magnetic susceptibility according to the
convention they adopt. I have discussed
both, so to clear up confusion we must
distinguish between these two possibilities.
We should call 1/H = lc the absolute
susceptibility, while M/H = K, carries the
term relative susceptibility. The relation
between them is Ka= p.Kr.

From either equation for B/H you can
write p.,= 1 +M/H or 1+140, so that B/H
= therefore 1.4 turns out to be the
common or garden relative permeability of
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the ferromagnetic material, which, by the
way, has no physical dimensions.

Although I have called p., the common or
garden permeability of the iron, a quantity
we all tend to take for granted, you should
beware of doing so, because it is anything
but simple. From Fig.l you can see that p.,
and therefore j.t. vary greatly. So complica-
tion number one arises: we do not have one
permeability for a magnetic material, but
many.

The slope of the magnetization curve. B,/
H, right down near the origin, gives the
initial permeability, p.,. Then, as we increase
the force H (more current in the coil). B
grows until B/H reaches the greatest slope at
R. The maximum permeability occurs at this
point. Further increases in magnetization
cause p. to fall - the ferromagnetic material
approaches saturation. at S.

It might be tempting ( I know someone
who tried) to find dB/dH at a point Q near the
middle of the steep rise between P and R and
claim that you had found the greatest in-
cremental permeability. This would be
erroneous, because immediately you would
notice perculiar behaviour in trying to wob-
ble the value of H up and down at Q. The
value of B does not follow the initial magne-
tization curve at all, but moves along a small
path such as QT, so that an incremental
permeability does exist, but it is the slope of
the considerably flatter line (or little loop in
reality) QT.

Such peculiar behaviour always attracts
much more interest, so investigating a little
further shows that wherever we reverse H on
the curve (after point P) the path of the
magnetization moves off in a different direc-
tion. In particular, moving back from
saturation follows a path such as S
Fig. 2(a). so that even when H reaches zero.
there remains a flux density of B, teslas in
the iron. We call this the remanance. To get
the flux density down to zero, you must
apply a reverse field, minus 1-1,, termed the
coercive force. Some authors call the max-
imum remanance - obtained by coming
back from a saturating field strength the
retentivity, and the corresponding max-
imum coercive force, the coercivity, so you
have to keep your wits about you when
considering who is using what term in this
work. If you continue back with a reverse
magnetizing field beyond the coercivity. the
sample magnetizes to saturation in the other
direction, so that cycling back and forth with
a large peak H generates the lagging B locus
moving round and round the familiar hys-
teresis loop. -S. -Br. + H,, +S. +Br,
and back to -S, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

DOMAINS OF EXPLANATION

When anyone arrives at an interesting stage
in a set of observations such as these, the
question of a satisfactory explanation arises.

In the case of ferromagnetism. the crystal
structure and entities called domains crop
up early in the theory. Some time ago.
Wireless World carried a series of articles
about magnetic materials3, so I will avoid
going into great detail about them here and
refer you to these articles and others' for
further details.

But a brief word shows how successful the

M=IA

e

Fig.3. Magnets in an external field experi-
ence a torque or turning moment trying to
align them a long the direction of the field
lines. Hence the function of the magnetic
compass. You can see the two ways of
looking at this in (a) and (b). The relation
between the elementary loop moments
and the total moment should become clear
from (c).

domain theory of ferromagnetism has been
in explaining the initial magnetization
curve. saturation, the Barkhausen effect and
hysteresis. In the case of iron atoms, it all
starts with four electrons spinning in phase
so that each looks like a small current loop
generating a magnetic field.

We can draw upon the two "moment"
quantities. J and M to delve a little into the
meaning of these small elementary currents
and the moments of force acting on magne-
tized bodies. First look at J. Since this means
the total moment per cubic metre in the
magnetized sample, we can divide by the
number of atoms per unit volume to get the
average atomic moment: in other words.

magnetic dipole moment per atom

JV

=K1= n

where N= n/\' and n is the total number of
atoms in the volume V.

Now volume V = SI for a bar of cross section
S and length 1.

J SI

so that the total flux (1) issuing from the end
of such a bar magnetized to saturation is

jn
(1)=1S= -I

At last we arrive at the result. You find that
the total magnetic moment of the sample. (I)
multiplied by I, works out as

=JSI =1V= nj

so that the total moment of any magnetized
sample depends only on its volume and
vector J, hut not on the shape. The actual
torque you will get acting on your bar by
placing it in a uniform external force -field H
is T = VJxH newton -metres, as in Fig. 3(a)
(vectors needed, of course). By the way, this
result shows that you should work a compass
needle as near to Br as possible (maximum
I). for a given amount of material in the
needle.

The alternative of magnetic moment - the
area moment I mentioned above - uses the
"electric current" approach. Suppose a loop

Fig.4. Iron has the cubic crystal structure
with preferred directions of easy magne-
tization, as the graph shows.

J(T)
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of area A has a current I amps flowing round
the perimeter, as in Fig. 3(b). The product of
I and A gives the area moment M ampere
metres'. If you place this into an external
field written µH this time, in other words
flux density, then the torque trying to turn
the loop is T = Mxi.L.H newton.
metres.

Looking at each atom as a small circulat-
ing current shows that the area moment per
atom m = ia, so from Figure 3(c) you can
write,

nsia x = (nii) In,a) = IA = M = mn

where n = nsni the total number of atoms in
the sample.

Finally on this point, the torque calcu-
lated from either viewpoint must be equal
because we are describing the same bar, so
that

T=It'JxH = Mxp.H

njx1-1-mnxurH

j= u.m at the atomic level.

BOHR MACNETONS

The atomic physicists handed down a conve-
nient unit for measuring the magnetic mo-
ment per atom, named after one of their
notables, Niels Bohr. Earlier we saw that the
saturation magnetic moment J = Nj. Furth-
er. we can write the magnitude of j as nojB.
in which net, stands for the average number
of Bohr magnetons of value jB in each atom'
of the ferromagnetic.

To find out something about H. you
require a small amount of physics. The
equivalent current i of an electron going
round at 27r radians per second in its
classical orbit amounts to

ew1=-
7r

amps

The electronic charge - e = 1.602 x 10- I"
coulombs. The area of the orbit a =
where r is the classical Bohr radius.

u.ew-ar p.ewr2

2-n 2

Subsequently, quantum mechanics entered
the picture and required the classical result
to be modified by introducing quantized
angular momentum in units of h/27r, where
h is Planck's constant. Ordinary angular
momentum p = rxp = mr2w, where p = my
= mrw is the ordinary linear momentum.
Writing the Bohr Magneton as

= -21im'n1r2w

puts us in a position to replace the classical
momentum with the quantum mechanical
expression,

e h

-R"2rn'27r

so that by putting in all the fundamental
physical constants (try it yourself...) the
value of the Bohr magneton (itself a fun-
damental constant) becomes

j13=1.1653 x 10-2"Wb m

Fig.5. This sequence of steps gives a simple
picture of domain formation. From the
single magnetized rectangular block in (a)
the final domain structure in (d) has mini-
mized the energy. "Walls" between the
domains must exist, of course, and the
more of these there are, the greater the
local energy again.

Bloch wall
thickness

Fig.6. The Bloch Walls mark a region where
the direction of magnetization has to
change by 180 .

Overall energy

Wall energy
growth

Minimum size Strain energy Domain
of domains reduction formation
land minimum energy)

Fig.7. This shows my attempt to illustrate
that an optimum number/size of domains
will appear in any given sample.

As in all good physics discussions, I now
inform you that no magnetic moments arise
from orbital motion in ferromagnetic subst-
ances. The moments come from electron
spin. Each electron has a spin of either +1/z
or -'1, giving rise to one Bohr magneton. In
most atoms, the magnetic moments of the
electron spins cancel in pairs, but in iron
four inner electrons add their moments and

Fig.8. The magnetization curve of Fig 1 reappears in (a). with suggestions about what is
happening to the magnetic directions and domain boundaries as the magnetization
proceeds. You reach the final saturation value, shown in (b), very slowly.
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you would, therefore, expect each iron atom
to contribute a j of 4j11. In practice, because
of crystal lattice coupling, the magnetic
moment turns out to be 2.221j1, which is in
good agreement with experiment. Other
ferromagnetics include cobalt and nickel
which have appropriate unpaired electrons.

Iron forms a cubic crystal structure, as in
Fig.4. The magnetic contributions from the
atoms line up so that the cubic crystallites in
the iron spontaneously magnetize to satura-
tion along the cube edges. The least energy
occurs along these edges. Free poles appear
on the faces at the ends though, as in Fig.
4(a). From these, demagnetizing field lines
thread back through the crystallite. and this
means considerable energy stored.

The block might split into two oppositely
magnetized regions (notice. the magnetiza-
tion still directed along cube edges), see Fig.
5(b). A wall appears between these regions,
now renamed Weiss domains. The much
reduced external field means less surface
pole formation and less energy. If no free
poles exist at all, demagnetizing field energy
falls off to zero. And as L. Neel predicted, the
domain wall production obligingly con-
tinues until closure domains occur at the
ends, as in Fig. 5(c). so that no external field
appears at all.

The trouble is that strain energy appears
as the rectangular crystallite distorts under
the magnetic forces by magnetostrictive
effects. The domains continue to subdivide
with smaller and smaller closure domains
reducing the strains at the ends, resulting in
something like Fig. 5(d). H.J. Williams
actually observed such domains and their
walls. and they had a characteristic width of
about 0.14 mm. The energy decreases as the
lamellar domain boundaries form.

But these Bloch Walls themselves contain
a wall energy per unit area, stored by the
work done to turn round the elementary
magnetic vectors through the required 180°.
Fig.6. I have made an attempt in Fig.7 to
show that all these conflicting energy condi-
tions result in a minimum size for the
domains corresponding to the minimum
energy in any one crystallite.

BULK MAGNETIZATION

If you apply the external field as before,
something like the following seems to occur.
First. the domain walls shift reversibly
through small distances. At this stage of
proceedings we are at the initial permeabil-
ity point near the origin on Fig.8. Then the
first few "jumps" of the Barkhausen effect
begin to occur as the domain walls shift
irreversibly.

This jump -like movement of the domain
boundaries occurs because of such inclu-
sions as impurities, strain and dislocations
of the crystal structure, the presence of
alloying elements, and of prior heat and
mechanical working of the material - in
other words, because of the presence of a
vast number of possibilities. which presages
that ferromagnetic materials will differ
markedly in their properties. Figure 9
summarizes what might happen at an inclu-
sion as the Bloch wall tries to move away
from it. The wall jumps to the inclusion to
minimize the local energy. then holds back

.

i Reduced energy
! (closure domains)

Wail

i
---+++

Simple picture

Wall moves
sideways

with magnetisation

Domain formation

Wall
snaps
away

J ,

Neel 'spikes'

Fig.9. As the Walls move, they might encounter inclusions of various types. I have shown
one here as a rectangle. The sequence shows what might occur as the Wall "snaps" away
from the inclusion, leaving the "spikes" that people have actually seen.

BIT) BIT)

Fig.10. This illustrates the narrow hysteresis curve characteristic of a "soft" magnetic
material. Notice the small magnetizing force required for a rapid rise in flux density.
Fig.11 (right). A "hard" material has a wide hysteresis loop with a large coercivity, H.

until the force has grown sufficiently for it to actually seen them. They are small local
suddenly snap away. This explains the Bark- triangular domains.
hausen jump in flux density. Peculiar "Neel
spikes", which minimize the dislocation Narrow loops: broad loops. If your ferro-
energy at the inclusion site. remain there. magnetic specimen has a very pure. nearly
Neel predicted these', and people have single crystal structure, then a relatively

Fig.12. If you open a magnetic circuit, the operating point moves away from B, to some
point P on the demagnetization curve. The actual position of P depends on how wide you
make the gap, the cross section of the magnetic sample and its length.

BIT)

-tilkAncl -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0

He Hm

Energy joules)
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small magnetizing force H will rapidly line
up all the domain magnetization directions
into the cube edge directions aligned most
favourably to the applied field direction.
While this is occurring, you are on the fast
rise past of the curve at Q on Figure 1 or 8, At
the knee in the curve, the magnetization
vectors begin to be wrenched round into less
favourably directions. thus the rise becomes
slower. When all the vectors become
aligned, saturation occurs and you will have
a powerfully magnetized material, but which
will lose its magnetization very easily when
you remove the external field. Such a "soft"
magnetic material has a tall, thin hysteresis
loop such as that in Fig.10.

If you try the same thing with hard steel,
full of inclusions, strained, and with all the
other effects that make domain boundary
movement difficult, then you will have to
apply a large field to get the flux density up to
saturation. But having done so, you will then
find an equal difficulty in demagnetizing the
sample, so that a large coercive force arises
for this "hard" magnetic material. This
results in a relatively stable magnetization,
which has a stubby open type of hyteresis
loop, as shown in Fig.11.

PERMANENT REQUIREMENTS

By exploiting all these possibilities you can
"doctor" your material by various treat-
ments to yield the tall thin hysteresis curves
with very small enclosed areas of the type in
Fig.10, or you can arrange for the produc-
tion of the shorter, but much more stocky
ones in Fig.11.

The first type describes the soft materials
of high permeability, easy to magnetize and
demagnetize. You would choose these for
transformer cores, relays, r.f. inductors and
other electro-magnetic devices employing
alternating or on/off fields. The lower -
permeability, broad -hysteresis -loop mate-
rials possess the characteristics needed for
permanent magnets. I shall concentrate on
these for the remainder of the discussion.

Look at Fig.11 again. This shows a typical
hysteresis loop from saturation to saturation
of what we would regard as a "good" material
for a permanent magnet. You only obtain the
maximum remanence B, at the centre of a
very long bar, or better, by arranging the flux
to go round a toroidal sample. The large
coercive force -Hi, shows that you would
find it difficult to demagnetize this material.
Of course, all the flux remains inside the
toroidal core so that you observe nothing
outside, which makes it rather uninteresting
as a permanent magnet.

Interesting things happen when you cut a
slot in the toroid. or as we would say, open
the magnetic circuit. Doing this drives the
operating point down the demagnetizing
curve. so that the flux density weakens to a
value Bn, and a reverse, or demagnetizing
force. -FL. appears in the material, corres-
ponding to point P on Fig.12. We now get a
useful external field in the air gap.

Driving the flux across. When you cut a slot
through the toroidal magnet, the flux has to
leave the iron, cross the high -resistance air
region, and then re-enter the iron again. The
flux lines always thread round a loop and do

(a)

B nearly
=Br

Centre po

Fig.13. The continuous flux lines shown in
(a). concentrate towards the remanent
value in the centre of a bar, while the ti
field strength drops off towards zero at the
same position. The field lines proceed in
different directions to the flux lines. In

general they go in opposite directions
inside the material. The graph shows qual-
itatively how the field strength and the flux
density varies from point to point in the
material aid nearby space.

/1.
B=p0H

Fig.14. Very rarely do magnets possess a
single operating point such as that on
Fig.12. Different parts of the material oper-
ate on different sections of the demagne-
tization curve as shown here.

not appear or disappear on anything. In
other words as "magnetic charges" do not
exist. B lines start and end on themselves. If
you remember, this means divB = 02. But
the magnetic force H does notionally end on
the surface poles set up when you cut the
magnet. Lines of H appear across the air gap
and account for the flux density in it via B =
p.H. Internal H lines also start and end on
the surface poles, but go backwards through
the iron - this is the demagnetizing field
already mentioned. Thus the B field weakens
but does go across the gap, and you can think

of th.: H field in the iron setting up a
magneto -motive force (m.m.f.) equal to
H,I,, driving a total flux 0 through the
magnet, together with an equal but opposite
m.m.f. across the air gap maintaining the
same flux there.

You can see that this follows from the
argument that the total m.m.f. adds to zero
round a closed path when no electric current
threads it.

Hdi = 0

From the flux continuity

BgAg = B,An,

for the magnet and gap. But, µr=1 in air,

f Hd1=11' I
P-0

for the gap. And as I said above,

Hdl +m.m.f.,00= O.
magnet

JHdl=-
magnet P-0

gap

so that H in the magnet is opposite to B in
the magnet and to H in the gap. Figure 13(a)
shows the lines of B in a fairly short
uniformly magnetized bar magnet. They are
most dense near the centre, and in fact
approach the saturation value, Br. Figure
13(b) illustrates what happens to the H field
in the bar. The reverse H nearly falls to zero
at the centre and the lines start and end on
the surface poles at the ends. The directions
of B and H clearly do not lie in the same
direction inside the bar.

After the rude shock of the likely complex-
ity just mentioned regarding bar magnets
with their extremely large air paths, we can
hurriedly revert to the ring magnet with
small gap. This simpler situation leaves the
fields much more uniform in the materials.
The operating point occurs somewhere
down on the demagnetizing curve in the
fourth quadrant of the B,H plot and the
question arises as to whether an optimum
position P.m exists. Now the flux in a gap (I)
= BA = If for argument's sake, the
m.m.f. arises from a current I amps going
round a coil of n turns then, m.m.f. = HI =
n1 ampere turns. This force drives 1 across
the gap, as we have seen, and by analogy with
Ohm's law in the electromagnetive force
case, we have

m.m.f. HI Im.m.f.-
- - Henries_ I (for air).

(I) µ. HA 1.1.,A

where R is the magnetic resistance, which
we now rename reluctance.

The reluctance has dimensions H-1 and
we know that the energy stored in henries of
inductance equals LI2/2

1

2

H2I2 1 AH2I2 .

E-2rL'1=
2R 2/4 I

joules

But Al = the volume of the region,

'By placing soft iron pole shoes on the magnet ends. a much more
uniform internal field can he arranged. as the iron amounts to
being an extremely lose reluctance path to the flux.
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A2 (Columnar)

energy stored- BH
m

volume 2

This reasoning shows that the concentration
of energy in a volume of magnetic material
goes as the product of the flux density and
the magnetic force -field strength. It looks as
if we will obtain the smallest and lightest
magnets for a given flux in an air gap. if we
use materials with large values of Br, and Hm
and position the operating point for the
greatest BH product. In fact, you will find
BH, quoted as the figure of merit for a
magnetic material and this figure governs
the geometrical design of actual permanent
magnets. A curve of the product BH, show-
ing the BHmax point, appears on the right
hand side of Fig.12.

Long and thin, or short and fat? Suppose
you possess a material with a rather high
maximum remanence but with a limited
coercive force. The 61-1,,) point occurs
high up on the demagnetizing curve and
although the large 6,, means you can set up
a considerable flux 4) in a certain air gap,
your magnet will have to be a long one to
give sufficient m.m.f. to drive it across.

On the other hand, if a low -retentivity
ferrite, say, with a vast coercivity, turns up
for use in a certain magnet design, then you
might expect a BH,,,, point far along the -
H axis, but not very high up. I will point out
later that your naive expectation on this
point gets confounded somewhat by a
mechanism yet to be considered. If you make
magnets from high coercivity material, you
need large area pole faces to generate the
total flux from the usually low Bm. On the
other hand, the magnet lengths remain very
short for the required m.m.f. because of the
large Hm. You might have to concentrate the
flux into a gap of smaller cross sectional area
by employing shaped soft iron pole pieces.

la)

lc) (d)

H

Fig.15. Whether or not the crystals of the
material possess a preferred direction
affects the shape of the demagnetization
curve noticeably. The vector diagrams
show a simplified picture of the likely
effect on the remanence.

Fig.16. Although the two hypothetical mate
rials shown here possess the same coer
civity and remanence, the BH product
differs. Material A has a larger "fullness
factor" than B.

Fig.17. Once dominating the market and
still forming a sizeable slice of it, we have
the Al-Ni-Co materials, some demagnetiza-
tion curves for which are shown here.
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DESIGNING A MAGNET

Suppose you want to set up a flux (13 in an air
gap of length la and area Ag. Assume a
uniform flux density Bm in the magnet, so
that BmAn, = BgAg webers. If your magnet
ring has a magnetic path length Im, then the
m.m.f. = -Hml, = Balg/p. from earlier
reasoning.

6,, p.,,Agln,

Hm

Im
= henries m-1

m.m.f. An,

From the first of these equations, dividing
through by µ, we get the slope of the load
line. Notice the slope clearly depends only on
the geometry of the situation, in other
words, the areas and lengths involved.

Of further interest, relating energies

- BmH,,V,,

B,
g2VJoules

where Vm is the magnet volume, which if we
divide right through by 2, yields the energy
in the magnet.

Finally, from the m.m.f. and total flux
expressions, assuming you have arrived at
the optimum B and H point, the area of the
magnet is,

BgAg (I)

B,,,,

and its length.

Bg Ig m.m.f.
Im=

opl HI opt

The product of these two yields the volume

Fig.18 (right). The enormous coercivity. but considerably lower remanence of the ferrite materials produce an interesting effect The
axes can now be plotted to the same scale, as I have done here. The B -H curve now has a maximum slope of minusunity, whereas the J -H

curve has a large horizontal section. B can reverse, even while J is still near the saturation value.
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of the magnet material you require. Know-
ing the density of the material. you also have
the weight of the magnet.

LEAKAGE

All this looks fine, I hear you say. And it is
fine for a fairly long magnet with a very small
gap and with little fringing flux, or what
amounts to saying the same thing, a small
leakage flux.

You will, however, notice a problem if you
make the air gap wider. Not all the flux
passes between the poles; some fringes out,
bulging round the gap. Yet more passes
across the magnet geometry from poles on
the surface that form elsewhere than in the
gap. This means your design from the above
equations becomes too conservative, and a
more ample magnet size invariably arises in
practical situations.

The trouble in dealing with leakage flux
turns up from all the guesswork involved.
That explains why good magnet design be-
comes a case of looking up data from
previous successes and by drawing on ex-
perience. Some general rules of thumb do
exist, and empirical methods, such as work-
ing with analogues in an electrolytic tank
can give an indication of what is required.
Such wide -gap magnet designs move nearer
to the open. or bar magnet situation, and we
saw how complex that can be.

You will notice one effect immediately:
different parts of the material in the magnet
begin to work at different points on the
demagnetizing curve, as in Fig.14. The area
of operation might even push into the
forward (first quadrant) region and force
some of the precious material to drive a flux
density greater than Br through a portion of
itself. which, if replaced by soft iron, would
work better. Of course, you would have a
very bad magnet design if this happened.

The flux density in the magnet weakens
towards the ends of poles, in the extended -
air -space designs. You would be correct to
assume that such magnets ought to taper
towards the poles. so that the larger girth in
the centre can support the greater total flux
required to supply the gap flux and the
increasing leakage. Doing this yields approx-
imately the same B in all parts of the
material. As a matter of fact, the ideal shape
for uniform flux density in the material
turns out to be an ellipsoid of revolution. and
such shapes receive the lion's share of
discussion in texts on theoretical
magnetism.

Practical designs exploiting the approx-
imation to an ellipsoid include the magne-
tron magnet in radar systems. One way of
looking at the fattening of the centre of these
magnets is to imagine the "sheath" sup-
plying the leakage flux, while the core
supplies the (uniform) gap field.

Once you have arrived at the required gap
flux together with an estimate of the leakage,
the sum of these will give you the total
magnet flux. From knowing this, you can
insert a correction factor, ki, given by

ki=
magnet flux

gap flux
into the design equations. Your problem is
arriving at a good estimate of k,. The

---
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Fig.19. The B -H and J -H curves for various
grades of ferrite material all show the
characteristics mentioned in Fig.19.
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Fig. 20. This curve applies to the largest
energy product achieved in a sample of
permanent magnet material. The picture
also illustrates that the optimum operating
point yields a load line slope of 45 in these
materials.

situation is exacerbated somewhat by
another effect: some of the m.m.f. might be
"used up" in driving the flux across other
gaps, such as junctions between the magnet
and pole pieces, and so on. The only way out
is another "k" factor,

k,- Magnet m.m.t.

gap m.m.f.

According to A. Edwards7, k, rarely falls
below 2 and might reach 20 or more for large
magnets with long air gaps. The factor k,,
usually much smaller, ranges from about
1.05 to 1.45. E. Megaw9 offered empirical
estimates for these factors: k1=1 + 71g/D,
for air gaps of length Ig between circular
pole -faces of diameter Dm; and k2 = 1 +
1,./5D, for similar geometry.

Therefore if from these, or otherwise, you
have a shrewd knowledge of k1. k2. then by
using the modified design equations.

B,

Vm

Im

tan0-
k2A,,Ig

kik2Bg2Vg 3

p.(BH),,m

kiBgA,-
k2Bglg

a fairly economical design should result.
A.E.Falkus discussed loudspeaker magnet
designs with estimated leakage factors in an
interesting article some time agog.

SOME REAL BH CURVES

A final word or two on what we have at our
disposal rounds off this interesting subject.
First, you will find the actual shapes of BH
loops depend on a number of factors 1 have
not yet mentioned. The value of Br in many
curves seems to be near one half to the
saturation value. This most nearly applies to
random polycrystalline materials that
magnetize equally in all directions. You can
understand the reasons for this by consider-
ing the unmagnetized material in which J =
0 and H = 0. All the internal domains cancel
as in Fig.15(a).

If you now take the material to saturation,
it becomes totally magnetized along the H
direction. as in Fig. 15(b). When you remove
the H field, the old preferred directions
reassert themselves, but as direction is

identical to the result appears as in Fig.
15(c). Therefore a remanent magnetization
of Jr remains. equal to 1/2.1s.

On the other hand, if you have lined up
your crystals by special treatment during
manufacture so that you have a preferred
divection then, in this anisotropic material.
magnetization will be very good in one
ditection, but will be poor in others. If only
crystal anisotrophy remains to be dealt with,
then the diagonal angle amount to 58° in a
cube predicts that a remanent value for J of
0.78J, should result, as shown in Fig.15(d).

The above discussion shows that the shape
of the BH curve may differ - even though

materials might have the same coercivity
and remanence. The material with the
largest "fullness factor" will have the
greatest (BHlma, product, Fig.16.

The qualities of permanent magnet mate-
rials just before, during, and after the second
world war, rested upon the properties of the
Al-Ni-Co alloys, some demagnetization
curves of which appear in Fig.17. The many
grades of Alnico and the anisotropic versions
(Alcomax. Columax), which would take a
whole article to describe fully, still figure in
the economics of permanent magnet pro-
duction.

Earlier, I remarked that modern ferrite
permanent -magnet materials might possess
a huge coercivity but not much retentivity.
Ferrites yield smaller BH products, but they
figure prominently in the market for mag-
nets because of low material density and
cheapness. Table 1 compares the market
pattern c.198619. The ferrite materials often
show strongly anisotropic properties, which
predicts that the JH loops (notice I have used
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Over 5 million items in stock covering more
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microwave devices, opto electronics,
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NEW 8051 DEVELOPMENT CARD
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dumb terminal

II Save assembled code or source
text in PROM on -card

 Card I/O includes 9 x 8 -bit ports
and 2 serial lines.

Very fast interpreter
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capabilities of '51 Family

 32K user RAM, 16K user PROM
(RAM jumpered to access code
or data space)

 Card supported by over 50
other types of CA I/O and CPU
target cards

So, for professional implementations at super -low cost, call us on (0480) 219457.
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Table 1 Market share of modern materials

Magnet material Percent market value

Al-Ni-Co
Ba and Sr Ferrites
Rare-earth

15

711

15

J here) will have very flat tops and bottoms.
Now B = ri,H + J so that the BH loop differs
from the JH loop according to this. You will
find this especially noticeable with low B,
values and the surprising fact emerges that
B might very well reverse as we move back
along the negative H axis, even though J
stays constant. Figure 18 illustrates this,
together with the obvious result that
(BHm, is obtained from the mid -point of
the straight demagnetization line. Figure 19
gives a few JH and BH curves for ferrite
materials.

Finally, the most recent developments of
all involve rare-earth materials". The
largest BH product of any magnet turned up
recently in a NdFeB rare-earth sample
(Sagawa et all""-). Its demagnetization curves
shown in Fig.20 indicate that the
product reached the enormous value of 405
kJm
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Satcoms on the move
Spare satellite capacity, and the availability
of a new frequency allocation in L -band
(around 1.6CHz) have enabled Inmarsat, the
international maritime satellite organiza-
tion, to press ahead with a new communica-
tions service for land mobiles.

Live demonstrations of the pre-
operational service through Inmarsat's
Atlantic Ocean satellite were given this
summer in seven countries of Eastern
Europe, by members of an Inmarsat team
who drove some 3600 miles in their specially
equipped Ford van. On the tour, which took
them as far as Red Square in Moscow
(pictured). they dispatched 200 test mes-
sages: and position reports were sent every
15 minutes by the vehicle whilst it was on
the move. The area covered by the Atlantic
satellite extends as far as the Middle East,
and to the eastern side of the Americas: but
other Inmarsat satellites could expand the
service worldwide by the end of next year.
Future demonstrations are planned in North
America, Asia and Australia.

The land mobile service, which is awaiting
approval by Inmarsat's council, is based on
the compact Inmarsat Standard C terminal.
Standard C is a low-cost store -and -forward
two-way messaging service based on a small
non -directional, non -stabilized antenna fit-
ted to the vehicle - no dish is required. Data
rate is 600bit/s, with three levels of coding to
eliminate errors: the channel is transparent
and can accept non -text information too.
Sending a 1000 -bit message (about 100
characters) costs about $1 on Standard C.
Efficiency of the system is high: a single
5kHz carrier on the satellite can accommo-
date some 10 000 mobiles; and a second -
generation satellite could support several
hundred carriers.

Inmarsat believes the system could satisfy
a widespread need for global communica-
tions. Lorry drivers on international routes
would be able to keep in contact with their
offices by means of a terminal in the cab, and

even clear their customs documentation in
advance. Their costs could fall, too: a Swiss
company has developed a long-distance theft
alarm for lorries, and insurance companies
are said to be interested enough to be
offering discounted premiums on the
strength of it. Other users could be railways,
which apprently have enormous difficulty in
keeping track of their rolling stock: fitting
an automatic position -reporting device to
stock could enable managers to reduce the
number of vehicles they need by as much as
30 per cent. Portable terminals could also be
of use to groups such as journalists and
disaster relief teams: the breakdown in com-
munications in Sudan which accompanied
the August floods emphasizes the need for
communications which do not depend on
fixed lines.

Two-way voice communications are still
some way off, though Inmarsat plans to
evaluate three possible systems at the end of
this year. Decisions to be made include the
choice of voice coding scheme. But a bigger.
steerable antenna would be required (a

prototype will be ready in November). and
more power (25W instead of 10W). Such a
system could, by the early 1990s, bring
radiotelephone communications to areas
which otherwise would be out of reach. But
it would not be cost-effective in built-up
areas, because satellite systems cannot re-
use frequencies as ground -based trunked
networks can.

In front of the Cathedral of St Basil the
Blissful, and the Kremlin's Spassky Tower
(centre), is Inmarsat's converted Ford
mobile home. Fitted inside the vehicle are
a Racal Standard C terminal. a GPS/Loran
receiver and a Magnavox terrain naviga-
to1.1nmarsat, an international co-operative
stmported by 54 member countries. pro-
vides global communications for some
7000 ships: now it is moving into land
mobile radio.
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What is happening to
RDS?

With the launch of Radio Data System on all BBC f.m. radio
transmitters in England, set -makers can now offer receivers

with automatic tuning and other novel features. In this article,
the BBC's RDS Project Manager summarizes the current

situation.

Here in the UK both the BBC and the
IBA have been working on RDS trans-
mitter equipment installations for

the last three or four years, and something
like 75 percent of the population are within
reach of an f.m. transmitter which is already
transmitting some RDS features'.. Well
over 150 BBC transmitters are radiating
RDS and work is progressing to complete the
necessary installation throughout the UK.
Fortunately a fairly high proportion of the
remaining transmitters are relays of others
and so they will start as soon as their mother
station is on air with RDS.

Across Europe, all major European Broad-
casting Union members have now said they
will provide RDS over the next few years.
Several countries, like the UK, are well
ahead with installing RDS encoders, notably
Sweden, France and West Germany. All
broadcasters are conforming to the EBU
specifications described in document Tech.

BEV MARKS

RADIO DATA SYSTEM

BBC Radio's central RDS computer at
Broadcasting House. London. From left to
right: the logging console printers; the DEC
MIRA Micro PDP11 computers; and the
radio clock with, below it, the limited -
distance modems which connect the com-
puter into the Nicam programme distribu-
tion system.

3244, creating a large receiver market to
make it worthwhile developing the technol-
ogy to take advantage of RDS.

It is interesting to note the differing
features that broadcasters have chosen to
implement at the initial stages. In Sweden.
for example, they have a similar network and
local radio structure to the UK's, and have

chosen similar features apart from the addi-
tion of Radio Paging (RP), which in the UK is
already served. France has started RDS with
RP as a major consideration. because it can
bring revenue to enable the long tern.
expansion of other RDS features.

BBC Radio felt that RDS was of major
importance in helping the listener to find
the programmes - high in both editorial and
technical quality - which it already offered.
So the prime objective was to find features
which would meet this criterion, yet cost
relatively little to provide: it was not desir-
able or possible to arrange for RDS to be
charged to the listener by an increased
licence fee.

FEATURES OF RDS

At this stage it is worth briefly describing the
features and introducing the concept of
static and dynamic RDS. All BBC f.m. trans -
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KESTREL
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS LTD

* All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
* Many other items available.
'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'

1+ 50 + 1+ 50

74LS125 0.15 0.12 8 Meg 0.45 0.35
74LS244 0.30 0.21 16 Meg 0.45 0.35

74LS245 0.30 0.21 ILO -74 1.50 1.35

74LS373 0.30 0.21 1488 0.25 0.16

6809 2.50 2.20 1489 0.25 0.16

6821 1.25 0.95 LM2901 0.80 0.60

6845 2.50 2.20 LM2917-8 1.50 0.75

6850 1.60 1.40 2732-A 2.50 2.30

6502 2.80 1.90 2764A-25 2.20 2.00

6522P 2.80 1.85 27C64-20 3.00 2.60

8031 2.80 1.70 27128-25 3.70 3.40

8085 1.60 0.95 27C128A-25 3.40 3.10

8255-5 1.90 1.30 27128A 2.98 2.72

LM319N 0.50 0.40 27256-25 3.30 3.12

32.768Khz Crystal 0.25 0.16 27C256-25 3.50 3.22
1.8432 MHz 0.95 0.70 43256C 12L 10.00 9.00
2.4576 MHz 0.75 0.65 ICL8211CPA 0.80 0.60
3.5795 MHz 0.50 0.35 TL084CN 0.5C 0.45
4 Meg 0.45 0.35 Z8OACPU 1.00 0.80
4.194304 0.45 0.35 Z8OACTC 1.00 0.65
6 Meg 0.45 0.35 Z80AP10 1.00 0.65

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to
confirm prices.

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 01-668 7522. Fax: 01-668 4190
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COUNTERS & OSCILLATORS

COUNTERS MET100/600/1000/1500
8 digit 0.5" LED. 5Hz up to 100/600,1000/1500MHz.
Resolves 0.1Hz. Sensitivity 5mV up to 10MHz. Low pass
filter. Mains/rechargeable battery powered.

LEVELL RC OSCILLATORS TG152D/DM
3Hz-300kHz. 5 ranges, acc 2% 0.1Hz up to 100kHz,
3% at 300kHz. Sine or square <200uV to 2.5Vrms. Distn
<0.2% 50Hz-50kHz. TG152DM has an output meter.

LEVELL RC OSCILLATORS TG2000/DMP
1Hz-1MHz 12 ranges, acc 1.5% .0.01Hz to 10CkHz, 2%

at 1MHz. Sine or square outputs <200wV-7Vrms.
Distortion <0.05% 50Hz-15kHz. Sync output >1V.
TG2000PAP has output meter and fine frequency control.

LEVELL FUNCTION GENERATORS TG302/3
0.02Hz-2MHz er 7 ranges. Sine, square, tnangle, pulse and
ramp 20mV to 20Vpp from 500. DC offset 0,±10V. TTL
output TG303 also has a CMOS output and 6 dtgrt 10MHz
counter with INVEXT switch.

TEST METERS

LEVELL AC MICROVOLTMETER TM3B
16 ranges 15rNfs,500Vfs. accuracy 1%+ 1%fs 1mV

20dB - 6dB scale -3dB 1Hz 3MHz 150mVfs output

STEREO
STABILIZER 5

 Rack mounting frequency shifter for
howl reduction in public address
and sound reinforcement.

 Mono versicn, box types and 5Hz
fixed shift boards also available.

SURREY ELECTRONICS
LTD.

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG

Telephone: 0483 275997
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LEVELL
for INSTRUMENTS

* REDUCED PRICES *

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
HC5040T £32
HC4510 £52

FUNCTION GENERATORS
TG302 £112
TG303 £185

FREE UK DELIVERY VAT EXTRA

LEVELL BROADBAND VOLTNICERS 11V168
16 LF ranges as TM3B 8 HF ranges lmVfs 3Vfs
accuracy 4°'  1%fs at 30MHz -1-3dB 300kHz 400MHz

HC DIGfTAL MULTIMETERS HC5040/5040T
3', digit 12 7mm LCD. Up to lkVdc, 750Vac.
10A, 20M0 Resolution 10014V, 100nA, lOmU
15040T: 100m01 Buzzer dcV 0.25% Battery life
2000hrs 5040T: has a TR test

HC DIGITAL MULTIMETER HC4510
4 . digit 11 min LCD Up to lkVoc, 750Vac, 10A, 20M0
Resole. 100/, 100nA. 10mS2 Buzzer. dcV 005%

LEVELL DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER 7705
0 1pF 2000pF acc 0 5% 3', digit 12 7mm LCD

LEVELL INSULATION TESTER TM14
Log scale covers 6 decades 1OMSD 10T12 at 250V, 500V,
750V, 1kV, 1M 170 at 25V 100V. 100k 100G12 at
2 5V 10V, 10k 10G12 at 1V Current 100pA 1001,,A

OSCILLOSCOPES

CROTECH SINGLE TRACE 20MHz 3031,36
2mV-10V,diy. 40ns-0.2s.diy Cal 0 2V Component test.
3031: CRT 1.5kV 5x7cm 3036: CRT 1.8kV 8x10cm.

HAMEG DUAL TRACE 20MHz (@2mV) HM203-6
2mV 20V cm Ch2 Chl X Y Cal 0 2V 2V 1kHz sq.
20ns 0 2s cm Auto. normal or TV trig Component test.
HAMEG DIGITAL STORAGE 20MHz HM205-2
2mV 20V cm Chl tCh2 Single shot and /CY modes.
2Ons-0.2s cm Auto, normal or TV trig Component test.
Cal 0 2V 2V lkHz.5Mliz sampling Two 1K memories,
Dot Joining feature Y out. CRT 2kV 8x10cm

FirrAcHi DUAL 20MHz V212/222/223
lmV-12V,cm 20MHz at 5mV Ch1tCh2 X -Y Ch
output 100ns-0.5sicm Auto, normal or TV trigger
Cal 0 5V 1kHz square Z input CRT 2kV 8x10cm.
V222: Plus DC offset and alternate magnify function.
V223: As V222 plus sweep delay 1µs-100ms.

LEVELL DECADE BOXES

C8410/610 4 6 decs. 10pF steps, acc 1% .-t-2pF
R401/410 4 decs 100,100 steps, acc 1%, 2 5W
R601/610 . 6 decs 1fI or 100 steps, acc 1%, 2 5W
R6015 6 decades 10 steps, acc 0.3%, 2 5W
R701 7 decades 10 steps, acc 1%. 2.5W

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
Moxon Street, Barnet, Herts., ENS SSD, England

Tekp hone: 01440 8686 & 01.449 5028 Telex: 266016 Fax: 01-449 7217
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"WE CAN TONE
YOU UP FAST."

RETROFIT TONE

SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

For

RADIOTELEPHONES

0 CTCSS I/S

5/6 Tone

O Selective Calling

ANI Microphones

0 Control & Display

FOR ANY GENERATION & MAKE OF EQUIPMENT
DESIGNED, BUILT & FITTED

PMR
Private Mobile
Rentals Limited
Industrial Estate, Gwaelod-Y-Garth,
Cardiff, CF4 8JN, United Kingdom.
Telephone: 0222 810999
Telex: 497244 NOVCDF G
Fax: 0222 813369

DISTRIBUTOR
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ININISIMIWIN1411
A range of telescopic towers in static
and mobile models from 7.5 to 36
metres with tilt -over facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.

Designed in accordance with CP3 Chapter V, pan 2.
1972 for a minimum wind speed of 140 kph in
conditions of maximum exposure and specified by
professionals world-wide where hostile
environments demand the ultimate in design, quality
and reliability.
Suitable for mounting equipment in the fields of:
Communications
Security surveillance - CCTV
Meteorology
Environmental monitoring
Geographical survey
Defence range -finding
Marine and aero navigation
Floodlighting
Airport approach lighting
Further details available on reque

STRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
Portland House. Coppice Side. Brownhills
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EX. England
Telephone: Brownhi Is (0543) 452321
Telex: 335243 SEL 6
Fax. 0543 361050

,411,,11.0.
ktai
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CONQUERING NEW HEIGHTS
* Component Comparator

* Variable Hold Off
* Triple DC Source

* DC - 25 MHz
\\ * 4Ons/div

'XXIV * 2mV/div,

 Ntz-, lbx c 
, \\ * Low Cost

yes its 25441--/z for £319

3/9*
To scale the heights, just call
us for your FREE copy of our
catalogue , Ex VAT & Delivery

Crate& Instruments Limited
2 Stephenson Road. St. Ives, Huntingdon. Cambs. PE17 4WJ

Telephone: (0480) 301818
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mitters with RDS provide the following
static features:

Programme Service name (PS)
Programme Identification code (PI)
Alternative Frequencies list (AF)
Other Networks information (ON)
Clock Time (CT)

N

1

Straight away it will be obvious that CT
cannot be totally static! In fact is is transmit-
ted in a special group on the minute edge;
the RDS encoder has this function built into
its software and no external command is
required to put this group into the data
stream. In the BBC system, CT is synchro-
nized by off -air reception of MSF from Rugby
to give the accuracy considered essential for
these days of digital timepieces. The other
features are all derived from data held in
prom in the encoder, which will continue
cycling around to provide the necessary
groups in a pre -determined sequence. Hence
the description, static RDS.

Dynamic RDS, on the other hand, re-
quires information to be sent to the encoder
to change the normal cycle of transmitted
groups. The following features are included
in this catgory:

Travel Programme (TP)
Travel Announcement (TA)
Programme Type ( PTY)
Programme Item Number (PIN)
Radio Text (RI)

And there are a good number of further RDS
features which the broadcasters can imple-
ment in the future. RDS is already well
standardized3.4 but it has been designed to
be upwardly mobile, allowing the broadcas-
ter to add features when the demand de-
velops.

RDS AND THE MANUFACTURER

So far we have not talked about the vital
ingredient in the development of RDS, the
receiver manufacturer. Across the world
many companies are developing RDS receiv-
ers. Initially, car radio manufacturers are
deeply involved - probably every one is
developing a receiver simply because of the
enormous advantage that the automatic
tuning aspect gives to these products. At the
least they have to decode PI and AF to

One of the first hi-fi tuners with RDS: this
model from Grundig's Fine Arts 9000
series will be available in the spring. Two
further hi.fi tuners with RDS are being
introduced by Revox.

achieve automatic tuning and most also
provide station names from the PS.

A number of different implementations
are possible for displaying the PS: some
receivers use dot matrix displays, some use
starburst displays, some are back -lit for
increased visibility. For the user, dot matrix
displays have the added advantage that upper
and lower-case characters can be displayed.
This aids recognition of the station name if
the broadcaster is using both. BBC Radio has
studied display recognition and uses upper-
case for the national network .stations, but
finds that a mixture is best for local radio
where the slight limitation of only eight
characters is easily overcome: for example,
BBC Radio Cambridgeshire is identified as
"Cambrdge".

The display features of RDS are very
important, but the receiver manufacturer
must use RDS for control functions if auto-
matic tuning is to be implemented. Proces-
sing of the incoming data stream demands
considerable complexity, to decode with
enough accuracy to be useful and then to act

Clarion's first car radio with RDS is a

radio -tape combination unit with the op-
tion of a separate display for the station
name. Thus can be mounted on the top of
the car's instrument panel.

B H L t
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on the data in a logical way. A great amount
of development is necessary to achieve sensi-
ble responses from the receiver in the vari-
able reception conditions that will exist as it
is moved about. The car radio manufacturer
has a further challenge, to pack all the extra
electronics into a very small DIN/ISO case
which cannot be increased in size to
accommodate RDS technology. Thus large
scale integration has been a must from the
start: committing to silicon is a big step
which has been necessary in the develop-
ment of RDS for the listener.

TRANSMITTING RDS SIGNALS

At the BBC's national network transmitter
sites, such as Sutton Coldfield in the mid-
lands, pairs of f.m. transmitters are installed
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in a parallel configuration so that if one fails
there is only a reduction in power. Each
transmitter drive has to be modulated by a
data stream from an RDS encoder which is
connected to a data channel fed with update
information from the central RDS computer
situated in Broadcasting House, London. It
is from here that dynamic RDS information
is derived in accordance with a network
schedule and any changes initiated from
many locations in the BBC studios around
the UK.

Network transmitters can provide these
dynamic RDS features because the data links
are provided within the BBC Nicam digital
distribution system. But it is important to
note here that local radio transmitters can-
not yet provide dynamic RDS: only static
RDS is possible because they simply have a
programme circuit from the local studio to
the transmitter and no data connection with
London.

It is possible to assume that any of the
static RDS features could also become dyna-
mic on a network transmitter: and this is
just what we are doing. But why? Well,
again, we can give the listener even more
information very easily. In the crowded f.m.
hand, the BBC has been forced to make
maximum use of the allocation over the
years by putting different programmes on
f.m. from those on medium and long wave at
various times of the day. Perhaps one of the
best known examples is the schools broad-
casts which during school term time are
carried on Radio 4 f.m. whilst Radio 4 long
wave carries other programmes. So with
RDS it is possible for us to give the listener
who has perhaps just tuned to Radio 4 f.m. in
the middle of a schools broadcast a good clue
to what is going on by changing the PS name
from "BBC R4" to "BBC R4Ed" - for Educa-
tion. This example is but one, there are many
more: and over the coming years there will
he quite a bit of change as the f.m. band
expands and as other changes occur to the
broadcasting scene. But RDS through dyna-
mic PS names will keep the listener in touch.

RDS is a complex subject for the manufac-
turer and the broadcaster and so it must be
treated very seriously by them if the listener
is to rely upon the automatic responses
which have suddenly become possible in his
receiver. In a way we each have half an
operating system under our control and
each half must work perfectly with the other.
Maintaining perfect sympathy between the
two halves has been a vital objective of the
EBU and the BBC has given strong support
to that ideal.

But for the listener RDS must be very
simple. Our complex discussions have even-
tually to be distilled into a very easily used
product. Indeed, with the first -generation
RDS receivers we are finding that it really is
quite boring if all you want to do is listen to
Radio 2 all the way from Newcastle to
Newquay - for "BBC R2/1" is all you will see
on the front of the receiver, yet unobtrusive-
ly it will have retuned as many as six or seven
times on the way.

If, however, you want to retune to another
BBC service after 150 miles or so, then the
likelihood of your knowing the appropriate
frequency for BBC Radio 3, say, is quite slim.

-

RDS car radio from Grundig. Other manufacturers who have produced RDS car radios in
prototype or production form Alpine. Ford. Panasoic. Philips. Pioneer and Sharp. Below:
specimen Radiotext message.

CBS° Conducted by David Atherton

Vaughan Williams -London Symphony

But RDS can come to your aid with the ON
feature. This has been telling your receiver
as a background routine all about the other
BBC services, so the receiver will already
know what frequency BBC Radio 3 is avail-
able on in that area.

"OTHER NETWORK" INFORMATION

Alternatively you may like local radio, and
already have your BBC local station pre-
programmed on a memory button on the
receiver. If so, then by another method being
pioneered by the BBC and known as gener-
ically linked PI codes, second -generation
receivers will build up knowledge about
other BBC local services and load then into
the memory behind your local radio button.
Once you are out of range of your first choice
you can then press the button again and the
receiver will retune to an adjacent BBC local
radio service.

An application of the ON feature which
has caused much interest is the ability to
cross-reference other networks to allow a
very refined travel service to be constructed
- so that, whatever service you are tuned to,
you can hear the local travel information
from the nearest BBC local radio service.
Any basic RDS travel service must be based
upon a method of signalling to the receiver
to tell it firstly that this is a service carrying
travel information at some time (in RDS this
is signalled by the TP flag): and then, when a
travel announcement is actually being
spoken, to tell the receiver (in RDS, by
putting on the TA flag) that it should
perform one of several possible actions:
increase volume, wake up from a quiescent
state, or even stop cassette replay and revert
to off -air reception.

If you want to listen to BBC Radio 2,
however, and also want to benefit from travel
information from the nearest BBC local
radio service, then RDS can help. By using
the ON feature on the national networks
which are under dynamic control it is possi-
ble to reference all the other BBC services
and inform the receiver about TA flags being
switched on for BBC local radio services.

This way, while one is listening to a national
network service. the receiver may find a
travel message from the nearest BBC local
radio station, giving relevant, timely and
accurate information about the local travel
conditions.

Buried in this process is a lot of data
communication between the local radio
studio, the central RDS computer in Lon-
don, the national network transmitters and
the local radio transmitters. Again the BBC
is pioneering methods of effecting this at low
cost to the broadcaster. This is achieved by
the use of update data labelled with a service
number so that RDS data can be received off
the air at the local radio transmitters to
command them to switch their flags.

RDS IN PRACTICE

Where does all this get us? Many manufac-
turers are making receivers, especially car
receivers, but having many other features
such as cassette decks these are complex and
inevitably quite expensive. As with all tech-
nological developments we expect prices to
fall progressively. Already some tuners are
about and it seems likely that RDS will be
incorporated into more in the future. Clearly
Radio Text would be particularly useful on a
tuner if for example it could be used to give
the phone-in number for a particular prog-
ramme, or the address to write to for further
information. When c-mos technology be-
comes available then portable receivers can
be expected to take advantage of RDS too.

The author is indebted to the Director of
Engineering of the BBC for permission to
publish this article.
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Pioneers
23. Walter Bruch (born 1908):

a night at the opera

W.A. ATHERTON

Telefunken's 180 -line television camera at the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. The operator is Walter Bruch
(also pictured below), who helped develop it. Photographs by courtesy of AEG (UK) Ltd.

The first telegrams arrived at 6.45 a.m.
Newspaper reporters and the televi-
sion cameras followed. Even on his

eightieth birthday. Walter Bruch observed,
he could not eat his breakfast in peace. At
least the cameras were no problem. Bruch
has been captivated by television since he
first saw a flickering image on a screen when
he was seventeen years old.

He is known as Mr PAL, after the colour
television system he conceived in 1958 as an
improvement of the American NTSC stan-
dard. His wife. Ruth. has even been nick-
named "PALina". Prof. Dr-Ing.E.h. Walter
Bruch, to give him his full title, was 80 years
old on 2 March this year. He has seen
television through from the age of spinning
Nipkow discs to the time compression of
MAC. Whilst he knows technical improve-
ments can still be made, he believes it more
important to improve the programmes.
Television, he advises, should be used with
discretion.

"Mr. PAL" was born in Neustadt in the
Haardt region of Germany in 1908. He says
he inherited an iron will from his forbears.
As a small boy he was fascinated by technolo-
gy and preferred using his hands to learning
at school. Playing truant gave him time to

spend in the Deutsche Museum in Munich.
His school, it is said. "departed from him".
Did any of his teachers. I wonder, live to see
the portrait of their strong-willed pupil
which now hangs in a place of honour in that
same museum?

After a three-year apprenticeship as a
"machinist" and some time in a shoe factory,
he entered an engineering school to study
electrical engineering. But the turning point
in his life came in 1925 when, at a com-
munications exhibition in Munich, he saw a
primitive television for the first time. This
was probably a mechanical Nipkow disc
machine exhibited by Max Dieckmann. The

1920s was a time of great experimentation
and excitement in several countries as the
dream of television seemed to be
approaching reality in the work ofJ.L. Baird.
C.F. Jenkins. H.E. Ives and others. The
flickering pictures fired the 17 -year old
Bruch with an unquenchable ambition to
work with television. It was a dream he
cherished through his remaining education
and apprenticeship.

Three years later at the Berlin Radio
Exhibition of 1928, he saw another example
of television. This one was exhibited by the
exiled Hungarian inventor Denes von Miha-
ly. In 1933, Bruch began his career in
television engineering at Mihaly's Berlin
laboratories.

1CONOSCOPE CAMERA

Within two years. however, he had moved
on. Electronics was challenging the Nipkow
discs and spinning drums which had fos-
tered the dream of television and gained
many notable firsts. When the radio firm
Telefunken offered him a position in its
department of television and physics, he
took it.

So began in 1935 his long career with
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Telefunken. With others Bruch was soon
helping to develop the first German electro-
nic television camera. This iconoscope
camera was one of three used at the famous
1936 Berlin Olympics. On 1 August, live
transmissions were begun to some 25 televi-
sion rooms and two television theatres in
Berlin. In all, around 150 000 visitors are
said to have seen the 180 -line pictures.

Later Bruch was involved in developing
the first German television studios. "Already
in 1939 television should have been intro-
duced in several towns", says Bruch. Plans
for constructing 10 000 receivers for the
441 -line standard were dropped, an early
casualty of the second world war. The Berlin
transmitter was bombed in November
1943'.

WAR WORK

As the war progressed, Bruch found himself
working on military tasks but still made time
to continue developing television. His know-
ledge and skills in this sphere were soon in
demand. The Air Ministry became interested
in his moonlighting and he was summoned
to PeenemUnde where the V1 and V2 rockets
were being tested.

In 1941 he led a team at Peenemiinde
developing and installing a closed-circuit
television system to give low -risk monitor-
ing of the rocket launches. A two -camera
system was installed at the launch pad to
relay live pictures along a cable to a control
room 2.5km away. One of the compact
cameras had a telephoto lens and the other a
wide-angle lens, had to be
replaced after being destroyed when the first
V2 rocket blew up2.

After the war Bruch set up a private
laboratory in Berlin to undertake indepen-
dent research. In 1954, however, he rejoined
Telefunken. He was appointed director of
research and allowed to work on colour
television and develop television reception.

In the 1950s work on colour television
intensified in several countries. Black -and -
white television had just been able to whet
people's appetites before the war although,
as Bruch describes it. it was an exclusive toy
of the rich. "When we started with television
I didn't imagine it would become a medium,
more than a programme", he reminisced on
his 80th birthday. "Such thoughts were not
considered. Each evening. two hours. Satur-
days and Sundays free."

ADDING COLOUR

By the early 1950s television broadcasting
was becoming established and researchers
were vying to produce reasonably inexpen-
sive but worthwhile colour television which
could be compatible with the existing black
and white broadcasts.

In the United States CBS began broadcasts
in June 1951 in New York City with a colour
television system which was totally incom-
patible with the existing black and white
service. RCA had been to the Supreme Court
to try to get it stopped, but had failed. But
after two years it came to an end anyway
when the Federal Communications Com-
mission reversed its earlier decision in
favour of CBS and instead approved an RCA

system which was compatible with the
black -and -white system, and which had been
recommended by the National Television
Standards Committee (NTSC I. This NTSC
system, as it is known, became the basis of
the world's colour television.

Europe was not yet ready for colour and
time could still be devoted to improving the
NTSC standard. The first to do this was
Henri de France in Paris in 1957 with what
was developed into the SECAM system, as
now used in France, the USSR and some fifty
other countries.

Bruch pondered the problems, mainly
that of the need with NTSC transmission to
adjust the colour control frequently - the
evening keep -fit exercises, as he terms it. It
was a cruel wit who renamed NTSC Never
Twice the Same Colour. The breakthrough
came one night in 1958 when Bruch and his
wife were relaxing at the opera.

One of Bruch's favourite themes is the
link between relaxation (including dreams
and day -dreams) and the germination of
ideas. He has described how despite strug-
gling for years with the problems of colour
television this had not led him to any
suggestion of changing the NTSC system.
He had even experimented with alternating
the phase of the chrominance sub -carrier,
the technique which became the crux of his
successful invention. The crucial improv-
ment was to use a delay line, invented during
the war by a colleague, Fritz Kruze, to split
the received signal into its two original
components in the receiver. This thought
occurred to him spontaneously "one evening
as I was dreamily watching an opera"3. He
has described himself using two fingers of
each hand "graphically adding, subtracting
or multiplying pointers and vectors" with
"an annoyed wife beside me". The next
morning it was his assistants' turn to be
annoyed as they learned that demonstra-
tions carefully prepared over two months
had to be changed to accommodate the new
idea - over the Christmas holiday.

Years of development work followed as
Bruch and his companions at Telefunken
turned the idea into reality. It took seven
years, says Bruch, "to reach the point where
the technique could be said to speak for
itself'. Edison's famous observation that
genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspira-
tion underestimates the amount of hard
work involved, says Bruch.

Much time was devoted to showing and
explaining PAL to others. Invention is one
thing, he says, acceptance another. On 3
January, 1963, the PAL system was demons-
trated to the European Broadcasting Union
in the "cellar" of the Telefunken laboratories
in Hanover. Subsequently it was demons-
trated in over 20 countries, with Bruch and
his colleagues often working through the
night to get the demonstrations ready on
time. "Those magical evenings will not be
forgotten by those who were there."

Four years later PAL was officially intro-
duced in Germany and also in Britain (on
BBC), after long and acrimonious political
fighting. In particular, the President of
France, General de Gaulle, wanted the whole
of Europe to standardize on one system - the
French SECAM of course. It was not to be,

though the widespread adoption of PAL (now
in over 90 countries) earned it the nickname
Peace At Last. Bruch, meanwhile, demons-
trated the first SECAM/PAL standards con-
verter.

Although Walter Bruch retired in 1974,
his last years of employment were just as
active as those that had gone before. In the
mid -1960s he worked on the problems of
component television, with the specific aim
of producing colour video recorders. Even
though the PAL system has been eminently
successful, Bruch is well aware of its limita-
tions and has sought to improve it. In 1970
he played an important role in the develop-
ment of future television systems when he
introduced to television the concept of time
compression, as now used in the MAC
family.

Walter and Ruth Bruch, who celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary this year,
still live in Hanover, the home of Telefunk-
en. He has acquired a reputation as a
perfectionist and is of course renowned in
many countries as the inventor of PAL. But
as we have seen here, he has contributed
more to television than that one great
invention, and he holds about 200 patents in
all. In his seventies he turned historian,
delving through archives in Germany, Bri-
tain and America to unearth the technical
history of the television he has loved for so
long. The treasures he uncovered have pro-
duced many booklets.

Walter Bruch has received many honours
including an honorary doctorate from the
Technical University in Hanover and an
honorary professorship from the University
of Saarland in 1968, as well as honorary
membership of institutions and awards from
many countries.

A BRIGHT IDEA

Bruch has stressed the need to inspire and
train young people as researchers. The
Emperor Constantine the Great, he notes,
showed how to train young engineers. In the
year 334, apparently, Constantine issued a
decree to the governor of Africa to train
engineers; and, as an encouragement, freed
them and their parents from personal taxes.
Ten years later, a further decree freed
teachers of engineering and their parents
from personal taxation as well. Unfortunate-
ly, Bruch remarks, the decree was issued
1640 years too early for his own tax assess-
ment.
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The photograph at the top of page 1041 (last
month) showed one of the relics of James Clerk
Maxwell's apparatus held by the Cavendish
Laboratory at Cambridge: its purpose was to
demonstrate the inertia of electric currents.

Next in this series of pioneers of electrical
communication: G.S. Ohm.
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THESE RECEIVERS
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BOURNEMOUTH
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(0202) 666233
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PCB Manufacturers -
Which to choose?
With scores of PCB manufacturers falling
over themselves to make your

conventional boards, it can be very difficult to
choose the right one.

You could however, choose a PCB
manufacturer with more to offer. Such as
assembly, panel printing, final build and design.

Slee Electro Products can provide you with
these services and will still offer you competitive
prices on your PCB's.

"We're hot on quality and delivery too. And
being a member of the Printed Circuit
Association, means we have to try harder."

Slee Electro Products
Unit 4, Grange Lane Industrial Estate,

Carrwood Road, Barnsley, South Yorkshire
S71 5AS, England.

Tel: 0226 200717. Fax: 0226 731817
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GENERATORS
TG101 £110 + VAT
0.02Hz to 200kHz Function Generator. Sine. square, triangle,
DC offset 60011 and TTL outputs. ext. sweep input.

TG102 £160 + VAT
0 2Hz to 2MHz Function Generator Sine. square. triangle.
DC offset 50!) and 71 outputs: ext sweep input

TG105 £110 + VAT

5Hz to 5MHz Pulse Generator Free -run. gated and triggered
modes. squarewave. complement 500. TTL 3nd sync outputs

TG501 £325 + VAT
0.005Hz to 5MHz Function Generator. Sine. square. triangle,
ramp, pulse, haverwave and DC offset. Continuous, triggered or
gated modes. Variable start stop phase: 19 1 symmetry range
ext. sweep. 501/ and TTL outputs.

TG502 £545 + VAT
All TG501 features plus 1000.1 fin. 10.000.1 log sweep with
adjustable sweep rate and marker.

TG503 £545 + VAT
All TG501 features plus variable width pulse mode Normal.
double, or delayed pulses: 10MHz in double mode

thandar Thandar Electronics Limited.
2 Glebe Road. Huntingdon.
Cambridgeshire PE18 7DX
Telephone (0480)412451 Telex 32250 Test
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

Latest bulk Government release - Cossor Oscilloscope
CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general purpose
bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm - Dual Channel - High
brightness display (8-10cm) full delayed time base with gated
mode - risetime IONS illuminated graticule - Beam finder -
Calibrator 1KHZ squarewave power 100 - 120V 200V - 250 volts
AC - size W 26CM - 14CM deep - WT 12.5 KG - carrying handle,
colour blue, protection cover front containing polarized viewer and
camera adaptor plate - probe (1) - mains lead. Tested in fair
condition with operating instructions - £150.00.
Racal RA17L Communications Receivers. 500KC/S to 30MC/S
in 30 bands 1MC/S wide from £175. All receivers are air tested and
calibrated in our workshop supplied with dust cover operation
instructions circuit in fair used condition - Racal Ancillary Units
for all receivers mostly always in stock - Don 10 Telephone Cable

mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from £20 - Army
Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available
now P.O.R. - Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern
and old equipment. RF and AF Signal Generators - Spectrum
Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies - Oscilloscopes -
Chart Recorders all speeds single to multipen - XY Plotters A4
A3 - Racal Modern Encryption Equipment - Racal Modern
Morse Readers and Senders - Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty
Masts P.O.R. All items are bought direct from H M Government
being surplus equipment price is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries.
Phone for appointment for demonstration of any items, also
availability or price change V.A.T. and carriage extra.

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,

BRADFORD, BD11 2ER TEL NO. (0274) 884007.

WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT - VALVES - PLUGS SOCKETS,

SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
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PERSONAL
LOGIC ANALYSER

FLEXIBILITY OF A PERSONAL WORKSTATION
PERFORMANCE OF A DEDICATED INSTRUMENT

agiyi 100MHz CLOCK SPEED

Egilm 32 DATA CHANNELS

4K SAMPLES BUFFER

HIERARCHICAL
/*I TRIGGER PROCESSOR

This NEW personal logic analyser from M A
INSTRUMENTS combines the flexibility and economy of
the PC with a high performance logic analyser on a card.

Comprehensive post acquisition processing

Disassembler support for microprocessors

sofftws, Support for OEM and embedded applications

maiji. Easy to use
menu driven
operation

IBELrm Input threshold
range + -

-gb- £1275.00

Pc/La
M A Instruments Ltd
Freepost, Yelverton
Devon PL20 613R.
Tel: 08221853585
Telex: 45441 IMAGE MAI )
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The Archer Z80 65C
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,

counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.

ENTER 41 ON REPLY CARD

The bowman 68000 61)C
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter -
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

ENTER 47 ON REPLY CARD

6herwood Da.n6y6term Ltc
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Designing and using
slotted cores for
current sensing
Two complementary notes give comprehen-
sive details of how to apply hall -effect sen-
sors and slotted ferrite cores in current
measuring and sensing applications. One of
these notes, from Salford Electrical Instru-
ments, concentrates on the design of slotted
ferrite cores and the other, found in the
latest Sprague Hall -effect sensor data book,
discusses sensing.

Current sensing using Hall -effect devices
is reasonably fast and has the advantage that
the conductor being sensed need not be
modified. One problem is that for a set up as
shown in the first diagram, the field around
the conductor is often too small to operate a
Hall -effect device; with a radius of about
12mm for example and a current of 1000A,
flux density at the sensor is about
0.0159T(159C).

For smaller currents, a toroidal or closed
magnetic circuit like those shown is needed.
One of the circuits has a ferrite toroidal core
suitable for higher frequencies. The second
circuit has some limitations but it is simpler
and it is not necessary to break the conduc-
tor to fit it. Here the toroid is simply a piece
of sheet mild steel.

eEE0B 1 Gauss) --7,
4ur I inches)

I lamps)

hyoid

N turns
Bzz Nx 6 Gauss/Ampere

I 1 <254)

3

8 - 6G/A

(1>254)

Hall device

Conduc -- -.-
0 0625"

Input

Vcc

Output

Current -transfer
decay in optical

couplers
In optoelectronic circuits, degradation of
current -transfer ratio due to ageing should
be taken into account at the circuit design
stage. A worst -case design must accommo-
date the gradual reduction in light emitted
from the diode over the life of the circuit.

Factors affecting current transfer and
design details for this simple digital isolator
are presented in a short note called "Design-
ing for c.t.r. ageing in optoelectronic cir-
cuits" from Isocom.

PdAg termination

Environmental Ni barrier
seal plating

/AEI

Resistive
element

Tertiary
solder plated
electrode

Alumna
substrate

Leaching on s.m.cs
Molten solders, particularly those rich in tin,
cause dissolution of silver from terminations
of surface -mounting components. This can
destroy the termination's metallization layer
or affect its bond to the ceramic substrate.

A brochure called "Surface -mount ap-
plication guide" from Integrated Ceramic
Components briefly discusses the leaching
of palladium -silver, and the effects on
leaching of a nickel barrier layer. Other
topics covered are advantages of surface
mounting, design criteria and soldering.

Voltage -controlled
resistors

Very brief details on using junction Pets as
v.c.rs are given in a note called "Voltage -
controlled resistors" from Siliconix. The
note includes three circuits, - including one
for a voltage -controlled video attenuator.

3

E 2
0

N channel f et

Four fixed resistors

s=0

-1.5y

25V -3V

5 1

Vdst

Integrated Ceramic Components
Flint Distribution
Enterprise House
Ashby Road
Coalville
Leicestershire LE6 2LA
Tel:0530 510333
Salfrod Electrical Instruments
Times Mill
Heywood
Lancashire 0110 4NE
0706 67501

Isocom
Park View Industrial Estate
Brenda Road
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS25 IUD
Tel: 0429 221431
Siliconix
Andy Fewster
3 London Road
Newbury
Berkshire RG13 1JL
Tel: 0635 30905

Motorola
Gothic Crellon
3 The Business Centre
Molly Millers Lane
Wokingham
Berkshire RGII 2EY ,

Tel: 0734 787848
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
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Digital sine wave synthesis
More and more, the stable and low -distortion sine waves needed for
communications and control applications are produced using
high-speed digital signal processors.

Three types of look -up table suitable for d.s.p. sine -wave
generation are discussed in "Digital sine -wave synthesis using the
DSP56001" from Motorola. Of the three routines described, the first
two are compromises. In integer -delta synthesis, values for the sine
wave are taken and used directly from the look -up table. As a result,
fast, low -distortion sine waves can be produced, but only at
frequencies that are multiples of the fundamental table frequency.
To produce frequencies at non -integer mutliples of the table
fundamental, a d.s.p. routine that estimates values for points falling
between table entries can be used, but at the expense of upper
frequency limit and t.h.d.

The third section of the note describes how interpolation
produces low -distortion sine waves at frequencies that are non -
integer multiples of the fundamental.

Each of the three descriptions is accompanied by an assembly -
language routine in 56001 code and the note includes look -up table
values.
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NEXT MONTH
High -definition television. The Eureka
HD -MAC transmission, chain, given its
first full demonstration at Brighton in
September, was one of the many technic-
al developments shown at the Interna-
tional Broadcasting Convention.
Spectrum analyser with d.s.p. Spectrum
analysis based on swept heterodyne tech-
niques is the best solution for signals in
the megahertz range. Pat Meehan and
John Reidy of Analog Devices describe a
high-performance design.
Synthesizer for 900MHz. New mobile
communications services in the u.h.f.
region have created a growing demand
for improved performance. This new
c-mos circuit, for use in radios or test
instrumentation, overcomes problems
encountered with conventional p.l.ls for
this frequency range.

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD
OttlIIKIN

The v.s.w.r. enigma. It is rare, says P.B.
Buchan, to find in books or journals a
lucid and factual explanation of the phe-
nomenon of standing waves. He ventures
out to tame the beast.

Pioneers - Georg Simon Ohm. A web of
naked fancies, with no support in even
the most superficial of facts: that was how
one contemporary objector described
Ohm's Law. WA. Atherton recounts the
story of Ohm's researches, and his riposte
to that critic.

Thirty-six nanoseconds faster than re-
lativity. A.G. Obolensky and Dr P.T.
Pappas describe experiments which they
believe indicate a definite anisotropy of
the normal velocity of light. The observed
effects are real, they say, and are not
generated in the apparatus.
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THE COMPLETE

68000
TRAININGSYSTEM

ONLYE39
FLIGHT ELECTRONICS

jib.

 68000 - LATEST 16-BIT TECHNOLOGY

 SUPERB
DOCUMENTATION -

COMPLETE
WITH USERS MANUAL

SOURCE
LISTING AND 3 TECHNICAL

MANUALS

 COMPLETE
PACKAGE - START LEARNING IMMEDIATELY

 BUILT-IN ASSEMBLER

 POWERFUL
DEBUGGING

FACILITIES

 POWERFUL
INPUT/OUTPUT

 2  RS 232  24 I/O LINES

 G64 EXPANSION
BUS  24 BIT COUNTER/TIMER

EXPANSION
MEMORY SOCKETS

 ACCEPTS EPROMS,
EEPROMS OR

RAM TO 128KB

Flight Electronics L ted lead the field in microprocessor

training systems.
The NEW

FLIGHT -68K. . .
designed and built in

the U.K., has been designed
specifically for education.

The hardware
is designed

to be easily
understood, yet is

comprehensive
enough for many advanced control applications.

The board
features a full specification

68000, versatile memory

system, 68681 dual UART linked to two full specification
RS232

ports, 68230 Parallel Interface/Timer
plus a G64 bus connector

which enables
a wide range of low cost interface

boards to be

utilised.
The firmware

is simplicity
itself to use. All commands are self

explanatory
and will prompt the user for information where

required, which means that users will be able to start learning

about the
68000 in a matter of minutes!

A set of 53 monitor commands
offer full program

generation, debugging
and system control facilities enabling

the FLIGHT
-68K to be used in a 'stand-alone'

configuration

using a terminal as the system
console. For more advanced

applications,
the FLIGHT-68K may

be used as a target for

68000 object
code files.

Also available
from Flight

Electronics is a powerful

macro cross
-assembler for use with the BBC computer,

enabling a

full 68000 development
system to be realised at very little extra cost!

The documentation
orovided with the system is a model of clarity

and comarehensiveness,
providing concise, easily accessible

information on all aspects of the 68000 and the FLIGHT-68K.

Much of the manua' is
written in a tutorial

format, with a wealth

of practical
example programs.

Each system is supplied
complete with

protective case, power

supply, User Manual, Monitor Source Listing
and the original

technical
manuals for 'he 68000 and peripheral I.C.s.

Flight Electronics
Ltd. Flight House, Ascupart St., Southampton

SO1 1LU. Telex: 477389 FLIGHTG.(0703)227721
-6LINES

ENTER 54 ON

TELEPHONE
NOW FOR FULL DETAILS!
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State machines and
reliability

This procedure, describing the development of a car theft
protection system, is an illustration of sound logic design.

Following a recent attempt by thieves to
remove the radio -cassette from my car
while it was parked just a few feet from

my bedroom window I decided to fit a

burglar alarm.
Most of the proprietary systems available

today detect an intruder by infra -red or
ultrasonic beams. or by monitoring voltage
drop. The first two types are quite expensive
and often operated by a radio key which. with
the right equipment, is easy to defeat.
Although cheap and easy to fit, the third type
is particularly prone to false triggering espe-
cially in a dirty r.f. environment.

As 1 was not happy with either the cost or
the reliability of commercially available sys-
tems I decided to design my own based on
the following design criteria,

- reliable operation and immunity to false

triggering
- automatic reset after a predetermined

time
- built in entry timer with audible warning
- automatic priming of alarm
- visual indication ofalarm primed
- protected from vehicle power supply tran-

sients
- low stand-by current consumption

cheap and easy to build using off -the -shelf
components.

I decided to use the existing interior -light
door switches to trigger the alarm. Some
four -door cars only have switches on the
front doors so extra switches may have to be
fitted. Most alarms of the non -radio -
controlled type use an extra key -switch to
prime and deactivate the alarm.

To avoid drilling the bodywork or adding a
hidden switch I decided to use an existing
signal from the 'Auxiliary' position on the
steering lock/ignition switch for this pur-
pose. Thus the alarm was to be deactivated
when the 'Auxiliary' position on the ignition
switch was selected and was to self prime the
first time a door was opened and closed after
the key was removed from the ignition
switch.

With the input signals to the system
defined it was now time to develop the state
diagram for the alarm.

Detection of states S,,:, is required to
activate the visual indication that the alarm

by JEREMY STEVENS

is primed and detection of S3 is required to
trigger alarm timers and sound entry warn-
ing. The four states above are selected in the
following sequence,

So - the quiescent state, the alarm is off
when in this state.

S1 - this state is selected on leaving the
vehicle when the door is opened for
the first time after removing the key
from the ignition switch.

S2 - this state is the primed state, selected
when all the doors are shut on leaving
the vehicle or after the alarm has
timed out.

S:1 - this is the triggered state selected the
second time a door is opened after
leaving the vehicle.

Note that state So is selected from all states if
the ENGINE signal is true. The four states are
defined by two bistable i.cs arbitrarily
assigned the references A and B.

By direct reference to the state diagram
the set and reset equations are,

SA= S1 .DOOR =A.B.DOOR
RA= S3.ENGINE + S2.ENGINE
ENGINE =A.ENGINE
SB= SO.ENGINE.DOOR + S3.RESET=

A.B.ENGINE.
DOOR +A.B.RESET
RB= Sl.ENGINE + S2.ENGINE + S2.DOOR

=ENGINE.1A.B+A.B1+A.B.DOOR
=B.ENGINE+A.B.DOOR

Fig. 1. State diagram of the alarm system. A
and B are two bistable i.c. outputs.

So S1
ENG1',E

AB
DO

Alarm off ENGINE. DOOR

A ENGINE

AB
10
Triggered RESET

ENGINE

DOOR
4

AB
01

Exit ve.

 DOOR

AB
11

Primed

S3 S2

These equations could be implemented
either as an event driven circuit or as a
clocked sequential circuit.

Arrival at state 3 initiates the alarm timing
sequence which consists of an entry period
of about 30s which, when elapsed, triggers
the main alarm for 1-2mins. When the main
alarm period has elapsed the RESET signal
becomes true and re -arms the alarm.

The above timer sequence could he im-
plemented using a dual monostable but to
time such long periods, very large values of
capacitance and resistance would have to be
used. This is undesirable on the grounds of
reliability and size as a good quality timing
capacitor would be physically large.

I decided to use a binary counter running
from a low -frequency oscillator to generate
both time periods. The main part of the
circuit could then he implemented in JK
bistable devices using the oscillator as a
clock. A low -frequency clock can improve
the noise immunity of the circuit by greatly
reducing its response time.

A 12bit binary counter was chosen, run-
ning at a clock frequency of about 10Hz. The
gating signal for the main alarm was tapped
off at Q9.10. Output Q, becomes true on the
256th clock pulse, giving an entry time of
about 25s and output Q10 becomes false and
Q11 becomes true on the 1024th clock pulse,
giving an alarm time of about 80s. Output
Q11 provides the RESET signal which is re-
quired to re -arm the alarm.

During the entry period it is convenient to
keep the interior light on to facilitate finding
the ignition switch in the dark. The correct
signal to switch a suitable transistor is

already available in the form of the trigger
signal to the alarm timers generated when in
state Sa. All that is required is a Darlington
driver to switch the interior light and a
decoupling diode to prevent latching. These
components are optional and are shown
enclosed within the dotted lines on the
circuit diagram.

Equations for a JK bistable device in terms
S and R in the equations above are,

SA=A.JA
and
RA =A.KA
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Engine E

(active high)

Door (active

R1 R3

1M 47k
47k C1 100n 40106

'12V

Interior
lamp

13 12

T R2 R4 3

47k 1t.:.71i
C2..1.10 On

1N4148

A 1N 5401

2k2
2N 63 B8

5 1

2

-0-

4 011

BC5 47

Equations for a JK bistable device imple-
mentation become,

JA=B.DOOR
KA= ENGINE
.113=A.ENGINE.DOOR+A.RESET
KB= ENGINE +A.DOOR

Requirements of 12V operation combined
with very low current consumption means
that c-mos devices could be the only choice.
Generally, c-mos devices are only specified
to operate up to a maximum supply voltage
of 18V so the circuitry must have some kind
of power -supply protection network to afford
protection from the high -voltage transients
that often occur in vehicle electrical sys-
tems. I decided to use a simple Zener-diode
clipping network for this purpose. A shunt
Zener-diode will give reverse polarity protec-
tion as well as clipping any transients. Most
Zener diodes fail short-circuit (if not grossly
overloaded) so the circuit will be protected
even under a prolonged fault condition. A
15V Zener-diode was chosen as this would
remain non -conducting even when the vehi-
cle battery was at its normal on -charge
voltage of 14V.

Gate input protection is provided by high
value input resistors R1.2 in combination
with the on chip protection diodes of the
integrated circuit.

Input capacitors CI:, are included to give
additional protection from false triggering
due to noise spikes and gate -input series
resistors R3., are to prevent input currents
from destroying the protection diodes of the
i.c. Such a condition can occur if the main

Entry
warning

C K
10

10

E 1M

CK
47k

M10
On

4 11

47k

4

10

4023

3

9 6

CK --2

7

11

AlJA -411- A

KA iTk 2--T
4027

11

13

all

47k

a9 2

4040 or 4020

Fig. 2. Good design can save components.
This reliab.e alarm has a number of fea-
tures including automatic reset. entry tim-
er and automatic priming.

power supply line collapses whilst input
capacitors CI:, are charged.

I built and tested the circuit and it worked
first time, proving the benefits of formal
design. Component cost for the prototype
was under £7.00 (not including the alarm
sounder) thus meeting all the design objec-
tives.
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Clearly the circuit as described is not
100% thief proof, but it should deter an
opportunist thief like the one that tried to
steal my radio -cassette.

Further reading
D. Zissos. Problems and Solutions in logic design.
chapter 3, Oxford University Press, ISBN 0 19
8593481.
B Holdsworth, Digital logic design. chapter 8,
Butterworth. ISBN 0 408 00566 1.

Mechanical laser -beam chopper
In laser cutting, high power beams often need to
be chopped at a few thousands of kilohertz in
order to produce the desired effect.

With the normal electronic method of beam
chopping. the gas mixture within a CO, laser has
tu he adjusted. which wastes power i,1

beam choppers - available in abundance for
lower power lasers, but not for larger units -
allow the beam to be used at full power. Electrox
of Hitchin is now manufacturing a chopper for
lasers from 80W to 2kW.

WATER COOLED
8... -.POWER DUMP

REFLECTED BEAM

CONVERGING LENS
LASER
OU'PUT BEAM

CHOPPING DtSC

DIVERGING LENS

---CHOPPED BEAM
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IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY
RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE

IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES

OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH

PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD

APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.

WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,

London N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone:
01-445 2713/0749
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT
DECEMBER ISSUE

To round off the year, we present
the first of a series of annual
reports on the state of the

electronics industry in Britain.

Each sector is examined in detail,
its market analysed and the

significant technical advances seen
during the year put into

perspective.

To advertise contact:
JAMES SHERRINGTON ON

01-661 8640

WHILE STOCKS LAST

POTENTIOMETERS (mm. 10 per value)
1Jrnm Vert Ske:etrirt Larbun
.D014.2K2,220K,680K.
E1.00 per 10

eton Carbon
100R,220R,1K.2K2,4K7,
10K,150K,470K,2M2,4M7.
£1.10 per 10

10mm Hoc Skeleton Carbon
100R,3K3,25K,220K,330K,
470K,1M,2M2,
£1.00 per 10

15rnm Hot. Skeleton Carbon
100R,220R,330R,470R,1K,
2K2,10K,22K,47K,100K,220K.
470K,680K, 1M,2M2.
£1.10 per 10

MIXED COMPONENTS
20 Mixed Preset Pots. £1.00
5 Mixed Min. Relays £1.50

POTENTIOMETERS (p.c. terminations)
16mm Sq. PR16PC Conductive Plash,.
1K,4K7,10K,22K,47K,100K,220K,
470K,1M. Linear only. £0.25
PR16PCS as above but fitted 2A on/off
switch. 47K Log, 1M Log, 1MLin. £0.40 ea.
PR16G2 Dual Gang 47K Log. onl , £0.36 ea.

SLIDE SWITCH
3b x 9r,rn Dircb; s,u1,6e_; £0.80 ea.

WHILE STOCKS LAST

CHASSIS RELAYS (5A contacts)
1 aole C/o 100VDC or 6VAC £0.50
3 Dole C/o 24VDC £0.50
2 'oIe C'o 100VDC £0.50

PLUG-IN ENCLOSED RELAY
E2.00 ea.

MIN. PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES
13 x 10mm 2301 DPNU £0.25 ea.

2302 DP1N ". £0.25 ea.
2303 DPNC £0.25 ea.

JACK PLUGS
3.5mrn 2 Pole £0.50 ea.
6.3mm 2 Pole Metal Car, £0.60 ea.
6.3mm Line Socke., £0.75 ea

WIREWOUND RESISTORS
'4 watt with slide tag.
100R,250R,500R,50K,150K. f0.30 ea.

POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGE £1.00. PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO THE TOTAL ORDER.

REEDHAM HOUSE BURNHAM

- BLORE-BARTON LIMITED BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SL I 8AG ENGLAND
Telephone Burnham (06286) 5524 10 lines
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Enhanced -instruction-set
processor

While most processor manufacturers are concentrating on
reduced instruction sets, Linn has gone completely in the
opposite direction with its first product in the digital field.

Reduced -instruction -set computing,
risc, is clearly in fashion, as witnessed
by the multitude of risc products,

related acronyms and advertisements. But in
computing, nothing stands still for long and
new chips that could become the next big
thing are already under development. These
devices are based upon totally different ideas
from risc, and have been designed to func-
tion in a very different way.

Everyone knows that risc philosophy is
based on having fewer, faster instructions.
Streamlining the architecture and removing
all the complexities make the processor run
very fast indeed. That this approach works is
undeniable. Devices in this new generation
have triple the raw speed of their conven-
tional complex -instruction -set computing
(cisc) rivals. For instance Motorola's new
88100 has a declared speed of 16M ips, which
makes the 3+ of the 80386 look a little
shabby.

While no-one would dispute the speed of
these chips, there is a growing debate about
their real power. The argument concerns
their ability to handle situations that occur
in real data processing rather than in adver-
tising copy or in a laboratory bench -test.
Perhaps risc, in concentrating so blatantly
on raw speed. is not quite the right
approach. Could it be that these designs are
very impressively, very cleverly, solving the
wrong problems? We want better perform-

RUPERT BAINES

Datat
A!aorithm

Aigoranm

Data

Fig. 1. (a) shows a conventional program
ming paradigm and (b) object -oriented
programming.

ance from a chip so that it can run our
programs faster, sort data more quickly and
handle blocks of information more efficient-
ly. How well will these aims be met by risc;
might they be better met by a different
approach?

Processors are planned, designed and
manufactured for particular application
areas. For example, the four -bit controller in
a washing machine is obviously very diffe-
rent from the thirty-two bit processor inside
a workstation. The complexity, the instruc-
tion set and the hardware are all designed to
suit a particular task.

It is now becoming apparent that the
architecture and design philosophy should
also be chosen to suit the application. To
illustrate, Intel has retained the convention-
al cisc philosophy for the new 80486 (com-
patible with the 8088/86/286/386 family,
with all the architectural complexities re-
quired) but adopted a sparse risc design for
the 80960 high-speed micro -controller. (By
the way, design work has already started on
the 80586, which will also be a cisc device).

This is only the beginning. There are now
chips that have been designed from scratch
to run particular high-level languages, and
to run them very quickly and efficiently.
They have large, rich instruction sets, with
many specialized registers and an
architecture tailored to suit their particular
application - a world away from the stark -

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING - OOPS

Conventional programming schemes view
the world as a collection of pieces of data,
which are operated upon by procedures and
algorithms to produce more data. The
object -oriented programming system
(Oops) paradigm is different. This sees the
world as a number of sophisticated, self-
contained objects that communicate with
each other using messages.

The required data structures come first,
the control process last For example a given
object within an architectural cad program
might be 'Building'. This would contain data
such as dimensions, shapes, descriptions,
costs etc, together with rules to describe
how they relate to each other and to incom
ing messages like 'Show plan', or 'Print front
view'. Data within the 'Building' object could
thus initiate a whole sequence of actions.

Detailed implementation of an object and

what messages will mean to it are carefully
hidden from the rest of the system. with
messages being the only interaction be-
tween them. Thus objects can be created or
modified without causing unexpected side
effects.

One of the major benefits of object -
oriented programming is that it is flexible,
working in a way that is much easier for
human beings to cope with. It can be highly
expressive, with each message conveying a
lot of information to a sophisticated object

Addtionally because all the objects are
communicating, sealed units there are be-
nefits to security (the only way into an object
is through a message whose consequences
are known) and integration; since interac-
tion can only occur through messages it is
irrelevant what language an object has been
internally coded in.

This style of programming has been
around since the 60's, but until recently its
success has been limited since object -
oriented programs execute very slowly on
conventional computers. The need for large
amounts of memory and serious processing
power has confined object -oriented pro-
grams to research labs. However, with the
ever growing power of processors, the ex
pansion in memories and ideas like the
Rel.ursiv these obstacles are diminishing.

Although Cr + and ADA are becoming
more popular, the most widely known lan-
guage of this type is SmalltalkN. This, along
with Ethernet mice, windows and most
things worthwhile in modern computing, was
developed at Xerox's Palo Alto Research
Centre. If Oops fares as well as its siblings
have then there's little doubt over the lan-
guages of the future.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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iY

iir

RISC

eg 88100.

29K

CISC

eg 8086,

68000

EISC

eg Rekursiv

Throughput (opcodes/second )

Power of each opcode

Fig. 2. Relative merits of reduced, com-
plex and extended instruction set pro-
cessors, top, and Fig. 3. Words and
objects within Rekursiv, right.

ness of risc with its simple design, few
op -codes, and general-purpose nature.

Some of these new processors have been
well publicized. Hitachi produces the H
series, with specialized procedure -call hard-
ware for running C very efficiently. Several
companies have produced devices that can
run Forth directly (using powerful stack
based designs) while both TI and Symbolics
have developed processors that have been
planned and optimized to run Lisp applica-
tions. These are complex chips with large
instruction sets tailored to the commands,
addressing modes and structures that are
needed for list processing, tree handling and
lots of (virtual) memory.

The most recent product in this field is the
Rekursiv from the Scottish company Linn.
For me, it is the most interesting, and
certainly the most innovative of any of these
devices. From the beginning the Rekursiv
processor has been developed with the aim,
not merely of running a given language well.
but of solving problems efficiently. And it is
designed to handle large and complex data
items in the fastest and most powerful
manner.

Both TI and Symbolics have designed
processors for running Lisp efficiently.
Although Lisp is well established, it does not
embody the latest research. The Rekursiv on
the other hand takes into account current
developments in programming style and
languages.

Linn Products is famous for making high -
quality turntables that play real vinyl records
very well. This is not the place to squabble
about the relative merits of analogue versus
digital sound (suffice it to say that c.ds do
make excellent roms), but despite the pre -

Fig. 4. Structure of one of the first products
to incorporate the Rekursiv chip set - a
singleboard computer.
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Data word
0-31
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Bits 33-37 Compact object type field

Sample object

Object type
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represent almost arything a byte stream, a tree, a process etc
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judices of digiphiles the company is any-
thing but old fashioned. The manufacture of
the Sondek (as the Linn turntable is called)
is highly computerized, with a high level of
automation, robot vehicles and advanced
electronics. It was this high-technology pro-
duction process that inspired the Rekursiv.

Unhappy with conventional software,
Linn decided that Oops offered the efficient
way of meeting its needs. After developing its
own language, Lingo, along these lines Linn
found that it was far too slow when running
on a VAX. Accordingly the company invested
in a semi -custom computer in the form of a
specifically micro -coded Orion machine -
but even this gave disappointing results. Not
to be beaten, Linn decided to take the
adventurous step of developing its own
architecture, recruiting Professor David
Harland from Glasgow University and giving
him the task of designing a processor that
was capable of supporting Lingo while run-
ning at an acceptable speed. A daughter
company, Linn Smart Computing, was
formed and started creating the Rekursiv.

THE REKURSIV IDEAL

One of the major problems with an object
oriented language like SmalltalkN, Lingo or
C++ is that it requires data structures (and
the associated operations) or arbitrary size
and complexity. This requires large amounts
of programming to define the necessary
primitives, and a huge amount of memory
access, which combine to make the system
very large and very slow. The aim of the
Rekursiv was to overcome these difficulties.

Fig. 5. Lisp procedure to copy CONS -tree
structure and the equivalent Rekursiv
program that defines a new op -code called
MICRO COPYTREE.

(DEF COPYTREE(ITENI
(COND ((ATOM ITEM) ITEM)

IT (CONS ((COPYTREE (CDR I I IA))
(COPYTREE (CAR ITEM))))))

MICROSCOPYTREE: end I pagebus d.ustac
crtf IDXBADTYPES newtrbr_CONS
incmsp m.sp* newmptr
jf MICROSCOPYTREE Idustk dwtgrorr //THE CDR
m.fp I uaddbr newmptr
readustk
pagebus dustack
(dna newsr newbr loadaddr
idaget nocheck incmsp m.sp* newmptr
jf MICROSCOPYTREE Idustk d-memout //THE CAR
js RTNSCONS
rtf

x 300-

x 200-
o

Searching
x100-

x 20-

User
applications

Abstract
types

Small/simple - Complex/large

Fig. 6. Performance of several processors
executing the code of Fig. 5 (left).
Fig. 7. Pro,ected relative speeds of Rekur-
siv with microcoded algorithms and an
Orion. Example 1 is a linear factorial
program (thirty times), example 2 is a
recursively coded factorial (fifty times)
and example 3 is the tree copy routine
from Fig.5 (270 times). An Orion is roughly
equivalen: to a mid -range Vax computer.

The chip's designers had the advantage of
starting from scratch; unlike other com-
panies already in the field they had no
worries about compatibility but were free to
design their processor as they saw fit. They
decided that conventional processor design
had not kept up with research, and that a
great many design choices were based on
principles and folklore that were no longer
relevant. The architects of risc had come to a
similar conclusion in choosing their mini-
malist solution, banishing the majority of
functions to become the responsibility of the
compiler or the user.

Linn's team has taken totally the opposite
tack, extending the processor's instruction
set and hardware to such an extent that tasks
are directly handled that traditionally were
overseen by the compiler, the operating
system or even the programmer! In particu-
lar the higher order, more complicated
functions like persistent storage and recur-
sion can be expressed from machine code (or
below; microcode support for recursion is a
unique feature of the device.

The machine core has been planned to
closely correspond to the requirements of an
object oriented language; for example op -
codes exist to search an environment, to
exchange messages between processes, or
even evaluate a whole tree in one swoop. And
the processor has been expressly designed to
allow users to enlarge the instruction set by
adding their favourite op -codes.

Conventional processors spend a great
deal of time and eftort fetching and decoding
instructions before they can start to execute
them. Processors are featuring more and
more complex pipelines and cache struc-
tures in an attempt to minimize this waste
(the von Neumann bottleneck). Reduced -
instruction -set computing offers one way

out. by streamlining the op codes to such an
extent that the fetch/decode overhead is
minimal, with every instruction being ex-
ecuted quickly and directly. The Rekursiv is
instead an enhanced -instruction -set compu-
ter (or e.i.s.c.) whereby the machine sup-
ports very high level op -codes which per-
form a great deal of work for a given
instruction. This solution avoids the bot-
tleneck by requiring very few instruction
fetch/decodes and getting good value from
each one.

One engineer made the interesting analo-
gy, "... if you start from a car and remove all
the frills; roof, two wheels, etc., you end up
with a motor -bike. That is risc-very fast and
very responsive. It is ideal for a courier
delivery service but perhaps not so good for
big loads. On the other hand if you go the
other way and add a powerful engine and a
vast boot then you've got an articulated lorry
- and that is the Rekursiv. It needn't have the
same speed to deliver more". And in the
middle? Well in between these two
approaches are the conventional cisc de-
vices, Fig. 2.

INSIDE THE REKURSIV

Rekursiv is a processor architecture and
Linn has had a chip set made, called the
Objectiv, that implements this architecture.

Probably the most fundamental decision
that a chip designer makes is choosing the
data width. With its 40bit word length, the
Rekursiv is distinctly different from main-
stream processors. The bottom thirty two
bits are used as data bits, allowing the
Rekursiv to be compatible with devices such
as the 80386 or 68030 (e.g. using standard
IEEE P745 format real floating-point num-
bers) but the extra eight are very different.
This special purpose byte is used by the
processor as a tag, to tie extra information to
each word. Five bits are used as type field,
which allows the processor hardware to
know whether a word represents an integer,
a real number, a character or up to twenty-
eight other data types.

New object types can be defined, with
their own operations, and the processor can
react accordingly; for example an ADD op-
eration applied to an integer would trigger
the internal hardware; applied to a real
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number it could call the appropriate sub-
routine, and applied to a character string it
could trigger an error sequence - all auto-
matically. Integers, characters, pointers and
the like are all scalars, or compact objects
simple enough to be stored in one word; the
more interesting, more complex objects are
stored as packets, with a header number and
then a series of data words, Fig. 3. This too is
flagged from the tag field, simplifying the
work of the processor.

This idea of tagged data, of designing the
fundamentals of the hardware around object
handling, is not unique, with most Lisp
oriented chips (for example the Symbolics
Ivory) using a similar scheme. However the
Rekursiv takes the idea further. Not only is
the data tagged from hardware but so are the
addresses. One of the fundamental ideas in
Oops is that of 'persistent storage'. All
objects have their own unique label (for
example thing#1, thing#2 etc), and can
only be accessed by that label. It is irrelevant
whether the object is in memory or on disc.

The labelling remains constant and is
used exclusively. This contrasts to conven-
tional systems where the programmer uses
addresses to access a structure and has to
cope with the address changing as the object
moves. Persistent storage means that discs
are treated exactly as memory; there is no
addressing, there is no filing, there are only
objects. This builds on the idea of virtual
memory (where pages of memory are 'trans-
parently' swapped by the operating system
between disc and ram as required) but is
considerably more sophisticated.

In a conventional system the working
units are addresses or pages, with objects
requiring an additional extra layer of soft-
ware to find them, slowing down the system.
If they are to be dealt with independently,
every object requires its own page, which is
wasteful. Alternatively if objects have to
share pages then their independence and
security (major attractions of Oops) are
compromised.

Supporting a persistent storage system
from scratch solves these problems. Of
course at some point there have to be
physical addresses and real disc control, but
these are totally invisible to the program-
mer, being handled by a dedicated chip
called the object -oriented memory -
management co -processor), Fig. 4. As well
as providing direct access to objects this chip
also performs boundary and range checking,
preventing corruption or inspection of adja-
cent items. It also handles page -fault and
useless -data collection automatically from
hardware, rather than from an operating
system.

A persistent storage system has significant
benefits. For instance, because object
addressing is transparent, the integration
between different programs, different lan-
guages or even different users is automatic.
Similarly the code becomes more portable;
for automatic access it is essentially
irrelevant whether an object is located with-
in a single -user personal computer, some-
where within a networked system or inside a
remote host.

There are major security advantages too.
since a user is removed from direct contact

Jbjective chip set
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Fig. 8. Since the article was written, this
product, mentioned in the article, has
become available. Its name is Hades,
which is an acronym for hardware
accelerator for data -base expert systems.
It is available with C or Prolog and runs 18
times faster than a Symbolics 3675 when
tree copying.

with memory or disc, whether accidental or
malicious. Obviously these benefits apply
whatever Oops is used; the Rekursiv's direct
implementation is obviously very much fas-
ter than the approach of simulating them
from software within a conventional von
Neumann byte -oriented machine.

This genuine single -level approach (i.e.
disc and memory are equivalent) to persis-
tent storage is unique. The decision to have
this explicit support for abstract reference to
virtual memory, eliminating the role of the
operating system, was one of the fun-
damental design choices of the Rekursiv,
and the resultant reversal (from disc operat-
ing system to hardware) of the conventional
hierarchy of computer design is probably the
single most revolutionary concept within it.

Coordination and organization of the pro-
cessor is carried out by the second chip in
the Objektiv set, the micro -controller. It
contains the processor's microcode, the
micro -sequencer and the recursive stack
controller. Microcode is the internal lan-
guage of a processor. which translates the
op -codes into gate -level strobes and enables
of hardware, and it is this microcode that
gives a chip its character.

Designers of risc chips abhor microcode.

as they work towards simplicity of design
and hence direct execution of op -codes.
Contrarily, the Rekursiv is an extended -
instruction -set computer with a large and
powerful instruction set and an abundance
of supporting microcode. Instructions
already supported cover typical Oops re-
quirements to create an object of given type
or send messages between objects, as well as
giving direct support for recursive sub-
routines.

That is by no means all. This chip can be
customized and it allows users to define
their own microcode in ram or rom, extend-
ing the instruction set as desired. Since
these codes are written in the ultimately
low-level language they are extremely fast.
and allow you to create arbitrarily complex
operations that will be carried out as a single
machine -code instruction.

DATA PACKAGING

According to Linn a great deal of time is
wasted in conventional systems, "packaging
data at the end of one instruction only to
have it opened out at the start of the next
op -code". Consequently, if the desired algor-
ithm is coded directly, with none of this
packing/unpacking overhead, the speed gain
is at least a factor of ten. As the program
becomes larger, and more sections are coded
the speed gains accelerate (especially if they
are the recursive, or inner -loop elements).

Figure 5 shows an example; there is a Lisp
procedure to copy coris-tree structures and
the equivalent recursive program for the
Linn that defines a new op -code
micuoscoprrREE. Some timings are given for
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100kHz to 110MHz

AM/FM Signal Generator
with stereo modulator,

remote control, and 100 memories

J
The Panasonic VP -8175A and VP -8174A (GP-IB) are
broadcast frequency, AM/FM signal generators with built-
in FM stereo modulator, and have comprehensive
external control facilities and flexible memory modes.
Separate LED displays are provided for frequency,
amplitude, modulation and memory information.
Output range is from -19 to 99d h:µ (1dB step)

 Detailed 4 page leaflet available from:

Farnell International
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nodes and 2500 components can be modelled. Its non-linear representations allow
switches. diodes (including zeners). JFETs. MOSFETs. BJTs. SCRs. discharge lamps.
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SOFT FERRITES  Second Edition

E C Snelling
Soft Ferrites is concerned with magnetically -soft ferrites, a class of magnetic oxide (ceramic) materials
that finds wide application in electronic equipment, particularly as cores for inductors and transformers.
The aim of the book is to provide all the information on ferrite properties and wound component design necessary for the
efficient application of these materials. The data are represented by means of extensive use of graphs and tables, and the
design procedures are supported by worked examples.
For this Second Edition, all the chapters have been carefully revised to bring them into line with current practice and to relate
them to currently available ferrite materials and cores.
This extensive coverage of the properties of ferrites and their use in magnetic circuits is intended for electronics engineers
and research workers concerned with the design of inductors, transformers and wound components generally.
1988 360 pages approx 246 x 189mm 0 408 02760 6 Hardcover 300 diagrams £57 50 approx

LOUDSPEAKER AND HEADPHONE HANDBOOK
Editor J Borwick

The Loudspeaker and Headphone Handbook has been written by an international team of experts to meet the need for a
comprehensive technical reference book on the theoretical and practical aspects of loudspeaker and headphone
performance, design and operation in domestic, public and professional applications. Data in the form of tables, graphs and
diagrams provide convenient reference material for students and design, manufacturing and applications engineers.
1988 584 pages 234 x 156mm 0 408 01387 7 Hardcover 72 photographs/509 diagrams £57.50

For further information on these and related titles please complete and return the form below to Geraldine Hills,
Butterworths, PO Box 63, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5BH, UK. -
Please send to me information on
ri] Soft Ferrites ri Loudspeaker and Headphone Handbook fl Electrical and Electronic Engineering Books

Name Address

Postcode

op Butterworths
ENTER 21 ON REPLY CARD
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other processors running the same Lisp
program in Fig. 6. (Support for recursion
and the power of the memory control co-
processor allow the microcode to be general-
ized to a greater extent than is usually the
case).

Arithmetic and logical processing is car-
ried out by the third and final chip in the
Objectiv set, the a.1.u. This 32bit device,
based on an AMD29023 maths chip, is built
up to order from 2903 bit -slice maths pro-
cessors. It includes a 32 x 32 multiply in-
struction and an integrated barrel shift
register.

All three processor modules - the object -
oriented memory chip, the microcontroller
and the a.1.u. - have been fabricated in LSI
Logic's "Sea of Gates" technology in 1.5
micron c-mos. These three devices, together
with the main object store of I6Mword of
40bit dynamic ram (plus disc storage), and
2Mbyte of special-purpose internal memory,
will make up a single -board object -oriented
processor. The chips are still under manu-
facture and subject to further testing, and
are not due to be released until later this
year. Structure of this board is shown in Fig.
4 on page 1112.

PERFORMANCE

Until the chips are available, the best indica-
tions of the Rekursiv's performance come
from prototypes and simulations (hardware
and software). Some idea of the performance
can be gained from the graphs in Figs 6, 7.
These indicate that the Rekursiv is particu-
larly good at complex tasks.

In addition to using the Rekursiv in its
factory, Linn has several plans for the device.
The first of these is likely to be an add-on
board for Sun workstations (scheduled for
release later this year). There are also plans
to sell the design to other original equip-
ment manufacturers, so it should not be
long before the first PC -compatible addi-
tions are advertised.

Such add-on boards will act as accelera-
tors; compared with a conventional 32bit
system. speed gains of between 100 and 1000
fold have been mentioned. Since most ap-
plications are currently written in C, 1 would
imagine that the first few Rekursiv chips
have been code optimized for Kernighan and
Ritchie's famous creation. The "smart" lan-
guages, such as Lisp, Prolog and most 4CLs
are simple implementations of an Oops, and
as such any programs written in these
languages should benefit greatly from such
an accelerator.

Some other applications - for instance
relational data bases - are ideally suited to an
object oriented approach, and these too
would gain enormously in speed. With other
programs the gains would be far less signifi-
cant; word processors for example are most-
ly limited by the user's typing speed.

Linn also plans to produce a complete,
stand-alone board based on the Objectiv
chip -set that will be suitable for work sta-
tions, Fig. 8. This includes the complete
processor described above, a Novix chip for
flexible disc access, TI's new graphics pro-
cessor and the AMD Ethernet chip -set.

Rekursiv's designers have taken a totally
different approach from everyone else in the

computer industry. While risc is solving this
year's problems, Rekursiv is setting forth the
ideas and opportunities for how we can think
about the future; the types of problems that
we can tackle and the way we go about them.
I think that the Rekursiv. coupled with the
growing interest in Oops, is going to radical-
ly alter the way we program, the way we use
computers and the attitudes we have to-
wards them.

My view is that this chip set sounds the
beginning of the end for general purpose
processors. Today it is considered usual that,
for a scientific application you use a compu-
ter with a numeric co -processor (8087,
68881 etc). Nobody finds it at all odd to use a
different language for a different type of
problem. As v.I .s.i. technology advances, as
research develops, as needs become more
specialized, it is certain that we are going to
see more of this kind of chip designed
specifically for a language and/or an applica-
tion.

Application -specific ics are familiar de-
vices; perhaps in five years time the
application -specific processor will have be-
come equally common, and you'll select the
c.p.u. that best meets your particular needs
that day.

To end on a sombre note, the Transputer
is another example of a revolutionary British
processor. However even now, the future Gi
Inmos is not as secure as it might be, with
Thorn still looking for a buyer. The dismal
history of British investment and manage-
ment of high-technology companies does
not let me be as optimistic as I'd like to be
about the future of the Objectiv chip -set and
the Rekursiv architecture. I very much hope
I'm wrong and the Rekursiv becomes a
roaring success, with the backing it so
clearly deserves. But I won't hold my breath.

Rupert Baines is a free-lance hardware en-
gineer in Hull, tel. 0482 219150.

Further reading
Atkinson. M.P., et al, An Approach to Persistent
Computing, The Computer Journal, vol. 26. pp.
360-365. 1983.
Harland. D. M.. A Recursively Microcodable Tag-
ged Architecture. ACM SIGARCH, vol. 14. No 3.
pp. 34-40. June 1986.
Harland, D. M., Gunn. H. I. E., Pringle. I. A. and
Beloit.. B.. REKURSIV - An Architecture for
Artificial Intelligence Proceeedings. Al Europa,
Wiesbaden, Sept 1986.
Harland, D. M., The Objective Chipset, Proc IEE
conference Current Trends In Parallel Processing,
Strathclyde. May 1987.
Nojiri. T.. Kawasaki, S. and Sadoka, K.. Micro -
programmable Processor for Object -Oriented
Architecture, ComputerArchitecture News. ACM,
vol.14. No 2, June 1986.
Thatte, S., Persistent Memory TI Engineering
Journal, vol. 3, No 1. pp. 151-169, 1986.

Microwave
testing complex

Hewlett-Packard and Ferranti Defence
Systems have collaborated to produce

one of the most complete r.f. and microwave
test systems yet seen in Europe, which has
recently been augmented by the inclusion of
more measurement facility and a greater
degree of automatic control.

The equipment uses a selection of H -P
bus -controlled standard instrumentation
and provides a test station for automatic test:
for design and development work; or for
computer -assisted design and manufacture.
It also keeps a log of results on disc for future
reference. Ferranti wrote the specification
and Hewlett-Packard has been able to satisfy
the requirements by, in the main, catalogue
instrumentation, further sections being
custom -designed. It was a fixed -price con-
tract and indicates the direction in which
H -P wishes to proceed, namely towards the
provision of complete measuring systems as
solutions to specific requirements.

Hewlett-Packard's r.f. and microwave test
complex, installed in the Ferranti factory at
South Queensferry, Edinburgh.

At the core of the complex is the 8510, an
r.f. and microwave vector network analyser,
which has built-in error correction and
which is capable of displaying up to 801 data
points. The instrument employs narrow -
band. frequency -selective techniques to
measure, in conjunction with a synthesized
sine source, transfer and impedance func-
tions of linear networks at low noise levels.
In addition to the 8510, the simpler 8756
scalar network analyser is included, using
broad -band techniques where noise
measurements are not of interest and where
input and output frequencies differ, as in
mixers, for example. Among the other in-
struments is a 3048 phase -noise measuring
set which demodulates the frequency and
phase disturbances of a signal, displaying the
results spectrally.

The complex is, naturally, installed in a
screened room, since the Ferranti factory is
in the business of making radar equipment.
transmitting in the band of interest.
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Telling the
driver where
to go
A revolution is under way in the
manner in which the drivers of
London's radio taxis will receive
instructions for their duties.
Voice -based systems are about to
he replaced with data -despatch.
which will not only make more
efficient use of the limited num-
ber of available radio channels.
but will provide a much more
efficient service overall.

With the voice -based systems
currently in use, the taxi des-
patcher broadcasts abridged de-
tails of each job. Drivers on that
radio circuit who are plying for
hire listen on their radios for a
job in their vicinity. The first
driver to respond is allocated the
job and given all the necessary
particulars over a voice channel.
Because of the quality of the
radio channel and bottlenecks in
the system it is not unusual for
ten minutes to have elapsed be-
tween the 'phone request for a
cab and the driver getting all the
details. To this delay must be
added the time that it actually
takes for the cab to get to the
pick-up point.

Dial -a -Cab is scheduled to be
the first of the London com-
panies whose system will go live.
It has already embarked on an
installation programme to fit all
1420 of its cabs with data termin-
als and expects to be fully oper-
ational before the end of the year.
Its system is being supplied by
the Canadian company Mobile
Data International (recently
taken over by Motorola Com-
munications) which has con-
siderable experience in this field.
And if there are no problems to
be ironed out, Radio Taxis (Lon-
don) will follow some six to nine
months later with its own MDI
system.

When a taxi driver begins
work. he will key his location to
the specially designed data ter-
minal. The system maintains a
queue of all cabs registered in
each of the zones into which
London is divided. A driver can
check at the touch of a button
how many cabs are queueing in
his and adjacent zones. He can
then decide whether it would he
advantageous to move to another

zone where the queue for jobs
appears shorter.

Once a request for a cab is
received at the operations cen-
tre, the operator keys details into
a v.d.u. It only takes seconds for
the system to work out which cab
is at the head of the queue in the
particular zone and send it the
details. The pick-up address etc.
appears on the 32 character.
four -line display of the terminal
in that driver's cab. He then hits
a button to accept the job and is
removed from the queue of cabs
plying for hire. Should he not
accept the job, it is passed to the
next driver in the queue.

The data communications sys-
tem must be designed to survive
in a mobile environment where
radio signals are subject to deep
fades. burst and random errors,
and multipath fading. A com-
bination of forward error correc-
tion (FEC) coding and automatic
retransmission (ARQ) techni-
ques must be used to obtain
reliable. error -free data trans-
mission.

However, to maximize the
throughput, the type of error -
correcting code must be chosen
very carefully to suit channel
characteristics. Burst error cor-
recting codes are better suited to
fading channels ( in which errors
occur in bursts corresponding to
the fades) than random error
correcting codes.

A code that requires few re-
dundant error -correcting bits
offers higher throughput. but
may be too weak to correct most
errors, and will result in repeated
transmission retries. On the
other hand, extremely powerful
error correction codes require
the retransmission of many re-
dundant error correcting bits
that in turn reduce overall
throughput. There is. therefore.
an optimum redundancy that
balances protocol efficiency
against error -correction power.

In the MDI system, a message
consists of a header followed by
the text message. Each header in
the transmitted bit stream con-
tains error detection and correc-
tion coding information. In addi-
tion. three copies of this header
are inserted at the front of each
transmitted text string. This pro-
vides a data redundancy factor of
200 percent, so that the correct-
ing power is 100 percent, and a
simple two -out -of -three major-

ity vote at the terminal can be
used to perform correction. Cap-
ture of a correct header ensures
byte synchronization, so that the
text message that follows can be
decoded even if badly garbled.

The text string is broken into
45 -character blocks. of which
there can be a maximum of
eight. and an FEC algorithm is
applied. This expands each 45 -
character block to 63 characters.
The aim is to reconstitute and
display the original message.
However, in order to maintain
the driver's confidence, it is im-
perative that erroneous mess-
ages are not displayed.

The FEC technique used is
effective on multi -burst errors
and random single -bit errors: it
can recover and correct a test
string if up to 17 percent is lost
or garbled; it reduces retrans-
mission requirements to less
than five percent of all messages.
assuming an average link bit
error rate of 1 x 10-2.

If a message cannot be display-
ed correctly after the first trans-
mission. up to four retries take
place automatically. The number
of transmissions needed to re-
generate a correct message are
reduced by the fact that, as the
message is split up and sent as
discrete blocks, forward error
correction is performed indepen-
dently on each of these seg-
ments. Consequently, if one or
more segments is uncorrectable,
valid segments are retained and
the terminal waits for a retrans-

mission. Thus there is a high
probability that it will be possible
to re -assemble the correct mes-
sage, since it is only looking for
"good" segments to replace ones
that were previously faulty - it
does not need to receive a com-
plete good message. The termin-
al will acknowledge receipt of the
message once it has received it
perfectly.

With an effective transmission
rate of 4800bitis it takes only
about a second to send an entire
message. This is obviously much
shorter than the time taken for
an equivalent amount of in-
formation to be handled by voice.
Furthermore, such a system
offers the potential to automate
other functions such as billing.

Transatlantic
ISDN chips
National Semiconductor and
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
have announced the general
availability of their first jointly -
developed ISDN components.
Although ISDN (see Towards
ISDN, Telecomms Topics, Au-
gust p. 774 and September p.
908) does not at present occupy a
major segment of the telecom-
munications industry, it is ex-
pected to have grown 40 -fold by
1992, when worldwide turnover
is predicted to reach $6538.2
million. As some 10% of this will
be in ISDN v.l.s.i. devices, the

Predicted worldwide spe iding on ISDN apparatus.
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strategic importance of this part-
nership can be readily appreci-
ated.

According to Aldo Romano of
the monolithic microsystems di-
vision of SCS-Thomson, "Both
companies have committed sig-
nificant resources dedicated to
the development of these and
future ISDN products. We are
focussing our attention to both
American and European market-
places." This is an important
factor as, according to Detlev
Kunz of National Semiconduc-
tor, there is a need to align the
standards adopted around the
world, to achieve economies. For
example, even though the 2B1Q
line code has been agreed in both
the USA and Japan, no such
agreement has yet been reached
in Europe.

The first chips are an interface
transceiver to meet the latest "S"
interface and a programmable
"combo" for digital terminals.
The S interface device, TP3420/
ST5420A, is a monolithic trans-
ceiver for ISDN applications. In
addition to all the functions spe-
cified in the CCITT 1.430 recom-
mendations. it implements all
the features needed for TE (ter-
minal equipment), TA (terminal
adapter), NT1 and NT2 (network
terminations) and PABX line
card applications. It supports
links up to 1.5km in point-to-
point and up to 200 metres in
point-to-multipoint configura-
tions (where up to eight termin-
als can be connected).

The device uses a high -
resolution phase -locked loop in
its receiving circuitry which is
claimed to provide transmission
performance far superior to the
minimum requirements of
1.430. Such performance en-
sures a low bit -error rate
throughout the network. regard-
less of the type of twisted -pair
wiring used at the S interface.

In addition, all activation and
"D" channel access algorithms
are handled automatically with-
out the need to invoke any action
from a microprocessor. Other
features of the device simplify
development of ISDN equip-
ment. For example, it can enter a
power -down mode for terminal
equipment that receives its pow-
er through the ISDN interface.
The p.1.1. also allows the chip to
synchronize itself with any clock
signal, satisfying the require-

ments to synchronize the entire
ISDN network.

The TP3076/ST5075/6 pro-
grammable combos for digital
terminals are second -generation
p.c.m. coder and filter devices
optimized for digital switching
applications on subscriber line
and trunk cards in digital 'phone
applications. Using advanced
switched -capacitor techniques,
they combine transmit bandpass
and receive low-pass channel fil-
ters with a companding p.c.m.
encoder and decoder.

NS has also developed a ver-
sion of its HPC microcontroller
core that contains added circuit-
ry to support ISDN system func-
tions. Its HPC16400 com-
munications controller contains
specific hardware, such as two
full -duplex HDLC (high-level
data link control) channels, a
serial decoder and a programm-
able uart. When used to imple-
ment ISDN in equipment at the
user's premises, the HPC16400
can support ISDN standards
such as X.25 LAPB and LAPD
(Q.921 and Q.931).

In addition to these chips,
which conform to CCITT stan-
dards. NS has also announced its
TP3401 digital adapter for sub-
scriber loops (DASL). SCS-
Thomson has the right to
second -source this device. This
is a low-cost, burst -mode trans-
ceiver for two -wire PBX and pri-
vate network loops up to 1.8km.
It uses techniques such as
scrambled alternate mark inver-
sion decoding to assure low bit
error rates on a wide variety of
cable types. While this is a prop-
rietary transmission scheme, it
offers single twisted -pair wiring
and is available at a lower cost
than the S interface which only
specifies 1 km (even though the
TP3420/ST5420A will support
1.5km) and so can be usefully
employed in PABXs.

Mercury
expands Centrex
services
Mercury has announced that the
capacity of its London Centrex
switch has been expanded from
10 000 to 28 000 lines. The com-
pany also plans to provide Cen-
trex services, whereby PABX faci-

lities are provided by the local
public telephone exchange. in
other major cities around the
country.

Mercury's is the first digital
Centrex service in Europe and it
has been available for customers
on Mercury's London Cable
Scheme since April 1987.
Charges for the service consist of
a one-off connection fee per ser-
vice line plus monthly rentals.

Centrex is well suited to com-
panies with several separate loca-
tions, and also to those that
quickly need to alter their inter-
nal communications system in
response to company growth or
relocation.

Benefits to the customer in-
clude the elimination of the need
for major capital expenditure.
Features available on Centrex are
enhanced by Mercury on a con-
tinuous basis so that customers
have the ability to upgrade
quickly and simply. External
calls are charged but calls be-
tween extensions are free.

PTAT-1
installation
begins
STC Submarine Systems has be-
gun the first stage of the under-
water installation of PTAT-1 (the
first private transatlantic optical
fibre telecommunications sys-
tem), co -owned by Cable and
Wireless in the UK and Private
Transatlantic Telecommunica-
tions System Inc. in the USA.

Three shore ends, at Manas-
quan, New Jersey in the USA,
Brean near Weston -super -Mare
in the UK. and Devonshire Bay,
Bermuda. have been installed.
Laying of the first five deep water
sections of the link will begin
later this year as part of the
overall programme which leads
to the provision of the UK -USA -
Bermuda section of the system
by July 1989.

The link will comprise three
working fibre pairs, two of which
will link the UK and the USA
direct, the third linking Bermu-
da and Ireland via branching
units. An additional spare fibre
pair may be switched into service
on a section -by -section basis to
enable the system to be main-
tained in service without the
need for ship repairs.

The two -fibre pair spur to
Courtmacsherry Bay. County
Cork in the Republic of Ireland,
due for completion in November
1989, will join the main trans-
atlantic link at a branching unit
100km off the coast.

The fibre pairs will operate at
420Mbit/s at a wavelength of
1300 nanometres, giving a
capacity of 5670 circuits per fibre
pair before the use of circuit
multiplication equipment. All
cable for the system will be pro-
tected either by extra sheathing
or by one or more layers of
armour wires.

Repeaterless
record
STC Submarine Systems is to
supply the world's longest
underwater cable link without
submerged repeaters. The $10
million contract for the cable is
between STC and the link's co -
owners Mercury Communica-
tions, the Netherlands adminis-
tration PTT Telecommunicatie.
and British Telecom.

To be known as UK -
Netherlands 12. the system will
link Aldeburgh. Suffolk, with
Domburg in the Netherlands,
over a distance of 155km. Com-
pletion is scheduled for summer
1989. It will be the fourth sub-
marine system between these
two points. all of which STC has
supplied.

The six fibre pair system will
operate at a wavelength of
1500nm at 140Mbit/s and each
fibre pair will be able to carry
1920 telephone circuits. This
basic total capacity of 11 500
circuits can be further increased
by upgrading terminal equip-
ment to operate at 565Mbit/s.

The system employs 1535
nanometre distributed feedback
(DFB) single -line lasers. These
have a very narrow spectral
width and will be used at this
longer wavelength where the
fibre attenuation is much lower.

Telecomms Topics is compiled
byAdrian Morant.
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The new Antex guide to
Temperature Controlled

Soldering
 New Temperature -Control 'Complete the coupon or chp to yourl

Products Launched business card and send for your copy
of "Precision Soldering"

 "How to choose the Right Iron Name

section. Company

 Full technical specifications of
I
I Address

the whole Alex -
range. -

ELECTRONICS
Mayflower House, Armada Way, Plymouth, Devon, PL1 1JX

Tel: (0752) 667377 Telex: 45296 Fax: (0752) 220363

ENTER 55 ON REPLY cARD
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INTEL 82786 GRAPHICS ENGINE
 Hardware Windows
 Drawing at 2.5 Million Pixels/sec
 Fill at 30 Mbit/sec
 BitBlt at 24 Mbit/sec

TT786-HARNESS THE POWER -£395
 IBM PC Add -In
 100% CGA, EGA, and VGA Compatible
 512 Kbyte to 4Mbyte Memory

Jc°
<2\' TT786 SOFTWARE LIBRARY ..£75
 C and BASIC
 Comprehensive Documentation

MMMMM 11111

MMOMMIN

..

MOONIMMO......
MOMS MEMO

MEMO MEMO:
MMMMM OS WOOL

TEKTITE LTD
PO BOX 5
FELIXSTOWE, IP11 7LW
SUFFOLK, ENGLAND
0394 -672117
TELEX: 987458

ENTER 58 ON REPLY CARD

Real Time /
In -circuit
Emulation Spir011E
 Connects to any existing development system e.g.

IBM PC, VAX etc.
 Universal mainframe design supports many

microprocessors through the use of low cost
configuration pods. To change processor simply
change the pod.

 Real time CPU emulation with no wait states,
provides powerful debug environment around users
target system.

 Fully symbolic operation with local symbol storage.
 Optional 2k x 48 bit real time trace and overlay ram

facility (up to 128K bytes).
 Use stand alone with dumb terminal or connect using

dual RS232 Ports, into development system.
 Up to 32 cycle -qualified hardware breakpoints

supporting range or wild card with logical connectives
(e.g. and, or, then I.

Configuration Pads Available
68010, 68000, 68008, 6809, 6802, 6800, 8086, 8088, V20,
V30, 8085, NSC800, Z80, HD64180, 6580816, 6502.

For a FREE literature pack or a no -obligation
demonstration PHONE NOW (0254)691131.
Designed, manufactured and fully supported in the
United Kingdom.

NEW MICROCONTROLLER
RANGE WITH

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

8051: (8052/32/51/31/59)

80515: (80512/515/535)

80C451: ZS8:

8048: (8048/50)

High Level Debug for PLM or

FOR FREE DEMO DISK RING NOW ON
(C2541691131

ALSO AVAILABLE 68HC11
FOR ONLY £1,995.00

NORAL MICROLOGICS LTD
Unit 6, Scotshaw Brook Industrial Estate, Branch Road,

Lower Darwen, Darwen, Lancashire BB3 OPR.
Tel: (02541601131

Telex: 635091 ALBION G (Att NORAL1
Fax:102541680847

ENTER 27 ON REPLY CARD
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LED GRAPHICS:
A NEW WINDOW ON THE WORLD

Large -screen LED video displays

Advertising and promotional displays

TOSHIBA

LDS ;f1 $
iii 1. 1.4

r.

*1411611.--

Cornoined text/graphic displays

INN& lea IL
Arrival and depart boards

LID Dot Matrix Nodule
 General Description
The LED used in this module include
oise each of rod and 9rean chips.

Calor of red and green is displayed
when ei ce- t ci-tp; is ON and
sober is displayed when borh, Chips
Ora on. MISF-R

iiipirrv*RED

Computer -generated displays

News and i iformation displays

Toshiba, the first name in LED modules, opens a new window on graphic
display media with the latest breakthrough in LED technology.

As easy to use as conventional CRT displays, oshiba's new LED dot-
matrix modules provide clear, colourful display of letters and graphics for the
coming generation of LED televisions.

Each module features an advanced gate array for interfacing with video
equipment and personal computers. And with versatile capabilities such as
superimposition and stop motion, these modules can handle virtually any
computer -generated graphic display.

Toshiba LED modules also boast a powerful, h.gh-speed 20 MHz input
clock, and 16 -gradient control for improved colour contrast. In addition, we've
successfully developed a new flat LED which provides a clear image from
any angle of view.

And in putting a system together, you can count on the support of Toshiba
engineers with extensive experience in the field.

For new possibilities in LED graphic display, look to Toshiba - the leading
light in LED technology.

electronica 88
Munich, 8-12 November 1988

Toshiba booth is located in

HALL 25, STAND 25 A9

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TLMM504A1 U
(New flat LED) TLMM502A1 TLMM501132

Toshiba Corporation, international Operations -Electronic Components: 1-1, Shibaura I -chome. Minato- kb Tokyo 105. Japan Tel 457-3495 Fax 451-0576 Toshiba (UK) Limited, Electronic Components Group:
Riverside Way. Camberley. Surrey GU 15 3VA. U K Tel 0276-694600 Fax 0276-691583 Rishibe Electronics Scandinavia AS: Gustayslundsvagen 141. 4th Ficor. S-161 15 Bromma. SwedenTer 46-8-704 0900
Fax 46-8-80 8459 Toshiba Electronics Europe OmbH: Hansaallee 181. 4000 DOsseldot f 11, F R Germany Tel (0211) 5296-0 Fax (0211) 5296-400 Toshiba Electronics Italians SRL.: Centro Direzionale Colleoni
Palazzo Orione-Ingresso 3 13° Piano) 20041, Aglaia Brianza (Milano). Italy Tel 039-638691 Fax. 039-638892 Toshiba [embanks Esparta, S.A.: Tories Heron Plaza Colon No 2 Torre u, Planta 6 -Pte -2. 28046

Madrid, Spain Tel (II 53-25-846 Fax (1) 41-91-266
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Fast Fourier transforms of
sampled waveforms

A procedure for the accurate determination of frequency as
low as half the frequency interval and higher than the

Nyquist frequency

Astudy of the results obtained by the
FFT algorithm for actual experimental
(and precisely known) digitally sam-

pled waveforms has led the author to a better
theoretical understanding of how the FFT
works. The result is an extrapolation proce-
dure which enables the accurate determina-
tion of unknown frequencies - to an accura-
cy far exceeding that defined by the frequen-
cy interval (F= (sampling freq.) + number of
points). Frequencies can be as low as F/2 for
cosine waves, and can be higher than the
Nyquist value of 1/2 sampling frequency.

One thesis that is here challenged is that
the FFT 'assumes' the waveform to repeat
itself before and after the sampled time
window. This is, one would suppose, a
hangover from Fourier series. It is suggested
that the FFT algorithm 'considers' the wave-
form to be precisely limited to what is in the
time window - with nothing happening
before or after. This is verified in the case of
square waves taken as a set of a small
number of pulses whose pulse width is equal
to the pulse separation.

Several articles have appeared in E&WW
dealing with the Fast Fourier Transform' 4.
In these one finds a 256 point Basic program
and a 128 point machine code program, both
for the BBC. The waveforms dealt with are
simple, theoretically evaluated waveforms in
which nothing of the complications occur-
ring in an experimentally obtained wave-
form actually appear. Omer gives a brief
mention of a "leakage" effect appearing'.

Witten5 gives a good description of the
effect of sampling on the frequency spec-
trum. The main diagrams are reproduced as
Fig.1 and are self-explanatory. Omer de-
scribes the spectrum obtained for sinewaves
of frequency greater than the Nyquist limits
as "mean i ngl ess"'.

Starting with Larsen and Dyvik's 256
point basic program, the author has ex-
tended it to apply to any number of points
(powers of 2) using the bit -reversal routine
given by Dvorak and Musset' . He then
followed Omer's example of setting up 'look-
up' tables - and constructed bit -reversal
machine code files and cosine files for 64,
128, 256. 512 and 1024 point transforms.
Page is moved down to & 1300 in Mode 7 for
the FFT calculations, and a lot of juggling in
memory locations is done - in fact even
saving the final result in an area of memory

0

S.E. GEORGEOURA

Slightly less than 2T

2T

rSlightly greater than 2T
la)

Slightly less
than 2T

31 41.

0

0

2T

2T 3T

Very low frequen y

b)

4T

Fig. 1. Diagrams due to Witten which show
the effect of sampling on the spectrum.

used up by the top part of the actual
program. LOMEM is also altered at the start
of the program to leave space for the final
results. Page is then lowered to & 1200.

The plotting program uses values of Real,
Imaginary and Amplitude which have
been stored as integers between -100 and
+100. This is restrictive, but at least enables
the use of Mode b - for high resolution and
for printing results on the graph. The data is
also plotted. The four channels can be
plotted singly or in any combination. A
shortened version only plots the modulus of
amplitude.

Both plotting programs can expand any
section of the graph until a minimum of 32
points is plotted on the screen. In any scale
one can view one section after another, so
that one can scan the whole graph at high
resolution. Using the extended version and a
program which can be 'chained' from it one

3

7T

Increasing
frequency

0

(and and
3 2_

2T 2T TT

can evaluate frequency. amplitude and
phase. One can also digitally filter (or add)
any frequency component (amplitude and
phase being also needed for adding a fre-
quency), with little windowing (usually res-
tricted to the first two or three points in the
restructured waveform

The shortened version will evaluate am-
plitude but not phase. It can display the
order of the harmonic of a given frequency
component relative to a fundamental fre-
quency. which is useful if we have previous
information as to what harmonics we are
looking for and is also useful if one seeks to
make sense of some of the spectra which are
sometimes called 'meaningless'.
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Lastly, the shortened version can display sio/27TF(L- Licosa
+ cos(2-RF(L- L8)))sina

the FFT of two waveforms obtained simul- Fo F
taneously, or concurrently. ReG((0)=2c, 27rFIL-L)

EXTENDING THE UPPER LIMIT OF Fo

MEASURABLE FREQUENCY (
L.,27rFIL+L)lf )

(
)'sinssin cosa 1 - COS

rTheThe problem is to get some sense out of a
supposedly meaningless spectrum which is
obtained with a sampling frequency that is
lower than the frequency to be measured. To
do this, the author wrote a versatile program
which enables one to use the same data to
obtain the results that would have been
obtained with a smaller sampling frequency,
e.g. with sampling frequency f, a given set of
data points was obtained. The resulting
datapoints with fs/2 will be deduced by
skipping every other datapoint, with f,/3 by
skipping two data points and taking the
third. etc.

By doing this and doing the FFT calcula-
tions to note the calculated frequency f every
time, the following result was obtained by
inspection:

correct frequency = m x F, ± f
where m = 0,1,2, ... an integer, F, is the
sampling frequency and f is the frequency
calculatcd from the FFT spectrum. Side -
bands are familiar enough so that F, ± f is
understandable. Do the higher orders come
because we have modulated pulses? The
above equation and the facility for determin-
ing a harmonic's order have enabled the
determination of a 40kHz square wave har-
monics with 33 VikHz sampling frequency
(Fig.2).

FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A
DIGITALLY SAMPLED WAVEFORM

Suppose one is sampling with frequency f
and N points are sampled. Consider a cosine
wave with amplitude A, frequency f and
phase x, when it is first sampled. Since
sampling starts at t = o and ends at
7=N11/0, then these must be the limits of
the (sampling) time window.

For the sake of generality, let the cosine
function be switched on for a time to= n
WO which is less than T as in Fig.5. The
frequency interval or the smallest increment
in the frequency domain is

F= 1/7= f/n

fitl= (Acoslwt+a)
0 otherwise

where Wil=2-iff,,, F= f/n,,.

The Fourier transform is given by"
1/1.-

G(w) f f(t)e-"dt

i/Po

=Ai leik.,1+.0+e-o.1-,-,,ije-i.(dt

e-w.+,..,H-01,11/r
_

2 -Ow -bin) -i(co-e0,1) j
We now write w=27Tf=27rFL

to=27rfl..

(where L is an integer. Lo is not necessarily
an integer) and separate real and imaginary
parts, giving

27rF(1.- L, )

F

ImG1w1=
A F

L")))cosa +sin127rFIFL- L8))sine/
( _cos/27TM-

2F,, 27TF(L- L)
FO

1 - cost2ITHF, cosa + sin (21TF( rt" +11sina
, r

27rF1L+ L)
F,,

It can be easily seen that
ReG( -L)=ReGIL)

ImG(-L)= - ImG(L)

which demonstrates the symmetry properties of the Fourier transform. Since negative
frequencies are unphysical and since the 'correct' frequency is mf+LF then a frequency - LF
will correspond to a positive frequency f - LF or NF - LF using the lowest non -zero value of
m.

This now makes it possible to write the symmetry properties as
ReG(N-L1=

ImG(N-L)= -1mG(L)
Thus, for 0.-5.L.N/2,

ReG(L)-
2F,,

(1_ cos2TrF1L-)sinsin aF
27rFIL-L)

cosoi+ 2TrFIL-L)27rFIL- L)
Fl, Fi,

1-cos2TrF(L-L,,)

AImG(L)=
2F,, 27rFIL-L)

cos + sin27rF1L-
L,,Isin

F
F

F11

IG(1.11'=112eGIL)12+11mG(L)12

grFIL- Lo)
.

GILIr-
4F,,- J12

F,,

A
iG(L)1=,L.,

F.7T L)
sin

FO

ITFIL-L)
F,,

The treatment above gives the frequency
spectrum of a cosine wave of amplitude A
and frequency f= LF. and phase x at t=o.

4444.5

22233 13333
21.123,

11111 '
11.21f

28
Pf1 Fr t

f :mum
131118,1
SPI'L lit 0
13333 if:

F.

Fitt 1'

Fig. 2. 40kHz square wave harmonics when
sampled at 33.33kHz.

No reference was made to an integer number
of cycles in the sampled window. It is easy to
see that instead of one single line in the
frequency spectrum one has a whole dis-
tribution obeying a sinc/cosc function. This
is in fact experimentally observed. The fluc-
tuations in the real and imaginary parts are
not apparent in the usual case in which t=7
i.e. F=F. This is because with F=F. the
argument of sine/cosine is 2 77 (L -L) and
this is a constant for all L. Thus only the
1/1L -L) behaviour is observed. If. however,
F is set equal to F/2 the oscillations are
immediately obvious.

The inverse FFT of the above spectrum

,,"t,,

1:15,16
131..

1.4%,
55.5'.

1121.1

511,1

1'26121;1

11414

91L 43

Fig. 3 3kHz wave, sampled at 3676Hz.
showing low -frequency alias at 735Hz (f).
Correct frequency = F5-f. Harmonics 2
and 3 coincide. Phase and amplitude in-
correct, but frequencies are correct.
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t=N/F

IIII 11111111,1, 10,11,11;1,11P; 1'

k[1.11111 111111111 LII

torno/F

Fig. 5. Cosine function switched on for a period to = no(l/f) less than Y.

1.11 241

Ill 111.1
2/.4% It I

1421
9.11.1

4.1141 ' 1.I1

11.5% 11111 14710

5211 t

I-

_.....-111PAPi

tA11172
Slit
21412 Mt

'11'21:1:

iI
1141514,

Fig. 4. 3kHz wave sampled at 29412Hz.
Harmonics 1 and 2 underlined.

14,2,1

111.5%

2113.1

''

Fig. 9. 512 -point FFT gives FREQ = =
2943.9Hz (Freq. interval = 57.445Hz)
and phase 0.068 radians.

7.1;7/1:11'

'1411

Sc4le 151.56X:
feral.)

1'701 Is
;35-

01114 II

Pin 1

116 I
'/''1!1% ""1

7145

2.111 is

1(11 7I

1*1 11

014 Ardhu

Fig. 6. A pure sine wave with F = F0, no
oscillation in real and imaginary parts
visible.

SRI 111/
flit? It

4,413

W11.111/

1111 4,

RIM . 41
111$- 11
WI -IN

OVi A,A404

Fig. 7. Pure sine wave with F0 = F/2,
showing oscillations.

1 3111

Fig. 8. Inverse FFT. Top waveform is input.
Two lower plots show real and imaginary
parts of reconstructed waveform.

.mr

Fig. 10. 64 -point FFT of same waveform as
in Fig. 9. Freq = 2945Hz, phase = - 0.068
radians. Amplitude depends on normaliza-
tion. Result is almost identical with that
from 512 -point FFT.

.11114V41

1Ir,to

11:

OP:

1

Fig. 11 and 12 show the effect of extending
the lower measurable frequency limit
300Hz is measured with a frequency inter-
val of 459.56Hz. Less than one complete
wave is sampled. Fig. 12 shows a frequency
error of less than 10%.

yields the original waveform restricted to the
same time interval t. Should one have
expected a repetition of the waveforms out-
side the interval t with discontinuities at
the boundaries of the t window.... as Omer
may seem to suggest? (p.23, E&11111 June,
1986).

The equations for ReGILI, ImG( LI and the
symmetry properties at N -L relative to L
enable the addition of a frequency compo-
nent of defined A,f, x If can be greater than
the sampling frequency!) to a frequency
spectrum. An inverse FFT will then yield the
reconstructed waveform with the added fre-
quency component.

PARAMETRIZATION OF FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM

We consider only the case in which F= F.
For a given L ( = (IF). the argument 2.Tr
(L -L) is a constant for all L. Since ,e is also a
constant then one can write,

ReGILI=f11L-L): ImG(L)=WIL-L)
for L # integer.

This is the behaviour expected of a single -
frequency component. If L is an integer
then all terms in ReGIL) and ImG(L) will be
zero except for the L=L term because of the
denominator

(L_Loisin x -->
1 x

This corresponds to the case in which the
time window contains a whole number of
cycles.

One should, however allow for the possi-
bility of some background term which may
result from the sampling procedure, round-
ing off error, experimental error. etc. If this
is assumed to vary little over, say, two
sampling intervals, then in the neighbour-
hood of a 'pole' one can assume its effect to
be simply the addition of a constant term.

ReG(L)=A-i-I,J1L-L):ImG(L)=A1+1,1L-L11
for L integer.

When f,,. f1 and L are determined, then
the chosen frequency component can be
digitally filtered by subtracting the pole term
from each frequency component.

DETERMINATION OF FREQUENCY
AND AMPLITUDE

This is most easily determined from the
modulus or (energy part) of the amplitude. If
F1 is the largest local value of the spectrum
corresponding to an integer L=L% and F.,
is the larger of the two neighbouring values
then, using the properties of the sinc func-
tion the peak value is a small distance a
(<1) from L% given by

= Fi +

a>0 if F., is the value of iG1 LI i at L= L,,% + 1
and

au<0 if F., is the value of IG/ILII at L= Logi) - 1

+ao
If one looks at the real and imaginary parts as
well then one can set L% to be that value for
which the functions have a sign at L% -1
which is opposite to that at L %.a is then
always negative i.e. L=L%-a. In each
case the frequency is FREQ = LF.

Since the background terms A0 and Al will
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affect the answer then only the pole terms in
the above parametrization should be used.
Moreover, to increase resolution the effect of
a nearby 'pole' should also be subtracted
before determining a,,.

The amplitude f, is determined by re-
membering that

sin7ra,
(F1)for harkground. etc 7ra

An outstanding feature of this method is
that the value of the FREQ obtained is
almost independent of the number of
Fourier points analysed, as seen in Figs 9 and
10.

EXTENDING THE LOWER LIMIT OF
MEASURABLE FREQUENCY

It is usually accepted that one should have at
least one whole cycle in the time window,
and this corresponds to the smallest fre-
quency reading of f/N.

Using the present theoretical derivation
one can measure a for Lo<1 by using the
'pole' behaviour for L>1 rather than for
values of L on either side of Lo. In this case, if
F1 is the value of G(L) at L=1 and F., is the
value at L=2 then

F' FREQ=11-anIFr -F.'
and 1, is still Fi Tralira)

This cannot be used for less than about
half a wave in the sampled window as, for
smaller sections of a wave, it becomes
difficult to differentiate a sine wave from a
straight line. Of course the same extension
does not apply for the case of a square wave,
as it will be indistinguishable from a pulse.
Figs 11 and 12 show the results.

MEASUREMENT OF PHASE

By dividing ImCI LI by ReG(L) one obtains.
using the previous parametrizations

11mG)L)1_11
I ReCIL) / f

(1-cos2THL-Lnlcostv+sin2TrIL-Lolsintl
L,,lcostx + (1 -cos217(L - Ldsina

Since 27i1L-L1=2Tra±- integer multiple
of 27r. then

fi= -cos2Tra,,lcostt +sin2Trasinoi

fo sin2Tra,,cosoi cos27ra,, sins

components one at a time and analyse the
'residue'. This may give us some data relative
to experimental error/accuracy. noise etc. -
or it may show the discrepancy between the
theory developed and experimental results.
The error is greatly magnified as the discre-
pancy is usually of the order of a few percent
of maximum amplitude but is made equal to
100% in the plotted waveform.

NORMALIZATION

In the software used GILITT,,. is set equal to
100%. Three methods of normalization are
useful.
(i) Pulse -type - data analysed as it is. This

gives a transform with C(0) = 100%
and hence gives the expected pulse -
type transform (generally accepted as
a sinc function of the form sin x/x.

Iii) Peak -to -peak - useful for repetitive
waveforms with the zero value of the
data being adjusted as 1/2 x (maximum
+ minimum values of data). C(0) can
now be used for confirm the value of x
obtained. Since every complete wave
will contribute zero to C(0) then only
the incomplete wave in the data will be
responsible for the value of C(0) Hence

)=-fa [sin(9771."+a i-sinni
47r

(iii) Average - use if C(0) is much greater
than all other values of CIL). By setting
0(0) = 0 all other CILls are scaled to a
higher value and the spectrum can he
more accurately analysed.

DIGITAL FILTERING

For L=L, tan a =fiff, but in general

sin27ran+(1- cos27ra11,,
tans -

(sin2Tra,1-11-cos2TraIfi

The BBC gives the answer to arctan as a
number between -7r/2 and 4-7112. The sign
of the numerator (corresponding to the sign
of the sine of the phase) then determines
which quadrant the angle x is in. The phase
printed on the graph is in the form of
number x Tr. If a frequency component is
added, then the phase is also fed in as a
number = /7r. loc = phase at t = o of the
particular frequency component. To calcu-
late relative phases of components see later.)

When a determination of FREQ. fa and x
has been made for each frequency compo-
nent, then one can filter out the individual

Two examples are shown in Figs 13 and 14
where the 50Hz mains frequency (appearing
because of the use of unscreened leads) have
been filtered. In the electro-cardiogram ex-
ample, odd multiples of 50Hz upto the 9th

harmonic were found and filtered out. The
expanded plot shows in greater detail the
relevant e.c.g. pulses.

The second example in Fig.14 is that of a
single pulse. The effect of filtering out two
different parts of the spectrum and the
corresponding reconstructed pulse are
shown.

PULSES

Before considering square waves, pulses are
dealt with, since square waves can be viewed
as a special case of a succession of equally
spaced pulses, with the pulse separation
equal to the width of the pulse.

oc

AT aAT
NAT

Fig. 15. Single pulse of consideration.

10, I 40,

Fig. 13 and 14 show examples of 50Hz
filtering. Fig. 13 shows an electrocardio-
gram and Fig. 14 is a single pulse with
different parts of its spectrum filtered to
show the effect of the reconstructed pulse.

Stat. 4
ler11/

DMA III
1.1118,1 II

---

1 I! CV!

Single pulse
For the above fit) in the time window, where
AT is the sampling interval 1=1/fs, the
Fourier transform is

La

via sit-alNa)
cos[ReG(L)=2FN

IN)
cos

singT Na) .
rrL17+ a/21ImCILI-1

2FN mta stn[

1

J

IN)
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where F=L/N, as before.

sing'

,)!COI= "a
2FN

for -N/2 N/2.

A comparison is made in Fig.16 of this
theoretical, well known transform of a single
pulse with that obtained by the FFT prog-
ram. The 'fit' is almost perfect. With the
value of GIL) normalized to 100% at L=0,
the difference between the FFT and the sinc
prediction varies by at most 1. Yet notice the
difference this 'slight' difference makes to
the reconstructed waveforms! The two print-
outs with filename SP/ST compare theory
with actual FFT. SP/FFT and SP/SINC give
the reconstructed (inverse FFT) pulses.

N.J.3;7 11.1111t

11

11.711IiT

aAT

I AT b AT

Fig. 17. Double pulse.

a AT

SPECIAL CASES

Two pulses. Using the result for one pulse,
one obtains

where frequency = Lx frequency interval
and normalizing these amplitudes so that
the fundamental has an amplitude of 100.
one obtains a consistent amplitude for each
frequency for 64-)1024 point FFT.
Phase. The phase that has been determined
in all the above cases is the phase at t=0. Let
us suppose that if x =0 for the fundamental
then the ml" harmonic has a phase value of
-yrn. When the value of x is not zero, then

sin(t)
(2.7LIT +a/2)+cos (2711(7+a + b+a/21)ReCILI= "a

2FN 17rLa l cos1N
N /

I N

with ImG(L) given by a similar expression
with sine replacing cosine. The modulus of
the amplitude is then

IGILII - "a
FN

. 7rLasin -N

irLaN
17rLIa+b)1
I N /

;17, Three pulses. Using the same procedure as
above

17I
P1. Fit

Ivry*
ScItt I
trett
Olt

MP 1

Fig. 16. Comparison of FFT and sinc predic-
tion.

03t -)(0t+ x. This effectively translates
t=t+d/03

Thus for the ITO harmonic
(OW(

wmt + + -+
wit

The quantity is the phase obtained in the
FFT calculation.

This phase now has values 13n,=m x
Using the results derived earlier: x = -0.49

= Ias sin( 7rLaiN11.11
+ 2cos

(2,ntla + b))1 7r; Yi=133-3 x(- 0.497r) = 1.027wy5=2.037r:
JC(L)i2FN La/N) y7=3.0312. The (3s are the phases printed on

the graph. For cosine terms, a phase of it,
37r,... corresponds to a minus sign: 27r, 47r...
to a plus sign. Thus the amplitudes are now,
taking the phase into account, 100(1,- +

1/2...) as is the well known result of a
square wave.

One pulse with a = N/2.

sin(2)
2FN

2 /

This is a sinc function with zeros at L = 2,4,6
.... If one ignores the value of C(0), then the
values of G(1):C(3):C(5) .... are in the ratio of
1: .... as expected for a repetitive square
wavt.

Two pulses with a = N/4, b = NM. Here the
sinc function has zeros for L = multiples of
4, but the cosine term which multiples it has
zeros for odd L. Thus the non zero terms are
for L = 0,2,6,10.14 Ignoring L = 0, then
the non -zero terms all odd multiples of 2,
with amplitudes in the expected ratio of

SQUARE WAVES

Frequency. The extrapolation method given
previously for a cosine waveform gives, still,
a very accurate evaluation of frequency. The
same frequency (with very small error) is
obtained with 128 points as with 1024
points. provided the neighbouring frequen-
cies can be resolved, i.e. their separation is <
5 frequency intervals.
Amplitude. One occasion. a variation f up to
±5 is noticed in the values of the ampli-
tudes. This can be corrected in the case of a
square wave by using the frequencies
obtained and by also finding the value of a -
which is the number of datapoints between
two points. By putting the amplitude as

nsi IT-(TrLa)

A- 100.

IN)
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[SATELLITE SYSTEMS
25 years of

geostationary
orbits

The first communications satel-
lite to get successfully into a
geostationary orbit and operate
therefrom was Syncom III, laun-
ched a quarter of a century ago.
This spin -stabilized spacecraft
and the technique for placing it
in the g.s.o. were the work of Dr
Harold Rosen (see photograph)
and his team at Hughes Aircraft
Company in the USA.

It was a case of third time
lucky. The first attempt to
launch a Syncom was made in
February 1963. but the apogee
kick motor exploded and des-
troyed the satellite. Syncom II
was more fortunate and in July of
the same year was placed in an
orbit which was almost but not
quite geostationary. A few
months later Syncom III
achieved the goal of operating
from a true geostationary orbit.

Before that date the use of the
g.s.o. was nothing more than a
theoretical possibility, proposed
by Arthur C. Clarke in this jour-
nal some eighteen years earlier
('Extra -terrestrial Relays'. Wire-
less World. October 1945). After
the early experimental spacecraft
of the late 1950s, the first work-
ing communications satellite
was Telstar. launched in 1962.
But this was not geostationary.
being in low Earth orbit. and was
only visible to ground stations
for about 25 minutes at a time.

It was the success of Syncom
III that persuaded Comsat to
utilize the geostationary orbit for
the planned Intelsat world com-
munications system. Comsat
asked Hughes to build another
spin -stabilized satellite for full
operation in a permanent ser-
vice. Called Early Bird, this satel-
lite started operation in 1965
(see May and June issues of that
year) and was later designated
Intelsat 1.

A crucial factor in Harold
Rosen's success in putting a
spacecraft into the g.s.o. was his
use of a transfer orbit. In general,
this is an elliptical path designed
to transfer a spacecraft from one,
low -altitude, orbit to another.
higher -altitude, orbit with the
smallest possible expenditure of
mechanical energy. Obviously
the less power needed from the
launching vehicle the lower will

I emmilriri
firan NM 111214T111%111111ft simo'I'

0

0

NI&
Pioneer Dr Harold Rosen (left) with the prototype of his Syncom
the first geostationary communications satellite. A colleague, Tom
Hudspeth, points to one of the fuel tanks of the new Intelsat P
which stands behind in the Hughes plant at El Segunco, Cal fornia.
Syncom, weighing only 35kg, would fit inside this tank. Intelsat VI is
120 times heavier at 4240 kg.

E art!) diameter
12756km

Perigee
ve102 km/s

200km
'-altitude

It,
Seellite accelerated via

N drift orbit into circular
geostotionory orbit

1.31 km is

Apogee k ck motor
fired

Apogee
v.17 km/s

E HIpt 1(11 hansfer
orbit

Sem - major uzis
a' elfrp,0

Fig.1. Principle of elliptical transfer orbit, as used by Harold Rosen
to put Syncom into a geostationary orbit and now standard
practice. The orbit shown here is an ideal one in the equatorial
plane. For simplicity the drift orbit phase is not included.

be the cost of launching the
spacecraft and the lower will be
the cost of the resulting com-
munications service.

In the g.s.o. case. the transfer
orbit is an ellipse which touches
a circular low Earth orbit at one
point (altitude about 200km) and
the circular geostationary orbit
at another point (altitude about
36 000km). The first point be-
comes the perigee of the transfer
orbit while the second point be-
comes its apogee (see Orbital
elements. November 1987 issue.
p.1158). Figure 1 shows the
general principle with values
corresponding roughly to a

present-day launching of a corn -
sat by an Ariane-3 rocket.

After lift-off the Ariane rocket
climbs almost vertically in an
easterly direction. burning out
its booster and first and second
stages. till it reaches an altitude
of just over 200km. At this point.
about six minutes after lift-off. it
has travelled approximately
1000km eastwards round the
Earth in a plane fairly close to the
equatorial plane. The rocket is
now also gradually turning over
so that it is travelling more or
less horizontally and parallel
with the Earth's surface. This
trajectory, virtually part of a low
Earth orbit. continues for a
further 10 minutes and a dis-
tance round the Earth of about
5000km, or 45°.

If the rocket were indeed in a
low Earth orbit it would of
course continue to travel round
indefinitely at a constant altitude
of about 200km. The equation of
motion of such a circular orbit is
v- = gR-/r. where v is the orbital
velocity (here 7.8km/s), g is the
acceleration due to gravity
(9.8m/s2). R is the radius of the
Earth and r is the distance be-
tween the rocket and the Earth's
centre. But in fact, with all three
rocket stages now fired, the vehi-
cle has already increased its
speed beyond the 7.8km/s neces-
sary to keep it in the circular
orbit specified by the above equa-
tion. The effect of this accelera-
tion is to throw the rocket out-
wards. away from the Earth, so
that it moves from part of a
circular orbit into an elliptical
orbit, as shown in Fig. 1. Cen-
tripetal acceleration is Or.

At about 18 minutes after lift-
off and some 6000km along this
new track. the first satellite (if
there are several being carried)
separates from the rocket and
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continues to travel onward in the
same elliptical path. Initially it
has a velocity in the region of
10km/s but gradually slows down
over several hours as it
approaches the apogee - rather
as a cricket ball thrown upwards
slows down as it nears the top of
its trajectory. At the apogee the
orbital velocity is only about
1.7km/s. In this region the
spacecraft does not 'need' as
much velocity to satisfy the
equation of motion for an ellip-
tical orbit (see below) because at
this great distance the Earth's
gravitational force is so much
less, in accordance with the in-
verse square law.

As the satellite returns to-
wards Earth it speeds up again
under the increasing attractive
force of the Earth's gravity. Re-
turning to the perigee some 101/2
hours after lift-off, it reaches an
orbital velocity of 10.2km/s.
Here again, this high velocity is
'needed' to balance the very large
gravitational force at the low
altitude of 200km.

The satellite is allowed to re-
main in this elliptical transfer
orbit as long as required by the
pre -arranged launching proce-
dure. In the case of the recent
ECS-5 comsat launch (Septem-
ber issue, p.905) this period was
just over 36 hours, or more than
three complete orbits. Here the
plane of the transfer orbit was
not exactly in the equatorial
plane as indicated in Fig.1 but at
a small incination of 7°. The
equation of motion of such an
elliptical orbit is

gR'(2a - r)v- -
ra

where v, g, R and r are as defined
above and a is the semi -major
axis of the ellipse (see Fig.1). The
orbital period here is

T =
27re2

and in the example shown in
Fig.1 works out to approximately
101/2 hours.

To propel the satellite from
this elliptical transfer orbit to its
final geostationary orbit an
apogee kick motor is fired by
telecommand at one of the ticnes
when the spacecraft is at the
36 000km apogee. With ECS-5
this was done after three com-
plete elliptical orbits, as the
satellite reached the apogee for

the fourth time. The resulting
acceleration to a higher speed
again 'throws the spacecraft out-
wards' and it now moves into a
drift orbit and finally into a
circular geostationary orbit (in-
clination = 0°) at an orbital
velocity of 3.1km/s. In this way
the manoeuvre is completed
with the least possible expendi-
ture of energy and propellant
fuel in both the launching rocket
and the satellite's apogee kick
motor.

ECS-5 was launched at 23.13h
UTC on July 21 and the apogee
kick motor was fired at 12.23h
UTC on July 23. using up 3.5kg of
the total 122kg of hydrazine fuel
carried in the spacecraft. The
satellite reached its initial posi-
tion of 16°E in the geostationary
orbit in mid -August.
 A cursory mention of centri-
fugal force in an earlier item on
celestial mechanics (February
1987, p. 159) gave rise to some
lively correspondence with a
reader on the question of
whether such a force exists in the
mechanics of orbiting satellites.
I should have added in my piece
that it is valid to conceive of
centrifugal force as existing
within a rotating frame of refer-
ence (e.g. as experienced by a
particular or person whirling
round inside a centrifuge) but
not in an inertial frame of refer-
ence (looking at the various
forces from the larger world out-
side the system). So it all de-
pends on where the observer is.

Cheaper vehicle
insurance

A satellite communications
scheme that could reduce insur-
ance costs for the world's road
transport industries has been de-
monstrated in Helsinki. Finland.
It was set up experimentally by a
manufacturer of anti -theft de-
vices for lorries, Peterwell Fin-
land KY, using the Inmarsat sat -
corns system. Peterwell's equip-
ment not only sounds an alarm if
a vehicle is tampered with but
also disables various parts of the
lorry's controls and mechan-
isms.

Insurance firms had already
told this company that they
would offer substantially re-
duced premiums if they could be
sure that the anti -theft equip-
ment installed was actually in

use. The purpose of the Helsinki
demonstration was to show how
a satellite scheme could provide
that assurance.

The anti -theft equipment, in-
stalled in a Volvo truck, was
connected to an Inmarsat
Standard -C data communica-
tions terminal which transmit-
ted a sequence of data each time
the equipment was turned on or
off. The signal was uplinked to a
comsat over the Atlantic Ocean
and downlinked to an Earth sta-
tion in the UK, from which it was
sent over normal international
telecom channels back to the
Peterwell office in Helsinki. Here
the data was processed and dis-
played as a graphical status re-
port on a v.d.u. screen.

Other information was in-
cluded in the data signal, such as
the temperature in the truck's
cargo area. It seems possible that
this could be expanded to give
information on such things as
position, mileage, fuel and load
statistics.
 Even though its second -
generation satcom system has
not yet begun operation. Inmar-
sat has already announced plans
for Inmarsat-3. This is likely to
use more advanced satellites
with multiple spot -beams and
the international co-operative
has asked manufacturers to
make proposals for such
spacecraft, to be available in
orbit by 1994. Meanwhile an
arrangement has been made for
China to provide tracking, tele-
metry and command services for
the coming Inmarsat-2 satellites
in the Pacific Ocean area. These
services will require a 24 -hour
dedicated tracking station and a
separate in -orbit testing station,
both to be operated by China
Satellite Launch and Tracking
Control General.

Tracking
Phobos

An interferometric radio tele-
scope with a very long baseline
(see August issue. p.779) will he
used by NASA to assist in its
current scientific space mission
to Phohos. one of the two natural
satellites or moons of the planet
Mars (the other is Deimos). The
purpose is to measure the posi-
tion and movement of Phobos by
the radio interferometric techni-
que in conjunction with Doppler
and range tracking.

Scientists are interested in
Phobos because its orbit appears
to he decaying. They think that
tidal forces - the unequal gravi-
tational attractions between
different parts of two bodies-- are
making the moon spiral very
slowly towards Mars and even-
tual destruction. Optical track-
ing is not really accurate enough
to detect this phenomenon. Only
active radio tracking. with a
transmitter actually planted on
Phobos. will measure the orbit's
rate of decay.

The Soviet Union launched
two scientific spacecraft in July
this year. Phobos I and Phobos 2.
and these are now on their way to
Mars. In about April 1989. while
orbiting the planet. these
spacecraft are intended to put

landers. carrying transmit-
ters. on to the surface of Phohos.
NASA's tracking system. part of
its deep space network. will also
he used to assist in these land-
ings before being transferred to
the main scientific task.

On Earth. signals from the
lander transmitters sitting on
Phohos will he picked up by
widely -spaced antennas for the
interferometric system. These
are NASA's 70 metre dish anten-
nas in California. Spain and Au-
stralia. plus a Russian radio tele-
scope in the Crimea. One of the
difficulties in measurement will
he that Phohos has a very short
orbital period. At an altitude of
6000km. it completes an orbit
round Mars in only 7 hours 37
minutes. As a result the interfer-
()metric and other radio tracking
of the lander transmitters will
only he possible for about IT
minutes of each orbit round the
planet.

From October until the end of
this year the interferometer
technique is being checked
under space flight conditions.
Scientists and engineers from 14
countries and from ESA have
taken part in developing scien-
tific instruments for the two
Phohos spacecraft.

Satellite Systems is written by
Tom Ivall.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Polishing machine
for optical fibre
connectors
A high -yield polishing machine
designed to produce optical -fibre
connectors has been introduced into
the UK by K -Tech.

It can be used with all major
connector styles. including FC/PC.
DIN. ST and SMA. The machine can
accommodate up to 12 connectors at
a time to make convex or flat end -
face finishes. Polishing time is
6.5min for 12 connectors. K -Tech.
16-18 Barton Road. Bletchley, Milton
Keynes MK2 31H. Tel: 0908 76353.

Optical signal measurements
Electro-optic engineers can
accurately measure optical signals
using any conventional oscilloscope
in conjunction with the 1103
Tekprobe power supply.

When the unit is used with the
P6701 and P6702 optical electrical
converters and the P6751 spatial
input head all oscilloscopes can
perform calibrated optical
measurements on both fibre -based

and tree -space signals. The Tekprobe
sends calibrated voltage signals to
the oscilloscope so users can make
average and milse-optical power
measurements. It also facilitates the
simultaneous display of electrical
and optical waveforms on dual -
channel oscilloscopes. Tektronix UK
Ltd. Fourth Avenue. Globe Park.
Marlow. Bucks SL7 1YD. Tel: 06284
6000.

Custom design service
A free custom design service for
Corstat and Corshield static
protection packaging products is
now available.

The company stocks a number of
standard sizes and designs for the
three types of containers it
manufactures: inplant handlers, bin
boxes for storage and transit packs.
Corstat is designed to protect all
static-sensitivk '  and

components from discharge
including p.c.bs. sub -assemblies. i.cs
and transistors. Corshield protects
against electrostatic discharge but,
because of the metal foil inserted into
the construction, it also provides
protection against electromagnetic
and r.f. interference. Conductive
Containers Ltd. Western Road.
Bracknell. Berks RG12 1QY. Tel:
0344 59911.

Variable size
instrument cases
Flexibility is brought to the design of
prototype and product ion runs by the
Powerbox Macro range of rack
mounting and tabletop instrument
cases.

Radiatron Components supply the
cases in flat -pack form to be
screwdriver assembled to the
required size. Individual full -rack
cases can be built in two depths (12.8
and 16.73mm) in heights from two to
eight modules. The enclosure
systems have integral heat sinks and
guide channels to hold p.c.bs, and
special grooves to hold tapped strips
for component mounting. Radiatron
Components Ltd, Crown Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 3ET.
Tel: 01-8916839.

Single unit analogue
and digital analysis
One PC controlled unit able to
perform analogue and digital
analysis is announced by Megger
Instruments.

OmniLab 9240 combines a
100MHz digital oscilloscope with a
time -aligned 200MS/s 48 -channel
logic analyser and synchronized
analogue and digital stimulus
generators. Both analogue and
digital traces are time -correlated on
to a single display and the stimulus
generators allow capture. editing and
play back of signals. New select
triggering combines the features of
oscilloscope and logic analyser
techniques with ram truth tables and
min/max time qualifications to
simplify the capture of rare events
such as missing pulses. bus
contentions and buried noise
glitches. Megger Instruments Ltd.
Archcliffe Road. Dover. Kent CM
9EN. Tel: 0304 202620.
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Dot matrix
replacements for led
displays
Designers can improve the
performance and appearance of
equipment without mechanical or
electronic design alterations using a
range of replacement displays from
Siemens.

The displays are dot-matrix direct
drop -in replacements for the
Siemens DL1414. DL2416 and
DL3416 four digit modules and the
Hewlett-Packard equivalents. They
are available with red, high -
efficiency red or green light outputs.
The 5 x 7 matrix format enables the
size of the available character set to
be doubled to 128. Siemens Ltd,
Siemens House, Windmill Road,
Sunbury -on -Thames. Middlesex
TW16 ?HS. Tel: 0932 752323.      e 
o f
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Telecomm relays
Miniature type 47 relays suitable for a
range of telecommunication
applications are available from
Devlin Electronics following the
company's appointment as
distributor for Meisei.

The range comprises six different
types with nominal coil voltages
from 5 to 48V d.c. and coil
resistances of between 45 and
3900ohm. Power consumption is
0.56W. The gold clad, silver
palladium alloy contacts have a
maximum switching voltage and
current of 125V and 1.25A. The relays
offer a mechanical life in excess of
20million operations. Devlin
Electronics Ltd. Unit 1, Sherrington
Way. Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4DQ.
Tel: 0256 467367.

Real-time image processing
Real colour and real-time image
processing are offered by Oxford
Framestore Applications' advanced
image analysis system.

The system is able to capture real
colour images at video rate, and can
average images in real time to sixteen
bit accuracy. Real time subtraction
and video peak hold to eight bits

extends potential applications to low
light level and thermal imaging,
security. X-ray and electron
microscope image noise reduction,
scientific data collection and particle
tracking. Oxford Framestore
Applications Ltd. 3 Membury Way,
Grovelands Park, Wantage, Oxon
OX12 OBP. Tel: 02357 66078.

ullu'ellmina

Signal generator
A non-volatile memory capable of
storing up to 40 different instrument
set-ups is included in the new SMX
signal generator available from
Feedback Test and Measurement.

The SMX is a modular generator
with four fixed frequencies 10.3,1, 3
and 15kHz) and offers a frequency
range of between 100kHz and
1000MHz. The generator's 10Hz
incremental setting makes it suitable
for carrying out narrowband testing.
A.m.. f.m. and pulse modulation are
all available. Other features include

IEEE488 bus interface for remote
control which is possible for listener,
talker and service functions. The
standard unit is overload protected
up to 30W. Full self -diagnostic
facilities have been included and test
points include all essential points of
signal generation and r.f. signal
levels, without having to open the
unit or use external measuring
devices. Feedback Instruments Ltd,
Park Road, Crowborough, East
Sussex TN6 2QR.
Tel: 0892 653322.

Airflow sensor protects equipment
Sensitive equipment is protected
from damage by using an airflow
sensor to monitor the velocity and
temperature of cooling airflows to
warn of degration or failure in a
cooling system.

The solid state device from
Cambridge Aeroflow has a fast
response time and no moving parts.
The sensor has already proved its use
in computer systems and other
electronic equipment. The output

will drive computer logic or can
activate alarms, relays or other
circuits. Normally closed versions
are available as well as manual reset
versions. Supply voltages are I1 to
25V, and dissipation is less than
0.8W. The device can either supply or
sink up to 100mA at 30V and thermal
response time is better than 3s.
Cambridge Aeroflow Ltd, Unit 23.
Bankside, Kidlington, Oxford 0X5
11E. Tel: 0865 841464.

Message mode on
data printer
Up to 15 stored messages can he
pre-programmed and printed out on
demand using the IPP144-40E data
printer from ITT Instruments.

Each stock message can be 40
characters long and can include up to
six spaces for variable data input.
Texts are located or edited from a
programmer, terminal or PC
through a serial interface, and are
stored in a battery maintained c-mos
ram. Message mode texts are called
up by a number code via a second
serial or b.c.d. interface, and can be
printed out with the date and time
from the built-in clock. The unit can
also function as a conventional data
printer. ITT Instruments, 346
Edinburgh Avenue. Slough. Berks
SL1 4TU. Tel: 0753 824131.

Signal source,
multimeter and
thermometer in one
unit
A portable d.c. signal source from
Universal Instrument which is
suitable for adjusting and calibrating
industrial instruments, transmission
lines, thermocouples for
thermometers and recorders can also
operate as a four -digit multimeter
and thermometer.

The Hioki model 7010 is powered
by rechargeable batteries or an a.c.
adapter and generates voltage and
current signals in the range 0 to
± 8.1V and 0 to ± 81mA. The unit
also produces six types of
thermoelectric power output for
types K, E, J. T, R and S. It has a
I.c.d., rotary function switches and
digital step or continuous control of
output levels and polarity. Universal
Instrument Services Ltd. Unit 62,
GEC Site, Cambridge Road,
Whetstone, Leicester LE8 3LH. Tel:
0533 750123.
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Slim fans for cooling
Fans which are suitable for high
density packaging applications
including computer disc drive
assemblies are available from
Dialogue Distribution.

They are designed to operate
within a temperature range of -10 to
+70"C and have a life expectancy of
40.000hr when operated at 40°C.
They measure 25mm deep. with a
frame size of 120mm square and have
an airflow caplcity of 114m `/hr.
Dialogue Distribution Ltd. Wicat
!louse. 403 London Road.
Camherley. Surrey GU15 MIL. Tel:
02:64;s2001.

Audio -frequency
pre -amp for car
radios
All the functions fora complete
audio -frequency pre -amplifier for car
radios - from source selector right
through to a quad fader output are
included in the Philips TEA6300.

The i.c. eliminates the need for
manual potentiometers that often
require as many as eight to ten
wipers and, unlike electronic

amp principle which introduces no
audible noise when the controls are
activated. The performance of the

TEA sound fader control circuit is
high enough to process signals from
compact disc players. a.m./f.m.
tuners. and cassette players using
Dolby B and C noise reduction. An
extra mute function is available that
can silence all channels while a radio
is searching for a station.

The TEA6300 gives 20dB of
amplification, and provides a
nominal 0.5V output signal into a
10kohm load resistance. It can
connect directly to two of the
company's TDA1514 amplifier i.cs: a
radio using this arrangement can
drive a load of 6W into each of four
channels, or 20W into each of two
channels. Mullard Ltd. Mullard
House. Torrington Place. London
WC1E 7HD. Tel: 01-580 6633.

Power meter for broadcast applications
Applications of Marconi
Instruments' new power meter
extend into broadcasting.
communications and radar.

These areas have been brought
under the domain of the 6960A by the
inclusion of a 3W sensor: automatic
signal averaging facilities: a kW
annunciator: and increased
simplicity of operation. The sensor
has a measurement range of -15 to
+35dBm over the frequency range of

10MI lz to 18GI lz. The maximum
hold facility allows users to make
unattended measurements on
amplifiers. transmitters etc. and to
retain the maximum reading
obtained. Nine non-volatile
memories in the 6960A incorporate
automatic functions which can he
chosen by from the front panel
keyboard. Marconi Instruments Ltd.
Longacres, St Albans. Herts OJN.
Tel: 0727 59292.
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Ozone -friendly aerosol
An ozone -layer -friendly aerosol for
electrical applications has been
introduced by Chemtronics UK. DPL
penetrates, lubricates, displaces
water and restores electrical values.

It is available in aerosol liquid form
for mass application. Chemtronics
UK. 16 Swanscombe Business
Centre. London Road. Swanscombe,
Kent DA10 OLH. Tel: 0322 846886.

Single axis indexer card
A command language that is
specifically for motion control
purposes is featured in Digiplan's IFX
intelligent single -axis indexer.

The indexer is easily programmed
over a standard RS232C link and is
equipped with on -card program
storage. As many as seven motion
control programs, each containing
up to 256 characters, can he loaded.
For applications that demand

simultaneous control of several axes
of movement. up to eight of the
indexers are daisy -chained together.
The unit generates all clock and
direction signals necessary to control
motor velocity, acceleration.
position and direction. Parker -
Digiplan Ltd. 21 Balena Close.
Creekmoor. Poole. Dorset 81 117
71)X. Tel: 0202 690911.

High-speed glue
dispenser
Optical correction produces
accuracy at high speed in the latest
Fuji II glue dispenser for surface
mount p.c.bs. The unit can be
integrated into a Fuji automated
component placing line or used as a
stand alone system. It can take
boards sized from 100 x 60mm to
475 x 356mm. Astro Technology
Ltd. Astro House. Little Park Farm
Road. Segensworth West. Fareham.
Hants P015 STD. Tel: 04895 77233.

E.m.i. filters for
power supply
applications
In power supply applications the
MTY223NB series of miniature e.m.i.
rejection filters from EEC
Electronics provides high
attenuation over a wide hand of
frequencies from 10 to 1000MIlz.

The filters measure 9 x 4.2 x
8mm and are made up of a
combination of Melf tubular ceramic
capacitors. Cerachips and magnetic
ferrites head cores. They are availahle
with capacitances ranging from 270
to 33.000pF. The noise rejection
hand is determined by the
capacitance value chosen. ECC
Electronics (UK1 Ltd. 9 Blenheim
Road. High Wycombe. Bucks IIP12
3RT. Tel: 0494 450716.
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Signal generator
Low distortion and a frequency
spectrum down to 10011z are offered by
the Model 360A 100MHz general
purpose signal generator from
Quartzlock Instruments.

Harmonic distortion is -40dBc and
modulation distortion is about 0.7%.
Non -harmonic distortion is - 80dBc
and output level accuracy at 1MI lz is
±2dB. The unit is also available with
enhanced specifications including an
harmonic distortion figure of less than

- 50dBc. The carrier range of this
model is 1 DIMI lz and the modulation
level control has a resolution of ten
times that of the general purpose
model. Either model is suitable for use
by unskilled personnel and
applications include quartz filter
testing and h.f. receiver and
transmitter testing. Quartzlock
Instruments. Moor Road. Staverton,
Devon TQ9 6PB.
Tel: 080426282.

Sweep generator for up to 26.5GHz
Communicat ions, radar systems and
components operating above 20G1lz
can he tested by Marconi
Instruments' 6313 programmable
sweep generator.

The frequency range covered by
this instrument is from 0.01 to
26.5C11z. The model has a digital
sweep capability to provide fast.
accurate control of the sweep

frequency via the GP111 port. This
allows sweep repeat ihility and sweeps
of 400 points can he achieved in
100ms. Calibration is carried out in
approximately 17min and five
calibration stores are available for
full -hand and restricted -frequency
calibration. Marconi Instruments
Ltd. Long -acres. St Albans. Herts
MA 01N. Tel: 0727 59292.

Automated inspection system
Surface defects on silicon wafers can
be visually inspected by the Model
9000 in -line process control system
from ADE Corporation.

A robotic arm wafer handler
transports the wafer onto a vacuum
chuck within the station. The
operator is able to rotate and tilt the
wafer under a light source.
inspecting for visible faults. The
defect code is then entered into a key

pad, routing the wafer to the proper
cassette for further processing. The
system accommodates five
functional stations and is
configurable to meet a variety of
applications. It includes a PC
controller and an optional SECS II
communication interface via a
RS232 port. ADE Corporation. 77
Rowe Street. Newton, Massachusetts
02166. USA. Tel: 617 9690600.

Better surveillance in low light
The blur -free image capture of moving
subjects at low light levels by the
Starsight VI. intensified c.c.d. camera
improves surveillance and security
measures.

This camera. the 11R604/MCP. uses
a Philips NXA1011 sensor. fibre -
optically coupled to a Mullard XX1500
second generation MCP intensifier.
The tapered optical fibre coupling

block is bonded to the c.c.d. sensor hut
pressure coupled to the intensifier for
serviceability. For ultra -fast shuttering
times. the intensifier is gated to reduce
the image motion blur down to about

Prostab International Ltd. Boyn
Valley Trading Estate. Boyn Valley
Road. Maidenhead. Berks SL6 4EJ. Tel:
0628 784931.

Decade resistance
boxes
A range of ten precision decade
resistance boxes measures from 1 to
111ohm with a choice of 4. 5. 6 or 7

decades.
For ease of operation 11. Tinsley

has positioned each decade reading
directly above the corresponding
decade switch. The instruments are
housed in dust proof cases with
shielded terminals and give an
accuracy to ± 0.01%11. Tinsley & Co
Ltd. Standards I louse, 61 Imperial
Way. Croydon, Surrey CRII4R R. Tel:
681 84:11.
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HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICES

4 -11GHz SATELLITE TV
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

RECEIVERS, LNEYs, LNC's.
FEED HORNS, ANTENNAS.
ANTENNA POSITIONERS,

POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

For further details contact:

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way, March,
Cambs PE15 8QW
Tel: (0354) 51289
ENTER 13 ON REP1.1. CARD

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD
Man ulacturers. importers and suppliers of worlc famous communications products
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD. OLDBURY B69 IRJ
TEL C21-544 6767 FAX. 021-544 7124
Amateur Radio. Business Pad in Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna systems

n icortf YAESU 414 cAl FOR THE LATEST
N TECHNOLOGY IN SCANNING

100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE BOX! 1, RECEIVERS

THE YAESU FRG9600 SCANNING RECEIVERS
Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your
requirements both in cost and performance?

 All Band Capality. LW MW. SW VHF LDw An -bang. 137 HF Hmh Mann . o ohlF High T

UHF.CB Cellular All broadcast kr sane Amateur Buswess F7.10µ, Military TV Gelatin( op r., ..,woctit Res unit
roue suitable . use in any country as all bands cohannel steps are now available dePendwg on options
All Mode Capability Am ngfrps, nodes) 158 USB VAN° °Moon available (NTSC PAL 5 S6MINIF1
Selectable Frequent- y Sit-ps modes have selectatle tuning steps Much allow last and easy neguency chanci

'Armories Scam,,,K) Any traguency in We range can be entered stored onto a mervey and selected scanned n
n. PNTPT-PPodlAPPMWAPP chworwlnegvencv while searchong orb, bunts channels Modes .1

 Fully Computer Compatible. Yaesus CAT system is a standard Nature and a RS232 onteetace is available plus othr
nfertaces tee pow, HOME cOneauters Wee this feature memories ran De expanded arid the unit can be owner,
. echo:Wed oa a modem

 Clock Function. Doc* honcho', acloovs tome Ormgong and auto switch (walla, the receiver

 160 Receiver Sensitivity. In ere range 60-950MHz a elarcal receiver is er 12dB SINAD (FAN on are ram.
I 6MHt-63 000MHz AN foe 12.38 S1NAD (FM1 below t 6CUMHz senseney is comically ,NoV S metev tuncnon allow
dmnal held strength rneasuremenr

 13.81105 DC Operation. This rev, Operates dr 73 8V DC ao IA road Much cluoves noodle portable base Operabon

 Matchirg Antenna Options. Man-lng anteewas tor portable mobile toedapplreatrons are cleanable cassock weloode

Please ash too lull colour brochure and *gaoled specthcaltons Mli2 versions are available wan coverage
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For BBC B, B

5 EASY -PC ,k :)
PCB layout and schematic .
design for IBM PC-1T/AT

:i
C.

and clones inc. Amstrad
ck
CD CD

\ cogood
Cr( ___,..D Icy, 0 0

f , and
Master, and IBM PC/XT/AT
-clones inc. Amstrad 1512
and 1640 .....

Analyses circuits for GAIN. PHASE,
INPUT IMPEDANCE. OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE, and GROUP DELAY.
over a very wide frequency range. -

Can analyse the frequency -

performance of complex circuits
containing Micro -strip and Coaxial .

Transmission lines. Bipolar and Field
Effect Transistors. Operational

Resistors, Capacitors.Amplifiers.and
Inductors etc.

BBC range at £130
PC range at £195 .

SS Si
R I %) S2

..

K

' e
SR

- -42orr --

- - ' -

1512 and 1640 .. .
CD C3

EASY -PC must be the best R "value (\ok o
PCB layout program avaiable, and R

0
CD

its also very good for schematics. "
There's no bells and gongs. but % "everything else is so quick that you'll q. / cl00000cto
still get the job done quicker than the .k CD

competition. Standard output is to dot " " 00000000
matrix printer - Pen -plot and Photo- " "
plot drivers available, a !Ca C17----

Price from £95.00 O

Z -MATCH .. ..

, ..,

Smith Chart Program for
IBM PC/XT/AT and clones .: , . .-,

inc. Amstrad 1512 and ,.,."'
1640 _

-

Takes the drudgery out of matching

_

-
problems. Includes many more ' _

features than the standard Smith -
Chart. Provides full calculation of all ' -
parameters, Allows for line loss,

- ... ...

Complete with full manual including
worked examples of common
matching problems

£130, for PC/XT/AT etc. £65.00 for
BBC B, B , and Master

All prices EX VAT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:

REF WW
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LIMITED
Harding Way.
St. Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE17 4WR.
Tel: St. Ives, (0480) 61778

We provide full after -sales support with free telephone
"hotline help" service. Software updates are free within
6 months of purchase.
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High power bench PSUs from

KENWOOD

 Current to 30A, voltage to 110V
 Wide model range, 22 versions
 Analogue or digital meters, rack mount
 IEEE -488 interface option
The TRIO connection. Trio is a trade name of the giant
Kenwood Corporation of Japan. The well known family of
Trio test equipment now carries the Kenwood logo.

Let us send you data on the product featured
above and update you on the extensive Kenwood
instrument range.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd.
Burrel Road,
St. Ives. Huntingdon,

IThurlbyl
Tel:
Cambs(0480)PE1 7 4 3L 5E

Digital storage from

KENWOOD

 10 Mega Samples/sec on both channels
 Stored and real-time waveforms on -screen

together
Full cursor measurement facilities

The TRIO connection. Trio is a trade name of the giant
Kenwood Corporation of Japan. The well known family of

Trio test equipment now carries the Kenwood logo.
Let us send you data on the product featured

above and update you on the extensive Kenwood
instrument range.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd,
Burrel Road,
St. Ives, Huntingdon,

SThlirlbyt Cambs PE174LE.
Tel: (0480) 63570
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COMMUNICATIONS
Meteors in
uniform

The resurgence of interest in
meteor -scatter burst techniques
for medium -distance. point-to-
point and ground -to -air com-
munications or the recovery of
data from unattended remote
sensors has been reflected in a
Royal Signals trial carried out
last year between Krefeld and
Berlin (a path length of roughly
500km). As described by Major
C.J.Whittaker in the Spring 1988
issue of The Journal of The Royal
Signals Institution. the trials
once again snowed that meteor
trials could provide reliable low
data rate circuits, resistant to
jamming as well as auroral or
polar cap ionospheric disturb-
ances at costs significantly below
satellite systems suitable for
rapid -deployment applications.

Disadvantages include the
absence of an instantaneous or
speech capability, other than for
short voice -synthesized com-
mands. and an average data rate
roughly equivalent to manual
morse code.

The 1987 "MCC520" trials
used a duplex link on frequencies
in the range 40-50MHz. bi-phase
p.s.k. mode and transmitter
powers up to 500 watts. Over a
three-day period in one of the
least favourable months for
meteors, an average data'rate of
25bitis was achieved - slightly
higher than the 20bitls reported
by RAE for the 1986 "Blossom -A"
experiments.

Major Whittaker ascribes the
renaissance in the 1980s of com-
mercial and military interest in
meteor burst communications
(m.h.s.) to the advent of v.I.s.i.
and digital techniques and the
slow -down in available com-
munication satellites and their
increasing cost. at a time when
h.f. communications was still in
decline for long-distance com-
munications. Meteor trails can
provide communications over
distances of about 500 to a max-
imum of 2000km. Waiting time
between usable trails increases
significantly for path lengths be-
low about 500km. The system
can use frequencies between ab-
out 20 and 120MHz. but the
lower frequencies are subject to
ionospheric disturbances and in-
terference while waiting time
increases as frequencies rise. In
practice about 35 to 55MIlz is

optimum. A complete m.b.s. sys-
tem between two users would
cost about £80 000.

The scattering geometry of a
specific trail is such that the
m.h.s. signals are receivable only
within a restricted "footprint" of
the order of 50 by 20km. This
permits frequency re -use as well
as offering important advantages
in that interception or jamming
is extremely difficult if not im-
possible from sites outside the
footprint. It is also predicted that
m.b.s. would be much less
affected by high -altitude nuclear
explosions than satellite or h.f.
circuits. Paths would be partially
open within a few minutes of the
explosion and full recovery with-
in about five hours. Bulk encryp-
tion of burst data has been shown
to work. Future possibilities
might include spread -spectrum
techniques and dispersed receiv-
er terminals in different "foot-
print" areas linked by terrestrial
circuits to increase data rate.

Despite the increasing use of
high data -rate and burst sys-
tems, a Royal Signals training
advisory and control team
(TACT) study has concluded that
there will be a firm requirement
for morse radio -telegraphists ex-
tending into the 21st century.
But, the study notes, at present
about half of the 1500 Royal
Signals telegraphists are over-
trained and under -employed as
radio -operators and are "very
dissatisfied individuals". It has
recommended that the total
should be reduced to about 800
with morse training to 15 instead
of 18 words per minute
(keyboard to 36 w.p.m.) with
only a few operators trained to 20
w.p.m.

How secret is
secret?

When Proc. IEEE (March 1979)
published a 30 -page tutorial pap-
er "Privacy and authentication:
an introduction to cryptogra-
phy") by Whitfield Diffie and
Martin Hellman (supplementing
their 1976 "New directions in
cryptography" (IEEE Trans. In-
formation Theory. November
1976). it sparked off a row during
which the National Security
Agency sought to introduce new
restrictions on the publication
by American scientists and en-
gineers of defence -sensitive pap-
ers. Diffie and Hellman stressed

that the study of cryptography.
once of interest primarily to
military and diplomatic com-
munities. is now of vital import-
ance far beyond these limited
areas. Electronic mail. electro-
nic transfer of funds. huge data-
bases of sensitive medical and
personal histories stored in com-
puters with dial -up capabilities.
even subscription and pay -as -
you -view television, have en-
sured that cryptography touches
almost everyone in society.
There is now a vast amount of
information available to an
eavesdropper. with technology
making eavesdropping easier.

Diffie and Hellman were parti-
cularly concerned to publicize
the advantages of the then new
public -key (two -key) ciphers. as
opposed to the Data Encryption
Standard (D.E.S.1 algorithm
established for secure commer-
cial use by the US National
Bureau of Standards. They
showed for the first time in pub-
lic that secure communication is
possible without any transfer of a
secret key between sender and
receiver. so starting off a decade
of controversy that continues
unabated to this day.

The D.E.S. algorithm was sub-
mitted originally by IBM in re-
sponse to an invitation to indus-
try for an encryption system suit-
able for government and com-
mercial communications that
would remain secure despite the
algorithm being made public.
D.E.S. provides only a 64 -bit key
although it is recognized to be an
extremely good cipher with an
unfortunately smal. key. At first
NSA denied that it had influ-
enced NBS in adopting a key of
only 64 bits. but a US Senate
committee in 1977 ascertained
that the original submission by
IBM included what amounted to
a 768 -bit key. There was a gener-
al feeling that D.E.S. would have
a limited lifetime of about ten
years.

In its May 1988 issue. Proc.
IEEE devotes 100 pages to a
special section on cryptology,
including seven specialist pap-
ers. Paradoxically, these show
that while nobody has yet re-
vealed publicly any weakness in
the D.E.S. algorithm that could
be exploited other than by some-
thing significantly better than an
exhaustive supercomputer
attack. several of the public -key
proposals have fatal weaknesses.
including the Merkle-Hellman

trapdoor -knapsack systems
Only the RSA (Rivest, Shamir,
Adleman) algorithm, the use of
which requires much greater
computer power than D.E.S.. re-
mains a significant contender. At
present the very attractive fea-
tures of public -key cryptosys-
tems are bought at the expense of
speed: RSA chips work at only a
few thousands bits per second
maximum: D.E.S. chips are
available for many million bits
per second. But this difference is
not theoretically inherent in
two -key elphers.

In Electronics Letters (21
July. 1988) Yang Xi Yian of Bei-
jing University of Posts and Tele-
communications shows that a
public -key system based on mat-
rix rings, proposed recently by
his colleague. Xiao Rong, can be
broken. He has. himself, in 1987
proposed new public key systems
(Electronics Letters, Vol.23.
pp560-1, 934-5) which he be-
lieves have not been broken and
has invited cryptanalysts to
attack his systems by any method
in order to determine whether
they really are secure.

A radically different concept
was proposed in 1982 by Bras-
sard. Breidhart and Wiesner, cal-
led quantum cryptography and
based on the uncertainty princi-
ple of quantum physics. This
could not he broken by the estab-
lished principles of cryptanaly-
sis: however, the concept has yet
to he translated into a practical
cryptosystem.

The need to subject high-
grade ciphers to skilled attack by
the best available cryptanalysts
was proven by the Poles in July
1941. Wladyslaw Kozaczuk in his
book "Enigma" relates how, at
that time. Marian Rejewski and
Henryk Zygalski, the highly -
skilled cryptanalysts of the Pol-
ish Z team (who earlier had made
the original breaks into Enigma)
and were then working with Gus-
tave Bertrand at the secret
"Cadix" station near Nimes in the
unoccupied zone of France,
broke the high-grade Polish
Lacinda (LCD) rotor machine in
a few hours. This caused const-
ernation because LCD was being
used on the important covert
radio link to the Polish radio
centre at Stanmore. near Lon-
don. Fortunately LCD had not
been broken by the Germans.

Radio Communications is writ-
ten by Pat Hawker.
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[TAYLOR RF/VIDEO MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

MEASUREMENTS
MADE EASY

UNAOHM FSM5987 T.V. FIELD STRENGTH METER

INPUT
Sensitivity: from 20dBuV to 110dBuV (-40dBmV to 50dBnnV: or 10uV to 0.3V.

n eight 10dB steps.

Reading: dB reading proportional to peak value for video signals, proportional
to mean value for AM or FM sound signals. For both signals scale
calibrated to rms value and expressed in dBuV Two more scales are
available volt from 0 to 50, and ohm from 0 to 2000 ohm. Battery
status is also provided

Accuracy: +/- 3dB for bands I & III +/- 6dB for bands H & IVN

Impedance: 75 ohm unbalanced. DC component blocked up to 100V

FREQUENCY
Range: 46 to 860 MHz as follows Band I 46 to 106MHz

III 06 to 206 VIHz
I- 206 to 460MHz

IVN 460 to 860 MHz

Reading: 4 digit LCD readout 100KHz resolution

Price: £378.00 exc. VAT and Carriage.

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND.

1 TEL: 061-652 3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061-626 1736
ENTER 14 ON REPLY CARD

Acce,

UNAOHM EP741FMS
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Frequency
Range:

Frequency
Reading:

Function:
TV Monitor

Panorama:

Panorama
Expansion:
Analogue
Measurement:

Continuously adjustable via a geared -down vernier as follows
IF 38.9MHz
Band I 46 to 106MHz
FM Band 88 to 1 08MHz
Band III 106 to 290MHz
Band H 290 to 460MHz
Band U 460 to 860MHz
TV Bands - 4 digit counter with 100KHz resolution
FM Band - 5 digit counter with 10KHz resolution
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/-1 digit.

NORMAL: picture only
ZOOM 2 to 1 horizontal magnification of picture

-
picture + line sync pulse [with chnornaburst if TV signal
is coded for colour)

panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected
band and of tuning marker
Adjustable expansion of a portion of the spectrum around the tuned
frequency.

20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calib-
rated in dBuV (at top of picture tube) to rms value of signal level

DC/AC Voltmeter: 5 to 50V
Measurement
Range:
Measurement
Indication:

Video Output:
DC Output:
TV Receiver:

Additional
Features:
Price:

20 to 130dBuV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands;
-60 to 130dBuV in nine 10dB steps for IF.

ANALOGUE brightness stripe against calibrated scale
superimposed on picture tube. The stripe length is proportional
to the sync peak of the video signal
BNC connector 1Vpp max on 75 ohm.
+12V/50mA max. Power supply source for boosters & converter

tunes in and displays CCIR system I TV signals. Other standards
upon request.

(1] Video input 75 Ohm. [2] 12V input for external car battery.
(3) Output connector for stereo earphones
£1344.00 exc VAT and Carriage

UNAOHM EH 1000 TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER
Function:

RF Input:

Video Frequency
Input:
Teletext Input:
Teletext Clock
Input:

Oscilloscope:

Price:

Eye Pattern. display of RF and video -frequency teletext signals by
means of eye pattern diagrams both in linear representation and
lissajous figures [0 and X). Line selection: display of video signals
and line by line selection. Measurement of modulation depth
Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages.

Freq. Range: 45 to 860MHz. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel
recall facility. 50KHz resolution, 30 channel digital memory Level:
40 to 120dBuV; attenuator continuously adjustable. Indication of
the minimum level for a correct operation of the instrument.
Impedance: 75 ohm. Connector type BNC
Minimum Voltage: 1Vpp. Impedance. 75 ohm or 10K ohm in case
of a through -signal. Connector type. BNC.
Voltage 1Vpp/75 ohm.
Voltage: 1Vpp/75 ohm. Measurement. Aperture of eye pattern:
linear or Lissajous figures, selectable. Indication: directly on the
picture tube. A calibrated scale shows percentage of eye pattern
aperture Error: the instrument introduces an error of <. 5% with
video input and 20% with RF input. Jitter on regen'd clock 25ns.
Line selector. Selection of any TV line between the 2nd and the
625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.

VERTICAL CHANNEL: Sensitivity. 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency
Response: DC to 10MHz. Rise time pre & overshoot 2%. Input
Coupling: AC. Input Impedance: 75 ohm/50pF.
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 20 to 10ms (1.1/2 frames); 32;
64/192us [1/2; 1; 3 lines). Linearity: +/-3%. Horizontal Width:
10 divisions: x5 magnification
£1670.20 exc. VAT and Carriage



RESEARCH NOTES
Fifth force - the
evidence grows

British and American physicists
have recently come up with what
looks like sound evidence for a
fifth fundamental force of na-
ture. This fifth force, if it really
does exist. would add to the long
established forces of gravity,
electromagnetism and the so-
called strong and weak nuclear
forces.

The first direct evidence of a
fifth force came in 1922 when the
Hungarian physicist Roland von
Eotvos made accurate measure-
ments of the periodicity of pen-
dulums made of different mate-
rials. Eritviis found apparent dis-
crepancies in the value of g, the
gravitational constant. but put
them down to experimental
errors.

In 1985, a team at Purdue
University re -analysed Eotvds's
results and concluded that the
'discrepancies' were in fact evi-
dence of a new force that acted
against gravity. but over a much
shorter range. typically
hundred metres. Moreover the
different effects of the new force
on different materials could be
explained on the assumption
that it acted only on nuclei and
not on the whole atoms.

Evidence has continued to
accumulate for the fifth force,
though none of it has been whol-
ly conclusive. One experiment
down a mine in Queensland set
out to measure the rate at which
gravity decays with depth. As one
nears the centre of the earth the
pull of gravity should decay prog-
ressively because there's less
earth underneath. But in this
experiment it didn't seem to de-
cay nearly fast enough.

Last year the opposite
approach was tried up a 600m
television tower in North Caroli-
na when yet further anomalies
were observed. Could it be, as
some physicists had suggested,
that there was not only a fifth
force but a sixth one as well?

All these experiments, whilst
interesting, could be faulted on
the grounds of accuracy. In the
case of the mine, there was some
doubt over the density of the
rock; up the television tower
there was a distinct possibility of
r.f. interference to the equip-
ment! Now, however. a new ex-
periment has been conducted

t

The final frontier for musical o.c.r. devices: a page of Beethoven,
from the sketchbooks for his Pastoral symphony (Additional
manuscript 31766, folio 8; by kind permission of the Board of the
British Library).
that seems to eliminate these
potential sources of error.

Gorman and Cooper of Scott
Polar Research Institute at Cam-
bridge working in conjunction
with a group at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory ex-
perimented down a borehole
drilled through solid ice in
Greenland. Because of the purity
of the ice. measurements of grav-
ity could be made with great
accuracy and seemed to indicate
an extra force equal to about 2%
of the downward force of gravity.

If, as now seems likely, one or
more extra forces do actually
exist, they may turn out to be
just what physicists have been
yearning for in their attempts to
describe gravity in terms of
quantum theory. This in turn
could lead very neatly to a grand
mathematical theory unifying all
the forces of nature.

Optical music
recognition

Optical character recognition
(o.c.r.) is now an established
technique. Many commercial
systems are available in which
printed words are scanned and
'read' off the page. Usually the
object of the exercise is to con-
vert the video input signal into a
standard form that can be pro-
cessed by a computer. In the case
of printed text the problems are
those of unambiguously identify-
ing the complete alphanumeric
set when presented in different

character founts at different
angles and spacings.

As a variation on this exercise.
Richard Bacon and Nicholas Car-
ter of Surrey University's physics
and music departments set out
to devise a system that would
intelligently recognize the
essential features of a musical
score. In a recent paper (Phys.
Bull. 39. 1988) they describe the
problems involved and how they
are being overcome.

The first obvious difficulty is
the huge range of frequently -
used symbols. This, say the Sur-
rey researchers, rules out the use
of ordinary o.c.r. programs.
Then there's the question of
position. Musical pitch is de-

noted by the position of a note on
the stave which consists of five
parallel lines. But what if. as is
often the case, these stave lines
are more or less completely
obscured by the notes?

Bacon and Carter have de-
veloped an alogorithm which
cleverly decides where the stave
lines ought to be. This involves
searching for pieces of the lines
in an original manuscript and
trying to join together sections
with similar gradients and inter-
cepts. It then selects five equidis-
tant lines with similar gradients
and defines a stave.

Notes and other musical sym-
bols are identified by similar
algorithms that look for blobs.
vertical lines. curved lines etc.
and then try to relate them to the
nearest valid musical symbols.
The greatest problem faced by
the Surrey team is in defining

the maximum error allowable.
beyond which a valid symbol
would go unrecognized. What,
for example, does an optical
music recognizer do with a note -
head that is not precisely placed
between two stave lines? Or how
does it sort out supposedly paral-
lel semiquaver beams that merge
and overlap, a common fault in
printed music?

These and other practical diffi-
culties have now been overcome
to the extent that the system can
recognise most standard musical
symbols. It is also resilient
enough to cope with good quality
handwritten music, for which it
was never designed.

Altogether this new develop-
ment seems set to revolutionize
music publishing, as witness the
support it has received from Ox-
ford University Press and the
Performing Rights Society. But
don't ever expect it to turn
Beethoven's scribbles into fair
copy. Even human readers draw
the line there.

Steady grind for
silicon carbide

Those of us brought up on valve
technology are perhaps under-
standably inclined to think twice
before applying a soldering iron
to anything solid-state. Even-
tually. though, it seems likely
that we'll have a range of semi-
conductors capable of working at
temperatures that would easily
melt valves. (See Research
Notes, March and June 1988).

The materials that have done
most to make this possible are
boron nitride and silicon car-
bide, the latter of course being a
pure crystalline form of the grit
more commonly associated with
emery paper.

Over the last three decades
various research teams have de-
monstrated solid state devices
based on silicon carbide. These
devices have included rectifier
diodes, tunnel diodes and fets.
Bipolar transistors that depend
for their operation on minority
carriers came much later be-
cause of their need for much
greater purity. Silicon carbide
has proved almost impossible to
process without some con-
tamination because at 1600°C
even the atoms of the container
diffuse into the carbide melt!
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RESEARCH NOTES
This problem has now largely

been overcome by a team of
physicists working in Leningrad.
In their latest report (Electronics
Letters vol. 24 No 16) they de-
scribe a container -free liquid -
phase epitaxy process in which a
droplet of molten silicon carbide
is suspended in an r.f. field. This
techniques which has previously
been used experimentally to pro-
duce high temperature fets and
blue leds. has now been applied
successfully to a four -layer
thyristor-type structure.

This device, which has charac-
teristics similar to those of a
conventional silicon p -n -p -n
stack, shows considerable prom-
ise especially in its switching
speed.

With aluminium contacts, no-
one is of course promising prac-
tical devices that will operate at
1600°C. Nevertheless this latest
success demonstrates the poten-
tial for commercial devices that
will work in environments quite
inhospitable to silicon.

Superconductor
sandwich

That the transition temperatures
below which superconducting
materials lose their electrical re-
sistance are determined by their
structure is given further sup-
port in a report (Nature vol.334
No 6182) by H. Ihara and nine
colleagues at the electro-
technical laboratory at Tsukuba,
Japan.

Working on superconducting
oxides based on the metal thal-
lium. the researchers extended
the previously known rela-
tionship between transition
temperature and the number of
layers of copper in the supercon-
ductor's crystalline structure.
Ihara's material (a new kind of
thallium -barium -calcium -
copper oxide) is the first thallium
superconductor to be made in
bulk that has four copper layers
to every one of thallium. It be-

gins to lose its electrical resist-
ance at about 120K -153°C).

Earlier work on thallium su-
perconductors containing two
layers of thallium per unit cell of
crystal showed that the transi-
tion temperature is related to the
amount of copper: 80K with one
layer. 110K with two, and 120K
with three. The first of these was
reported by Z.Z. Sheng and A.M.
Hermann earlier this year and
was the first superconducting
ceramic based on thallium
rather than a rare-earth metal
such as lanthanum or yttrium.
Since then, researchers have
identified two main classes of
thallium superconductor. with
either one or two layers of thal-
lium in each unit cell.

Ihara's material. with four
copper layers and one thallium
layer, has about the same transi-
tion temperature as the three -
copper, two -thallium material.
But the clear relationship be-
tween copper and transition
temperature in materials with a
given amount of thallium raises
hopes that a two -thallium. four -
copper system might be a super-
conductor at even higher
temperatures.

Chips by X-ray
lithography

X-rays, because of their short
wavelength, have long held out
the promise of fine -line lithogra-
phy and hence the creation of
chips with sub -micron patterns.
The problem has always been
that of generating X-ray beams
with sufficient intensity and pre-
cision.

IBM researchers using a large
scientific electron storage ring at
the Brookhaven National
Laboratory, New York. have now
demonstrated what they believe
to be the most advanced practical
X-ray lithographic techniques
yet reported. Using new tools and
processes they have created ex-
perimental half -micron chips
that demonstrate the practicabil-
ity of future 64Mbit rams.

At the heart of the experiment
was a source of X-rays produced
by synchrotron radiation within
the electron storage ring. Syn-
chrotron radiation occurs when
electrons move at high velocities
in circular paths in a magnetic
field; it is powerful and precise.

On this chip fabricated by X-
rays, the bright strips are metal
tracks less than a micron wide,
crossing over another signal
line.

To make practical use of this
precision X-ray source the IBM
researchers also had to develop a
new lithography system for an
exposure station connected to
the Brookhaven storage ring. In
this station, X-rays were passed
through a mask with the desired
pattern to expose a 6.5cm- area
of a silicon wafer coated with a
photosensitive material. Nine
test chips. including two
memories, were patterned this
way.

Although preliminary work
was done using a large ex-
perimental storage ring, future
work to develop this technology
will make use of a smaller, spe-
cialized ring being designed and
manufactured by the Oxford In-
struments Group in Britain.

Ultimately it's hoped that X-
ray lithography will replace the
ultraviolet Iu.v.) and optical
lithography now used to make
I.s.i. chips. Not only can X-rays
shape far smaller circuit patterns
than u.v. and optical lithography
because of the wavelength of
X-rays. they can also expose a
larger area of silicon at once.
Chips made using these techni-
ques could thus be made much
larger and so hold more devices.
X-ray lithography is also less
sensitive to the surface contami-
nants that plague today's tech-
nology because X-rays can pass
through small dirt particles.

Rusty bolts
exonerated

Readers of this column may re-
call descriptions of the 'rusty
bolt' syndrome and various
attempts to cure it. What these

refer to is the tendency for
structural components of a
transmitting mast to generate
transmissions of their own when
in the vicinity of two or more
transmitters operating on unre-
lated frequencies. This co -siting
is, of course, the norm both in
broadcasting and at private base
stations, and can lead to inter -
modulation products that may
interfere with nearby receivers.

The origin of these intermo-
dulation products is of course
well known and may lie in any
non-linear junction, not just the
much -maligned rusty bolt. But
whilst the phenomenon has been
extensively studied in the field, it
hasn't proved easy to make quan-
titative comparisons of different
types of mechanical fixtures, so
as to facilitate good antenna de-
sign.

A team from the University of
Kenf working in conjunction
with the Home Office Directo-
rate of Telecommunications
(Electronics Letters vol.24
No16) has now developed a
computer -controlled system
that will enable different struc-
tures to be tested in the labora-
tory. It consists of two power
amplifiers producing separate
signals between 150 and
250MHz. After combination
these two signals are fed into a
test chamber which can
accommodate metal structures
up to lm x 20cm wide. The sig-
nals are then terminated and
filtered so as to release any inter -
modulation products into a re-
ceiver.

Tests using this highly accu-
rate and fully enclosed system
have produced some interesting
results. Contrary to popular be-
lief, for example, the archetypal
rusty bolt is not the worst offen-
der; if the joint is tight the effect
may actually be minimal. Much
worse as a generator of intermo-
dulation signals is galvanized
mild steel rope. But a whole
35dB worse still - and to be
avoided at all costs - is mild steel
chain. Loose joints with small
areas of contact appear to be the
real horrors while nasty -looking
corrosion may be much less im-
portant or even incidental.

Research Notes is compiled by
John Wilson of the BBC World
Service science unit.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
PATCHING AND

SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
FOR DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE SYSTEMS.

"NORMAL THROUGH" PATCHING AND SWITCHING EQUIPMENT FOR
THE FOLLOWING INTERFACE TYPES:

V11, V24, V35, X21, X27, G703, RS232, RS422, RS449 VF AND COAXIAL.

NATO, MIL STANDARD AND BABT APPROVED SYSTEMS.

DISTRIBUTED MATRIX SYSTEMS FOR UP TO 4000 USER PORTS.

FULL CATALOGUES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THE SWITCHING SPECIALISTS. . . .

FESHON SYSTEMS
PINDEN, DARTFORD, KENT DA2 8DX.

TEL: 04-747 8111 (SIX LINES) FAX: 04-747 8142 TELEX 96395 (FESHON G)
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Low-cost Programmable PSUs from

Thurlby

PL -GP series IEEE -488 controlled PSUs
30V/2A and 15V/4A single and twin units
Series/Parallel connectable for higher output
Programmable to 10mV and 10mA resolution
Readback of current demand via the bus
Constant voltage or constant current operation
Bench mounting or 19" rack mounting
Singles £445 + vat, Twin units £650 + vat

Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Rd.,

Thurlby' SptEilv7e4sB, GHuTnteini.gdoion8m, Carobs.

Low-cost Precision DMMs from

Thurlby

1905a 51/2 digit computing DMM £349+ vat
0.015% accuracy; 10, 1mQ, 1 nA sensitivity
Averaged AC standard, true RMS optional
Nulling and relative measurements; linear scaling
Percentage deviation; digital averaging
dBV, dBm, gereral logarithmic display
Limits comparson; min. and max. storage
100 reading timed data logging
RS -232 and IEEE -488 interface options

Thurlby
Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Rd.,

Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.

PE17 4BG. Tel: (0480) 63570
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-TELEVISION BROADCAST
H.d.tv will be

price -sensitive
In the 1970s, the Japanese broad-
casters, both NHK and commer-
cial, sent innumerable delega-
tions and representatives to the
UK to assess the prospects for
teletext, a service that could nev-
er have been launched if the UK
had not then believed in public
service broadcasting concepts.
The Japanese visitors invariably
wanted to know how much "mar-
ket research" had been carried
out by the IBA before the deci-
sion had been taken to launch
the Oracle (and presumably also
the BBC Ceefax) service. They
politely refrained from express-
ing open disbelief when it fell to
my lot to admit that there had
been no prior market research of
the type they had in mind. at
least by the IBA.

I have no idea as to the extent
to which NHK has carried out
market research in Japan on its
1125 -line, widescreen h.d.tv sys-
tem. But I feel sure it will have
studied
American survey of 7000 mem-
bers of the public and special
interest groups when these were
given their first opportunity to
view 1125 -line pictures, with the
MUSE -E bandwidth -reduction
system, as an example of an
"advanced television system", in
direct comparison with 525 -line
NTSC pictures. carefully ad-
justed to provide optimum pic-
ture quality rather than as nor-
mally seen in most North Amer-
ican homes. Both were shown at
optimum viewing distance.

A report on this research by Dr
Stephen Lupker, Dr Natalie Allen
(both University of Western
Ontario) and Dr Paul Hearty
(Canadian Department of Com-
munications) in Combroad
(September 1988) indicates that,
as might be expected, most view-
ers preferred the h.d.tv system
(even with MUSE) and would be
prepared to pay for suitable sets
provided that h.d.tv signals were
readily available.

But they showed quite clearly
that "although there is consider-
able demand for advanced televi-
sion, success in introducing a.tv
will be highly dependent on fac-
tors such as cost of equipment,
availability of programme ma-
terial and quality of reception...
when costs are considerable (e.g.

$1500) viewers become in-
creasingly demanding, with ex-
pressed purchase interest eroded
by any factor that promotes dis-
satisfaction (e.g. motion quality,
set size, colour quality, depth
portrayal etc). Thus it is possible
that the cost of an intermediate -
quality system would provoke
consumer requirements out of
proportion to the capacities of
the system... although there is a
considerable demand, it will
prove difficult to satisfy consum-
ers with regard to both video/
audio quality and factors such as
price, availability and transmis-
sion quality... large-scale initial
adoption of a.tv is also unlikely if
the availability of signals in the
appropriate format is severely
curtailed... purchase interest
drops as availability becomes in-
creasingly constrained."

Expressed purchase interest
decreased sharply in most of the
five test cities in Canada and the
USA from the 74 percent "if sets
are in your price range" to about
34 percent if sets were to cost
$1500 and only 22 percent if sets
cost $2500.

Viewing habits
According to the EBU, British
viewers spent an average of 218
minutes (3 hours 38 minutes)
daily in front of a television set
during 1987, up 13 minutes
since 1984. French viewers aver-
aged 175 minutes, up from 120
minutes in 1982. Italian viewers
averaged 178 minutes, up from
145 minutes in 1984. However
by placing a camera in the televi-
sion set to record viewer be-
haviour, a recent West German
experiment found a third of the
viewers left the set on without
watching, another third were
busy doing something else at the
same time, and only about one
third were found to be paying
undivided attention to the prog-
ramme.

I recall that when, in the mid -
1970s (before the development of
the hidden camera technique).
on the basis of some German
research on children's viewing
habits, I ventured to suggest in
Independent Broadcasting that
inattention to the screen was not
confined to young children, it
provoked a highly indignant let-
ter to my masters from the then
managing director of Thames

Television suggesting that 1 was
trying to ruin ITV by discourag-
ing advertisers! Later, hidden
camera research in the UK
showed only too clearly that
family viewing is a highly dis-
jointed, intermittent affair. Un-
fortunately, it also confirmed the
American finding that only vio-
lent action seems to gain view-
ers' undivided attention. Which
is why so many American "dra-
ma" programmes flit from vio-
lence to violence within the
short attention -span of many
viewers.

Nowadays, commercial televi-
sion companies have other wor-
ries. The German research shows
that while commercials were
being transmitted, over half of
the viewers "zapped" to other
channels. Similarly. the majority
use "fast forward" on commer-
cials ("zipping") when they
watch home videotaped prog-
rammes. An American -
developed device is claimed to
recognize and cut out commer-
cials on recordings. One notices
that even in the tightly -regulated
UK, the IBA now permits an
average of seven minutes of com-
mercials per hour, with a max-
imum of 71,4 minutes in any one
clock hour: this compares with
the six minutes average and 61/2
minutes maximum that was
rigorously maintained until
quite recently. With deregula-
tion we may have commercials
interrupted by programmes!

Cable expands
slowly

Although broadband cable net-
works in the UK franchise areas
are now expanding at a rate of
well over 10 000 homes -passed
per month, the take-up by view-
ers remains low and the "churn
rate" (percentage of homes ceas-
ing to subscribe) quite high. On
April 1 this year, 307 453 homes
were passed by broadband cable
but only 44 565 homes were con-
nected, a take-up of 14.5 percent.
This compares to 168 436 homes
passed with 21 873 connected
(13 percent) a year earlier. The
rate of cabling has been rising
much faster than the take-up. In
view of the high cost of buried
cables in the UK, it is not surpris-
ing that there has been so much
industry agitation for the licens-

ing of microwave video distribu-
tion systems, despite the slow
growth of m.v.d.s. in the USA
and the original Government
ruling that all new cable systems
must be capable of carrying at
least 25-30 channels.

A large majority of UK cable
subscribers are still connected to
the old limited -capacity "up-
graded" networks, freed from the
obligation to carry BBC and ITV
channels. These still account for
almost 200 000 subscribers and
help to raise the take-up for both
old and new networks to a more
respectable 18.7 percent.
 Westminster Cable Television
with 6500 subscribers has be-
come the first to link with BT's
Prestel service, permitting ac-
cess to interactive videotex ser-
vices via existing remote control
keypads and television sets with
services charged on a pay -per-
use basis.

New technology
NHK has developed an ex-
perimental super -sensitive
h.d.tv camera pick-up tube with
a new high -gain avalanche rising
amorphous photoconductor
(HARP) target which is expected
to result in a camera ten times as
sensitive as one with an equiva-
lent Saticon picture tube. Cur-
rently h.d.tv cameras need to be
operated with the iris opened two
or three stops wider than camer-
as for existing tv standards
ISMPTE Journal. July 1988).

NEC is developing a new gal-
lium arsenide technology to re-
duce fabrication costs of d.b.s.
and communications/radar re-
ceivers for use above 10G Hz. It is
claimed that a GaAs/AI-GaAs self -
aligned heterojunction bipolar
transistor has only about 1/300th
of the phase noise of a GaAs fet
oscillator and makes possible the
implementation on a chip of a
complete d.b.s/communications
receiver front-end. The device is
roughly tuned by positioning a
bonding wire on an aluminium
tuning line on the chip, with fine
tuning by adjusting the bias vol-
tage. It is claimed the technology
offers the possibility of a max-
imum oscillator frequency above
100GHz by reducing stray
capacitances.

Television Broadcast is written
by Pat Hawker.
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CONNECT
DIRECT
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from the Rendar Range.
For wide ranges of top-quality audio

components - cost-effectively meeting
the most demanding UK and

international standards - connect
directly to Rendar.

Rendar Limited, a WKR Group Company, Durban Road, South Bersted,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex. P022 9R1.. ( 0243) 825811
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I NOW IN UK!
SINGLE SOURCE
FOR ALL YOUR

I ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS I
I fessionals! Chemtronics latest cata-

logue

reading for all service pro-

Ilogue is packed with over 200 top
Iquality chemicals and cleaning prod-
ucts. Includes CO2 powered aerosol
range of high -purity solvents, flux

1
removers, circuit refrigerants,

coatings. Also features wipers,
precision dusters and conformal \ 0 41:: I
applicators, premoistened
pads/swabs, antistatic com- Peort

Qt. -011* Ipounds, lubricants, adhe- Htip 41044 4.I
I,,,

specifications and applications guide.

sives, desoldering braids and c,,,,

solder. Complete with technical ,,

I CALL TODAY FOR FREE CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. I
Tel: (0322) 846886

IFax: (0322) 846549 Telex: 917667 CHEMUK G.

Chemtronics UK
16 Swanscombe Business Centre,

London Road, Swanscombe, Kent. DA10 OLH
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THE BEST
EQUIPMENT

FROM THE BEST
NAME IN VALUE

INSTRUMEX
Here's a small sample of the high quality equipment
now available from Instrumex, Europe's leading
supplier of second -user equipment. Contact us today.

Hewlett Packard
700014

Marconi
2370-0I5F

System consists of
Mainframe, 702C5A
Display, 70900A Oscillator
70902A '/F, 70904A RF
Section and 70905A RF
Section (total coverage
100Hz tc 22GHz:

Spectrum Analyser, 110MHz

Hewlett Packard Dual Channel Spectrum
3582A Analyse  0.02Hz to 25KHz

Tektronix 2235
Tektronix 2445

100MHz Portable 'Scope
150MHz Four Channel 'Scope

OUR
SALE

MLP PRICE

34,828.00 18,500.00

17,900.00 4,500.00

9,288,00 5,000.00

1,355.00 800.00
3,461.00 1,700.00

Philips PM6669 1.1GHz Counter with GPIB and
extended range 980.00 850.00

Fluke 9010A Microsystem Troubleshooter,
Pods available on request 4,900.00 2,200,00

Hewlett Packard Logic Analyser, 43 channels
1630D complete with cassette unit 7,795.00 2,750.00

Hewlett Packard
64000 request

Data I 0 29A-16

Hewlett Packard
4951C-101

Logic Systems configurable on
POA POA

PROM Ptogrammer, 16K RAM
serial part, data editing 3,923.00 950.00

Protocal Analyser with 18180A
pod, standard with disc drive 4,107.00 3,200.00

Hewlett Packard Protoco Analyser with Async
4952A terminal application software 6,154.00 4,950.00

IBM PCXT-FD XT with 10Mb hard drive,
mono monitor and adaptor

Hewlett Packard
86B

Hewlett Packard
7440A-001 RS232 interface

Desktop Computer, packaged
with mcnitor and disc drive
and HPIB interface

ColorPro 8 Pen Plotter with

Hewlett Packard Graphics Printer
2671G

Dranetz 646-3 Disturbance Analyser, 3 phase
operation AC Plus DC channel 5,520.00 4,250.00

2,925.00 925.00

2,350.00 450.00

995.00 450.00

1,536.00 375.00

Prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery. Prices correct at time of going to print.

Al Aa /INSTRUMEX I

V/

INSTRUMEX (UK),
DORCAN HOUSE,
MEADFIELD ROAD,
LANGLEY, SLOUGH SL3 8AL
TEL: 0753 44878
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RADIO BROADCAST
Modelling
microwave

propagation
The extensive programme of
work being carried out under the
COST 210 project, of importance
to d.b.s. as well as to analogue
and digital terrestrial microwave
links, is now well into its fifth
year. COST 210 is a project of the
European co-operation in the
field of scientific and technical
research programme, as set up in
1971 within the OECD and Euro-
pean Community. This project
was formally initiated on 7 June,
1984. as a five-year project to
determine "the influence of the
atmosphere on interference be-
tween radio communication sys-
tems at frequencies above
1GHz". It is concerned particu-
larly with interference between
terrestrial and satellite systems
and with mutual intereference
between satellite systems using
relatively small antennas.

COST 210 has involved 25
organizations in ten countries.
UK participants are BTRL, IBA,
Polytechnic of Wales, Ports-
mouth Polytechnic, RAL, RD/
DTI, RSRE and the universities
of Bradford and Essex. Chairman
of the management group is
M.P.M.Hall (RAL). The three
working groups have been inves-
tigating (1) interference in clear
air; (2) interference due to hyd-
rometeor scatter; and (3) in-
terference reduction techniques.

The work has included a critic-
al assessment of existing CCIR
models and interference proce-
dures and the development of
more reliable new models. The
ultimate aim is a fully self-
contained prediction procedure,
including computer source list-
ings for application in European
areas. A number of the UK stu-
dies have involved 1.3, 11 and 24
GHz transhorizon paths across
the North Sea and the English
Channel as well as a number of
monostatic radar experiments.
Clear air studies on 1.3GHz
paths have been mainly centred
on BTRL at Martlesham Heath
on links subject to considerable
tropospheric propagation to De-
nmark, West Germany, Holland
and the Channel Islands. Work at
11GHz has included study of the
paths across the English Chan-
nel between Winchester and

Lannion, Brittany; and Winches-
ter and the Cap d'Antifer.

Among the many experiments
that have been contributing to
COST 210 have been a series of
flights across the English Chan-
nel in a specially equipped Nor-
man Islander (G-AXJ) to enable
RAL's French woman -scientist,
Dr M.F. Levy, to obtain a large
number of reflector measure-
ments to reveal the fine struc-
ture and radiowave coupling
mechanisms of transhorizon
ducts. Flights have been made
from Eastney to Cap d'Antifer
(152km path) with the refractive
index measurements automati-
cally correlated with accurate
height measurements.

Professor E. Vilar (Ports-
mouth Polytechnic) has been in-
volved with the investigation of
transhorizon propagation on the
11GHz Winchester -France paths
by such mechanisms as scatter-
ing by atmospheric turbulence,
scattering from hydrometeors
(mostly rain), rapid changes in
the vertical profile of the refrac-
tive index etc. Rain scatter can
result in signals as strong as
those from ducts but usually
over a much briefer period.

The Directorate of Telecom-
munications of the Home Office,
in association with Essex Uni-
versity, designed an experi-
mental system to gather angle -
of -arrival data on a 93km path at
2GHz to validate a reflecting
layer model that takes into
account the actual underlying
terrain profile. The project, in-
cluding BT studies on paths from
Martlesham, may help resolve
some of the problems experi-
enced in digital transmission of
audio, video and data signals
over long microwave paths.

Outback radio
by satellite

Hearings of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation began
in August for the award of li-
cences to provide remote com-
mercial radio services (RCRS) by
means of the Aussat domestic
satellite alongside the existing
RATS (remote area tv service)
and the commercial (RCTS) ser-
vices, both associated with the
Australian homestead and com-
munity broadcasting satellite
system (HACBSS). A few services
may be in operation early 1989.

But, according to Broadcast
Engineering News. satellite
broadcasting to remote areas has
so far been a commercial failure,
with the outback markets too
small to sustain transmission
costs without substantial gov-
ernment or state subsidies. It is
claimed that the use of B -MAC.
"the most expensive d.b.s. sys-
tem available", has not made it
easier. The experience of RCTS
channels has not been encourag-
ing despite State subsidies rang-
ing up to 70 percent of the
transponder charges. Leasing a
B -MAC channel on Aussat costs
VA)125 000 without subsidy.
The B -MAC format, selected in
1984, provides four extra audio
channels per tv channel, but so
far they have been virtually un-
used.

The commercial Golden West
Network (GWN) based in Perth
operates a State -subsidized
RCTS service and has applied to
operate a stereo and a mono
RCRS service using its existing
96MHz f.m. service for Perth as
the sustaining backbone, for an
estimated maximum audience of
55 000 listeners. GWN is making
effective use of its satellite televi-
sion channel to distribute prog-
ramme material to remote ter-
restrial stations, reaching
100 000 people of whom 10 000
view on 2000 HACBSS earth
terminals.

H.f.audiences
Bert Steinkamp (Radio Neder-
land Wereldomroep) in consider-
ing "The future of external
broadcasting" (EBU Review,
Programmes, Administration,
Law. July 1988) suggests that
"even if shortwave has its short-
comings as a mode of transporta-
tion, the medium is far from
defunct". Radio Nederland. fol-
lowing the example of Deutsche
Welle, is developing a new audi-
ence among the many Dutch
holidaymakers who flock to the
coasts of southern Europe: "Our
publicity has persuaded about a
third of these to take a shortwave
receiver with them to create an
entirely new group of listeners
who had never before listened to
shortwave at home... External
broadcasting should not be iden-
tified as shortwave only... My
personal feeling is that there
might be a gradual vacating of
a.m. transmitters for domestic

services in favour of f.m., f.m.
stereo and ultimately (digital)
satellite. External broadcasters
would be well advised to use such
seemingly redundant (medium
wave) facilities where distances
permit. Not to forestall develop-
ments in the direction of still
more advanced technology but
simply to retain audiences."

He notes that there were more
than 2200 h.f. transmitters (with
another 164 under construction)
in 1986, a growth of about 12
percent in the past decade, while
very high power transmitters
(200kW or more) had increased
by more than 40 percent.

IEEE Trans. on Broadcasting
(June 1988) is a special issue
devoting some 230 pages to
short-wave broadcasting.
 BBC External Services has
changed its name to BBC World
Service.

In brief
The increasing interest of east-
ern European broadcasters in
digital audio, noted several times
previously in this column, is
underlined by recent sales of
Sony digital equipment to Gos-
telradio (USSR), Bulgarian
Radio, Polish Radio and Televi-
sion, Radio Prague, Radio Bratis-
lava, Hungarian Radio, Radio
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia) and the
Czech CD record firm Sup-
raphon. Gostelradio has just
taken delivery of two complete
CD mastering systems; it has
also bought three PCM3324
digital multitrack recorders and
two PCM-2000 recorders. Mike
Bennett of Sony Broadcast be-
lieves that eastern European
radio is entering an exciting new
era of digital audio and is making
rapid progress in a spirit of glas-
nost.

RDS data has been broadcast
on all transmitters of France -
Inter since June 1987 providing
automatic programme identi-
fication and automatic frequency
search. An increasing number of
mainland -European f.m. trans-
mitters can now be identified by
RDS.
 The BBC claims that "The Dai-
ly Service". broadcast since 24
June. 1928, is the world's
longest -running radio prog-
ramme.

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
Hawker.
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THE 'ALADDINS' CAVE OF ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

COLOUR MONITORS
16" Decca. 80 series Ixelget range colour monitors features in
dude PIL tube attractive teak style case. guaranteed 80 column
resolution. only seen on monitors costing 3 times our price. ready
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs Manufacturers
fully tested surplus. sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day
full RTB guarantee 1000's Sold to date.
DECCA 80 RGB TTL SYNC input for BBC type interface etc
DECCA 80 COMP 75 f I composite video input With integral audio
amp & speaker ideal for use with video recorder or TELEBOX ST or
any other audio visual use Only £99.00 (E)

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR
BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14" monitors in attractive style moulded
case featuring hi res Mitsubushi 0 42 dot pitch tube win) 669 x 507
pixels 28Mhz bandwidth Full 90 day guarantee
Order as1004-N2 for TTL  sync RGB for BBC etc E159.00 (E)

1003-N1 for IBM PC etc fully CGA equiv E189.00 (E)
1005-N2 RGB interface for OL 85 columns £169.00 (E)

20 " & 22" AV Specials
Superbly made. UK manufacture. PIL tobe. all solid state colour
monitor& complete with composite video and sound inputs attrac-
tive teak style case Ideal for a host of applications including Schools.
Shops. Disco's. Clubs etc Supplied in EXCELLENT little used con-
dition with 90 day guarantee

20' Monitor £165.00 (F) 22 Monitor £185.00 (F)

MONOCHROME
MOTOROLA M1000-100 5" CRT black & white compact chassis
monitor measuring only cm 11 6h .12w. 22d. ideal for CCTV or com-
puter applications Accepts standard Composite video or individual
H & V syncs Operates from 12v DC at apprx 0 8a Some units may
have minor screen marks. but still in very usable condition Fully
tested with 30 day guarantee & full data Only £29.00 (C)
Fully cased as above with attractive moulded. desk standing swivel
and lilt case Dim cm 12h.14 5w 26d £39.00 (C)
JVC type 751-7 5" titre compact black & white chassis monitor for
12v 0 7a DC operation Dim cm 11h.14w 1 8d Simple DIY circuit data
included to convert data and separate sync input to composite video
Input Ideal portable equipment etc. Supplied with full data

Wand New £65.00 (B)
KGM 324 9' Green Screen. Little used fully cased. mains powered
high res monitors with standard composite video input Fully tested
and in excellent condition £49.00 (E)
20' Black & White monitors by AZTEK. COTRON 8 NATIONAL
All solid state. fully cased monitors ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
applications Units have standard composite video inputs with in-
tegral audio amp and speaker Sold in good used condition- fully
tested with 90 day guarantee Only £85.0) (F)

FLOPPY DRIVE SCOOP
Drives from Only £39.95

POWER SUPPLIES
All power supplies operate from 220-240 v AC Many other types from
3v fo 10Kv in stock Contact sales office for more details
PLESSEY PL122 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU Regulated and
protected Dim cm 13 5 x 11 x 11 New £16.95 (B)
AC -DC Linear PSU outputs ol  5v 5 5a. -5v 0 6a.  24v 5a Fully regu-

IIVWER ONE 24,iinDr2agfiPILTPSU hily 1;14=9.50 (C)
and short roof Dim cm

£19.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply ideal disk drives or complete
system  5v 6a. 12 2 5a.-12 0 5a. -5v 0 5a Dim cm 5 6 x 21 x 108

New £29.95 (B)
BOSHE RT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of  5v 6a  24v
15a i2v()5a.12v 0 5a New E39.95 (B)
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs  5v 6 a 12v
1a 12 la 15v la D 11 x 20 x 55 RFE Tested £24.95 (B)
CONVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 watt
switch mode PSU Outputs give  5v 15a -5v la  &-12v 6a Dim 6 5
x 27 x 12 5 Current list price E190 Our price New £59.95.00 (C)
FARNELL G6 40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed

New £140.00 (C
FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v 5 amp switch mode filly enclo

New £95.00 (C)

Special Offer
EXPERIMENTORS PSU

ONLY

£16.95 (c)
Made to the highest spec for BT this u in gives several fully
protected DC outputs most suited to the Electronics Hobbyist.
 5' 2a  &-12v to  24v to and - 5v fully floating at 5Oma

Ideal for school labs etc Quantity discount avaiable
Fully tested with data RFE -- Removed From Equipment

The AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts_ your monitor lots) a

QUALITY COLOUR TELEVISION
Brand new high quality fully cased 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner sys-
tem Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and video monitor
turning same into a fabulous colour TV Dont worry if your monitor
doesnt have sound. the TELEBOX even has an integral audio amp for
driving a speaker plus an auxiliary for Headphones or Hi Fi sys-
tem etc Many other features LED Status indicator. Smart moulded
case. Mains powered. Buit to BS safety specs Many other uses for TV
sound or video etc Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee
Carriage code (B)

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER

ONLY

£29.95
TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video input £29.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker £34.95
TELEBOX RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors £59.95

I RA .11,1,..ti 'Sr II \I I r / \l
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RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

Ma ntenance free sealed longrfe LEAD ACID
4300 12v 3 Ah
A300 6v 3 Ah E9.95 A
A300 6-0-6 v 1 8 Ah RFE £5.99 A

E13.95

NICKEL CADMIUM
34 Way interface cable and connector single £5.50, Dual £8.50 (A) Quality 12 v 4 Ah cell joac k Originally made
5 25 DC power cable £1.75. Fully casedPSLI for 2 x 5 25 Drives MASTER SYSTEMS type 212 mIcroproces for the TECHNICOLOUF: video company
£19.50 (A) Chassis PSU for 2 x 8 drives £39.95 (B) sor controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad. D

8" DISK DRIVES fully BT approved modem employs all the latest type cells configured in a smart robust
features for error free data comms at the stag moulded case with DC outaut connector Dim

SUGART 800'801 single sided refurbished E175.00 gering speed of 120 characters per second, cm 19 5 x 4 5 x 12 5 Ideal portable equipment
SUGART 851 double sided refurbished £260.90 E) saving you 75% of your BT phone bills and etc BRAND NEW £24.95 (B)
MITSUBISHI M2894-63 Double sided switchable Hard or Soft s - data connect time 0 Add these facts to our 12v 17 Ah Ultra rugged. all weather virtually
tor BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) give away price and you have a superb buy itirxlestructable refillable NICAD stack by
SPECIAL OFFER Dual 8 drives with 2mb capacity in smart case Ultra slim unit measures only 45 mm high with ALCAD. Unit features In x individual type
with integral PSU ONLY £499.00 (F) many integral features such as Auto answer XL1.5 cells in wooden crate Supplied to the

Full LED status indication. RS232 interlace. MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high
Remote error diagnostics. SYNC or ASYNC output currents & withstand long periods of
use. SPEECH or DATA switching integra storage in discherged state Dim cm 61 x 14 x

TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN. the mains PSU. 2 wire connection to Bt line etc 22 Cost over £250 Suppled unused & tested
TPC2000 professional 3 piece system comprises Quality high res Supplied fully tested. EXCELLENT slightly used complete with instructions £95.00 V_
GREEN 12 monitor Sculptured 92 key keyboard and plinth and con. condition we and) data a full 120 day guarantee EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cells b y E

taming the Z80A CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral Removed from equipmei and believed In
TEAC 5.25' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features Only £149 (D) but used cond ition. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for
include Dual 8" IBM format disk drive support. Serial and parallel E8 (Bgood_, ) Also D' sin 4Ah 4 for £5 (B)
outputs full expansion port, 64k ram and ready to run software Sup
piled complete with CPM, WORDSTAR. BASIC and accounts pack-
age BRAND NEW CONCORD V22 1200 2400 BIS £399.00 (

CONCORD V22 1200 baud as new E330.00(Ei

Full 90 day_guaraMee RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 £225.00 $)
Original price OVER £1400 DATEL 4800' RACAL MPS 4800 EX BT

mcdem for 4800 baud sync use £295.00 (E) End of line purchase enables this brand new
EQUINOX (I_MS) S100 system capable of running either TURBO or
standard CPM Unit features heavy duty box containinni a powerful

DATEL,.2.412 2_780,3780 4 wire modem unit unit to be offered at an all rime super low price
£199.00 (E) The NEC D2248 8- 80 Mb disk drive features

BT Tully testedPSU. 12 slot S100 backplane. & dual 8 double sided disk drives `-^ full CPU conk°. and industry standard SMDMODEM 20-1 75-1200 BAUD for use withTwo individual Z80 cpu Wards with 192k of RAM allow the use of interface. Ultra high speed data transfer and
multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial interfaces Many other PRESTEL etc EX BT fully tested £49.00 (E) access times leave the good old ST506 inter
features include battery backed real time clock all ICs socketed etc TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic coupler face standing Supplied BRAND NEW with
Units in good condition and tested Prior despatch. no documentation with RS232 PO Brand New £49.00 (E) full manual Only £399.00(E)
at present, hence price of only £245.00 (F) RS232 DATA CABLES 16 ft long 25w D plug to Dual drive. plug in 135 Mb sub system for IBM
S100 PCB's IMS A465 64K dynamic RAM £55.00 (B)IMS A930 FDC 25 way D socket Brand New Only £9.95 A AT unit in case with PSU etc £1499.00 (Fl
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & i o £65.00 (B) As above but 2 metres long £4.99 A Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM AT

SAE for full list of other S100 boards and accessories BT plug & cable for new type socket E2.95 A etc available Brand new at £395.00

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PRINTERS
.e pi ie., i .iir .iccii .

lg.1111, an I, .ten di ..01 h I

HAZELTINE ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both
RS232 arid CENTRONICS interfaces FIJI pin addressable graphics
and 6 user selecable type fonts Up to 9 5 single sheet and tractor

ariTRagilllig 150 series A real workhorse IBrand Norecwor9rtnoEu1s9u9rewith
tractor teed paper either in the office. home or factory desk standing,
150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of interfaces Supplied BRAND NEW
Order as

150-SN up to 9 5 paper handling E185.00
150 -SW up to 14 5 paper handling £225.00 E
150-GR up to 14 5 paper plus full graphics £245.00 E

When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface

Ultra Fast 240 cps NEWBURY DATA
NDR 8840 High Speed Printers

Only £449 !I
A special purchase from a now defunct Goverment Dept enables Is
to offer you this amazing Bntish Made quality _printer at clearance
prices. SAVING YOU OVER £1500 fl The N0R8840 features high
speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper trac
for giving exceptional fast paper handling for mull' part forms etc The
unit 'features 10 selectable type fonts giving up to 226 printable
characters on a single line. Many other features include Internal
electronic vertical arbOiorizontal tabs. Self test. 9 needle head. Up to
15 5 paper 15 million character ribbon cartridge life and standard
RS232 serial interface Sold in SUPERB tested condition with 90 day
guarantee Only £449.00 (F)
EPSON model 512 40 column 3 5 wide paper roll feed. high speed
matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism :or incorporation in
point of sale terminals. ticket printers. data loggers etc Unit features hi
directional printhead and integral roll paper Teed meth with tear ba.
Requires DC volts and simple parallel external ckive logic Complete
with data RFE and tested Only E49.95 (C)
EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model. but designed to be
used as a slip or flatbed printer Ideal as label card or ticket printer
Supplied fully cased in attractive. small. desk top metal housing Com-
plete with data RFE and tested Only £55.00 (D)
PHIUPS P2000 Heavy duty 25 cps bi directional daisy wheel printer
Fully DIABLO, OUME. WORDSTAR compatible Many features In-
clude full widthtilatten- up to 15 paper, host of available daisy wheels.
single sheet paper handling superb quality print Supplied complete
with user manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & daisy
wheel BRAND NEW Only £225.00 (E)

Most of the items in this Advert. plus a whole range of other
electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased
at our

** South London Shop **
Located at 215 Whitehorse Lane. London SE25. The shop is
on the main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main
A23 and South Circular roads Open Monday to Saturday from
9 to 5.30 parking is unlimited and browsers are most wel-
come. Shop callers also save the cost of cartage

MODEMS
Modems to suit all applications and budgets
Please contact our technical sales staff it you
require more information or assistance

BRAND NEW 85 Mb
Disk Drives CNLY £399

A MASSIVE purchase of standard 5 25 disk drives enables us to
offe you prime product at all time saver low prices All units un ess
stated are removed from often BRAND NEW equipment ully
tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All t nits
offered operate from 5 and 12 volts DC. are of standard size and
accept the common standard 34 way interface connector
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided

Only £39.95 (B)
TANDON TM101-4 FH 80 track double sided Only £49.95 (B)
JAPANESE Half Height double sided drives by Canon. Tec.
Toshiba etc. Specify 40 or 80 track Only £75.00 (B)
TEAC FD55-F 40-80 track double sided Half Height

Brand New E115.00 (B)
DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES

Only £299(E)J

SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud MODEMS

ONLY £149 !I

LIMITED
QUANTITY

COOLING FANS
1. iii (air.Iiiiil nd Cl I I I

.4gc Ulf. \ \I Si ...qui; I
AC FANS Specify 240 or 110 .
3 Fan dim 80 x 80 x 38

C3.5' ETRI slimline 92 x 92 x 25 E98i5° B95 IB
4 Fan Dim 120 x 120 x38 E9.95 B
As above - TESTED RFE Only £4.95 C
Kr round s 3.5" Rotron 10v 10.95 B
DC FANS
Pepsi Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm
Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v £15.95 A
4" 12v DC 12w 120 x 120x 38 f12.50 B
4" 24v DC 8w 120x 120 x 25 £14.50 B
BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm £12.95 A

In .4.4 1 11 I

 %I 1 ,I,1 mi.,. ,t411,

'SPECIAL INTEREST
Please call for availability or further Info

RACAL-REDAC real time. colour drafting
PCB layout system £3950
DEC VAX11'750 inc 2 Mb Ram DZ and full
bloc etc Brand New £8500
HP7580A 8 pen digital Al drum plotter with
IEEE interface As New £4750
CHEETAH Telex machine £995
1.5 kw 115v 60 Hz power source E950
500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AC sine
wave 50 Hz output £275
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead roller tinning
machine for PCB manufacture £4_5_0
CALLAN DATA SYSTEMS multi user INTEL
based UNIX system complete with software
and 40 Mb winchester disk drive £2750
WAYNE KERR RA200 Audio. real time fre-
quency response analyzer £3000
TEKTRONIX 1411'R PAL TV test signal
standard
TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test Csignal
standard
HP 3271A Correlator system
PLESSEY portable Microwave speech (3157C£8a8ta
link .12v DC 70 mie range The pair E275.00
19' Rack cabinets 100's in stock from £15.00

AH prices for UK Mainland UK Customers must ADD I57. VAT to total order value. Minimum order, cash C5, Credit Card £10. Official account orders from
Government Depts. Universities. Schools 6 Local Authorities welcome - minimum account order valve C25. Carriage charges (A) El 50. (B) E3 50, (C)
(650 (0) C850. (E)E10 00 IF)( 15. (G) Call All goods are supplied subject to our standarc conditions of sale All guarantees given on a return to base basis
We reserve the right to change prices 8 specifications without prior notice Bulk trade 8 export enquiries most welcome.

-ELECTRONICS-
MAIL ORDER & OFFICES

Open Mon -Fri 9 30.5 30
32 Biggin Way

Upper Norwood.
London SE193XF

r LONDON SHOP
1000'5 of Bargains for Geller.

Open Mon -Sat 9-5 30
215 Whitehorse Lane

'South Norwood, London SE25

DISTEL © The ORIGINAL
FREE of charge dial up data base

1000 sof items info ON LINE NOWII
300 baud 01 679 1888. 1200 75 01 679

6183 1200 FOX 01 679 8769

ENTER 15 ON REPLY CARD

ALL ENQUIRIES

01 679 4414
FAX 01 679 1927
TELEX 894502



01-208 1177 TECHNOMA1 IC LID 01-208 1177
BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre

6M815 BBC MASTER 048 1.1
AMC.041 Turbo 165C - 021 Expansion Module

AMI312 BBC MASTER Leone' (3151c
C99rbi

ADCOS 512 Processor (195 ADJ24 Advanced Ret Manual (19 501c
ADF 14 Rom Caniidge C131131 ADF I 0 Econet Module C41
ADJ22 Ret Manua: Par, C1410) A0223 Ref Manual Pad!! CI4 lc,

BBC Master Dust Cover (4 75 (di
BBC MASTER COMPACT
A free packet of ten 3 S OS discs with each Cortina
SYSTEM 1128K Single 640K Drive and bundled ,,,cir. C38510
SYSTEM 2 System t wan a 12 H. Res RG8640,1.10, 0469141
SYSTEM 3 System I wan a 14 Med Res ROB Monitor C599111
',Kona Dr...101M Ic) Etension Cable lOr ext S 2S drive C12 50 Of

ew 3 0 User Guide CIO 011 Viewsheet User Guide C/010)
BBC Dust Cover t4.60 (0) 1770 OF S upgrade for Model 8 C43 50101
ADFS ROM {for B wan 1770 DFS A B Pius i C26 (d) 1 20S ROM CI510)
ACORN 280 2nd Processors 0329 ral ACORN 6502 2nd Processor C I 73
MuL TIFORM 280 2nd Processor 1289 (b) ACORN IEEE Interlace C269 IC
' ORG. 280 2nd Processor AP 100 (C423291::
TZDP 240 LEP 100 with lechnornat.c PD800P dual dr.vc with boat monitor Mann

META Version III - The only package available in the micro market that will
assemble 27 different processors ac the price offered Supplied on two 16K
roms and two discs and fully compatible with all BBC models Please phone
for comprehensive leaflet £145 (b).

We stock the 10 range of ACORN hardware and firmware and a very wide range of other
peripherals tor the BBC For detailed specifications and pricing please send for our leaflet

DISC DRIVES
5,25 Single Drives 40,50 switchable:
TS400 4001(640K
PS400 400K 640K with integral mains power supply
5.25 Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:
TD800 800K/ 1280K
P0800 800K. 1280K with integral mains power supply
PD800P 800K/1280K with integral mains power supply and monitor stand
3.5' 80T DS Drives:
TS351 Single 400K540K
PS351 Single 4001(640K with integral mains power supply
TD352 Dual 800K 1280K
PD352 Dual 800K 1280K with integral mains power supply
PD853 Combo Dual 5 2i '3 5 drive with p s

C114 (b)
£129(b)

C199 (a)
0229 (a)
C249 (a)

£99(b)
(119(b)
C170 (I))
£187(b)
f229 (a)

3M FLOPPY DISCS
Industry Standard floppy discs wan a cletime guarantee Discs in packs of 10

51/4 Discs
31/2 Disc40 T SS DD £10.00 (d) 40 T DS DD f 12.00 (d) 80 T SS DD fs20.00 (d)

807 SSDD C14 50 (0) 80 T DS DO E15.50 0:9 80 T DS DD £25.00)d)

EPSON
EPSON LX86
Optional Tractor Feed LX80 86
Sheet Feeder 1X8086
FX800
F x1000
E X800
L0800 180 col)
L01000

TAXAN
KP815 (160 cps)
KP915 (180 cps)

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS

EMS
£20 Ic)
249 (0)

C319 (a)
£4491a)
£409 (a)
(439(a)
£589 (a)

£249 (a(
£369 (a)

STAR NL 10 (Parallel interlace)
STAR NLIO (Serial Interrecel
STAR Power Type

BROTHER HR20

COLOUR PRINTERS

Dotprint Plus NLO Rom lor
Epson versions lOr FX. RX, MX
and GLP 188C only)

PLOTTERS
JUKI Hitachi 672
6100 (Daisy Wheeil 0259 (a) Graphics Workstation

(A3 Plotter)
NATIONAL PANASONIC Plotrnate A4SM
KX P1080180 Coll C149 (a)

£209
1279
021 (al

(329 (a)

C28 (d)

C459 (a)

C599 (a)
£450 (a)

FLOPPICLENE DRIVEHEAD CLEANING KIT
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 28 disposable cleaning discs
ensures continued optimum performance of the drives 5' £12.50 (d)

3' £14.00(d)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
Single Disc Cable C6(0)
10 Disc Library Case C1.80 (d)
50 ) 5' . Disc Lockable Box f9 00 (c)

D u Cattle £8.501d)
V: S.. Disc Storage Box C6 (C)

[Jsc, trr,aoie BO. £131)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etcl
in stock Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons
available for all above plotters Pens with a variety of tips and colours also
available Please phone for details and prices.
Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine perforation (Clean Edge):
2000 sheets 9 5' x 11' (13(b) 2000 sheets 14 5' x 11' f15.50(b)
Labels per 10005 Smolr= Pow ' 6' f5.25(d) Triple Row 2-7/16" x 1 7/16' (5.00(d)

MONITORS
RGB 14"
1431 Std Res (179(e)
1451 Med Res (225(a)
1441 Hi Res C365 (a)

MICROVITEC 14" RGB/PAL/Audio
1431 SP Sid Res f 199 (a)
1451AP Std Res f259 (a)
All above monitors available in plastic or
metal case

TAXAN SUPERVISION II
12 Hi Res with amber green options
IBM compatible £279 (a)
Taxan Supervision III C319 (a)

MITSUBISHI
XC1404 14 Med Res ROB. IBM 8 BBC
compatible C219 (a)

MONOCHROME
TAXAN 12 HIRES
KX1201G green screen
KX1203A amber screen

PHILIPS 12 HIRES
BM7502 green screen
BM7522 amber screen
8501 RGB Std Res

ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base
Taxan Mono Swivel Base with
clock
Philips Swivel Base
BBC RGB Cable
Microvitec
Taxan £5 (d)
Touchtec - 501

£90 (a)
C95 (a)

C75 (a)
79 (a)

£139 (a)

C20 (c)

f22 (c)
f14(c)
£5(d)

(3.50 (0)
-mochrome C3.50 (d)

C239 (b)

MODEMS
All modems carry a lull BT approval

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS Range

WS4000 V21/23 (Hayes Compatible
Intelligent Auto Dial/Auto Answer) £149 (b)

WS3000 V21/23 Professional As WS4000
and with BELL standards and battery back up
for memory £245 (b)

WS3000 V22 Professional As WS300 V21'23
but with 1200 baud full duplex £450 (a)

WS3000 V22 bis Professional As V22 and
2400 baud full duplex f595 (a)

WS3022 V22 Professional As WS3000 but
with only 1200,1200 £350 (a)

WS3024 V22 Professional As WS3000 but
with only 2400/2400 £450 (b)

WS2000 V21 /1123 Manual Modern

DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT

DATATALK Comma Package
If purchased with any of the above

modems 

PACE Nightingale Modem V21 /V23
Manual

(08or limited tO current stocks)

£95 (b)

£10(d)

*£70 (c)

£75 (b)

RT256 3 PORT SWITCHOVER
SERIAL INTERFACE
3 input., I output or I input 3 Pulpyl
manual channel selection Input
output baud rates independently
selectable 7 Oa 8 bit odd even none
panty Hardware or software
handshake 256K butler mains
powered t375

PB BUFFER
Internal buffer for most Epson
phnlerS Easy to inslair insl
supplied
P131261284 C99 (4)

UVERASERS
uv 1 T Eraser win 00,,/41 timer and mains indicator
Built-in safely interlock to avoid accidental exposure
to the harmful UV rays
It can handle up to 5 eryoms at a time with an average
erasing time of about 20 mins (59 C2 pip.
UV I as above but *Andot me timer t47 + I2 pip.
For Industrial Users we offer UV140 8 LAP 41 era-
sers with handling capacity of 14 eprOcnS UV141 has
a built in timer Both ofter full wit in safety ealures
UV1IO £69. UV141 (85. pip (2.50.

EXT SERIAL/PARALLEL
CONVERTERS

Mains pon. ' .,re's
Serial to Para. c
Parallel to Seristi
Bidirectional Converter

£48 to
E48 (c)

£105 (b)

Serial Test Cable
Serial Cable switchable al both ends
allowing pin options lo be re-routed nr
linked at either end -- making it PoSSiOle
to produce almost any cable
configuration On site
Available as M 'M or M F (24 75 (d)

Serial Mini Patch Box
Allows a easy method to
reconfigure Pin functions
without rewiring the cable
assay Jumpers can be used
and reused (22 Id)

Serial Mint Test
Monitors RS232C and CCITT
V24 Transmissions
indicating status with dual
colour LEDs on 7 most
significant Ines Connects in
Line C22.50(0)

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

I.D. CONNECTORS
15pfeedbiock Typo)

NO o' Header Recep Edge
ways Conn

20 14Sp 125p ',Sp
26 I 7Sp SOp 2400
34 2000 1600 3200
40 2200 1900 340p
50 2350 2000 310p

SOFTY II
inns low cost intelligent eprom programmer can program 2716 2516
2532 2732 and with an adaptor 2564 and 2764 Displays 512 byte
page on TV - has a Serial and Dar
Oda 10 700117/17S Can be used as an emulator cassette interlace
Softy ii t1115C4)(e)
Macao, to, 2764
2564 CM 00

PLEASE WRITE OR
TELEPHONE FOR
CURRENT PRICES

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
MALE.
Ang Pins 120 180 230 35C
Solder 60 85 125 170
IDC 175 275 325
FEMALE:
St Pin 100 140 210 38C
Ang Pins 160 210 275 440
Solder 90 130 195 290
IOC 195 325 375 -
St Hood 90 95 100 120
Screw 130 150 '75
Lock

EDGE

CONNECTORS
2  6 war
2  10 wea,.
2. 17 tray.., 20.
2. 18 way
7.23 way
2. 25 way
2.26 way i Sperm' ,
2  36 way

. 43 way
2.27 way
2 43 way

7? v..,
50 trans ,00t

'SOO

175p
225p
2009
250p
260p
1900
395p
400p
600p

300p

3S0p
140p
220p
220p

5009

AMPHENOL
CONNECTORS

I" way plutt Gen!, s

,lcier SOOp iIDCi 475p
lc way ski Centronics
.older 1 550p , IDC 500p

:1 way plug IEEE i sow,
475p (IOC] 475p
24 way Ski IEEE i solder
SOOp I DC 500p
PCB Mtg Skt Ang Pin
2.1 oral 700p 36 way 750p

RIBBON CABLE
,grey mece

C war 40p 34.4a, Hap
908 AC ma, 1S00

2: -a. 959 50 way 2000
:6 ea. 1209 64 44. 210p

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS 21 Cl SO
28 pin C9 10 40 ocEI210

EURO CONNECTORS
DIN 41612 Plug Ski
2 x 32 way St Pin 230p 2759
2 x 32 way Ang Pin 275p 320p
3 x 32 way St Pin 260p 300p
3 x 32 way Ang Pin 375p 400p
IDC Skt A + B 4009
IOC Skl A 4- C 4009

For 2 x 32 way please specify
spacing (A + EC A  C)

GENDER CHANGERS
25 way D type

Male to Male
Male to Female
Female to Female

(10
(10
(10

DIL HEADERS
Socte, IOC

14 pin 40p 100p
16 pin 50p 110p
18 pm 60p
20 pin 75p
24 pin 100p I 50p
28 pin 160p 200p
40 pin 200p 225p

RS 232 JUMPERS
,75 way U.

24 Single end Ma e
24 Single eno Female
24 Female Female
24 Male Male
24 Male Female

£500
ES 25

t1000
1950
1950

MISC CORNS
21 pin Scant Connector 200p
8 pm video Connector 2009

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA SYSTEM. TEL: 01-450 9764

DIL SWITCHES
way 90p 6 -way 105p

8 -way 120p 10 -way 1509

ATTENTION
Al prides in this double page
advertisement are sub)ect to

change wtthout notice.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

Please add carnage 50p
unless indicated as toaows:
(a) (8 (b) f2.50 (c) (1.50 (d)

£1.00

Using 'Prestel' type protocols. For information
and orders- 24 hour service. 7 days a week

1144 ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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740
7407

7402

7403

7404

7405

7406

740'

7409

700
)611

2412

717
704
7476

7417

7470

7427

7427

7473

745
7476

7427

7420

7430

7432

/413
7437

7430

sin
7410.
7445
445
74.
740
74464

7447
74
74.
2451

7453

7454

7470
7477

7473

704
7475

7476

7410

707
74434
74444

740
7405

74.19

76904

749.

74924
.934
7494

74154

74%
6497

74.
5.07
74109

4710

74177

7475
7476
74179

74720

7412.

74722

74723

0725
74716

74.21
74132

36

71047

74147

74143

741.
>711S

/7117

74144
77060
7055
74157

74154

74155
74156

747.
7410
7410
74162

74163
74764

74115

"IN
74147

74170

74173

74173

711/4
717S
747 76

74171

Mtn
74191

705
74182

7410
7411164

74110

74791

74792

74193
MIN
74115

741%
74717

74,"
747%
74721
7425,

74214

74716
74773

74276
74771

74279 ON
74263 1 06

74742 10
74210 0 %
142,3 02,
hum
743' 1N
7550. 0%
74304 0

7436/4 ON
435 IN
7450 1 III
7453 110
7600 1

7 _t 15 51 1111 5

744500

MSc'
/4502
741501

741504
74505
.50
74509
74570
74/5.
74E513

74574
74575
74620
7452'
74/522
.524
741516

74152'
74/528
745%
744537

74533
64537
745%
74150
741542

741543

74E544

741549

74155'
74554
35555
.575
5E5744
74 57S
/46161
7.576
744565
74150
435%

7415%

74592
74593
74E5958

74E596

74570

7425109

745'72
74 7 I
1625114

745122
745123
745725
7415721
745131
7405733
7415136

745131
74E575
74/5145
745.7
74$748
/4,515,

7405132

741503
.5754
740555
74ESIN
74575;
74/57.
74/5744
74575.
745.624
74451634
741510
7417656
74761064

7415111
745769
745170
)45730
74574
.505
770.577

745763
30.67973

77455'
745792
7457944
77457954
745796
745797
745221
74524
74524'

5243

45243
741554
745245
7445247
74E5248

745149
76.5257
.553
745256
7452455
74550
74152.
745200
74E5714

024
024
0 24

O7
07
014
014
014
014
024

014
0 24
07
0 24

024
09
011
07
0 24

034
074
014
014
0 24

024
09
19
ON

N
024
024
0 74

ON
05
001
ON
062
070
on
00$
04
05
0M
070
ON
ON

040
09
04
04
0 70
0 60

00
00
ON
0x
o 05

0 55

0 55

Ors

ON
2N
ON

00

 0
0 45

o so

ON
ON
075
075
0 75

02,
1 10

12,

t%
I 00

00

027
071

00

I0
o n

75

0 00

0 75

075
0 00

040
O0
00
0 03

010
0 so

0 70

010

1 10

0 75

0 5
040
0 70

05
120
9/5
150

at 52 a
145770
7452%
744522
7415210

74.52,2
765213
7.5215
P4607
74,52111

74509
745321
14 53224
745323
745374
7451,11
74/552
51553
74536
74E5160

7455
74155
745366
745367
7515368

7415373
745374
74E5375

745377
74E5371
74/5379
4,531'
4, 5315

'475390

'415393
147539.
741509
744505
645465
745467
74154%
745.0
445577,

74/56011

745670
74572
74/5624
745626
74t56711

74E5679
74564
745640
47 5.

74,5..
74,5643
745.3
745664
745645
7415645

145666
766669
74567C
7415612
7475611.1

7415664

745661
74E5660
7415703

12,
0 70

570
0 N
0 N
1600
010

43

oo

00

270
70

3 so

100
15
200
170

1 70

010
%

0 50

00
062
0 SO

o PO

0 70

on
110

ON
I 93

40
5

02,
IN
100
140
740

110
770

so

cc

oc

770

2500
IS 00

50

ZS

75

25

00

so

00

50

oc

7o

SC

50

ITS SI RIE ti

Special
offer

to
E&WW
readers
only -

10% off
on
all

TTLS
and

CMOS

74ALS SERIES

46.

4.5011
4, 563

5,520
4.537
5,574
575730
4.5739
5,520
COL 5245

44,5573
5,5574
04,55%

00
04
00
00
0 0
0 45

02,
070

NI
12,

470
475
2%
450
20

74500

74507

5504
5505
5501
470
'4571

74510

'4522
6530
74512

74537

37538

'4557

4564
574

74.5
7450
745772

55113
745114
55124
'45732
745133

745131

7451 39

551.
451S1
72503
745757

7451S1

45763
745169

5174
.5175
745710

7457119

745194

7451%
7457%
45200
745207
74525
7457.
745241

745244

'4525
745257
74551
'45260
745267

4503
55717
55280
7457173

74570
745)71
745374
765307

040
02,
00
0 SO

so

o So

075
040
040
02,
040
040
040
OM
O.
04
05
s

oo

o

0
70

10
140
040
IN
145
IN
IN
145
245

20
IN
5111

145IM

114

145

1118

30

4%
314

427

4N
40
4N
LIN
3 -

ISO
10

345
11

1.21

IN

4 IS
4N

23$414

0000 SERIES
sne
4001

4002

4006
4007
400
4009

0
4077

4C  3

4014

4075

4016
4017

4011

4079
4020

4027

027
4023

4024

.75

.26
4027

4071

4029

4030
4031

4032

40)1
4034

4034

NIS
4036

4037

40).
4040

4047

4047

4043

4044

4045

4046

4067

40411

4049

4050

4057

4052

4053

4054

4055

406
40
4063

400
4067

4001

400
4070

4071

*072
4073

4075

Za

024
070

0 70

0 ZS

o 60

04
OM
0 24

on
0%
0b
0 33

ox
0 59

02,
00
0 N
00
0 70

05
04
014
0 la
04
0b
027

M
775

00

127

2%
1 SO

2 so

70

0 65

OM
00
0 00

0 GO

013

ON
0%
0 55

O%
027

0 66

00

Dal

o 80

0%
0 70

0

040
29
05
0 24

074
0 24

0 24

0 24

0 74

4076

4077

4070

4087

4002

40.5
4016

4009

.13

.54

4502

4503

4504

4505
4.4

4522

4526

4517

578

4529

4537

4537

4534

4536

4534
455

4555

4556
ASS/

4560

4566

4561

4569
4572

4513

4584
45%

024

14141,

7.90
14495

14S,
5150

22720

2210'
22102
4004
40085

40197
4090
40700
40701

40702

40703
0104
40105

4010
40107

40701
40105

40110
40714

40107
401113

40771

1004
4005
40702

40793
40194

40744

40245

40257
40373
40374

80C95

-Cl,
070%

ON
111
021
0 24
on
00
027
179

05
00
o%
090
2 Po

075
09

111

0 55

0%
0%

110

000
05
15

0 55

0 SS

0 SS

50

400351
37717000
3103

7 5050
0 3 1350

 01910
31912

50194
47070
goon.
6300
0.309
41060
5001
5305
50111
5001
0.3050
.4.31)01

63107
51406

7401

*3746
02740E
02161E
02162E
C018%
C0.32710

16371100

D7007
000.404 
0.0000
D4C0800
06300
7.7,1366

6E7706
C17671

7051331

1017555

c+0554
1C7120

107770

1C1137

LC711,
5347
74351

70353

Lf3S5
7.0563
10357

11391
70.110C10

10.43010.

1.307
04101070
30370
140911

.371
140379

16324
10.43370

15357
1.33*
.119
1930
543507
.377
17590441
1.3000.7
1413413

110.3114

143564
14317
14191
1.3923
140393

394077

174709

LINEAR ICs
ft 07
/002
IN

so

Sn
40
19
lb
.

05
315
92,

05

ON
210
1%
ON
1%

AS

1%
171
750

200
670
2 70

110

920
00

100
100
100
140

VO

67S

470
19
10
100
I0
)50
3 SO

GO

010

100
 00
4 SO

09
045

71

22*
10

ISO

1 00

7345

1 15

17
1 SO

060
OK
00
3 03

1 SO

72,
35
2/1
110
770
IN
1 10

ON
470

05

2,77100
.723 00
7472501 100

5033 0 ft
.741 0 71

0.47747 0 70

770.741 ON
.1011 400

.1014 174

097%' 7

.7130 0 SO

.1177 100
140,572 3 0
1M3%6 600

601111 450
042917 1736

.3302 0

.500 ON
75909 7 4014.. 7N
 4)914 32,
143975 344
.3116 140

.5600 I SO

9515131 2 30

515767 T.
53772 r No

7.77111. 1

7473 0 5
9074. 0 45

C1495 100

4174% 0 70

991.331%2 CO
03607 0 PO

7403404 0 %

10077 410

41.242 IN
141907 N
721922 403

7.70622.
.50 2 IC

3E531 7c

4654 150

.555 021

.5% 00
30 566 40
17E565 120

50566 10
771S67 12,
31570 4 00

415/1 1 00

46 592 0%
1,0553213 I SO

700551151 110

.5534P 15
4(351447 104

057 350
7/102* 500
77C47 36 055
704151 2 00

73195 1 50

0045513 050

550240 000
.096.364
51411) 3N
567101313 IN
53/10334 90
53511524 2 in
53715 4.01

53M% 40
535410 10
57073412 IN
5515 ISO
747720 1.0
70700 10
57704 IN
707705 ON
'07222 1 %
57310 IN

'8,3'
75400
744470

11510
1154757
15923
7110.95

1CSIO*

.47770
KANO
MAIO.
106102
1061024
103,1705
70,67
715,
TO,.
700.21
70,
70." vl

r1).4366
10438'.
704 7000

117002
11081011

11062
110.4
1L0,7
71072

1E074

KOS
71082

13013

7100
11064
11000
U47S9
1002240

5.070
70074
520014
55034
5756.
62061
52.2
7.2%7

5210
73575
7.59217

17.47
78.

.4110

.42200
002207

402217

101220
00.2249
/174404

ZW14
24441.914

251473E

274424E

174425.111

244016E0

27442111

pwsee
27047905

27064 7/

274440

174457341

/74459017

51030
1.41010

17541307

2704234E

179
0 n
090
0b
027
270
2a
500
30
175

M.
770
003
17S
1 10

240
15
174
S00
170.
174

30
7 00

040
060
040
040
0 70
 10
02,
0 SS

027
770

1 CO

0

3 70

70

670
027
075
07S

M
0
111

IN
1N
20*
250
310
SOO

450
In
115
675
15

ON
1n
n

7%
30
1 00

670
SO

125
IN

so

370
SO

170
200

60

1300
SO

COMPUTER COMPONENTS
CPUs

0.0x1 150
26.6 10 SO

 MI

1200

s

es .5  00
5773,

r . I SO

4.4 ISO
yoN 3 (0.1

.1. 10 00

60717 72 Oa

11 0
s 3 SO

 CO
5. 36 410

00

sa

190
290

337 .100
77" 070

11N
5.0

IS 0
70 00

0
.50

 w 0707 00

1'40
100
174
240
s

70

SUPPORT
DEVICES

'505500
75507
75.07
70054174

00770
/51170
200271
502 CTC
71006141

507,04,0.7

HO
SO
610
HM

161
200
200
771
614
744

Me. 701

/11,03044 ISO

550 0 29
ON

753.0 S5
70870 10
7%5070 IN
28®00.0.7 sae

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

5,7 7805

6V 56
6V 71011

772512
1. 515
10 01111

740 7824

51,7 74.07
6V 7601
034 7406
,701x3
0537x75

14 111E0 vOt 7001 5115770 77270

04
00
00
04
o.

SO

0 SO

14 01110 v017801 PLASTIC 7012

0 30

0 30

30

0 /0
o 3o

5v 79105
7701902
7.7915

074
00
00
0 SO

050
0 Y3

so

0 45

00
00

261

02'6
1224

0.226

075
1173

8243

85)
67510,

17530 S
LTSSAC 5

0756
9257C

. SVC 5

8175

4279C 5
0202

121
1217

51980

7200

00

40
370
30

50

7 IN
670

70
In

oa

50

2 50

150
100

 So
I170

in

75

770
170

PO
425
50
60

72,
12 N

n
150

272

II Co
MN
400

2900
440
470

171

310
650

is 00

OTHER REGULATORS

6051314E01171.70155

7,4

97.05.

v 4.141Alla FL GuE47016

5.170765 10075' 30.,

TECHNOMATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 7 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW 10 I ED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW 10
(Te1:01-208 I 77).Telex:922800 Tel: 01-723 0233

3115 FM ;N1 RO I ONDON 11 2

2 50

7 70

60

7 a
770
00

OTHERS

loop'?
0060
00767
.0205

3 378

MEMORIES

2124-3
47142
nsa 75
4006,5
41144.15

1675
5.01 3
611167 15

2256
69110

1 20

10
50

700
GOO

300
500
150
1200
LSO

PROMS

EPROM,

271645
2732-45
276425
77014
27171 25
270256
27512
77513
27028
77256

4I0
450
320
5 so
4-
700
900
no*
55o
5 so

RS232

0.141217 IN

CRT

CONTROLLER

42,
110

IN
25
170

IN
ls

IBM AMSTRAD
UPGRADES

0 75 5
8087
80207 5
80787 8
13028, 70

tfa
111,0

(IN
6210
0710

30 Or
10
IN

In
145

121

DISPLAYS
1 06

Oa

13507 10.779
110

VA%

7 00

yE s 70. 75

2 00

07.3' 1100

0.765715 1 N
779364 I N
711)65 u 00

19140. 12 0
09367 1600
179369 00

572

 50
y 6. 60
44I796364 I00
.5905 .00

'5'.
/5759
510
75161

5162
5772
7542
5700
5119
5365
75450

55'
75452

5453
MASA

510
7549'
79497

1126
1176

1795
17%
1197

17111

811.5%
5.15%
0 7 597

517

 .591
1417.5710

602

440

9141107

958
9619

70

11

S 00

 SO
I 573

400
00
o60

7 so

00
0 SO

so

o Po

0 /0
1 SO

ON
06S
15
120
7!0
1!0

20

120
60

40

1 410

1 60

740

 50
340

07)

170

50

110

2 so

REV BOARD
DECODERS

1150
S

 0

BAUD RATE
GENERATORS

UART5

3 00

109
3 00

43. 40

MODULATORS

327
40

SOUND
VISION

200

DISC

CONTROLLER

ICs

150 RI AC1 IC

40000011 ON
775.2 1945

00.75510 ISO
060105257'

350

40.750575311

ISO
O 416E51' 12,
O 6761532 170
00.741000 540
064137 463
am. 4 SO

05309' 4 SO

054530 I.
05453' 10
5032 1 SO

051833 125
0.106 1 SO

05455 125
07002 6N
40.0441 170
940.9 045

70.0 NS, 450
4053470 4 5
70.0100 150
WW2) 25
37.317 210
51C4024 154
70.1400 0 50
9C40113 160
004411 756
4014412 7%
7557 ON

75708 190
75109 1 0
'5110 010
75712 IM
75713 726
151. 14
75715 I%
570 140
n772 1 0
7S7507 72,

I ED,

160711200 III
GPM 11127 ON
437,0,1 10

LEOs

NG, 0 30

620 TS 0002,

10 LEO

877 Gran
170

7.74.670
7585101
01.371

71721
hi IWO
7510110
770041100

1

rs

Ca

Po

52,
190
 00
12,
22,

DISPLAY
DRIVERS

4 50

4 so

3.

IT

0270
76222

3776

COUNTERS

'4C927
74026
74971

731040

0.45.
1.7743975

'Mn,,
U13446115

u1:046104

0114200)

2132004
1117370%

5772032
LK 3037
62132404

7.97
7.92

650
ISO
650
6 70

12,
SO

320
ZO

08

ON
20
1 00

I ft

70

0 10

IOW PROFILE SOCKETS BY TI
- 90

 0 no

TURNED PIN

LOW PROFILE SK TS

765.4 7000

6143 I00
1272 7000
7E0)7, 70 CO

001717 570
10133 2000
107797 6200
NV 770 2400
0.01697 50
00241 1l N

601793 2100
02797 2170

CHARACTER
GENERATORS

790
73,12.1

7a0

TELETEXT
DECODE R

SW.23
50.050X
50.0.$04
5.5050

ON
700

76%
9N

CRYSTALS

00, 2

00

45500.07 5
l%

90.147 2 SO

aliaans sa

37955... 7 0
00120, 7 so

 9,07 100
433.7 IN
97524777 I SO

MAIO 150
WPM/ 775

0057 72,
140.717 740

TOW. 7 SO

164772 7 71

NM. 72,
nem.,
0001440 1 771

la SOhlow 2%
'0 7734 7 Se

'70061102 107

77 COM. 72,
'4 0000 15
14 3704440 1 N
4 750407 2 SO

/5 DOW. 200
'6004407 7N

''75607 72,
'030411 72,

432007 750

.1969457 7!I
1C I W
24 DNS, 7S

413 NOM, I

6401 :so
.707. boa

Please note
All 00305 are SubleCt tO
change without notice

Only current prtme grade
components stocked

We also stock a wide
range of Transistors.
Diodes. Macs Plastic.

Elr.dge Rect,fiers
Tnyristom and Zenors

Please phone for details

OPTO 1 t ECTRONICs
5105
87.34
8577
CCIvp
040157
MA0740004
4577 07.707
75450
S14,411670

0.14410700
35111507

00.70
5.005
7.1).
7632
7115
11.87

3 103

30
345

3 01

IN
00

700

170
20

20

55
1.21

0
120
170
120
720
779

150

OrTO ISOLATORS

7.7  027

10
pa

70
SO

220

6,  73
76 776

6137

179
O9
 71
115
00
1 n

WIRE WRAP SOCKE TS BY TI
210

40 76o

'104 5
10044 001.

220.4 so

347. 5
24,w 107

7416

15o 2003^ 4800 NI61 a
4770 24612' 560 no. nor

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15 % V AT
(Export: no VAT, p&p at Cost)

Orders from Government Dept% & Colleges etc. welcome.

Wailed Price List on request.
Stock ituns are normally by return of post .

ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD
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DIGITAL MULTIMETERS from £89

V.999 - UM

0

Th DIGIT 0.5" LCD
7000 HR BATTERY LIFE
0.1% BASIC ACCURACY
TRUE RMS
1000V DC 750V AC
10A AC/DC
DIODE/RESISTANCE TEST
CONTINUITY BUZZER

from £99 FREQUENCY COUNTERS

100MHz. 600Mhz. 1GHz. 1 5GHz
MODELS
3 GATE TIMES
RESOLUTION TO 0 1Hz
'A" BRIGHT LED DISPLAY
MAINSIBATTERY
TCXO OPTION

 LOW PASS FILTER

UNIVERSAL COUNTER -TIMERS fail;

FREQUENCY DC - 100MHz
 RESOLUTION TO 0.001Hz

RATIO
PERIOD

 TIME INTERVAL
COUNT
STOP WATCH

 RPM
SIGNAL CONDITIONING

from
£110 FUNCTION GENERATOR

500KHz and 2MHz MODELS
SINE SQUARE TRIANGLE TTL
EXTERNAL AM
EXTERNAL SWEEP
030V OUTPUT
t 15V DC OFFSET
501/ and 6001! 0 P's
O. -20dB. -40dB ATTENUATOR

PAL PATTERN GENERATOR £199

FULL SELECTION PATTERNS
VHF/UHF
RF. COMP. VIDEO. IRGB 0/P's
55. 6.0, 6.5 MHz SOUND
SEPARATE OR MIXED SYNCS
1V OR TTL IRGB
VARIABLE VIDEO OP
INT'EXT SOUND

OSCILLOSCOP S

 20MHz DUAL TRACE. COMPONENT
TESTER 1296
15MHz DUAL TRACE BATTERY
OPERATION E399
35MHz DUAL TRACE SWEEP
DELAY £399
50MHz DUAL TRACE SWEEP
DELAY E579

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF CARRIAGE AND VAT. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 1 YEAR GUARANTEE.
FOR ILLUSTRATED DATA SHEET. PRICES. TECHNICAL ADVICE OR DEMONSTRATION CONTACT:

BLACK STAR LIMITED
4 HARDING WAY, ST IVES.
HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE1 7 4WR.
Tel: (0480) 62440 Telex: 32762

Black*Star

AID

ti A 4 f

EDUCATION AND QUANTITY
PRICES ON REQUEST

3't/ and 4;1 12mm LCD Digital multi -

meters: 5 ranges AC and DC volts:
6 Resistance Ranges to 20M ohm: AC/ -

DC to 20 Amps: life Transistor test:
Diode Test: Continuity: Auto polarity
and zero: Plus extra features as
below. Size 176 x 90 x 36
mm (3800 172 x 88 x 36).
All with Test Leads:
Fused: Hard carry case
and instructions.

ALL MOOEL
WITH FREES

HARD
CARRY

CASE

.,-------

MODEL

M4650

DIGITS

M3650

RANGES BASIC PRICEEXTRA FEATURES

3800 31/2 32 Low AC/DC 0/20 micro
amp ranges 0.5% £35.00

3610 31/2 30

i
LED continuity indicator 0.3% £39.09

3630 3,h I 30 5 -Range Capacitance Test 0.3% £45.17

3650 31/2 30
2 -Range frequency counter
5 -Capacitance 83% £52.13

4630 41b 30 Data Hold
5 -Range Capacitance 0.05% £60.83

4650 41h 30 Data Hold, 2 -Range Freq.
5 -Capacitance 0.05% £69.52

dd I5°° VAT UK only - UK POST/INS etc. (EXPORT X

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK - CALLERS WELCOME

AUDIO ELECTROnICS
tos=1 TELEPHONE 01-724 3564

301 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2 1BN
milo ORDER BY POST OR TELEPHONE

INSTRUMENT
CATALOGUE

Ref TG
UK Send
SAE A4
£1.00

ON REPLY CARD

With 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of
several hundred thousand transformers we can supply:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF

EVERY TYPE

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES:

Microphone transformers (all types) Microphone Splitter/Combiner transfor-
mers. Input and Output transformers. Direct Injection transformers for Guitars.
Multi -Secondary output transformers. Bridging transformers. Line transformers.
Line transformers to B T Isolating Test Specification. Tapped impedance match-
ing transformers. Gramophone Pickup transformers. Audio Mixing Desk transfor-
mers (all types). Miniature transformers. Microminiature transformers for PCB
mounting. Experimental transformers. Ultra low frequency transformers. Ultra
linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductive Loop
transformers. Smoothing Chokes. Filter, Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts up to 1.000 watts), 100 volt line transformers to
speakers. Speaker matching transformers (all powers). Column Loud -speaker
transformers up to 00 watts or more.

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY. STUDIO QUALITY, HI -Fl
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE
TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch
times are short and sensible.

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING
AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS. RECORDING STUDIOS,
HI -Fl ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS.
Export is a speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH,
EEC. USA. MIDDLE EAST, etc.

Send for our questionnaire which, when completed. enables us to post
quotations by return

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
Manufacturers and Designers

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941). Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG.
Suffolk. PO Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.

Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390 -
Telex: 987703G

ENTER :tri ON REPLY cARD
ENTER 59 ON REPLY CARD
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APPOINTMENTS
Advertisements
accepted up to

12 noon 28th October
for December issue.

(DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £27 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (prepayable).
BOX NUMBERS: £15.00 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5A5).
PHONE: PETER HAMILTON on 01-661 3033 (Direct Line).
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHINGand crossed.

Leicester Polytechnic
School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering
and Textile and Knitwear Technology

Senior/Principal
Technician
Salary Negotiable up to £9,000 p.a.
A professional with a minimum qualification of
HNC/HND is required to join an established project,
to apply machine vision to Automated Inspection in
the Apparel Industry.

You will be required to set up a rig for inspecting
garments, run tests and evaluate its performance
under supervision. Substantial programmirg (in 'C'
and 6,800 series assembler) will be required.

The appointment will initially be for one year from
1st September 1988. with the possibility for a second
year.

Application form and further details available
from the Personnel Office, Leicester
Polytechnic, P.O. Box 143, Leicester LE1 9BH.
Telephone: (0533) 551551 ext. 2303.
Closing date 2nd November 1988.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES POL ICY Applications are welcome
from people regardless of their race. ethnic origin. religion.
sex. marital status or disability disabled applicants will be
guaranteed an interview if suitably qualified and or
experienced, and supported by a recognised agency
eg aDRO

ANUIENSIS
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ENGINEERS

Ne have a large number of local and national clients requiring the
t)Ilowing skills of all levels.

HARDWARE: Contact Peter Dunkley at the
H ice or (02231314229 (home).

'Aicroprocessors 68XX series (in particular
6809)
'Design of analogue or digital Circuitry
R adio/Doto communications
AD and multi/single layer pcb design

Image analysis and video A -D conversion
Networking, X25, DEC, ICL, HP, IBM
,oinframes and PCs
_omputer systems and peripheral
maintenance
Project/Development Management
Sales/Marketing/Applications Engineers/

SOFTWARE: Contact Richard
Woodward at the office or (0224)
355480 (home)
Operating Systems. Unix, VMS, MS-
DOS

Languages C, Modulo 2, Pascal,
Fortran, KR
Applications: Oracle, DBaselll + , CAI.
CAM/CAE
Assemblers. 680 x 0, 80x86, 8085,
Z80, 8086
Comms WANS, LANS, Telecoms
Any combination of the above skills
,re in constant demand

AMANUENSIS EXECUTIVE SERVICES LIMITED
20 NEWMARKET ROAD CAMBRIDGE CB5 8DT 'a 0223 354978

Wanted urgently
Practical people for the
Third World.
Many people want to help the Third World.
But relatively few can offer the kind of help
wanted most: the handing on of skills and
professiois which lead to self-reliance.
You could make this priceless contribution
by working with VSO.
Current requests include:
Electronics
Instructors
Studio
Electronic
Engineer
Hospital
Electrorics
Engineers
Lecturers in
Power and
Communication

Ultra -sound
Technician
Refrigeration'
Radio,
TV Engineers
Electrical Engineers
for instruction/
installation
Maintenance
and repair
Technician

For more detai s. please complete and return
to: Enquiries Unit. VSO, 317 Putney Bridge
Road, London. SW15 2PN. Tel. 01-780 1331.

Conditionsof work: Pay basedon local rates  Posts
are for a minimum of 2 years  You should be
without dependants  Many employers will grant
leave of absence.
I'm interested. I have the following training
experience:

Name

Address
EWW ti 88

vso
Helping the Third World help itself.
30p S.A.E appreciated Charity No.313757

LAND MOBILE RADIO SALES PERSON
Must be willing to travel throughout the UK. some technical background would be a,

advantage Can be based anywhere in the UK

Good salary/commission and
Please reply with CV

COMMUNIQUE (UK) LTD
COMMUNICATION HOUSE
PURLEY AVENUE
LONDON NW2 1SB

00111MUNIQUE
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ACE
STATE OF THE ART BROADCAST TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

Following the successful launch of our new
product range at the International Broadcast

Convention -
WE HAVE OPPORTUNITIES IN:

SYSTEMS TEST
ENGINEERING
If you have at least two years' experience in
analogue and digital systems test withir a

broadcast environment -
WE CAN OFFER:

Salaries up to £14,000
5 weeks holiday

Excellent career opportunities.

Please send CV or ring:
Susan White, A.C.E., Hanworth Trading E;tate,

Hampton Road West. Feltham.
Middlesex TW13 6DH. Tel: 01-894 5622

A Carlton Company

COVVUNICATIONS
TECHNICIAN

Salary on a scale from (7,365 to £8,997 inc. of fringe allowance
pay award pending).

Is required for Police Headquarters, Welwyn Garden
City, to assist with the installation and inspection of tne
Force Communications Equipment. This includes
temporary radio aerials, emergency generators,
telephones, telex and associated equipment in use
throughout the county. You will evaluate and advise on
new equipment and will participate in user trials, and will
be required to erect temporary radio aerials on the roof
of various buildings and large vehicles and therefore
should not suffer from vertigo.

Possession of appropriate qualifications would be an
advantage, but more importantly you should have
relevant experience in communications. A clean driving
licence is essential.

A generous relocation package may be available in
appropriate circumstances. If you would like to know
more, please contact the Personnel
Department, Police Headquarters,
Stanborough Road, Welwyn Garden
City, Herts. Tel: (0707) 331177 ext. 1347

Closing date: 4th November 1988.
An equal opportunities employer.

111111..

"6,

AKG

London Fire Brigade

The Londoi Fire and Civil Defence Authority is now
responsible for fire and emergency planning services
in the Greaser London area and its responsibilities
include the London Fire Brigade

Assistant Radio
Officer
£11,916 - C14,544
You would assist the Brigade Radio Officer in
maintaining an efficient and effective radio network.
You must hive proven experience in the installation,
repair and maintenance of fixed and mobile VHF radio
telephone equipment, and hold a City and Guilds
Telecommu iications Technicians Certificate or
equivalent aid have GCE "0" level in mathematics
and technical drawing. Good oral and written
communicaions skills are essential.
Application firms and further details from the
Recruitment Section on 01-587 4860/4875
(ansaphones), Personnel Department, Room 607,
OueensboroJgh House, 12-18 Albert Embankment,
London SE1 7SD.
Please quote Ref: FB.210.
Closing date 4th November 1988.
The Authority has a positive equal opportunities policy
and welcomes applicants from all sections of the
community, particularly those presently under-
represented e.g. women, black and ethnic minorities
and people with disabilities.
This post is open to lob sharing unless otherwise
stated.

LFCDA
Lcndon Fire & Civil Defence Authority

Electronic Engineers
If you are an experienced, Support, Design.
Development, Production, Test, Quality,

Project Engineer or Trainee/Graduate, within
the following disciplines: Telecomms,

Datacomms, Computers, Electronics, Process
Control, Medical Scientific Instrumentation

or Broadcast, send your CV to Capital
Appointments Ltd, Freeport, 74 Willoughby
Lane, London N17 OBR or telephone 01-808

3050 for an application form.
0

CAPITAL

SALES ENGINEER
An experienced, self -motivating sales engineer, based in the
South East of England, is required to develop sales of OEM
equipment to the Sound and Communication industry.

AKG is already well established in this area and the position
offers the right person considerable potential for advancement.

Salary negotiable. Company car provided. Reply with CV to,
T. Peacock, AKG Acoustics, Vienna Court,
Catteshall Road, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1.IG.AKG

683
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Sony has long been acknowledged
as the leader in professional video
and broadcast markets. It's a status
we have achieved and maintained by
providing excellent products, backed
up by excellent technical support.

Further expansion of our broadcast
and industrial video groups has
created opportunities for Product
Specialists to be part of a small
technical support team responsible
for product engineering and technical
training. You will be assisting in the

development, assessment, and
support of current and future camera,
VTR, Peripheral, business
information, and display products for
the U.K. non consumer market.

To find out more about the sort of
things we can offer you - training,

salaries, and career opportunities,
why not complete and return this
coupon or telephone Linda Burke or
Ann White, Sony (UK) Limited, Sony
House, South Street, Staines,
Middlesex TVV18 4PF. Tel. 0784

67257.

Linda Burke or Ann White,
Sony (UK) Limited, Sony House,

'South

Street. Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF.

NAME I
ADDRESS

DAYTIME TEL. NO.

EVENING TEL. NO

Lim
SONYj

16116111

latiaM'VerfferWrirr,fterWrer4^F,,,,,,,

ALWAYS AHEAD
IN HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS

£10,000 - £30,000

CoPO4--,Ss
G(14)47.;IF

- With the most successful companies and consultancies - bolt large and small - througnoc t the UK: Offering firs class salary,benef it packages - several include
company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities.
BSc, MSc or PhD with interest and experience in any or these fie
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSWIG; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES; 'IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH PROCESSING; LASER /
FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL PF:OCESSOFtS; REAL-TIME CDPITROL / C31 SYSTEMS; RADAR; SONAR; CCMMUNICATIONS: OSI / X400 NETWORKS;
Al & [KB SYSTEMS; ANALOGIE & DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC EESIGN; SIMULATION; MILLIMETRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL, ADA, OCCPX,
68000 ASS MODULA, UNIX 'VMS; CAD TOOLS.
ECM offer' confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunities to suit your plans.
Phone now for your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology- and hear how ECM can he p you to develop your career.
Call ECM cn 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m, most evenings - or send your cv by FAX (Of 38 743066) or mail to:

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED
-HE MAL TINGS, BURWELL, CAM3RIDGE, CB5 (NIB.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD 1149



Hardware /
Software/
Systems

£9,000 - £25,000

Recruitment

As a leading recruitment consultancy we
have a wide selection of opportunities for
high calibre Design. Development. Systems
and supporting staff throughout the U.K.
If you have experience in any of the
following then you should be talking to us
for vour next career move.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  IMAGE
PROCESSING  ANALOGUE DESIGN

 MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE  GUIDED
WEAPONS  C  PASCAL  ADA  FtF &
MICROWAVE  ELECTRO-OPTICS  SIMULATION
 C I  REAL TIME PROGRAMMING  SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING  ACOUSTICS  SONAR  RADAR 
SATELLITES  AVIONICS  CONTROL  ANTENNA
 VLSI DESIGN
Opportunities exist with National. international
and consultancy companies offering excellent
salaries and career advancement.
To be considered for these and other
requirements contact John Spencer or Stephen
Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete
confidence quotinc Ref. WW/101.

STS Recruitment, Telephone: (0962) 69478 (24hrs),
33 Staple Gardens, Winchester. Hampshire S023 8SR.

UNIVERSITY DATA CENTRE
THE JOHN RADCLIFFE HOSPITAL

COMPUTER ENGINEER
A Service and Installation Engineer is required to be
responsible for the communications network at the
University Data Centre. Experience with computer
switching systems (PACX), and the service and installation
of microcomputers or other digital type equipment is
essential. Minimum qualifications: ONC in Electrical and
Electronic Engineering. Salary on the Whitley Council MPT
II Scale, £8,985-£11,208 (under review) according to age
and experience. (The University is an equal opportunity
employer). Please telephone or write if you are interested in
this vacancy, Oxford 817486.
Departmental Administrator.
Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine. Room 5801,
John Radcliffe Hospital, Headington, Oxford OX3 9DU.
Closing date: 2 weeks from appearance of this advertisement.

CLIVEDEN
Technical
Recruitment

o

TEST ENGINEER ' Surrey
Repair and calibration of RF
instrumentation. Fault finding to
component level. c£10K
TEST ENGINEER Bucks
Fault finding and repair of a range of
electro-optic equipment. 2-3 years
experience required. cE9K

PROPOSAL ENGINEER Surrey
Write Systems specifications for
VHF/UHF comms systems.
Extensive customer liaising and
travel. cf18K
TEST ENGINEER Berks
Fault find and repair of digital/audio
recording systems Some staff
supervision. cElOK

TEST ENGINEER Berks
Analogue/digital experience for the
component level repair of X-ray
equipment. up to al OK
BENCH TECHNICIAN Berks
Service and repair to component
level of radio and TV equipment.

£8.5K -Bens
Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

Roger Howard, C.Eng, M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT

92 The Broadway. Bracknell. Berks 0612 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)

WANTED

VALVES TRANSISTORS I.Cs
WANTED also IC sockets, plugs, con-
nectors. factory clearance etc. Valves
types PX4 PX25 KT66 & KT88 espe-
cially wanted. Killington Valves See
left.

ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMERS
Wanted: Career programmers
with a good feel for hardware/
firmware, for non -defence

microcomputer systems in

which code size and efficiency
are important. No big teams,
minimal paperwork, interest-
ing work and a managerial -
level salary if you can produce
good systems quickly.
Relevant C experience a bonus.

Small, profitable systems/
electronics company.

CV to Bill Dunlop,

Troy Systems Ltd, Unit 4,

Heron Trading Estate,

Alliance Road, London W3 ORA.

WANTED
PLATINUM, I,oLD, SILVER
SCRAP. Melted ii.-.-ayed and paid for
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit
boards, plugs, connectors, palladium.
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle.
Totally free sampling service. Send
samples or parcels FRegd poste or
contact Eric Henderson, 0773 570141.
Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd,
Peasehill Industrial Estate, Ripley.
Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too
large or small. 495

BROADCAST ENGINEERS
Ref: 40/88

Required tin wute 111 tne Broadcast Lnoneer wig and Production
Departments of the SSVC. which provides Radio. Television and Training
Services for the British Forces and their dependants in the UK and abroad.

Candidates (preferably aged 22-35) should be educated to HND
standard in electronic and electrical engineering and have had at least
three years' work experience in broadcast or related industries.

The work, often overseas, includes the operation, maintenance and
installation of the full range of professional radio and television studio
equipment and, in some areas. medium wave and VHF transmitters.

The salary offered is tax free when on overseas service, plus generous
overseas allowances and other fringe benefits. There are promotion
prospects to higher grades and opportunities for training and transfer to
other departments of the SSVC.

For further information and an application form please contact:
Mrs A. R. Sive,Assistant Personnel Manager

Telephone: 02407 4461, ext 221

§.11111Q"
670

The SONiCOS Sound and Vision Consoration
Chalfont Grove. Narcot Lane, Chalfont St Peter,
Gerrards Cross. Bucks SL9 8TN

Broadcast Video/Pro-Audio
Service/Test/CIA
It is an exciting time in these markets and career
opportunities currently exist in the above areas.
Applicants should be educated to HTEC/TEC and
have several years experience in the electronics
industry. A thorough knowledge of audio and video
principles is particularly relevant.

Location: Southern England. Salaries in the range
i9 -15K.

Professional &
Technical
Appointments

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

To apply please write or telephone
Mike Jones. Professional and
Technical Appointments. Studio 3.
Intec 2, Wade Road. Basingstoke.
Hampshire, RG24 ONE or Telephone
Basingstoke 0256 470704.

SURPLUS STOCKS

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT STOCKS
WE OFFER CASH for all types of redundant

and surplus electronic components.
including integrated circuits, transistors
capacitors. connectors. sockets. and
many more besides. Top prices paid

collection no problem.
Please contact us today with your list by

fax. telex. telephone or letter to.

MARLOW MARKETING
151A Milton Road. Gravesend

Kent DA12 2RG.
Fax: 0474 327960.

Telex: 940 16512 (NWWO 0).
Telephone: 0474 320062

Also complete factory clearances
undertaken. 684

PCB MANUALS

ik.ti4s
TALE

BRITISH MAIlf

PUBLICATIONS
PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD MANUAL

BE oc ca. ,ea Gage, IGGG'ale,

Mow Ww. wham wd ler  edarawast. make d11.1
asp weft iaal meadow* NW***
da amareg wM Wrwl

Ira aG SINITON.
CBalrag

Maw wad CWO o IS 7%. PP ea

rah Stanton 1k
Oept Bt. 9 PriesIden ParY
SI Andrews File KYI6 801.

WANTED

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD

READING RG6 1Pt
TEL: 0734 68041
FAX 0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

WANTED
Test equipment, receivers,
valves, transmitters, com-
ponents, cable and electro-
nic scrap and quantity.

Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopsgate Street

Leeds LS1 4BB
0532 435649

For further details
on Classified

Advertising please
contact:

Peter Hamilton on
661 3033
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FOR SA E

HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN OBSOLETE
VALVE/TRANSISTOR/I.C.?

We try harder to locate rare types! Delivery either ex -stock (1-2) days or from our
overseas sources (5-8 days). Magnetrons. Klystrons, C.R. T.. tray -wave tubes also

stocked.
WE ALSO STOCK ALL POPULAR TYPES - USUALLY THE LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

(compare our prices listed below!) we'll usually beat any written quote.
LARGE DISCOUNTS FOR WHOLESALETRADEEXPORT.

Free advice re equivalents etc (we've specialised in valves and transistors since 1982).
New boxed guaranteed valves. Good quality brands (Mul.Bri.STC etc).

2C39A 29 00 121.570 3.45 E182CC Mu 7.50 tic,ac, tor Va.vel & IC POA

2C398A
3828

38.00
10.00

12E1

13E1

17.00

130.00

E188CC
E810F Mu

710
23.00

ILTE6.75581A RCA
61666550A moo

4.1256 55.00 19114 29.00 EAC91 1.70 1(108 6550 11.00

4.2505 74.00 1995 29.00 EB91 0.50 M8098 4.50

4C52508 Eimac 58.00 8562 1.20 EC90 1.40 M8136 Mul 6.00

5B 254M ITT 14.00 9561 5.75 EC91 3.80 M8137 Mul 710

514255M ITT 19.00 150133 4.50 ECC81 Mui 1.75 M13162 Mui 5.00

5U4G8 4.30 57213 USA) 64.00 ECC81 010 062 Mai 2.30

5Z4G 2.30 807 210 ECC82 M. 1.75 062 1.40

6A145W 1.95 813 P11841ps 34.00 ECC82 0B0 082 Mul 2.40

6AU6 0.78 813 24.00 ECC83 Mu ZOO 0132 1.40

6AL5
6BA6
68H6
6E16
68W6
6CH6 BArnat

0.50
1.00
1.90
1.40
5.30
6.75

42129 SIC
6080
614613 G E
7350 RCA
A2134
A2293

200.00
6.00
10.75
14.75
14.00
500

ECC83
ECC85 Mu
EEC91
ECF80
ECL82
ECL86

193
1.00
1.80

1.15

0.55
0.95

PCL82
PCL805
P1509 19
00V026
00V03-10
OCV03.20A EEV
00V03'208

160
0.80
4.45

16.00
4.90

26.00
23.00

6F17 STC 2.60 A2426 29.80 EF86 MV 4.25 00V06 -40A Mu! 38.00
6F33 STC 9.00 C1148 POA EF86 2.10 COV06-40A 24.00
61601 2.20 C1166 POA EF91 1.40 00203-208 Mu. 38 00
6V6G 1.20 CV types POA EF92 1.85 S1 1E12 SIC 34 00
614 1.30 CX1140 POA EF95 0.80 VLS631 10.00
11E3 48.00 DE123 35.00 EL34 2.80 U19 900
12AT7 Mul 1.75 DE124 25.00 EL38 6.50 UCH42 200
12AT7 0.80 DE T28 8.00 EL41 2.70 UF 41 1 10

12AU7 Mul 1.75 ESSL 40.00 6184 0.95 UL41 720
12AU7 0.80 E88CC Mu 4.50 EL360 6.50 L.i41 Mu 5.00

12AX7 Mui ZOO E88CC 3.00 EY84 4.80 2759GEC 16.00

12AX7 0.80 E180F Mu 5.75 GZ34 2.40 2803U 18.00

128147 345 EIBOCC 9.00 GZ37 Mul 3.50 Prices cored 1 988

Please add 15% VAT to all p6 es and LI 15 pap per order. Telephone your order quotku, VISA. BARCLAYCARD mot
ACCESS). or send cheque for 1.c rrpt dr..patrt, by 1st Class Post All parcels insured (al our expense) ogienst damage
M trans°

ILLINGTON VALVES
GOOD QUALITY - LOW PRICE - RARITIES A SPECIALITY

39 Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex RH13 5LS, England.
(Callers welcome but by appointment only).

Phone 0403 210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Telex: 87271.
Office hours: Mon -Fri 9am-6.30pm.

(Answerphone, telex and fax left on overnight and weekends)

TO MANUFACTURERS. WHOLESALERS
BULK BUYERS. ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS,
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F. W/W, etc.

CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES.
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS. CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS, etc.

ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London. N.12
.5 minutes from Tally Ho Corne 11613(

MICROWAVE COUNTERS -
IMMACULATE CONDITION!

(NEIMAN INTERNATIONAL
72 01.866 3300 FAX: 01-429 0950

3 Foxhole View, Pinner, Middlesex HAS I AT.

BANKRUPT STOCK OF HITACHI
LM236 640 x 200 dot matrix LCD dis-
plays. Modules include 20 IC drive and
interface logic board. Current distribu-
tor price £312 each. Our price for
sealed cartons of 15 display
1:435+ VAT. Samples available for
05+ VAT. Carriage £11.50. Any order.
Send S.A.E. for data. Tel: 0600 3715.
Specialist semiconductors. Founders
Rouse, Redbrook. Monmouth. Gwent.

COMPONENTS 7000 lines: -Mono-
cur" Audio Eq.. Test Eq.. tools:
"Veuemann" kits: free lists. Send
S.A.E. or Tel. Dial Electronics. Bur-
nhope Rd, Washington. Tyne & Wear
NE38 8HZ. 091 4177 003 Retail shop:
Hawkehusrt Rd. Hartley Kent. 681

FIGOLLEDGEI-IELECTRONIC

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLA-
TORS AND FILTERS of all types.
Large stocks of standard items. Spe-
cials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, produc-
tion schedules. Golledge Electronics,
Merriott, Somerset TA16 5NS. Tel:
0460 73718. (2472)

TANBERG IS6 installation and ser-
vice spares including student cassette
and reel to reel recorder, student and
master control units, student strips
cable etc and also 650 assorted valves.
The Camera Clinic, Turn Park. Station
Rd, Chester -Le -Street, County
Durham DH3 3DY. Tel No. 091 388
2678. 674

SERVICES

TOM BROWN DEVELOPMENTS
(North West 1...1.K.1 A design and de-
velopment service for the electronics
industry. We offer electronic hardware
and software for digital, analogue and
computing projects. P.C.B.C.A.D.,
L.S. Assembly Language and 'C'.
Call Tom Brown on 020488 7710. 680

GOOD USED TEST EQUIPMENT

ALWAYS AVAILABLE
SCOPES. ANALYSERS, SIG GENS, BRIDGES,
COUNTERS, POWER METERS. SPECTRUM

ANALYSERS, MICROWAVE, AUDIO, VHF, HF
COMMUNICATIONS

Examples:
Fluke 6060A AM/FM Synthesized Signal source £2,300
EIP 351D Autohet Microwave frequency counter £2,500
HP 5340A Automatic Microwave frequency counter £2,800
HP 1740A 100MHz b/w scope dual trace with delay £1,250
Tektronix 454 150MHz b/w scope 2 channel with delay.... £380
Tektronix 7633 100MHz b/w storage readout scope
main 'rame £950
Schlumberger A100 30MHz b/w dual trace portable
mains/battery £175

Lots of bargains to callers - bulk and trade terms available.
Get on the nailing list and receive 'INFOPACK

Hours of Business:
Mon -Fri 9.30-5.00. Sats by arrangement.

Spend a day at the coast there's plenty to see, places to
visit - come and browse.

Cooke International
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road. Barnham, Bognor Regis.

West Sussex P022 OEB.
Telephone: Eastergate (0243 68) 5111/2

Fax: 0243 68 2457 50

MARTEL //
He Re Laser Systems
1 m W £237.00
5mVV £433.00
+ P&P

Various Laser Applications

17/19 Whitworth Street West
Manchester MI 5WG
United Kingdom.
Telephone: 061-228 0965

SERVICES

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
ICs transistors etc into casn

Immediate settlement. We also
welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance.

Contact.
COLES. HAROI5IG & Co

103 South Brink. Wished', Cambs.
Tel: 0945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844

  St AUL6fIED OVER 15 YEAPS 692

TRADEMARKS

PCB ASSEMBLY

(Conventional) & TEST
Top quality work, Si' _in to deta
and follow through are our forte. Not
a single dissatisfied customer in ten
years. Over 18.000 boards built and
tested. Low overheads and efficiency

ensure very competitive prices.

EVEREIT ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD

Gwel An Wheal, St Ives, Cornwall.
(n7q17n21F."

"Trade Mark No 1131050 consisting of the word "VITALCALL" and registere,.:
respect of signalling, detecting and data processing apparatus and instruments oil
included in Class 9; radio receiving and radio transmitting apparatus and instruments,
telephonic apparatus and instruments 'or the transmission of messages; alarms (nor
for vehicles); parts and fittings included in Class 9 for all the aforesaid goods, was
assigned on 19th Fearuary 1987 by Vital Communications International Limited of
25/26, Hampstead High Street. London NW3 10A to Automated Security (Holdings) plc
of 25/26 Hampstead High Street, London NW3 10A WITHOUT THE GOODWILL OF THE
BUSINESS IN THE GOODS FOR WHICH THE MARK WAS THEN IN USE. BUT ONLY IN c,
FAR AS THEIR RIGHTS ARE CONCERNED

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD 1 I 7;



MATMOS LTD, 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377.

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BL
Tel: (0227) 470512.

TRIUMPH ADLER/ROYAL OFFICE MASTER 2000 DAISY WHEEL
PRINTERS. 20 cps, FULL IBM AND DIABLO 630 COMPATIBILITY,
CENTRONICS INTERFACE. Features include underscore, bold, subscripts,
superscripts. underline etc. 132 column; micro proportional spacing.
Complete with typewheel and ribbon, manufactured to highest standards in
West Germany by Europe's largest typewriter manufacturer and offered
elsewhere at over E350.00. Cables available for most computers, £7.95.

£119.50 (carr. £6.50) - £99.50 each for quantities of 5+
PANASONIC Model JU-363 31/2" floppy disc drives. Double Sided Double
Density 80 track 1 megabyte capacity unformatted. Latest low component 1/3
height design. SHUGART compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector.
Will interface to just about anything. BRAND NEW. (We can offer at least
20% discount for quantities of 10 plus). Current model. We can supply
boxes of 10 discs for £15.95 plus £1.50 carriage £59.50 (carr. £3.00)
PLESSEY Model T24 V22/V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free
software disc for IBM or MATMOS PC. Compact, automatic modem
featuring the latest technology and the highest possible data rate over the
ordinary phone system. Offers; both V22 and V22 bis compatibility,
1200/2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition, operation on both
ordinary phone (PSTN) and private circuit (PC), auto call and auto answer,
duplex operation allowing simultaneous transmission and reception of data
at 2400 Baud in both directions over a single phone line, compact size (9" x
9" x 21/2"), BT approved and suitable for new PRESTEL V22bis service.
Software is included for IBM PC, MATMOS PC, and (including high
speed Prestel) for BBC MICRO. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE

£119.50 (carr. £5.00) - £99.50 each for quantities of 5+
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12" high resolution monitor with
composite video input. With tilt and swivel stand. BRAND NEW

£39.50 (carr. £5.00)
ITT SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Monitor sized unit with high quality high
resolution 12" green screen monitor (separated video and sync), 5V and 12V
cased switchmode power supply, processor electronics incorporating
TEXAS 9995 and Z8OH processors with 128kbytes and associated support
chips, all BRAND NEW but with only monitor and power supply guaranteed
working. Original cost at least E2.500 £29.95 (carr. £5.00)
ITT SCRIBE III KEYBOARD. Low profile keyboard for above with numeric
keypad. serial interface. BRAND NEW but untested £8.95 (carr. £5.00)
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self-contained
modem unit allowing micro or terminal connection to BT lines via telephone

handset. V24 interface, up to 300Baud, originate/answer modes, etc.
BRAND NEW with manual £14.95 (carr. £3.00)
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 5'/4" WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte
capacity unformatted. 16/32 sectors. 320 cylinders. With ST506 interface.
BRAND NEW £47.50 (carr. £3.00)
DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 5'/4" disc drives. 3.3mbyte capacity
drive - same manufacturer and same series as KODAK 6.6mbyte drive. 160
track. No further info at present. BRAND NEW £25.00 (carr. £3.00)
ASTEC SWITCH MODE PSU. 5V (a 8A; +12V (a 3A; - 12V «i 0.3A - to a
total 65W. Compact cased unit. Ex -equipment, tested £14.50 (carr. £3.00)
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL
Model H310 automatic handler. With IEEE interface and print out of test
results either pass/fail or full diagnostic including pin voltages at point of
failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete with substantial
library of magnetic card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs.
CONTREL handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into
2 bins. Price includes a second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for
maintenance back-up £350.00
ITT PERFECTOR TELEX MACHINE. With 32k memory, screen with slow
scrolling etc s. £350.00
HEWLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With
piezoelectric tuning for precise control of wavelength for measuring
applications £350.00
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS MODEL M17 METALLURGICAL
MICROSCOPE with binocular/micrographic head and all eyepieces. With 4
'Microplan' objectives and Nomarski interference contrast £1,250.00
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately
8 years old with negative ion capability and fast atom bombardment (FAB).
With gas and direct introduction sample probes and with gas chromatograph
inlet system. Output spectra are available directly via a HEWLETT
PACKARD storage display and a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
DS60 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two
TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals, analyses output

Price in region of £12,000 for complete instrument
LUMONICS SYSTEM 2000 RUBY LASER with Q -switch and frequency
doubler. 0.3 Joule per pulse. 6 ppm. Suitable for holography. A low power
He/Ne laser for mirror alignment is included £3,500.00
Please note: *VAT & carriage (also - VAT) must be added to all prices.
* VISA and ACCESS orders accepted.

ENTER 56 ON REPLY CARD
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TAYLOR R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM ONLY £1C4.53 (excluding VAT & carriage)

Prxes
CCIR/5-1 1 Modulator
CCIR/5-2 2 Modulators
CCIR/5-3 3 Modulators
CCIR/5-4 4 Modulators
CCIR/5-5 5 Modulators

£104.53
£159.99
£226.28
£292.56
£358.85 ENTER 2 ON REPLY CARD

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR

PRICES FROM £203.93 (excluding VAT & carriage)
Prices CCIRI3 £203.93

CCIRI3-1 £260.64

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR

RICE Al ONLY £189.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

Power requirement - 240V 8 Watt (available other voltages)
Video Input - IV Plc -Plc 75 Ohm
Audio Input - 8V 600 Ohm
FM Sourd Sub -Ca Tier - 6MHz (available 5.5MHz)
Modulation - Negative
IF Vision. - 38,9MHz
IF Sounc. - 32,9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
Sound Pte-EmphLsis - 50us
Ripple cn IF Saw Filter - 6dB
Output (any charnel 47-86)MHz) - +6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm
Vision to Sound 7'ower Rano - 10 to I

Intermodulation - Equal or less than 60dB
Spuriou; Harmor ic Output - -40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or

combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller

CCIR/3-1 - Specification as above but output level
60dBmV 1000mV Intermodulation 54dB

Other Options /14.,allable - 1 F Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output

Alternative App 'cations - CCTV Surveillance up to 100 TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera control
signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction

802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Ran re - 45-290MHz. 470-860MHz
A.FC. Control - +/- 1.8 MHz
Video Output - IV 75 Ohm
Audio Output - 75V 600 Ohm unbalanced
Audio Monitor Output - 4 Ohms

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BG

Optio-is - Channel selection via remote switching
Crystal Controlled Tuner
Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Powe- Requirement - 240V
Vide. Input - IV Plc -Plc 75 Ohms
Audio Input - IV rms 30K Ohms Adjustable 4 to 1 2

Visio 1 to Sourd Power Ratio - 10 to I

Output - 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz
Mod-alation - Negative
Audi, Sub -Caner - 6MHz or 5.5MHz
Frequency Stability - 25 Deg temperature change 150KHz
Intermodulatian - less than 60dB
Sound Pre -Err phasis - 50us
Double Sideband Modulatonunwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4
Corr biner/Lareller)

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators

TCF.1.2 2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3 5dB
TCFL4 4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller Insertion loss 3 5dB
TSKJ Enabtus up to 4 x TCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTA
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND

TEL: 061-652 3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061-626 1736



Digital Storage at 685'
that do Thurlby leave out?

1 20 megasamples/sec sampling rate?
2 4K words per channel recording

memory?

3 35 MHz storage bandwidth for
repetitive signals?

4 16 non-volatile waveform memories?
5 On -screen text display and on -screen

cursor measurement?

6 Roll mode down to 200 minutes/div?
7 Sweep speeds up to 5ns/div?
8 Sensitivity down to 2mV/div with

autoranging capability?
9 40 division pre -trigger display?

10 Digital sweep delay system?
11 Post storage processing including

waveform multiplication?

12 Digital averaging for lower noise?
13 Digital interpolation using sine or

pulse algorithms?

14 Fully programmable front panel
with 50 setting memories?

15 RS -232C compatible interface plus
optional IEEE -488 interface?

16 Full remote control and bi-
directional waveform transfer?

17 Output to a dot-matrix printer,
digital plotter or analogue plotter?

18 A free conventional oscilloscope
to connect it to?

Surprisingly it's only number 18
but you probably have that already!
The Thurlby DSA524* links to any standard
oscilloscope (using only one cable) and
converts it into a highly sophisticated digital
storage 'scope with all the features listed
above.
If you want to pay even less, the DSA51 1 has
a few less features but costs only £395.
Send for full details now!

111Th-thyl DSA524
DigrtaI Storaga Adaptor
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Thurlby Electronics Ltd., New Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon Combs PE17 4BG.
Telex: 32475 Fax: (0480) 64832 Td: (0480) 63570

ENTER 3 ON


